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Baker v. White

Race for Attorney-General
Jim Baker

Mark 'White

Jim Baker, 48, wall born in HO'llSton
in 1930. After graduating from Prince·
ton University in 19.52, he received hi.r;;
law degree from the University of
Texas, and while there u·as editor of the
law review. Baker was a Captain in the
U.S. Marines and after hie; tour entered
private law practice in Houston. He
joined the firm of Andrews. Kurth,
Campbell & .Jones and for setten years
uus a managing partner of thllt firm.
Baker became US. Undersecretary of
Commerce in 197.5 and u·a.<; Ge·rold
Fonl's 1976 National Campaign Man·
IJ.Ijer. In 1977, Baker returnPd to Hou.r;;.
ton to pmctice law and to announce
hi.~ roce for attnrnPy-yr nrrnl. BakPr and
hi.~ wife livP in Hou.~ton with theire~Jht
··hildren.
I would like to discuss how I view the
office o[ Attorney General, and then what
I ~ee as the main issues of the campaign.
There are two ways to see the office of
Attorney General. The first way is to see
the Attorney General as nothing more
than in·house counsel. In this narrow role,
the Attorney General is essentially
passive, and hts job is merely to advise
1lale agencies how to function within the
law. I see the office of Attorney General in
n entirely different. I see it as both a
hJll(•nge and an opportunity. The
\Horney General should not wait for
problems to make themselves apparent;
bt> ~hould be an active force in trying to
prevent problems, and if problems should
arise, he should be an active force in
trying to fight them.
The first view of the Attorney General
recognizes only the specific statutory
authority granted the office, but there are
~ther equally important responsibilities.
In addition to the strict statutory
authority, the Attorney General has a
(Continued on page 14)

.~ark

Mark White

Jim Baker

White. :38. wa.~ born in Henderson. Te.ra.r;; in 1940. Hi<; family later
mot·ed to Huu.Rtnn, u·here he graduated
from Lamar High &hoot in 1958. He
receiz·ed a Busmess Administration
dey;·ee from Baylor Unirersity in 1.962
and a [au· degree from &ylor in 196!).
After practicing in lau• in Hou.~ton a
short tiuze, White spent three years a.'l
an Ass1:r;;tant Attorney General in the
Insu runce. Banking and SecuritiRs Div,:o;ion. In 1.969. White returned to private lau• pmctice and in 1978 u·as
appointed a.~ Secretary of State. While
Secretary nf State. he u·a.s elected Presidnnt qf the National Association of
SrcrrfariRs of State. He resigned in
Or·/ober '{{last year to seek the Demo('ntfl(· nomirUJtionfor Attorney Geneml
a ntl become associated with the law
firm 4 Reynolds, Allen & Cook in How.;.
/on. White and his u'1.fe lil'e in Au.<;tin
n•ith their three. children.
I want to thank THE WITAN for
devoting time and space to the Attorney
G(•neral's rare. The Attorney General is
the state's top legal officer and with
competition 0n the ballot, the race does
not always get top billing.
I want to be the peoples' lawyer,
fighting for Texas and using the Office to
ht'lp our citizens. Before discussing
specific proposals. you might want to
know something about my background
and qualifications.
I 1,rraduated from Baylor Law School in
1965. and after practicing law for a short
lime in Houston, bccamf' an Assistant
Attorncy General in the Insurance,
Hanking and St>eurities Division. Therefore, I am not a novice to this office. I was
fort unatc to learn how the Attorney
General's office operates and assisted in a
(Continued on page 11)
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Witan
Editorials
I remember sitting with some friends in Professor Scott's office one afternoon last
Spring. During the course of our conversation he spoke of class spirit -esprit de corps,
. essentially saying that for the several years before our class (we are now in our third
year) he was unable to detect any but that our class had a bit and that it should be
cultivated and preserved in memory. Let me say, though not vainly, that he was
correct, for I saw and felt it also. There are numerous cliques, if you will, interspersed
among the homogenousness of our class but with no easily discern able hostility or even
snobbishness to be seen. We have a particularly outstanding selection of class
characters; Mad Dog (happily entitled), Wolfman, Crayfish, the Obscenity, etc. Truly a
most improbable and unforgettable cast. There is a feeling of general good will as is
befitting of a group who've gone through an enlightening and decimating intellectual
transmogrification. In fact, I suppose no one really dislikes anyone else, which is an
evangel of esprit.
It's so easy to get caught up in one's own affairs that I must confess relative ignorance
to the degree of class spirit in the second year class as a group, although from what I've
seen of many individuals it is flourishing. But I mostly address myself to the first year
class- you will be here the longest though it will doubtless turn out to be the shortest
time of your lives. Tempus fugit. Don't steer too narrow a course Jest you fail to see
those around you. There are probably those among you as weird as any upperclassmen.
Get involved in as many school activities as you possibly can - there is no dearth of
them. The society of your fellows will aid you to acquire the 'legal temper' so necessary
lo succeed in what is, after all, still a jungle.
·

THE RED MASS
Dr. Harold Gill Reuschlein, on behalf of
the School of Law, cordially invites all
students, their families and friends to
attend the twenty-sixth annual Red Mass
or. Thursday, 26 October 1978 at 5:30p.m.
in the historic San Fernando Cathedral,
downtown. The Most Reverend Francis J.
Furey, Metropolitan of San Antonio will
lw the prinicipal celebrant. The Mass will
be set in the appropriate religious and
patriotic pageantry. Music is provided by
the Liturgical Choir of Incarnate Word
College and a brass choir. 'Following the
Mass, a cocktail reception will be held at
the Plaza Club honouring the Supreme
Court of Texas, the Court of Criminal
AppPals ofTexas:;nd the judges of Bexar
County. There will be a cash bar.
What is the origin of the Red Mass?

Witan
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Since the reign of Edward I in the early
fourteenth century, a solemn votive Mas~.
with priests in red vestments and the Law
Lords in scarlet and ermine, has been held
in England, on a date near Michaelmas, to
celebrate the autumn sitting of the courts
and the opening of Parliament.
Michaelmas is the feast of the Archangel
Michael, 29 September, the first day of
Michaelmas Tide and one of the four
quarter days of English reckoning.
Twenty-six years ago the tradition was
begun in San Antonio by the St. Mary'
University School of Law and the Cat~l.c
Lawyer's Guild of San Antonio, to
consecrate the study and practice of Law
and her fairer sister Equity.
Come and attend a common Jaw and St.
Mary's tradition.

Staff Writers· David Wemer, Mike Robbms, Doug
Wright. Colleen McHugh, Mary Joe Tnce
Charles Davos, Mrs Palsgraf, Mary Rudolph,
Mike McCullough, Enc Jensen.
Contributors Davod O'Neil, Steve Sherwood,
Sue Hall, Denny Vooght, Jon Gill Bentley,
Melissa Hirsch, J1m Baker, Mark White, Erwon
McGee, Barbara Seivers, Fred Jones.

NOTES
ON THE
CHILYIMIAD
Chili, like barbeque, is one
culinary curiosities originally
make meat of dubious quality 11........u..
Yet. in the strange manner (as
noted) of the poor delighting
extravagance and the rich in
chili. like barbequt• has lust it.;
purpose and be<'ome a dt•lit•a(·y in its
right. As a direct and proximate result
chili's aforementioned evolution, the sixtl
annual Republic of Tt.>X<b ('hilympiad 11 ,
lwlrl in San Marcos ]f) 17 St'pt t'mht•r, 11 I
two-hundred forty-five teams com
for the blue ribbon. The St. Mary's
School Chili Team entered the lists
made a serious race for the prize, alt
we found the chili wanting-too little
too much fat. Abo the absence of
Aldrich's fine hand was
However the sunshine, hecr, and
fellowship more than compensated for
chili and we took much of each on
for a memorable time.

Wotan is published by studenls of St. Mary's
lav. School, monthly e~cept June and July The
voew~ expressed herem are those of the
mdovrdual wnters and do not nccessanly reflect
those of the WIT AN
ots edotors. the
adminostrators, or faculty, unless otheri\ISe
stated The Editor os respo>nsoble lor the voews
expressed on unsigned artocles
Artocles on WITAN may be reproduced and
quoted provided that credot os extended to the
publication and the author of the article so
used, and notice of such use os goven to the
pubhcallon.
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Student Bar Association

No News is Wonderful

S.B.A.
by Bill Hayes

The Student Bar Association met
bi-weekly during the month of September
(that's twice in one month), and what
transpired would fill several average sized
scrolls.
The first meeting of September got off
to a slow start v. hen it was discovered
some supercillious legal fraternity had
commandeered room 104 for its own use.
So, with quick, level-headed thinking, the
SBA re-grouped and found safety in one of
the classrooms.
At the Sept. 12 meeting it was
announced that the quarterly . owned
subsidiary of the SBA · the 3rd annual
Halloween Party - will be held Sat. Oct.
28 at the meeting place of movie stars, the
San Antonio Homebuilders Building.
Three members were elected from the
SBA to the Board of Directors of the
fledgling enterprise. David Jones, Don
Cosby and Tom Root will oversee
operations for the parent - conglomerate
and assist in control and management of
the subsidiary. Some journalists questioned the validity of the interlocking
directorate, but were told to wait for the
S.E.C. report. It is hoped by the SBA that
the three new directors will assume
executive positions within the subsidiary
next year when it becomes a wholly owned subsidiary.
Total operating budget for this year
stands at $9,155.98, Frank Ruttenberg,
Treasurer said at the Sept. 26 meeting. He
emphasized a possible reduction of $1800
from last year's locker refunds as well as
reserves for spring locker deposits. One
Senate math wizard noted a $4
discrepancy in the treasurer's figures.
While others snored, Ruttenberg wrote it
off a typo and proceeded to finish his
report.
Ruttenberg also said those locker
deposits not claimed by December will
Pscheal lo the SBA. After escheat was
explained to the President, the meeting
continued.
In the Sept. 12 meeting, the SBA, under
Ruttenbel'g's orchestration, allocated,
"pidgcon - holed" or set aside several
grants to various organizations of the Law
School and other worthy causes. The Chili
Team received $100, with a proviso they
use some of it to buy chili. A grant of $325
was made to the Criminal Law Association
for use in its luncheon and speaker
program. Racehorse Haynes was sup·
posed to donate some money, but forgot.
Benevolence reigned as the "Assault and
Flattery" organization was given $500 for

use in next semester's gala. After
explaining {ad nauseum) pidgeon holing, allocating or what may be termed
"the other pocket" theory, Ruttenberg
said those organizations that did not ask
for money to be set aside for them may
find themselves at the mercy of the
budget next semester.
Ruttenberg also announced a proposal
to establish a volunteer program to assist
the elderly and non-English speaking
people in their annual bout with the I.R.S.
The Internal Revenue Service sponsors
the program and would give the student
volunteers a 3-day crash course in tax
form preparation. Ruttenberg said he
hopes to get the business schools at local
colleges to do the form preparation while
volunteers from the Law School would
work out tax problems from the legal end.
If all goes well the college volunteers
would be phoning in their legal questions
to the think tank on Camino Maria. This is
not only a good publicity scheme, but
could be a major step towards St. Mary's
Legal Clinic, Ruttenberg said.
In what some senators nightmarishly

saw as a battle of the titans, Ruttenberg
(still on his feet) proposed that the SBA
sponsor a WATTS line for law students to
operate around Thanksgiving and
Christmas. Several A.T.&T. stockholders
present, along with other parsimonious
senators saw the price (10 hours of phone
call time for $550 'u.A., $260 for Texas) as
exorbitant and questioned the SBA's role
as a utility company. The SBA decided not
to challenge the country's only monopoly
and instead allow students to make their
own, individual phone calls and assume
their own cradle-to-grave phone bills.
The David v. Goliath scenario was not
over yet as the SBA Treasurer
successfully passed a plan to provide free
phone serv1ce for student organizations in
the old SBA office. Any abuse of this
privilege of unclaimed long-distance calls
would come from the deposits (any
securities or the first child of the
organization leader) that each organiza.
tion would give before being allowed to
use the sen icc.
Some Senator~ philanthropit·ally wan·
See SBA 1\'ews, Page 12

MARRIAGE AID CLOSE
By Colleen McHugh
together."
Less than five minutes from St. Mary's
Of six couples who participated in the
University there's help for marriages sessions last year, four have returned to
taxed by the rigors of law school life.
the center for further enrichment
At the school-sponsored Family Life programs.
Center, married couples learn to build on
The couples have to deal with feelings.
their marriage relationship as well as on
"In law school, the student deals with
the committment to a law career.
issues on a logical, cognitive basis," said
Marriage enrichment sessions can begin the director.
as soon as the groups form.
"But in a personal relationship, a person
"You can't put a relationship on ice for needs to deal on an emotional level as
three years," stressed lrv Loev, executive well."
director of the Center.
The marriage enrichment sessions
"If you
don't work out the five meetings in five weeks - are
misunderstandings, you grow apart."
available to all law students and their
Loev, holder of a PhD in marriage and spouses.
family counseling from Brigham Young
Responding to a need for marriage and
University, described one of the problem family counseling, the Family Life Center
areas in the family relationship:
began operations last year.
The parent who's in law school becomes
Within the Center's physical plant is the
a stranger to the children, and leaves the Child Development Center and facilities
spouse to solve domestic problems alone, for conducting workshops and seminars.
"just until law school is over.''
Well-known to the San Antonio
"But after three years, the die is cast. community, the Center Staff is currently
And the too-absent parent often remains a involved in making its services known to
university students.
stranger," Loev said.
Couples tall( individually and within the
If interested in marriage counseling.
group to learn tq react with sensitivity marital enrichment or family counseling;
and understanding while under pressure. please contact. the director's office at (512)
"The key," Loev explained, "is in the 436-0346.
effort of individual couples away from the
Confidentiality in identity and cast•
group as partners working through the background is strictly observed. All fees
assigned exercises and solving them charged are based on a sliding scail•.
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LAW SCHOOL NEWS

\\ ho', (;ot The Pot?

I'm .1 < 1111.1 Jh.'o; .1 ClllLI- Ilo\\ 'd you
hkf' to lw .1 ( '1111.1. ton'! Within the St.
:'ll.lr} 's Ia\\ ~('hoof ~~ udt nt hod) Pxist-. a
group of malt• ga-.tronomes whose
p.trti!'U!.tr l'Xpl'rtl-.1' is in the cooking of a
htf,!hl) "I'ICl·d di"h of red pl'ppers, water,
.tnd somPtlnll'S nwat: or to get into the
lol'al Vl'rna.. ular, ch1h ron t·arnc.
\\ ho .m• the nwmhers'! Who do they
n pn•s••nt'! To .tnswpr tht•st• qu1•stions is
almo ... t impo-.-.ihh·. Humors ahound. Some
"·'.' that onl' ol I lw nwmher~ is an heir to
I hl' \\'olf" Brand Chili fortune from
\\ h.. n•·•· lhl' group gPts its funcling. Others
sa) I h.ll 1111' only pt•oph· allow('d to be
nH•mhl'rs an• nu•n who have spent at least
a 1hird ol I hi' II' lifl' stTaping manure off
th .. ir 'lony Lama's. Still otht>rs say that
tlw nli'Piing~ art• so 'iC'crt•tive that not

even the memlwr-. (Ire told wh('n th1•y are
held.
What is the truth'! FPw know. Agn•ed.
few care; hut lht' followmg an• the results
of rigourous efforts by out sidl'r' to
penetrate the pung{'nt odor t•manating
from the ~roup'-. pot (not thl' group ilsl'lf)
and get -.omc hard fa1·ts.
A feiiO\\
studt·nt \\3s rec·t•nlly
approached ahout bt•c·oming a ehili tPam
memher. This dist·u,..,ion Pn!iut•rl:
:\1£!\IHER: "An• you " natin• horn
Texan?"
but i'VP II\ I'd
APPLIC.\NT: "No
most of lift· hen•."
M: "Well. maylw \H' l'nuld ovPrlook
that if you I'Ould pro\!' to t ht• ol hl'rs I hal
you had rough npr·kt>d in tlw oil l'il'lds, or
headed maizt>, or maylw workt•d on a
ranch for a suho,l ant ial pPriod oft inw. You
know - '>Oml'thing that woulcl instill the

spirit of Texas in you."
A: I once spent a summer blasting
me..,quite stumps off my uncle's place
outside Eagle Pass.
:\1: Well. that's something, but I'm not
'iure its strong enough. Do you own a knife?
A: :-.!o - but why do I need a knife?
:\1: I was thinking maybe you could
come to the next cook-off and volunteer
tht• use of your knife in cutting the meat
for the pot. This would really impress the
members that you just happened to have a
knife of your own and could expound on
thP qualities of the blacle. Let me see. Say,
do you have a pot - a big old cast-iron pot
mayhc your great grandmother used to
hoil lye.
A: tExritedly~ Yes, I do as a matter of
fat·t.
I\1: Great! You have as good as got your
chili team hal if you donate your pot.
A: Wow, what a relief! By the way. The
team does allow women to be members
don't t hi'\''?
:0.1: Ge~ - I'm not sure. I forgot you
Wl'rt' a \\oman for a moment: I stayed up
late last night reading old chili recipes. ru
ha\e to gel back to you. I'm not sure the
oth1•r 'good ole boys' will go for women.
You know, you've got a lot of bad marks
a!{ain..,t you like heing a non·natlve·born
TPxan and all.
.-\: Rut plea-.e, there must he some way.
l.{raduated from A&M as an
Agn-business major. (Panicky) This is
ll'rnhlt•. After all, the WLA has Male
tnt•mlwrst
l\1: ThPn go bug the Men's Law
Assor1ation. \Ve're into peppers not equal
rights.

ON THE ROAD WITH LSD

b) Kt•nnt>th Oden

:"llorllmard frurn ~an Antomo \H' took
lnlt·r ... talt• lll~h\\a) :~.). Autumn had
.lrriHtl .wd th1s a-.o;lgnmt·nt ttl{lk u" into
tht· l,ll'l' ul tht• ~ t•ar'._ first northerly
''incl-.. The 13th dn·uit of the American
11.11· \-..-. ....·iation LaY. Student Oi\ision
\\ ,1-; ha\ing .1 l{ound Tahlc meeting in
\u-.tln .md lu•ing n prl'tly widt• open dude.
I dt•t"irlt·d that I had what it takes lo rover
-.w·h a n•lurlul I'Vt•nt.
\\'" '' t•rpn't lar out of toY. n he fore the
ll'rl·ain hpg-an toehan){t' noticcahly. By the
llllll' vo~• rt•;whl'd St•lma there were no
road '1~ns and all thP tret's had cops
IH•I11nd tht·m. Wt• I'Vt·ntually had to go to
t ht • ( 'uurt hou"" :1nd pay $4;) for "our own
~nod." ThP I'XJIPrit•nt'l' was somewhat
t 1'\'lllg hut during tlw dPiay we took the
opporturuly to -.top in for sonw food and

take in a littll' ot tht• lol'al l'ultun•. We
found a quaint lillll' outht Ill'sI lt•fl on the
sidt• of tht• high\\ a~ next to an immoclt>sl
billboard Y. hi1·h n·ad "Stuckey's, Homl' of
the P<•t·an Holl." \\' t' gassed up for only
3~.50 ancl \\l'nt m,.,uft• tht· turquh1sc
aluminum bUilding to mix with some other
hombre-.. and ... am pit• tht· cuisinl'. In"idt• wl'
found an amusing arra~ of handinafts.
carefully pat·kagl'd sandwil'h1•s and
alluring slal'ks of ("andy. I was partic•ularlr
taken by a l't'rami•· figurt' with a brown
hat and red lips. III' wa:, sitting atop a
little ceramic horst• \\ilh a littlt• l'l'rarnil'
saddle and at thl' bas<· was wriltt•n ''I'm a
Lone Cowhand."
Soon we got undt•rway and didn't stop
again until we rt>achl'fl t ht• tiny hamlet of
Buda, Texas. I couldn't pn~s up tht· !'hancc
to stop by and visit at Grl'l'n's Grot'l•ry It':,
the huh of downtown Buda and it'sownPcl

and opt:"ratt-d by the family of one of my
old law school buddies back at St. Mary's,
Ray Green. As I approached the door to
the store I passed two gentlemen with
lump" m their cheeks who were scatt>d on
a bench along the wall. They spoke to each
other about mP as if I couldn't hear them.
althouc;h the\· must ha\e known that I
l'ould. One ..,;id to the other "Who's he'!"
The other said "I don't kno\\, let's spit on
him." ::\aturally I veered a bit to miss
lhl'm hut as I steppt•d through the door
l ht•y "Jlaltt'l'ed I he harks of my legs. What
a kel'll sense or humor I thought, and they
looked so dim·witted. Amazmg. After a
short\ isit. during which no one, inl'luding
Ray himself (who was home for a visit)
would admit to knowing anyone named
Hay (;reen, we departed.
(Continued on Page 5)
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The 55'ers above left and the Brewskys above right demonstrate
pure prowess on the intrumural football field. The Hung Ju ris ts
are 3 and 0, the 55ers are 3 and 0, and the Brewski's are 2 and 2.

The 55'ers and the Hung Jurists are each leading their 6-team
divisions. Also, the Fee-Tails Baseball Team continue in their
astounding undefeated style.

On The Road With LSD
(Coninued from Page. 4)
Then it was on to Austin. Tht• trip had
taken longer thfo'n expt•ett-d and I missl'd
the Round Table itself but I ''as able to
catch a sandwit·h "t'minar on '·Heneation
al Drugs for fun and Profit." That night
we bid a sad farewPII to tht· t·apital c·ity
and rode the norttwrliP., lnu·k to old San
Antone.

Delta Theta Phi Members, Alumni, and
friends enjoyed a bit of ranch "rousing" at
the Roy Barrera Ranch, Saturday,
September 22. Horseshoes, footballs, and
frisbees filled the air until Sundown when
some of the members brought out t heir
guitars for some old time sing-a-long.
Above, Eric J ensen ser ves a burger to
Mrs. Bill Price, while Ja net Hiola and
Cynthia Murray sip a Coors and look on.

Again on Saturday, September 30 Delta Theta Phi hosted well over 200 ~artiers at the
James Talbot residence. What better attraction than a German Polka Horn Band
featuring Professors Joe M. Anderson, Dean Harold Gill Reuschlein, and 3 aspiring
Second-year law students.
By Fred Jones
The Advocates Association mPt t wire
this past month, emphasizing the Walker
Moot Court Competition. Professor
Walker addn·ssed tht· .\dvoeates on th1•
e•.-.t•ntials of hrid·\\ riling- and Tom ('rofts,
a lm·al all orne\. eondul"tpd a s1•minar on
oral argument~ in the appellate eourts.
Tht Odober mt-etings will place
primary emphasis on the currt-nt ~lork
Trial prool('m ..\t li·a»t l\\o seminar~ I\ ill
lw pn•spnlt·d this month. and all ~tud<·nts
an• t·n<·ouragcd to allt'nd.
Tht• Mo('k Trial ('omrJl'tition this fall
invoiH•s a Federal lTiminal prohll'm v. il h
('Oilspiraey to harbor a fug-itive from
j u,li<"<' and hri het'y of a puhlie offi1·ial.
Copii'S or I he problem may lw ohlain('d
from any Board of Advocates nwmlwr.
Final sign up fot• th<· eompt'!ilion will Ill• in
latt• Odohl"r.

t
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Last month in this space, I attempted to
present a personalized overview of why I
believe that San Antonio compares with
no other city in America. I implied that
the downtown area is the most unusual
part of town. Herewith, I will elaborate on
the premise.
Our downtown is best seen on foot;
thus, I have concocted the Kiche Ho
Special Walking Tour. Even if you have a
car, it's best to go downtown on the bus
and forget the vicissitudes of trying to
find a parking space. Since there is so
much to cover, and so limited a space to do
so, this tour will be in two parts. This
month's essay will cover those areas east
of St. :'dary's Street. Western downtown
will wait till the November issue.
Our starting point is Municipal
Auditorium, located at Auditorium Circle
on the north end of Jefferson Street. This
structure wa~ builL during the 1920's, and
served as the city's primary cultural
center until the construction of the
T heatre for the Performing Arts forty
years later. It i!! still active, however, with
concerb, boxing events and wrestling
matches. It also has a claim to
immortality, as it was the location on
November 2, 1928, of a Paul Whiteman
concert featuring Bix Beiderbecke on the
cornet,
We now head south on Jefferson Street.
At the corner of Jefferson and East Pecan
is St. Mark's Episcopal Church, where
Lyndon and Lady Bird Johnson got
married back during the Depression.
Across Pecan from the church is Travis
Park. If lost causes turn you on, this park
will be an exciting experience, because
here you will find a statue dedicated to the
memory of the gallant sons of Bexar who
gave their lives for the Confederacy. (It
should be noted that such statues are a
dime a dozen in the South, with every
substantial town between the Pecos and
the Potomac having one.)
Across Travis Street from Travis Park
sits that wonderfully classy enterprise,
the St. Anthony
Hotel. TEXAS
MONTHLY once said that this structure
has the nicest hotel lobby in all Texas. I
concur. The hotel is well-known. John Dos
Passos spoke of it in his novel "1919," and
Hubert Humphrey died still owing it an
unpaid bill arising from a 1968 campaign
stop.
After leaving the St. Anthony, continue
south along Jefferson for two blocks,. until
you get to East Houston. This is the city's
main shopping street. It is a fine place to
enjoy the sport of people watching. Turn

left on Houston, and go slightly more than
one block. You will then be standing in
front of the Alamo News and Book Store
(503 East Houston). Here you will fmd
succor if you are a refugee from the loeal
definition of journalism, for the store sells
many of America's major newslJapers, as
well as a wide assortment of magazines
and books.
From Alamo News, continue along East
Houston for less than a block, until you
reach North Alamo Street. Cross Alamo,
and then cross Houston (or do it the other
way around if the traffic signals so
dictate), and you will be in front of the
Alamo. You'll definitely want to go inside
it, and visit the very nice grounds behind
it- Remember as you do that much of the
movie "Viva Max" was filmed here, but
that the more reverent John Wayne film,
"The Alamo," was not. The museum on
the grounds is also nice, but don't be
fooled into buying some of the Texas·style
schlock that is sold there.
Behind the Alamo, at 312 North
Bonham Street, is Rosengren's Book
Store. This emporium reminds me more of
a private library than a commercial book
store. It's a great place to browse. After
you leave here, stay on Bonham until you
get to East Crockett Street. Turn right,
and go a half·block until you are back on
Alamo Plaza. To your left, at 204 Alamo
Plaza, is the Menger Hotel. Here Teddy
Roosevelt recruited his Rough Riders,
who had to sign an affidavit that they
were sober when recruited before T.R.
would take them. Bully! By jingo!
Opposite the Menger, on Alamo
between Blum and Commerce is Joake's.
The store is shaped like the letter "U." In
the middle of the "U" on East Commerce
Street lies St. Joseph's Catholic Church,
which is perhaps the only church
anywhere which · is surrounded by a
department store. (Editor's note: ~ a
matter of fact, wags refer to the church as
St. Joske's.)
Continue eoutherly along North Alamo
across Eut Market Street until you get to
Hemisfair Plaza. This was the site of
Hemisfair '68, the only world's fair whoee
name was also a pun. The theme structure
of the expoaition, and still the tallest
structure in the city, was the Tower of the
Americas. The view from the top is weU
worth the admission fee. I find it hard to
decide whether it's nicer at night or
during the day. In any event, you get a
great view of the city. On a clear day, with
the aid of the high-powered telescopes
provided, you can see the St. Mary's
eampus. First, locate the Tower Life
(C.t'd. • Pap 10)
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It's So Nice That It Can't Be Cleveland
-by Mike "Kiche Ho" Robbins
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SMALL CLAIMS COURT
There is a fable that tells the story of
how a single termite conquered a mighty
redwood tree. When we were children,
such tales were entertaining, but they
seemed to offer little practical advice. It
would appear from recent events in
California that life once again is imitating
art.
It happened that a young law student
cleaned up his apartment before moving
out. That event, of and by itseU, is strange
enough! But, what happened later is even
more bizarre. Our stalwart lawyer-to-be
asked that his deposit be refunded, so that
he could put his money to good use perhaps at a local chilympiad. His request
was denied, and suit was filed to recover
the deposit money.
As luck would have it, the corporate
defendant suffered the inevitable default
judgement. Unfortunately, the defendant
never quite paid off the judgement, and a
sheriffs sale was requested. Notices were
sent off to aU parties, but the only buyer
that showed up was our stalwart law
student. After a tidy sum was paid to the
officers, our student walked off with the
title to an apartment complex valued at
over one million dollars!
In this world, laws are the great
equalizers. We often step on ants and
termites without a care, but it would be
wiae to remember that they often bite

baclt.
Rumor has it that when that mighty

redwood toppled, a law student clapped
madly while the termite licked his chops.
RED WHISKERS

By J• GiD Beatley
Thrice Libran, triple-marked.
Having the birthday of my father,
who also married on that day.
Somehow even drunkenness libels me.
His father a preaching gambler,
four times denominationat.ed, who
died of a beating in Oklahoma
City, Star of the Plains, long
alter he's grown up, attenuated,
rove to some single Christian
purpose like a straw to a broom.
I don't know if he loved him.
And I dream about razors which
draw across a dream-tongue, as plows
through earth, & of swooping through
gelatin space, eagle-mask lashed
to my thin face. The deaths of
all the old ones boil in me, while my
rages in its incandescent closet
impatiently demanding an invitation.

.
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...._,Of S1n Antonio

THE
FIFTH
COLUMN

In I NutsbeU
Sa Antoaio. Queen of Texas cities, wu
named after St. Anthony of fadua, of

teaaptaiiolll fame, iD a reJi&ious fervor by
a Spenisb oftieer oo ts June, 1691.
Settlemeat began with five Franci8can
Millioaa, the first being San Antonio de

THE DOLLAR STOPS HERE
By Erie D. Jeuea
President Carter's leading economic
proposed, and are about to
'-n!.J•m<>lnt an export-encouragement plan
is designed to reduce the nation's
trade deficit. While many private
are pleased with the
timely thoughtfulness, some
dismay at his inability to deal
1rt111mr~•tJ
with trade problems. The
slogan imparts wonderful
but broader and meaningful
is of greater moment.
his plan entails loans to
~~~.Pr'''L regulation restraint (obviously
and even badgering overspent
-um.,r'§~ the President does not realize
the more direct route to foreign trade
•ulatlc>n deals with reducing the tax
on the producing sector of the
. This action would tend to reduce
of American-made goods and make
attractive to foreign buyers. Taxes
reflected in the costs of doing
which are reflected in prices.
jlllitionlllly, the costs of doing business
further increased as interest rates
Since the Government has no
cash hanging around to lend
ll8allrue1red business, and since economic
are beginning to realize that there
tooth fairy, they must hasten to learn
their large-scale borrowing of money
'·" "''""n their programs increases the
of money to every one. Not only are
rates bid up, but general price
inflate. It is commonly known that
ltifl,ver·nm•ent does not save the money
for a variety of comic.al
Therefore, it must spend it.
money is spent or lent makes no
to its affect on the economy.
the President has learned that
costs of business encourages
and employment still remains
u-.......,:u. playing favorites with
:prclduc=ing portion of the economy is
unfeasible for the President's
Certainly the risk he would
by reducing taxes on those who
his Voters would equal President
risk of office. The President's
aspiration is admittedly dim,
the successful Camp David
which means he has little to lose
with national problems with
fortitude. Simply diverting his
efforts from business to the
, in pleading with them to "buy

7

American," wiD not succeed UDt.il
consumers can affol'd to pay, While pricee
continue to rise, the preeent plan
disintegrates, like 10 many before it. The
circle is endless and vicioua.
Deal with the aouree of the problem,
Mr. President. Treating the IJIDPtollla of
economic ills produces only twelve hour
relief. Perform major surpi'J iD the
S.,Ystem and cut out hapl. . eoemetiea. Do
this at. the risk of returning early to
Plains. Even so, in less than tbe long run,
the nation shall preseat JOU with the
Nobel Foreign Surplus and Full
Employment Prile. I hope the a1opa
assumes this ~•
Tile .... 8wa

•*

When was the first time? I remember
tearing away from the last Ida.
It seemed but a touch
with the promise of eternal thirst
slaked by lips rimmed in
the peac:e that paseeth all desire.
The last blue kiss
and then we wept
the first blue tears,
a gentle rain o'er Triatee' sleep
waiting in court upon the ftoocl.
I dressed in blue, :all in blue;
the shades of night, of eea and flower
and walked among them as a ltranpr.
As a stranger I laboured witb
eyes and heart in the dear feral fire
that burns only in winter
and always in pain.
Mist's cloak seared as I mowd aflame.
80 slow, 80 deep?
(Tis Solitude's, wiD briq you aleep.)
What echoes sound 80 faint, 80 far?
(Your own love's cries 'Death mol'lliDJ

Whose tread is this

star.)

Whose the voice?
(Your own, you willleun it welll)
There is other work for me.
I must find it.
And love to be spUD,
I must spin it
while the colours are still chanJinl.

Louvain, 1W78

Valero (Tbe "Alamo") and ita presidio
guardiu, San Antonio de Bexar in 1718.
Coloniution began iD earnest in 1781 by a
Canary lllands party. By 1772 San
Antonio wu the center of Spanish
government and culture in Texas.
With the elOM of the eighteenth century
came the deeline of Spain's power. Mexico
tore herself and Texas from the Spanish
Empire and Mexieo lost Texas to United
States land grant 88ttlers in 1836.
Today San Antonio is one of the United
States' four unique cities, (the others are
San Francilco, Boston Jl!l!l New Orleans)
and there are only nine cities with a ·
greater population. Of courae size is not
ev81'Jtbinf. After a while San Antonio's
charms wDl weave a lotus-like speD about
you and make leaving a heartbreak. So
eajoy your time here - this is not a
rebeanall

Advice To The
Law-Lorn
byllra.Palagraf
Dear Mn. Palsgraf: What does it mean
when Mr. Franci8co says "little steps for
little feet." STUBBED MY TOE.
Dear Stubbed: That means don't change
the facts.
Dear Mn. Palsgraf: Today I was called
on in Mr. Herbert's class and got an
unprepared after explaining that my dog
had eaten my briefs. Is that fair?

CANNED
Dear Canned: By happy that your dog
wasn't interested in a five course meal.
Dear Mrs. Palagraf: I'm a fii'St year
student and I reaDy would like to get a
hold of some good outlines. Is it true that
you have to pet to get good outlines?
NEEDY
Dear Needy: As my colleague Ann
Landers says, "you don't have to pet to be
popular." Unfortunately, you do have to
pet to get good outlines. Especially if
Seott Breen or Frank Burney have them.
Dear Mrs. Palagraf: I really like to play
monopoly and rm looking for a couple of
good players to join in. Have you got any
augpstions. MARVIN GARDENS
Dear Marvy: Check with Mr. Hobbs or
Mr. Leopold, they seem to know a lot
about property and might be interested.
If you have any problems or woes write
Mn. Palsgraf e/o the Witan. She'll give
you some IOUDd adviee.
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Jimmy Carter-After 18 months
Contra Punto

Punto De Vista
h) ('hurlt•!t I>a\ i~
A~ I \Hilt• thi~ 1·olumn Jimmy Cartt"r's
polilt('al fort um•s are taking an abrupt
l urn fort lw lwt tl'r as a rl!sult of the warm
aftprglcm lt>ft by the Camp David
a~ri'Pllll'nt. Hut I am not g-oing to exploit
t hb f:ll't h) dwt>lling on this n•markable
al'hil'\1'1111'111 \\hi1·h 1'\l'ryone agrees is at
fl',t'il a fitnitt·d SUI't'!'!;S.

I would lik<' to dist·uso;; all of I he aspects
of ,ltmm) 's l'n•sidt•nry. his weaknt"s~es
ami '>lrl'n!,>ths and \\hat I foreset• in hi~
futun•.

,Jimm) l':lOH' to \\'a,hmgton 18 months
ago. an intPrlopl'r from Georgia not
ai'('Ul>tcmwd tot h1• ansuit•r-. and s.)'t·ophant..,
\\ ho rule lilt• on thl' l'otomac. Jii..,
ha) ..,epd-. and good olt• boys had nt•vt•r
dinl'd at :::;,tn!; Sout•J or naml' dropped in
posh G1•oq;1•low n salons with media
typPs, lohb) hyp1•s, and political hot rods.
But llll'"P sanu• nwn had taken an
unknown man from a hm·kw ater state and
maclt· him l'n•.,icknt of tlw United States.
Tlw hoys in Washington dtdn't murh
likl' I hl'sl' push)' populist outsiders. What
t'olild lht"W rudt• rt•dnt·l·ks knO\\ ahout the
11'<1' of pnwpr· and mom•j. So Congres~ and
1hl' hlll't•;nHTac·,\ Sl't out to lt·:u·h Brother
.hmm,\ a ll's~on, and what .1 lesson they
tau~ht him.
Ev cr~ day <>onw <'ongrt•ssman was
crying that Jimmy hadn't called and
str<lkl'd h1m or Jimmy hadn't a ...ked his
permission to do sonwthmg. The
Repuhlit·ans of courM' glt•efull~ tried to
jetuson, ":Her down, and generally
destro~
thl'
President'~
legislative
program.
Then, Bl'rt Lance came along and
embarraswd the Pres1dent. From that
point on, ,Jimmy·., Presidency started
coming apart. the polls went down.
inflation wtont up, t ht> farmer·s struck, the
mi~rs str·uck, the Hus!;ian!; counter·
punched and cvl'ryday the t·olumnists
tried to rip the "incompetent 1 term
President."
Then Carter got the Panama Canal

treaties passl'd w hid1 irH·n·ast•d his stroke
v. ith Congn·~., and knoc·kt>d 10 1 ~.. pomts off
his overall postt1ve ratings in the polls.
The Panana treaty was negotiated by
three presidents both Hepuhlit·an and
Democrat hut .Jimmy is tht• one who had
to hite thl' bullet and gt'l it passtod.
Jimmy st·t>nwd to ht·t·onw tsolated,
frustrated and lwmu~Pd h~
what
\\as happt•ning to him and lwgan to appear
weal-;. Hl· madt• an Pasy taq{Pl for tht> big
guns of the eorporation!;, the union'>, and
the -.pceial inll•n•st!;
But tht•n <'31111' the summer of 1978,
Jimmy got mad. and dt'l'tded to gt•t tough.
Ry latt• ,.,ummt•r ht• \ docd t ht• bloated
~Iilitary PnK'Urt mt·nt Bill [\' hit·h hadn't
been n•!twd m ovt•r 100 )'l'ars), and he
passed ('i\ il St•n ll'l' Ht•form w hit·h was a
key t'il'nwnt in his plat form. Gas
deregulatiOn \\as nParing pa,.,agt• taller a
year or l'ongn•, ... ional foot dragging) and
Jimmy \\as dl'finitt•l! doing hl'ltt>r. Then
t•ame ('amp !>aVId and you know the rest.
In my opinton .J imnn <'arll'r is a good
Pn,sidPnt and now is ht•t•oming a great
Prc~ident.

1 predict he will coni I nut• to project a
tougher inuge and will kt·ep a fairly good
rating in t hP polls. I •tbo predid h(' will be
re-ele<·ted lor a number of rea~ons:
\11 ThP Republit·anc, n• too dumb to
run <oomeonf• who might stand a chance of
heat in~ him. Th1•y \\til prohahly run
sonwone likt> Ron.1ld Rl·agan, John
Connally or Rob Dolt• .1\1 of w hit·h would be
cannon fodder for Cart r.
(21 Cnrter will prO\ e himself a strong
leader and \\ill earry the undeniable
power oft he Pn•:-ifll'nry with him into the
election_
13) Ted Kennedy will not t•hallcnge the
PresidenL
So. Mike, in my opinion your nit picking
and general cynical all it udc lt!~ards the
President is mert'ly thl~ rnultcrings of a
Yankee eli test who is.,_hoping J irnmy fails.
But this is one Texas t[.oy who's betting he
won't.

- -~- ----

By Mike McColloch
In the midstn..,.of our continuing
post-Camp David euphoria, it might seem
a bit cruel to resume any serious criticism
of the Carter Administration. What was
accomplished at the summit earlier t his
month is certainly an important step
toward the settling of Israeli·Egyptian
hostilities, and this is highly commen
dable. Carter, of course, deserves much of
the credit, and indeed he is getting it, to
judge from the popularity polls.
Unfortunately, Carter's achievement at
Camp David has not been very
characteristic of his performance on any
other significant problem he has
attempted to deal with since he took over.
Viewed from a more rational and detached
pt"rspective, the first twenty months of
Carter's presidency can be described as,
at best, a severe disappointment. Even
Carter himself admitted recently that "it
grteves me at times not to be able to put
forward a demonstration of accomplishment" on many "crucial questions that are
of importance to us all."
Let's take a look at the record thus far,
issue by issue. On the domestic front,
Carter has succeeded in lowering
unemployment about two percentage
points. and has permitted the economiC
recovery begun under Ford to continue.
Purchasing power is up slightly. A
Department of Energy has been created.
and the natural gas deregulation bill
st•ems to be finally emerging out o!
Congress. Carter has obtained government reorganization authority, and has
overhauled the \Vhite House staff. These
are the primary goals that the
Administration can truthfully claim to
have accomplished.
On the other hand, the list of SE'rious
failures is much longer_ Inflation is raging
again, into the double digits, considerably
higher than when the President took
office. The dollar's value has plunged to
dangerously low levels. The stock market
.has fallen some 14 percent under the
Carter regime. Many economists are
warning of a recession in the near future.
(For what it's worth, a recent CBS-New
(Continued on Page 9)
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Contra Punta (Continued from page 8)
York Times poll revealed that only 28% of
Americans approve of President Carter's
economic policies.) Tax reform has fallen
by the wayside. Tht'rc ha" lx'en no real
reduction in the sizP- or numlll'r of federal
agencies. The White House and the
Congress are not cooperating. Tht• Carter
Administration has given us Lanregate
and the Marston Massarre. Andre\\
Young is the U.N. Ambas!:ador. And the
most frightening failure is, of COUTS(', the
lack of a national ent'rgy policy,\\ hit·h ~tr.
Carter assured us he would pursue \\ ith
"the moral t'CjUivalency of war." (l haven't
heard him even mention it lall•ly.)
In foreign afTairs ali wl'll, l he Pr<·sident
has accomplished fl'W of tht• goab
supported b) his administration. To his
credit, he has (aside from Camp David)
obtained ratifi<·ation of l ht• Panama Canal
treaties, overcome a Senate att<·mpt to
block his proposed arms sale to the Arabs,
and has tightened export control on
nuclear materials.
But once again, the failures ht.>avily
outweigh these modest accomphshments.
A new· SALT treaty, whi<"h om·e seemed
so close, now seems years a\\ ay.
U.S.·Soviet relation.; arc rapidly degen
erating into another t·old "'ar. The Human
Rights campaiR"n has bat·kfirt•d, :b tht·
Russian!> dc•mon ... trate their dt•fiarll'e hy
staging shoY. trials ol dis:.idents. Sail'S ul
U.S. arm" ovcr<ot'a... haH• leapt'd tu rcl'urd
levels. Tht> Adminbtration·~ nm.guidl•d
Africa policy has clurw more harm I han
good.
What ha~ brought about suc·h a dbmal
record? Several primary c·auses c-.m bt•
pinpointed. In spite of Carlt•r's own
inexperienrc in national uffnirs, he• has
filled the White House• with utht•r
inexperienced amateurs, many of them in
their 20's and 30's. He l rll'd lou nllll'h tuu
soon. He has v,tcillatt•d on ,, nurnht·r of
significant decisions, and his positions on
several crucial is..,ucs an• still not clear.
The administration has ignored Congress.
Particularly annoying rs his habit of
displaying an attitud<! of moral indignanre
towards anyone who dbagr<"es with him.
Perhaps these problems Y.ould have
been less destrurtive had he not promised
so much during the '76 rampaign. In the
words of one of hts own alhes, Senate
Majority Leadt'r Robert B)rd, "He made
rommitments that are unY.orkablP,
inieasrblc, and rmpu ... sihll· and ht• I"' no11
finding that out."
We can only hope thnt t hl• Presidt•nt
will exploit his recent Camp David
inspired upsurge in support and
tonfidence to turn lht' <"ountry around.
This may be his la!i>t chanc•e to sulvage his
Doundering presidency. Up to now, the
lllan who promised us everything has
given us very little.

PLACEMENT NEWS
by Sue M.lfall

If be employe!' spedfies a cia "
taruhng cut off, such as t.op 20% you
m1,1 be withm that to s1gn up for the
1n rv.ew. Some employers will giVe no
t'ut oft but will put students on notJC{• that
tbey l)rdmacily hire only from the top X%
In that case, any student who wishe..o,; may
sitQl up and interview.
(6 If you ie-el you are an exception to
eri~ria stated by an employer \for
tnstanee, you are 2 people awa~· from the1r
&tai.ed class standing and have imprt>~sive
credentials Qtllerwise) you may contact
lht~ employer, $tate your case and request
pemuss&on to interview. If they OK it, you
may at that point reg~sler to interv~t~w
Although some employers requ£•st the
Planment Office to make exception m
thetr behalf t 'I( you get a real ood
prospect who is not tn the top X 0 , go
ahead and let them sign up.'') we will not
do so We Will neithl'r make t>xceptions
nor am iate rontaet wll.h the employer t
get pernusSJon for an exceptton. But we
wtlllet y u Sign up 1f ~ou havf.' contaeted
the firn\/employer and ba\ e obtamed
5)

SEMINARS
The next Placement SelllUlar wtll be
Thursday. October 5 from 1 $ p m an
Ltbrary lO:t 104. It will concern 1t.seU with
Solo Praetrce and will feature as speakers
lO<'al attorneys Battle Sri$t0e, Robert
Jorric. and Antomo Can'u and a loeal
banker, still to be detru-mmed,
But, 1f you only come tO one seminar aU
year, makE' it "How tu G'l'.llduot' in the
Bottom 90% of Your Class and Still M'ak~
C.ood. '~peakers will be two self-confessed
academi(' underachtevers who ant at thts
potnt in time domg very well
Dan Price is direetor Qf lnsht.lltes 1tw
the State Bar o[ Texas As Y® may kouw,
Texas has the fmest sertes of legal
in:;titutes in the country. Joe I..ongley.
prarttcing attorney m Aushn was an
author of thE> Texas Consumer Prol.et: 1on
Act and former Chief of tbe Con.umer
Prot(>(.'tion Divl:;ion the Texas Attorney
General s Off1ce.
ThE>\ brmg With them handouts, greaL
advice and good humor[(»' students with
an\ ~:,rrade PQi!\t, even those an the top
10% "'ho are also invited They wdl be
here October 19 from 7-8 p.m in Ubrary
103104.

or

laterviews
Sinrt• Interview season hag ~gun, some
problem areas have surfaced that should
he discussed or reiterated, as the case
may be.
Tht> campu" interview *'rocedure:
11 About a month ahead of a partt«:ular
mtcrv.ie", a notice is po$ted that a s.gnup
sh~t as available in tbe Placement OO'aee.
.!I Students come toPl~ment Off1ee and
ehoo'iC a t1me to mterVJew uotd the
s~ h< dule J" filled.
31 \\hen all slots are taken, !!ludents
nl<l) ~1gn on an overflow lisL
11 rt.bou a week prior to mterview!l
resume~ are SPnt m a pacl(age to the
employer by the Plaeement Offu:e U
there ts an overflow hst, those resumes
are also sent and an inquiry IS made to the
employer as to what they wish to do with
the overflow list. They may eh®$8 Let see
everybody on overflow or nobody If th.,y
<·hoose to see only a (ew OD th~ list. (for
instanc~. ten student$) it is our pobcy that
they must take the ftrst ten who $ign
rather than ehoosmg ten out
t.he list

or

permtSSJOO.
H On th stated day at the spec1fied tune
the student should appear for the
inLerv1ew Do not come law and do not fail
to appear' Both of Lbese arc poor
reflections on you and on the school. If you
Cad to appear at an intr-rv1ew without
notiffcat10n to the Placement D1rectM 1n
advance, thf' polky is that yo.. may nol
parLiclpate tn further on ('ampus inh•r·
views during that school year. There ma)
bE! exl·t·pttons. but don't count on
bemg one C'..ome h1 the mterview. You
ma,y beekeatmga feUow student out of an
opportunity by not showmg up.
181 Have fun in the intervu~w. Interviews
are a great ttme to mw-t attorneys, to find
out about law firms and Jaw practiee '"
different areas of tht> state and to perhaps
learn something about yourself. your
oals, your likes and dislikes, etc. Relax
and be yourself But do read thetr firm
resume m advance

FEDERAL JOBS
We are preparing a liSt of the contaets
our office bas had with federal agencies
ilbd whaL they have said about applicat ion
deadlines, coming on campus to interview,
etc. The1 should be ready by the time yo

read this. Come by and pick up a copy ·
YO\&

wish.
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Building. Then, focus your eyes on the
radio antenna atop that tower. Look to the
left of the top of the antenna, about
two-thirds of the way to the horizon, and
St. Louis Hall and Chaminade Hall will be
visible.

best-seller list, "U.S.A. Confidential" by
Jack Lait and Lee Mortimer. Wirst-year
law students have been chorteling over
Neiman-Mareus v. Lait in their torts
classes for years. This book gave rise to
that ease.)

(Have you ever noticed that the St.
Mary's Law Library ,like the Tower of the
Americas tophouse, is round? I t~ink we
should form a committee to study the
feasibility of transferring the library to
the Tower tophouse. The Tower
restaurant could then be moved to the
empty round building on our campus. That
way, law students could study with a
view, and there would be a good place to
eat on campus.)

From Brock's, get back to the river by
retracing your steps along Market and
Presa Streets. What is now the Riverwalk
was once an open sewer. Thanks to Maury
Maverick's intense lobbying of Franklin
D. Roosevelt, this was transformed into
the wonderland it is today. This tour will
proceed along the walk in a counter-clock·
wise direction. We'll first pass La Villita
and the Arneson Theatre again, and will
then be next to the San Antonio Hilton.
There is a lot to say about this palace. It
was built in only 201 days and has one of
the best floor-space-to-land area ratios in
Texas. Although it is a large hotel, it takes
up less than a half-acre. But what is most
important is that Elvis Presley "lept there
within a year of his death. Thus, the
building should be enshrined.

Before leaving Hemisfair, you should
visit the Institute of Texan Cultures at the
southeast corner of the fair grounds. This
is one of the best cultural museums
anywhere; however, don't attempt it on
this walking tour, because of the time
factor. You should plan to spend at least
two or three hours at the Institute in
order to see all the displays and the
multi-media show. Also on the Hemisfair
grounds is probably the only federal court·
house that used to be a world's fair
pavilion. Yes, the Western District of
Texu is baaed in what once was the
United States PavWon.
Leave Hemiafair at the Alamo Street
exit, eroa the street, and you are at La
VUHta. Thia il a reatoration of an old
Mexiean villqe. Ineluded are the General
Col Houle, sundry pluu, and arts and
erafta dilplays. BehiDd the Cos House is
the Arneson River Theatre, whieh hu its
stage on one aide of the river and its
audienee aeatbag area oa the other. I have
always wODderecl what it would be like to
be watehiD1 a play ("Oedipus Rex," for
example) and be interrupted throughout
by river barpa.
With ita back to the river, at 210 West
Market Street. the Hert&berg Circus
collection beekou nevertheless. This is
San Antonio's only Cireus museum. and is
reeopiaable by the miniature elephant in
front of it on the aldewalk. When you
leave, follow Preaa Street to Commerce,
tum left, anCl the aeeond door on your left
il the threshold of Brock's Uaed Book·
Store (312 Eut Commerce Street). Here.
you will ftnd over a million volumes for·
-.Ie. The plaee il rather disheveled, which
add• to the sheer joy of it. U for no other'
reaaon, you should go into Brock's and
purehue a copy of what is probably the
slimiest book to ever make the Ameriean

As you continue along the Riv<>r Walk,
notice that there are many restaurant<;
and night clubs. Since I haven't bt•en to
very many of these, I will nol attempt to
say which ones are worth your
hard-earned gelt and which ones aren't.
(However, see the "Around the State"
column in TEXAS MONTHLY, which
does review these establishments.)
When you get to the Crockett Street
bridge over the river, notice that there is
a large parking lot on the riverbank. This
lot will someday be a large hotel.
Hyatt-Regency will soon build a
fourteen-story showplace, complete with a
covered parking garage and a Riverwalk
extension to Alamo Plaza.
Where Navarro Street crosses the
river, you'll notice on your right a very
pretty hotel, La Mansion (112 College
Street). Guess what this used to be?
You're right, it used to be the St. Mary's
University Law School. One of my fondest
me,li}P.Ijes of Dean Raba's orientation

lecture two years ago is his description of
the decrepit conditions that existed in the
building in those days. Old photos I have
seen bear him out. It's very nice today,
though. and a leisurely stroll through the
courtyard and lobby will take you to
College Street. Turn left and proceed until
you get to St. Mary's Street.
Since my space is limited, 1 will have to
suspend this tour here. Thus, I leave you
standing on the corner of College and St.
Mary's Streets until next month. Don't
get mugged.
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An Appeal To
Advocacy
Barbara Siever
Have you secretly dreamed that
someday you could cross-examine a
witness with the same flair as Perry
Mason'! Or wondered what it feels like to
be a witness bombarded with questions?
Now is your chance to find out about
either of these-The Board of Advocates
is sponsoring the National Mock Trial
competitions to be held during the first
few weeks of November. Not only is this
competition an oppoJ1unity for students to
try their hand at trial advocacy, but it is
also an opportunity for first year students
and
non-competitors
to see
the
lawyers of tomorrow display their talents.
Witnesses and bailiffs will be needed for
these rounds, so if you are interested sign
up.on the bulletin board later this month.
If you did not sign up, or neglected to pick
up a copy of the problem, and have
decided that you would like to compete
after all, get in touch with a Board
member. Also, any questions about the
competition can be answered by the Board
of Advocates.
This year, a second category of
competition may be added depending on
the result of the poll taken during the
initial sign up. This new division of Novice
would be implemented primarily to allow
the 1st time competitor to try his wings
with other speakers who have also had
little or no experience. A beginning
speaker in mock trial will not be forced to
compete in the Novice division; he will
have a choice between the Senior or
Novice Division. Open to Second and
Third year students, Mock Trial can be an
exciting part of your legal education · both
for the active participants and any casual
observers. Remember - Perry Mason and
Petrocelli had to start somewhere.

Wltan Casenote
In the recent case of State of Kansas v.
Overton, the defendant, a thirty-one year
old paraplegic charged with felony
possession of marijuana offered a Johnson
County District Judge a unique defense.
He rolled to court in a wheelchair armed
with a Bible and declared that the word of
God gave him the right to smoke
marijuana.
The judge read the verse cited by
Overton: "And God said, Behold I have
given you every herb bearing seed, which
is upon the face of the earth, and every
tree yielding seed; to you it shall be
meat."
Unmoved, the judge found Overton
guilty. Held: What the Lord giveth, the
courts taketh away.
Edward Schroeder
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MARK WHITE
nriety of cases, including an early
eonsumer protection problem.
After four more yeara in private
practice. I beeame Texu Secretary of
State in January, 1978, and resigned last
par. to run for the Attorney General's
office.
Many changes oc:cured ip the Secretary
ol State's office under my direction. We
modernized and streamlined operations,
bringing the office dc~~er to the people. A
toll-free telephone number to provide
voter assistance and answer citizens'
problems with state government shows
how we stressed open government.
We also created the "Texas Resister," a
publication designed to inform citizens of
uw and proposed state agency
JegUlations. Some of our procedures in
pthering information have been adopted
by the Federal Register.
I am most proud of laws we passed to
reform the state's election code. With bills
written by my office, Texans can more
IISily vote absentee, register to vote
fDStage -free and can vote without having
tD sign a ballot stub. I alBo superviled the
lrst state-sponsored voter registration
.We, which resulted in 6.3 million Texans
registered for the 1976 elections.
Before "Proposition 13 Fever" broke
across the country, we were already
ting something about the high cost of
Through efficient opera·
we were able to return over $4
to the state treasury, of the $20
appropriated to the Secretary of
Office.
office also stood for equal
...1lovme1tt opportunity. I hired Mexican
Blacks and women in top
based on their outstanding
I will encourage such
~-~cipation as Attorney General.
of Attorney General exists to
the interests of the state and all of
people. Texas is known for its
. ._it v, and I will do my best to protect
iaterests.
bave developed several issues and
which have been discussed
this campaign. Our biggest
in Texas concerns energy.
many months, I have pledged to flle
against the State of Montana on my
working day in office next year.
t1111tar1a has a 30% severance tax on coal.
Texans become more dependent on
this severance tax and others like it
states could hit us squarely in the
and force our utility bills higher.
-enLJiv, we pay among the highest billa
"n"'"""'· In fact., my bill recently
than my house payment.
se\rer,llDc:e taxes on oil and gu are
-IIIHll'lv as high as Montana's eoal tu.

p._.ll

~~ ......... 1)

This eonfiscatory tu must be fought in
the courtroom. Some people have
disoounted the importance of such a suit,
but since I started suggesting it, the City
of Austin, the Lower Colorado River
Authority and other concerns have filed
such suits. It will be my pleasure to join
these parties on behalf of Texas to stop
this tax.
Depending on what happens in
Washington, our national energy bill may
feature federal regulation of intrastate
natural gas-produced here for Texas use
only-for the first time. If this occurs, the
natural laws of supply and demand, which
have lately given us a gas surplus, will be
disrupted. Additional federal regulations
could cause havoc in the way we regulate
our gas. Congress should follow trends to
deregulate industries. The airline field, for
instance, is enjoying increased businessand customers are paying lower
fares-due to deregulation.
This federal meddling in our intrastate
gas could warrant a lawsuit by the state
Attorney General. I will study the law
witlt a view toward attacking it on
constitutional grounds, since it may
invade the perogatives of controlling our
own supply. The U.S. Constitution
reserves rights to the state to regulate
commerce within the state.
Another issue I have developed is
school violence. In certain schools, it is
increasingly dangerous for teachers and
students, alike, to walk the halls. Physical
and verbal assaults are on the rise. As
Attorney General, I will convene a
statewide conference, with participation
of students, teachers, parents, administrators and education officials, to study
the problem of violence, with an eye
toward formulating a model code of
conduct. We should attack the problem at
its roots. A statewide law enforcement
and education program in the early grades
will encourage young people to respect
and understand the law. Crime is best
fought through prevention, and we have a
real chance to do something about it, by
concentrating our efforts in the schools.
The Attorney General's office has very
little jurisdiction in criminal law. Most of
the activity concerns civil cases. But I will
be working with local law enforcement
officials in a quest for greater cooperation.
I personally know many sheriffs, police
chiefs, District Attorneys and Depart·
ment of Public Safety personnel, and feel
confident I can work with the entire law
enforcement community.
We all decry instances of citizens' rights
being violated by the people sworn to
enforce the law. I will do everything in my
power, including passage of laws, to
protect the legal rights of all citizens,
r.prdless of background. Just because a

person is arrested does not mean that he
loses his legal rights. I am embarrassed to
think such violations of law can only be
handled at the federal level. Indeed, the
Justice Department in Washington bas
moved too slowly in at least one case. The
Attorney General's office will take the
responsibility of upholding everyone•s
rights.
Narcotics trafficking is a major
problem, across Tuas, not only at the
border. I will continue and strengthen the
Attorney General's Organized Crime
Division and encourage cooperation with
local agencies. I often criticize federal
interference, but in this area, we can use
the help of federal enforcement agencies.
The Department of Public Safety must be
complimented for taking the lead in
fighting drug trafficking. We must
increase our emphasis in this area.
We cannot have "revolving door"
prisons. All too often, we are too lenient
on people who make a living committing
crime. We should lock up certain criminals
for long periods, instead of witnessing
law-abiding citizens huddling in tlteir
homes behind locked doors, fearful of
walking the streets at night.
At the same time, we need flexibility
and discretion in sentencing. I do not
believe we could tolerate a system which
allows for few mitigating factors and takes
away discretion by juries. As monies
allow, we need to encourage more
community-based correctional facilities
and mandatory supervision upon release
from prison. Reforming our criminal
codes , sentencing and parole mechanisms
is a better approach than ditching what
we have in favor of half-tested theories.
We must balance the state's environmental needs with our healthy economic
opportunities. Certain rules of the
Environmental Protection Agency would
actually penalize Texas for having cleaner
air than many industrialized cities
elsewhere and threaten job expansion. I
will fight these unfair laws, as warranted.
I will also continue strong but equitable
enforcement of our consumer protection
laws. We must eliminate fraud from the
marketplace to protect the consumer,
without making criminals of business
people. The law applies equally to both.
As future members of the legal
community, you are beginning to
understand the complexities of the law. I
believe my qualifications and stands make
me well-qualified to handle the job of
Attorney General. I need your help to
become the state's lawyer. I will act
independently in office, considering advice
from many, but accepting the dogmas of
none. I can only promise you honesty and
openness and fair enforcement of the laws
of our state.

'I
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Adjunct Prof.

CONSUMER
EXPERT
"J imm~ Don" Krause
By M.D. Weiner IRover Reporter \

This is thP sp<·onci yt>ar that adjunct
Professor James " Jimmy Don" Krause
has taught tht' <·our~<· in Consumer Credit
hen• at St. Mary's. A native of Fort Worth
who began his legal studies at St. Mary's
intending to put his skills to work in t he
corporal<' world, :Vlr. Kraus<• soon became
fascinatt'd with his work in Legal Aid.
Thus, h(• abandoned his master plan at the
urging of his "sorial <·onseJ<•nre." In his
pn•sent, multi·fa<'t•tcd pradi<·e with the
firm of Bayn<', Snell[(.; Kr.tu..,e. Mr. Krause
'" Pnlistt>rl primarily 1n the Plaintiffs
t·au-,t•, hut he IS no s trangt•r to tht'
J)t'fpndant'' rank'>. II is deep intcn·"t in
cnnsum<'r ht\\ IS reflPcH•d in h1s service on
the board of d irPctors of the consumer
-.eetion of thf' o;tatc Rar. Although Mr.
Krau " I S unable to an·ount for the
mu--hroominl{ studen t interc"t in his
cour<>~ .
h" do(•s agrPc that the
prolift•rati•ln of rons umcr oriented laws
mu..,t bt PXI rting a magneti'' pull on many
hungry. ) oung ad vocah•s. Significantly,
hP t>mphas1ws that " all la\\yer'> need to
rPI'ognizt· conc; umer cases, because
P~ Pryhody i~ a •·onsum1•r, in1•luding the
ert·ditor."

Letters to the
Editor
Mmmmmm .....
1>Par Editor,
~lr. Mikl' Md' olloch in h ie; rlr~cripllon of
the• Lrrt Pmplo) I'd thl' folio\\ ing terms:
l~o~nkrupt . short SJJ,lhtPd, '"If rig-hteous.
sillv, utopi.tr. Jrn•sponsihlc and ciysfuncl ional.
:'-lr. <' h,trl1•s [l,t\ls in hi., dl'"''ription of
th<' Hight Pmplo) Pd till' following trrms:
tin·•l. <'1'111'1. krwranl, ra!'lsl, vic·ious. short
on h II lila nil~ . pn \ ill'gPd r1•artionary,
narrm\, radi .. ;tl r·onfortni'its, rPdnf.'cks,
.i•wk,, ""hlilt·r·atl', paranoid, hloatrd
dt•<•;tdl'l)i-., hlll'lllllg I'J'O<;S, S\\a-,(iha.
:\I 1111111111 rl11 1111. .. • •

NOTICES
Let whoever borrowed Professor
Wayne Scott's Common Law Forms of
Action by ~aitland last spring term be on
notice that he/ she will utlimatelv be found
out. A special task force is clo~ing in on
you. it is just a matter of time. Return it,
and all will be forgiven.

Aftermath
This is to inform the student body that
school policy requires a professor to meet
with anyone to whom he or she has given a

SBA News
tt•d to provide a frPP, lot·al phone for
,tudents, (one that could not dial long
rlistanrel
hut
\\ere
informed
by
Huttenberg that in spite of great technical
a1h a net''> made hy Ma Hell .,in1·c "Wal'ion,
I net•d you" \notably the :\1irkloy Mouse
phonPI. such a phont• \\as unavailable. Not
bowing to srirnce, Gary Davis, 2nd y(•ar,
promi-.ed to conla('t som(• friPnds in h1gh
places in the phone company. Someone
suggested he try 1·411.
The Emcrg<'n<·y Loan Program, due to
ht' implemented in 01·tolwr was also
dis1·ussrd at thl' Srpl. 26 met>ling. Thb
would enable student~ to borrow money
for thn•e weeks at an interest rate~ of
one-percent per week. A question arose,
ho\H'VPr. as to dl'fault and whcth<'r the
nne pt•rcl'nl would continue to run,
thereby making tht• Jov.; intere'it loan
availahTt' at 52°u pt•r annum. Amid crit•s of
u"ury and yelp-, of uncon.,cionability, the
-.uhje<·t \\as tablt'd.
AhsPntl'!'ism has aln·ad) hit the new
freshmen das~ of solons, electt'd Sept. 26.
Only three senator~ fr om the freshman
cia:-" "howed their faces.
On a sad note, thl' mut·h heralded
hulll'lin board \\ill not bt• e•·c<·tt·d b) the
SHA. Dt•an Castlebt'rry's direetive that all
posters be stricken from glass doors has
nN·t•ssitated 1he Dean's donation of a
bulletin bo:ml for I he classroom building.
Thu'> I he weldPrs hirrd by Frank Rivas
will havr to display their p1·owcss
!'1st>\\ here.
In other nt•ws from thl' Ivory Towt•r the
Fanllty has voted not to rdeasc final

grade below 70 for a discussion of the
exam. Since there has bee n some fee ling
that this is optional, I consulted with Dean
Castleberry who confirmed that it is not. I
havt' to say, however. that though I'm
sorry to have been given so many
opportunities to explore this aspect of
education, I am happy to report that t he
great majority of professors are more
than willing to discuss exams in such
circumstances and would probably do so
even if no school policy existed.
Randy Ke lt ne r

From Page 3
t'xam schedules until the last day to drop
dasses. This way, students are good and
stuck and cannot drop a class at
mid-semester when lht' finals schedule
shows them with five finals in one day,
Reacting to this "tar-baby" approach, the
SBA voted unanimously to have a final
exam schedule made public matter at
registration.
Rob Bullock, State Comptroller, will
hold an audience at St. Mary's on Oct. 25
at 7:30, Scott Spears, 2nd yr., said. Spears
also said the Hon. John Onion, Presiding
Judge of t ht' Court of Criminal Appeals,
will visit the Law School in November.
Spears also said there had better be a
good turnout for the events as his name is
on the line.
A Constitutional ConventiOn to approve
the O('\~ SBA Constitution will he held
under the direction of Don Cosby,
co-editor of the "Federalist Papers."
Cosby, 2nd year. and his committee ha'e
bet'n re·writing the Constitution over the
summer and it's ready to be hammered
out. Thus, Washington-on·Culebra will bf
on Oct. 17.
Finally in a pro-forma exercise, the SBA
named Ed Schroeder (no relation) as
student chairman of the Red Mass, which
will be held Oct. 26.
And for those keeping tracks, the SBA
Jester, M. Dog Weiner split the meetings,
making the first and m1ssing the second. A
ealllo the kennel revealed his absem·e dut
to a warm nose, but his spokesman
pawsitivt•ly denit•d reports of puppy love,
n('ar as he can tail.
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Prepaid Legal Services Conference Set
The ability of bar association sponsored
plans to administer multistate prepaid
legal services programs will be examined
at the American Bar Association's seventh
Prepaid Legal Services Conference to be
held in Minneapolis Oct. 26·28.
The program, scheduled for the
Sheraton Ritz Hotel, is a direct response
to the challenges and opportunities which
will be afforded open panel programs
under the Chrysler· United Auto Workers'
Prepaid Legal Service Plan, according to
Lawrence M. Wood.
Wood , president of the American
Prepaid Legal Services Institute, and
John R. Wallace, chairman of the ABA
Special Committee on Prepaid Legal
Ser vices, said one of the conference's
principal themes will be the marketing of
all types of plans.
The underlying concepts of the
marketing cycle and what makes people
buy or not buy produ(·ts of all types,
including legal sen ices, will be explored,
Wood explained.
The program scheduled on Oct. 28, will
feature panel sessions to be headeri by

Richard Scupi, director of the United Auto
Workers' program and Claude C. Lilly,
professor of insurance of the University of
Florida.
Scupi will discuss the auto workers'
prepaid Chr ysler Company plan which
goes into effect Nov. 1. The program,
when fully operative, will cover 140,000
active and retired Chrysler Company
employees in 51 states. Not only is this t ht·
largest prepaid legal servic•e plan in
existence, it is the first that requires
precise and uniform delivery of legal
benefits, James T. Goodman, executive
director of the Prepaid Legal Institute,
explained.
Lilly will report on a special study he
headed of a prepaid legal service plan
utilization for the Institute and the Ford
Foundation's Division of National Affairs.
Financed by a Ford Foundation grant,
the study, according to Wood, has
gathered data on benefits, membership,
operating expenses,
reserves
and
financing. The data. it is hopt><i. will help
establish criteria for setting prepaying
rates and assist in developing a r('liahh~
methodology for determining such rates.

Other aspects oft he prepaid legal plans,
surh a.;; new propo.;.a\s for simplified
I' I hiral codes, new model legislation for
insurers and non~insurers, and qualifica·
tion of a plan under section 120 of the
lntl'rnal R~H·nuc Sen·ict> Code, will be
discus~t-d.

Tlw

prol.('ram

also

will

A person pays $9.85 to pick up a
telephone and talk with a lawyer on the
other end. \fter analyzing the problem,
th£> lawyer will recommend that the
customer ·q>ek help from either a
neighborhood la11 firm or else from one of
the storp'.., staff attornrys. The attorney
may decide the matter doe" not require a
l.myer. and that the problE'm ran be
-.oh•Pd b) othpr mPan,;-perhap~ hy
11 riting a l«'tter or g(ling- to ::>mall Claims
Court. for PxampiP.
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the Prrpaid.Legal Srrvices Committee of
the ABA Section of General Practice.
Baron will talk on the "Law Store," an
oppration he has started in Los Angeles
whl're individuals with problems can drop
in without an appointment.
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Jim Baker
(Continued from page 1)
great deal of influence by virtue of the
prestige of the office. The Attorney
General, after all, is the chief legal officer
in the state of Texas, and his opinions,
decisions, and stands on issues carry
t remendous weight throughout t he legal
community and the 'general public as well.
It is important the Attorney General
recognize this additional power carries
with it additional responsibilities and
duties as well.
For example, the Attorney General has
virtually no explicit jurisdiction in the
area of Civil Rights , but I think an
Attorney General would be doing a poor
job indeed if he did not recognize there
was much to be done in this field. I have
spoken out on this issue, and I will
continue to do so throughout the
campaign. Currently, the abuse of a
prisoner in custody is only a misdemeanor
offt'nsc. I want to upgrade that to felony
status. Even though the Attorney General
has no direct legislative power. it is
important to be committed to equal justice
under law. I intend to push for such
legislation if elected.
I think the office demands an active
Attorney General: Someone who will
speak out and act on civil rights, consumer
protection, reform of the criminal justice

Two-third of all heroin entering the
United States passes through Texas, but
our state police spend more time weigh ina
trucks than they do fighting drugs. AJ
Attorney General, I'll urge a redirection~
resources to make combating narcotics a
top state priority. I'll also coordinate my
resources with the D.P.S. and assist local
prosecutors in fighting narcotics smug
glers.
3. Our Parole System
Most criminals are eligible for parole
after serving only one-sixth of their
sentence, yet 71% of those we parole ar@
rearrested within four years. I want lo
raise the mmtmum standard from
one-sixth of a term to one-third, so mol'!
criminals will serve out the time thev
were sentenced to. I also want to create~
category of "life imprisonment without
possibility of parole" for the most heinous
crimes - this would give juries a realistit
alternative to the death penalty.
4. Juvenile Offenders
We must give the young offender every
change to live within the law through
active, affirmative rehabilitation programs, but we must remember most
hard·core adult criminals began with a
series of serious offenses as youth. This
minority of hard-core juvenile offenden
should be separated from the many who
can be helped, and we shouldn't to treat
(Continued on page 15)

system - wherever t here is t he need not just someone who waits until
problems are presented to him. The
Attorney General must take initiatives,
and must not be afraid to stick his neck
out when ther e's a job to be done. This is
my philosophy of the office.
In terms of issues, the most important
one in this race is fighting crime- one out
of every five Texans is a victim of it. It is
all the more important to afford this issue
thoughtful discussion because too often in
political campaigns it is subordinated to
political rhetoric and grimmickry. The
said result is that many people have
become fatalistic about crime and believe
nothing can be done. I disagree. I have put
forward a thirty-seven page position
paper in which I discuss five major areas
of crime. Allow me to summar ize my
proposals:
1. Fixed-Length Sentencing
Our current cr iminal justice system
isn't wor king - it doesn't det er crime. I've
proposed Fixed-Length Sentencing which
would toughen t he sentencing process at
the same time it eliminates punishment
disparities and inequities. Fixed-Length
Sentencing is firm enough to provide a
realistic deterrent to en me, yet it remains
flexible enough to meet t he unusual case.
People would be sentenced on the basis of
what they did, not who they are.
2. Fighting Narcotics

~
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(Continued from page 14)
these young hardened cr iminals as they
were adults in cases of serious or violent
crimes.
5. Career Criminals
Twenty pPrcent of felons t•ommit eighty
percent of all felonies, yet Texas has no
state program to deal \\ith these t•areer
criminals. As Attorney General, I'll assist
local communities in estahlishi ng Major
Violators Programs which insure that
hardened t•riminals rere1ve priority
prosecution
and
stiffer
sentences.
Hahitual criminals t·ould no longer count
on es<·aping through cracks in the justice
system.
Another major issue in the race is
energy. The Attorney General has a great
role in energy matters. As a leader, he can
influence hoth state and federal deci!iions.
As a lawyer for the peopll' of TPxas. he
can challenge decisions har mful to our
state's interest in court. As Attorney
General, this is precisely what I intend to
do.
As with fighting crime, I have also put
forward a postion paper dealing with the
energy problem. Here are my six points:
1. Fight Federal Pricing Control and
Allocation Authority Over Intrastate Oil
and Gas
The Federal Energy Plan will for the
first lime in history give the federal
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govt•rnment the power to regulate the
price of our intrastate fuel. It will also
allow them to direct our energy out of
state, regardless of our own needs. Not
only does t he potential exist in this plan to
ruin our state's economy, but by giving
the federal government control over state
royalty oil and gas. we give them a great
deal of power to influence our state
budgt>t. As Attorney General, I'll sue to
stop this bill.
2. Force Setting of New Natural Gas
Prices
Il has been two years since the F ederal
Energy Regulatory Commission set new
interstate nat ural gas prices. The result is
that out·of·state customers actually pay
less for Texas gas than Texas consumers.
Attorney General IliJI has already filed
suit to force the setting of new natural gas
prices. I full~ support this action, and
pledge to pursue the s uit to conclusion as
Attorney Gt>neral.
3. Contest Oil Subsidy Payme,nts to
Northeast
Undt>r the federal entillt>ments pro·
gram. East Coast purchasers of imported
oil arc paid a subsidy hy those who
purchase domestic oil. Tht> plan was
ori~-,rinaJI~ meant to help equalize crude oil
prices, but it is bei ng expanded to also
subsidize imported fuel oil for the New
England regwn. This means Texans will
have to pay up to $30 million annuaJly to
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reduce oil prices for the Northeast. When
one considers that the East Coast
currently pays only the national average
price for such oil, it is clear this plan
smacks of regional favoritism. As
Attorney General, I'll work with the
Texas Congressional delegation to
overturn his plan. Failing t his, I'll
vigorously explore alternative actions,
including a lawsuit. 4. Monitor Coal
Conversion in Other States.
Conversion from natural gas to coal as a
boiler fuel has been encouraged by t he
federal government and mandated by the
Texas Railroad Commission. Texas'
conversion plans are proceding on
schedule, unlike other states. Some states
are actually proposing to slow down t heir
conversion so they may purchase t he
natural gas freed by our conversion.
At tremendous cost, Texas is helping
America lessen it's dependence on natural
gas, yet other states are holding back, and
even seeking to derive advantage at the
expense of Texas consumers. As Attorney
General, I promise to closely monitor the
conversion efforts of other states and
make certain they keep pace with our
own. Should their efforts slaken, I will
urge t he Texas Railroad Commission to
reconsider its timetable for coal
conversion.
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Jim Baker
(Continued from page 15)
5. Support Suit Against Montana Coal
Tax.
No candidate, my!>elf included, can
claim thi!=O is his idea, as the suit has been
in preparation for dose to a year. As
Attorney General, I will file an amicus
brief in Montana State Court outlining the
interests of Texas consumers in the coal
tax suit, and if the suit is appealed to the
Supreme Court, I would seek to join it as a
full plaintiff. Montana's 30% coal tax is a
burden on interstate commerce and on
Texas con!'Oumers- it must not be allowed
to stand.
6. An Active voice for Texas Consumers in
Energy Planning and Rate Matters.
As Attorney General, I'll use my
position on the Texas Energy advisory
Council to encourage development of
alternative energy sources to meet Texas'
long-range needs.
Furthermore, I'll vigorously represent
Texas consumers before the Public
Utilities Commission in any unfair utility
rate increase requests.
A third area I would stress as Attorney
General would be human needs. For
example, I've promised to fully enforce all
consumer protection laws. I also want to
start a Con!>umer Information Program in
inform consumers of their rights and

businessmen of their responsibilities
under the law. We can fight fraud by
increasing public awareness.
The transportation and storage of
nuclear wastes is another matter which
concerns me. Local communities should be
given a greater voice in the transport or
storage of such wastes in their area.
Additionally, I will work to secure state
veto power over the storage of radioactive
wastes in or near Texas, and over its
transportation th rousa-h the state.
Throughout my campaign, I've been
talking about issues. I'm not just talking
about our problems, I'm offering specific,
constructive proposals to solve th~m.

Some candidates like to stick to rhetoric
and generalities. I firmly believe the only
way to campaign is to campaign on a
platform, with an intelligent discussion of
the issues.
In the paragraphs above, I have tried to
given an overview of how I see the office
or Attorney General, and what steps I
would take if elected. I hope you will see a
common thread through all of these
proposals - the Attorney General must
truly he the people's lawyer. He must
ha\"e the people's interests at heart and he
must act at all times on their behalf. T his
will he my most important pledge to you
as your Attorney General.
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Man of the Mansion

. Race For Governor

Bill Clements has devoted his life to

leadership and good management. Now,
he wants to bring these proven qualities
to Austin and serve as Governor of Texas.
Clements is a man for all the people of
Texas. His grandfather was a muleskinner
and helped to found Forney, outside of
Dallas. Clements was born in Texas. He
attained the rank of Eagle Scout and has
maintained that interest through vigorous
support of the Boy Scouts of America.
Clements turned down several college
football scholarships so he could work as a
roughneck in the South Texas oil fields
and support his family during the
Depression.
Clements attended Southern Methodist
University and has served as Chairman of
the Board of S.M.U. At the age of 28, he
bought two used drilling rigs and
established his own business · The
Southeastern Drilling Company. Today
SEDCO Inc., is one of the world's largest
drilling contracting firms, employing 7,000
people. The old Cumberland School
Building in Dallas serves as SEDCO's
oorporate headquarters. Clements bought
and restored the building, which has been
designated as an historical landmark by
the Texas State Historical Commission.
In 1973, Clements was callelr"to
Washington to serve as Deputy Secretary
of Defense. His management abilities
made him known as "as the man who ran
the Pentagon" for four years.
In recognition of Clements' eflorts in
upgrading the Department of Defense
education system, each of the United
States Service Academies named a
professional faculty award in his honor ·
The William P. Clements, Jr. Award for
Excellence in Education.
When Clements returned to Texas, he
realized that the state was entering a new
era. The people of Texas needed a leader
who would confront the issues of energy,
(Coatinued on page 10)

BU..L CLEMENTS

CLEMEf4TS

vs.

JOHN HILL

Attorney General John Hill became the
first person in Texas history to unseat an
incumbent governor without a run-off
when he scored an upset victory May 6
with 51.4 per cent of the vote in the
Democratic Primary.
The surprise 1978 victory gave Hill his
second "first" in Texas political history his 1972 election as Attorney General
marked the fJ.rSt time an elected
incumbent in that office had been
unseated.
These two precedent-setting accomplishments at the polls are typical of the
impressive record John Luke Hill has
written as a student, a lawyer and staae
official. As a student, Hill was statewide
debate champion in Kilgore Junior
College, and an honor graduate of the
University of Texas Law School. As a
lawyer, Hill won highest national
recognition from both the plantiffs and
defense bars, by being selected for
membership in the International Academy
of Trial Lawyers and the American
College of Trial Lawyers - a rare
achievement. As a state official, Hill has
received national recognition - Wub·
ington Monthly named him "most
outstanding Attorney General" in 1975 for an aggressive record which included
the use of unexplored common law powers
to block telephone rate increases in 1975.
His record also was highlighted by
prosecution of public corruption (107
indictments in Duval County in 1977) and
pursuit of an unexpected inheritance tax
claim of about $100 million against the
Howard Hughes estate (1977-1978).
Hill's six years as Attorney General and
two years (1966-1968) as Secretary of
State would make him the first governor
with:
-Service in two different offices of the
executive branch of state government.
-As much as eight years of experience
(Continued on page 11)
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There are times when we must write of
pedestrian matters and this is one of
them. (Besides, it will serve as an answer
to all who have carped at our editorials
and called them void-for-vagueness.) We
refer to the trend, lately pursued in excess
of trashing and littering the classroom
building with the remains of consumer
goods dispensed by those wondrous, if
whimsical machines in the locker room,
which exist there at sufferance. If we
don't clean up our collective act, the things
will be banished from the halls of law. So
what!, some may say, for their track
record is somewhat erratic. But there are,
as Webster said of Dartmouth, "those who
love (them.)" There are those who
especially love them, whose dependence
on their wares is like unto a baby suckling
at its mother's breast. And this is good,
for habits are characteristic of decadence
and decadence of civilization.
Of course the administration is correct.

Often the eye of the Witan is drawn to the
ground and shocked by the shifting
mounds of rubbish and debris, left by
voracious lawyers-to-be. But what is
inexplicable is that they who would curtail
t he convenience of errant students who
merely ingest and imbibe because of the
litter t herefrom seem oblivious to the
pollution of the very air we breath by the
less obvious smoke from burning tobacco.
Does it now follow from the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment that everyone should be
discriminated against equally? Things
rarely occur in a vacuum - expulsion of
smokers is the logical corollary of exiling
the machines. Many of our friends smoke
- it is, as an English poet observed, a
delight ful pleasure, for it leaves one
marvelously unsatisfied.

Witan Notes

In Re Dos
Santos

I. Rueben Fine, one of the old masters,
wrote, "Chess, like women,like music, has
the power to make men happy." The
Witan concurs and cordially invites all
players regardless of gender, to enter the
lists of a tournament. It will be a contest of
cerebral rather than athletic hedunium.
For details call Eric Jensen (826-2416) or
Jimmy De Petris (435-8270). ~S -tZ7D
II. We designate a round of applause to
Frank Rivas who undertook a completed
augean task of unravelling the tangled
skeins of the S.R.A. 'mailbox' which was
terrorized into anarchy shortly after its
debut.
Not only did he re-alphabetize all the
envelopes, but he also color-coded t hem
according to their addressee's year in
school - pink for freshmen, blue for
second year and, of course, virgin white
for seniors.
Our only complaint is that the editor of
this paper found his mail co-habitating
with that of Gary Scarzafava. A
meretricious relationship?

So that the smokers can remain and
take their degrees we must all pull
together and refrain from littering.

Antonio Dos Santos1 after 20 years of
marriage to his English wife, applied to
Judge John Lately for a divorce. His wife,
the fair Rosamunde, was intractable and
brought reams and tomes of love poetry
he had written to her - one every day for
20 years in fact. These she offered to
prove the intensity of their love and the
enchantment of their marriage. Dos
Santos had quite another explanation for
t he verse. His domineering spouse
expected them and clamoured for their
production.
Judge Latey granted
Antonio's
freedom, finding that "... she dominated
him in every part of their life and
everything had to be as she wanted."
Held: she was unreasonable.
This reminds us of Ambrose Bierce's
definition of love: "Temporary insanity,
curable by marriage or (separation)."
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Coming In The Witan
What the keepers oJ the round building
do with those hourly statistics of who
comes in or out.

-oTop-secret plans for a new law library
and faculty suggestions reveal an exciting
new geometric shape.
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publication and the author of the article so
used, and notice of such use is given to the
publication .
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Business As Usual

SBA Still Kicking

Editor's Note: AualyliB and opiDion by the
writer are oot included in this artkle. '
In a rare show of operational genius,
the Witan managed to send a reporter to
cover the SBA meeting. The process is
quite similar to that used in sending
officers to the eastern front in the waning
days of the Third Reich.
Monday night, Oct. 23 in Room 104, the
SBA held a tenaciously enduring meeting
which at times became somewhat heated
and at all times was filled with savory and
aromatic tobacco pollutants.
Perhaps the biggest revelation to
spring forth from the meeting was the
bush-hush new law library that the law
school is building. Pres. Jack Wolfe
announced that St. Mary's Law School
was the recipient of a large donation from
a South Texas family and the money will
be used to build a new law library in front
of t he present round building.
Wolfe said the school hopes to have a
groundbreaking next spring or by early
summer.
Wolfe also said that one student will be
permitted to sit on the library building
committee. Any student (of any class)
interested should submit a cover letter
and resume to the SBA. The SBA will
then select two students to recommend to
the Faculty, and the Faculty will choose
one of those to be a committee member.
The shape of the new library has yet to be
determined, but a rhombus is leading as
favorite.
Frank Ruttenberg announced the fU'st
annual Ernest E. Raba Writing
CGmpetibon, which will be held next
~emester. Three prizes will be awarded:
$200 for first place, $75 for second, and $50
for third. The competition will be open to
all students with 30 hours or more credit,
which means first year students are
cliaenfranchised. (Tough, have fun in
freshman moot court). Rules and topics of
the contest will be promulgated by the
SBA and will be made public on Jan. 24,
11xt semester. The Faculty Awards
Committee will arbiter the competition
md will establish the rules to choose the
winners,
In what developed into a pyrotechnical
iaue, the SBA took up the matter of
llllator absenteeism and a horrifying
lfl"ocMural nightmare was read to the
Senate. The proposal consisted of written
tleuses for absences, phoned-in excuses,
eensure of the member, appeal to the
Senate, censure by the Senate, appeal to
.. electorate thru ratification election,
.. druuuDed out of the corps. The plan

was frightfully reminiscent of junior high
spirit club. As the monstrous bill was read
one could sense a brouhaha brewing and
indeed it did. Unrest was so thick, one
could have cut it with a knife. (Metaphor).
One Senator, failing to rem~mber the
constitutional prohibition of ex post facto
enactment queried as to whether the bill,
if enacted, would be retroactive, and was
curtly reminded that it could not be. (a
sigh of relief thundered through the room,
as many senators would have been
ex-solons had the bill been retroactive).
Finally, after prolonged, intense
squabbling, often times reaching the point
of intelligent debate, the SBA scrapped
the ghastly kindergarten approach and
adopted a watered-down proposal for a
Censureship Committee. Also, the
number of permissible absences was
raised from two to three per semester.
(again sighs of relief). But the burning
issue of how to censor the Senator,
whether the Senate · should adopt a
community -standard and determine if the
Senator's dominant characteristic appeals
to the pruirent interest, or whether if the
Senate fails to find that the individual has
any redeeming scientific or social value;
he should be censored.
Next, in a baffling vocal exchange, the
Senate narrowly defeated a proposal

Encore SBA
The Student Bar Association met Oct.
10 and Oct. 17 and indubitably much was
accomplished. The Oct. 10 meeting was a
regular business meeting, while on the
17th, the solons gathered for the
historically significant Washington ·onCulebra constitutional Convention. White
smoke, as expected, did indeed pour out of
room 104, where the new constitution was
ratified. Pres. Jack Wolfe was heard to
exclaim, "We have a Constitution."
The Constitutional conclave lasted a
mere four hours and it was only through
sheer determination, perseverance and
caprice that the Constitution was ratified.
From now on, it looks as though the SBA
will be operating under a legal set of rules.
Due to an unexpected and unknown
malady, the Witan was unable to attend
the Oct. 10 meeting, but the body politic
(look it up) is invited to read the minutes
which are posted in the classroom building
to find out for yourself what happened.
Lastly, sometime in November, the
SBA will bring to St. Mary's the Hon.
John Onion, presiding Judge of the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals.

hrBID HarM

which would have allowed the Senators to
vote by proxy. Fortunately, however,
before the Senate sunk itself into a morass
of operational issues, they voted to see if
proxies should be allowed at all. (The
President used 2 proxy votes here). The
measure failed and so the issue of ballot by
proxy may have been retired for some
time. What baffled some innocent
bystanders was the vote on proxies
coming on the heels of rampant
absenteeism. It might be beneficial. After
all, no Senator need show if they all voted
by proxy and business could be conducted
in 99.96% less time. All the voting and
business could be handled with one
Senator and 25 proxy statements for
voting.
State Comptroller Bob Bullock will not
speak at St. Mary's on Wednesday Oct. 25
as planned, for those of you who noticed
that no one showed up to speak to you.
The rumor that he and Racehorse Haynes
had a previous engagement was
unfounded. Other allegations, however,
have arisen concerning the S!)te's
Comptroller. See Austin AmericanStatesman, Oct. 14, 1978, at 1, Col. 1.
Some good news, and not a moment too
soon, St. Mary's clinical clerkship program
was approved by the SBA and could be
implemented next semester. Dubbed
''Clerking for Credit," the program would
be open to third-year students and if the
project is successful, might be expanded
to second-year students.
Participants in the program would clerk
for private practitioners or government
agencies and would receive two hours
credit per semester. The student will be
required to work eight hours a week in the
regular semester and 11 hours in the
summer semester. Also, those in the
clerkship program would initially waive
compensation, but the student and
employer could work out the salary. In
addition the usual 3·martini benefit would
be allowed. Third-year students could
berome qualified to actually practice,
including courtroom practice, under an
attorney·supervisor.
Gary Davis, 2nd yr., suggested that t he
school put bookshelves in the lavatories.
Davis noted that the schools johns have no'
bookshelves and that he and others with a
similar plight frequently get their books
and belongings wet. (Perhaps raincoats
would be better suited). Maybe while the
carpenter is putting up the shelves he can
leave a bar of soap or two in there as well.
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LAW SCHOOL NEWS
Soft Ballet.

ahead to stay when pitcher Diann
drove in two runs to capitalize on
fielder Martha Warren's lead-off
League blooper and right fielder
Tharp
Waks' hard-earned base on
Brent Helms and Larry Waks, the Tails
Then,
quite
frankly, the contest
put it all on the line against the Amazons,
into a typical Tails rout. After snll"-··•r.a
the most serious challenge to the Tails'
Sally Swanson smashed a
merciless, winning ways during the
round-tripper, left fielder Barbara
regular season. The Tails knew that the
caught
the infield off balance on a rotJullAmazons, boasting of themselves as
grounder
to clean the bases for
animals, were hungry to prove that they,
more. For those keeping score, the
not the Tails, were the best team in the
team tailied seven in the fourth
league. Sure enough, the''Tails trailed
streaking to a commanding 9-2lead. In
when the Amazons jumped to an early,
sixth and final frame, Judy
one-run lead, but the Tails tied it up in the
adroitly took over the catching chores
bottom of the first when rover (bow-wow)
give Sandy (who looked her name
Linda Moore legged it home on first
hard game of blocking and
baseperson Mary Brennan's crisp base hit.
opponents) Hauser a well-deserved
After a tightly defensed, scoreless second
A late threat by the Amazons was aui<Cid·•
inning, the teams traded runs in the third,
snuffed out, thanks largely to
with the Tails' Moore homering on a
Jenkins, who continued to
screaming bump-and-grounder through
impressively at second base by turning
the stubborn Amazon defense. In the
a key defensive play to wmplement
"ottom half of the fourth, the Tails went
spirited, second-effort baserunning.
Tails then opened their artailery
again. Third baseperson Patty --•--~--_._.
finished her perfect day at the plate,
the strength of her own hitting talents
To some losing or winning was only a
a long-ball reputation which panicked
secondary concern. Martha Warren
Amazons into intentionally w'alking
cringed with mixed emotions of shock and
The fireworks were capped by
Brennan's three-run blast, whjch bOI>StAMP.I
fear (and hidden delight I'm sure) as she
pulled Prof. Francisco's name. Burt Mason
the lead to 12-2, just enough for the ladier
on the other hand merely smiled and made
of law to cur-tail the game at that
mention of the principle of equity as he
under St. Mary's compassionate 10-rua
drew Prof. Cantu's ticket. Arnold
rule. All this, in fact, was accomplished
Gonzales merely started rewriting his
without the invaluable services of Mary
case note as he yanked Scott Breen (his
Lou Ryan (whose cl.Ssy batting stance
associate editor on Law Journal) out of
alone has intimidated otherwise fearless
contention, and rumor has it that the
hurlers) and Yava Williams, who
student who pulled Dean Castleberry's
reportedly held out for shorts and
name no longer plans to enroll in Oil &
knee·socks to match the Tails' colorful
Gas.
jerseys. The true-to-form electrifyin(
Ann Livingston was also among the
finale brought the Tails' total runs scored
losers at the drawing but that was not the
for the season to 106, as compared to 1
case a week earlier when Ann won
trifling 24 chalked up by determined, but
election to the post of Parliamentarian for
outclassed opponents. Clearly, thete
the fall semester. Congratulations Ann!
women have more than brains and good
Upcoming fraternity activities include
looks: they're also great homer-makers. U
opening up the Phi Delta Phi exam flies to
the matter was put to a vote today, all
all · students before the Thanksgiving
would be unanimously selected for the
Holiday. The files contain copies of
Hall of Feme.
previous exams administered by many of •--~---------,_-..,.--...
thej professors and the service is free.
The local chapter of Phi Delta Phi held
Also, to prepare interested first year
rush smoker at Curtis Vaughan's house
students for their exams review classes
Lake Division on Saturday, September 30.
will be conducted for each of the first year
Plenty of the members, spouses, cbildreo
courses. They will be presented by
and dates turned out, and the weather
members of the fraternity who scored
cooperated beautifully. For those who
very high on a particular professor's exam
failed to enjoy the party, it was their own
and they will aim at assisting the student
fault.
in selecting a format for answering exam
(Continued on P ..e 15)
uestions for various rofeS!IOr's.
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While UT and OU slugged it out in their
annual rite of passage (and runnage), a
more spectacular classic was blossoming
under San Antonio's gracious October
skies: the Fee-Tails, softball's slick answer
to the Ms. Demeanors' ruthless basketball
machine, spent less than two hours
teamrolling their way over ambitious
undergraduate contenders to capture the
coveted women's intramural championship. In the prelude to the final showdown
against the spunky, revenge-minded
Amazons, the Tails sent "The Corner"
hiding in its self with a 24-0 barrage made
all the more glamorous by the crafty,
catch-'em-off-guard pitching of Anne
Schwartz. Having notched their eighth
consecutive victory without a defeat
under the perspiring leadership of head
coach Darrell Dullnig and his assistants

By David M.D. WeiDer
(Rover Reporter)

PHI DELTA PHI
by David P. O'Neil
A drawing for a trip to Mexico with all
expenses paid highlighted Phi Delta Phi's
activities for October. The drawing wa~
held at the Vista Del Ray Apartments O'lJ
Friday the 1:3th but it proved to be,
anything but unlucky for Keith Davis who
won the trip (as well as a free swim in the
Vista Del Ray swimming pool) by having
his name drawn last.
Just prior to the drawings the members
decided that a consolation prize should be
given to the first person present to have
his or her name drawn. The prize they
decided on - One night at the San
Antonio Inn complete with water bed and
X-rated movies. You can just imagine how
excited I became when my name was
called. Although anxious to enjoy this
prize my sense of duty overcame my
animal instincts and I remained at the
party until the drawings were completed.
The drawings were made a few at a
time as the evening progressed. It wasn't
long however before the friendly get
together had degenerated into an almost
vindictive contest. Couples who had been
eliminated tried desperately to draw the
names of those who had ruined their
chances of winning or had even dared to
smile at their misfortune. Jerry Atherton
carried this to an absolute extreme when
he selected his own name in an apparent
attempt to deprive anyone else of that
Ieasure.

BLOODY MARY PARTY
The Women's Law Assoeiation Bloody Mary Party was held
Thursday, October 12, in the faculty lounge. This gala event is
thrown annually to honor the faculty in the way they appreciate
most, with food and spirits. The members of WLA provided the
spread of scrumptuous munchies and Christine Tharp mixed the
mean Bloody Marys. Sandee Ryan did a great job in organizing the
extravaganza. It was interesting to watch the faculty-student
interactions increase as the supply of Bloody Marys decreased. As
usual, Mr. Francisco was surrounded by a bevy of first year
students who seemed to be waiting for the alcohol to loosen his
tongue as to the contents of his final. Dr. Yao was talking up the
lucrative field of Trusts. Mr. Walker was lamenting the recent
defeat of the Texas Longhorns and Dean Castleberry made sure
we didn't run out of ice. Once again, a good time was had by all
(except for Mr. Hobbs who was too sick to come).
Kaufman attended the University of
Texas on an ROTC scholarship where he
by Jane Bockus
took his undergraduate degree in 1967.
When he was a juniorah1leUniversity he
There was a general meeting of the
married Brenda whom he had met on a
Among the proposals were the following:
Women's Law Assoeiation on October 9.
$10 a month to the Women's Law Center;
Hopi reservation several years earlier. It
$96 for the Women's Rights Law Reporter
was Brenda's father who suggested that
A motion was made that WLA meetings
to
be
donated
to
the
library
in
memory
of
he attended Harvard Law School.
be alternated between afternoon and
Jan White; an undetermined amount to
Kaufman served two years in the Air
evening. Having the meetings in the
the WLA of SMU to help finance their
Force in fulfillment of his ROTC
afternoon has presented a problem for the
class action against Dallas law firms
commitment and afterwards practiced
members who work. The motion was
allegedly guilty of sex-discrimination in
commercial law in Corpus Christi where
passed, so our November business
their hiring practices. These and other
he represented banks and savings and
meeting will be in the evening. Speakers
spending proposals will be discussed and
loan associations. He returned to Harvard
will continue to be scheduled at the time
as a Teaching Fellow from 1974 to 1976
voted on at the next business meeting, so
that is most convenient for them.
it's important that all members attend.
where he received his _L.L.M. degree.
Several financial requests were preThe time, place and date of the next
As a Teaching Fellow he taught a
meeting will be posted.
course in Legal Methods to first year law
by treasurer Mary Rudolph.
6C>0040C)000C)()00C>OOO<>OOO<>OOO<Xl00<)(liOOCXl.OOCX)()04)()()0 students. "Legal thinking is common
sense broken into a system which when
followed correctly results in justice. Law
students tend to romanticise the law.
They shouldn't. Most judges can be
~Jolm T. Chidgey
manipulated by appealing chiefly to their!
assume the more traditional role of
.and Martha Warren
middle class prejudices and beliefs and by
teaching their own children. For the first
Colin Kelly Kaufman was born on an
giving them just enough logic so that they
five years of his schooling Colin was
Indian Reservation in Arizona where his
can do what they feel is 'just'."
taught by his mother and father. He
parents were teachers at the reservation
Kaufman is an irrepressible advocate of
learned to read phonetically, and the utter
school. He was named after the first air
"Legal Realism". He bewilders students
isolation of their existence left him with
hero of World War II, Captain Colin
with the relativity of the Uniform
little else besides his books and words .
Purdie Kelly. Captain Kelly, so the story
Commercial Code and his endless
There are great tales of hunting that
goes, flew his flaming B-17 down the
reminders about seeking justice and
Kaufman can still remember and relate
smoke stack of the Japanese cruiser
providing ways for the courts to reach it.
with a Texas fashioning of the words in a
ASHGURA after ordering his crew to bail
He teaches with a hyperactivity that
Yankee cadence.
out.
conveys a sense of urgency. The
The missionary zeal soon gave way to
"I have always felt a sense of
impatience boils over in the middle of a
daily loneliness and where Kaufman's
responsibility to live up to the history and
student's recitation and what is perhaps
father thrilled in the isolation and
mistaken for cynicism and superficial
heritage of that name. Names are
wilderness his mother grew weary of the
important."
~enerality is in reality a sense of optimism
bitter cold and wind. It was a barren
KaUfman was the third of eight children
that springs from a sort of enlightment, a
existence. She finally picked up the kids
born to parents who sought to combine
rather personal delight in "seeing the
and came to Austin. Times were not easy
lheir teaching with a desire to do
way the Law really works" and subjecting
for eight children living on a teacher's
that experience to a critical appraisal that
missionary work. After leaving the
salary in the 50's and 60's, but economic
is shared with his students.
reservation the Kaufmans moved to
austerity did not prevent the growth of
Alaska where his mother and father
"Any turkey can read the U.C.C.,
Kaufman's appreciation for education. He
taught Eskimos. The remoteness of their
RIGHT?r? I'm here to make you think!"
turned himself to the task with a
cireumstanees forced the parents to
vengeance.
(Continued on Page 12)
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Sid and Emma go to the City
By Mike "Kiehe Ho" Rehhjns
H you read this column last month and
followed its directives, you have stood in
downtown San Antonio mouldering on the
comer of College and North St. Mary's
Streets for over four weeks. Never fear,
though, as we can now continue our
,walking tour of the heart of the Alamo
City.
We resume by heading south on St.
Mary's. On the west side of the street,
between Commerce and Market Streets is
the art deco headquarters of the Alamo
National Bank. What I find imprl!sive
about this structure is that it contains not
one, but two banks. Hidden away on the
upper floors of the building is the
Oppenheimer Bank, Unincorporated. If
you've take the course on trusts, you
know that unincorporated banks are
rare organisms. It's thus- nice to live in a
city which still has one.
The San Antonio Public Library is next.
This faces St. Mary's Street and is across
Market Street from the Alamo National
Bank. The library has everything that
you'd expect it to have, including a nice
selection of out-of-town telephone books,
from which you can pick names at random
for your Christmas card list.
Double back to Market Street, turn left,
and head west. You'll cross the San
Antonio River and will be able to see the
flood gates, which are used to keep the
eastern expanses of the Riverwalk from
flooding during heavy rains. Market
Street becomes Dolorsa Stret where it
crosses Soledad. When you get to this
point, you are entering the most historic
area of the city other than Alamo Plaza.
To your immediate left is the Bexar
County Court House, the older part of
which dates from before the turn of the
century. Because I am one who favors the
restoration and continued use of old
buildings, it is with a great deal of guilt
that I must report that I find our court
house to be one of ugliest buildings of its
liDI'l 1 have seen. This might be in the
nature of a declaration against interest
because I hope to work in this building,
but that's the way I feel, so don't bother
me. Alright?
Across Dolorosa from the court house is
Main' Plaza, which was the city's center of
activity for years. An event which took
place here in 1749 proved to be a
harbinger of the future. The spirit of
Camp David in our own day was matched
in an eighteenth century Main Plaza
celebration of peace between the Apache
nation and the Empire of Spain. While
Begin and Sadat buried only the
proverbial hatchet, the earlier celebrants

had more class and buried, inter alia, a live
horse. It was also along Main Plaza that
Moses Austin sought permission in 1820 to
bring Anglo settlers into Tejas and that
Davy Croeket in 1836 recruited the Alamo
defenders. A quarter century later,
Robert E. Lee was a guest at a hotel here
and made his decision to sign up with the
'Confederate Army. Main Plaza today is a
tree-shaded downtown park which is
perfect for a picnic.
On the west end of the plaza is San
Fernando Cathedral. this began as a
parish church built by Canary Islanders
and completed (with a handout from the
Spanish government) in 1758. A century
later, the small parish church had
outgrown its utility, and a new building
was needed. .t\t the same time, the
parishioners wanted to continue having
services while the new structure was
being built. Thus, the new (and present)
cathedral completely surrounded the old.
The services and the construction found a
peaceful coexistence. The present building
was finished in 1873.
Leave San Fernando at the rear and you
will be at Military Plaza, site of the first
permanent settlement in Texas. During
the years after the Civil War, the city
went through a medieval period of
municipal insanity and in which lynchings
in the plaza were the order of the day. We
might seem a tad saner today were it not
for a weekly series of confrontations
which take place in a building which
occupies the plaza. The building is our
City Hall, and the confrontations are
called City Council meetings. If political
hot air were laughing gas, all who cross
the portals of the edifice would soon laugh
themselves to death.
The Spanish Governor's Palace is at the
corner of Commerce and Cameron Streets
facing Military Plaza. With its adobe
facade and woodep beams, the palace
looks out of place to me. It would look
more appropriate in Arizona's deserta.
However, don't let that stop you from
exploring it. A coat of arms over the door
bears the date 1749, but this is not
necessarily the year of construction. We
do know that the building became the
Spanish seat of government in Texas in
1772. A prime attraction.
Go west on Commerce Street from the
Governor's Palace and you will approaeh a
delightful zygocephalum called Market
Square (Commerce and Santa Rose
Streets). What the French Market is to
New Orleans and the Cannary and
Ghirardelli Square are in San Francisco is
what Market Square is to Alamoville.
There is a legitimate market. area iD the

vicinity, but most of the square is
over to shops, restaurants and
holes. Live music is common in the
and almost every weekend evening il
excuse for a fiesta.
The tour is almost over, and I eu
from the pain in your eyes that you
hungry. You're lucky, because
now very close to two of the best ... ___,__...,
restaurants in the city. If you want
in Market Square, you can dine
Tierra Cafe and Bakery (218 'PPtldiii...Row). If you can hold out until you
few blocks further west, try Mario's
S. Pecos). The former
specializes in Texas-style Mexican .:w-r..while the latter goes beyond this
serves some dishes which rarely ve1~t111rt•
north of the border. Both est~lisllimt•"l
feature mariachi bands. Both are opea
hours, and neither is very expensive.
Having seen the city and supped a&
finest, you can rest well toniRflt.
when you leave here and go
Bunkie or Bogalusa (or wherever it
you originated), you can truthfuUy
your fellows that you have been to a
special place, that is, if you can get a _ .....,
in edgewise as they tell you about
recent trip around the world, which ~
couldn't make because you were going to
law ~hool.
Acknowledgements:
S... ~
Ch~les Ramsdell (U. T. Press 1988,1
TEXAS MONTHLY, May, 1977; Tnu.
Land of Coatruts (Texas Department of
Highways tourist guide); pei'IODII
interview with Robert E. Reibaeh.

Dream Aztec
The blood feathers adorn me.
All the mysteries spring from their
carapaces like victory-mad warriors, lr
a Knife Priest stands before me, the
black glitter of obsidian a sky.
My body accepts death like a cousin.
The dancers vault through the
reed walls of the inner chamber
and grasp my heart singing to it.
My body watches, at last peaceful.
These twin demons who dwell at
my antipodes and who Oash away with
all their gaudy weaponry at blithe
inimitable visionary enemies, who
wound otherwise capable opponents,
do not attempt to defend me, an
obvious victim of inertia at
the crumbling edge, falling &
watching, as I catapult, exulted.
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In Memoriam
I close these wordly eyes
(He will come again)
and bid you farewell
(in power and glory)
Old friend
(to judge the living and the dead)
when next we meet
(and His kingdom will never end)
it will be forever.
Edward Schroeder

i

Maximillian

I

beseiged as it is
the dreariness will drain down
sine qua non
i was never owned though
due to no movement on my own
from the spreading dungeon
and as a reprisal
i opened my heart
and loved truly for
the sake of
and later to be executed
in Queretaro
on june 19, 1867
dimly
Edward Schroeder

Marriage Enrichment
Series
THE FAMILY LIFE CENTER ol St. Mary's University is
olfering on opportunity lor married students to
lllplore ways ol enhancing their relationships. A
IN•port series will Include these oreos ond more:
- F-ling closer to each other
-What expectallots do you hove In your
onorrloge?

-Really being able to shor•who you ore with your
portner
- Overcoming • let Down IMiings
- Ways to be supportive ol each other
- Why some marriages continue whtle others end

The format of the program will be combination of
IWactlc presentations wtth discussion, group
..erclses. and shoring ol experiences. Couples will
k on specillc Issues privately.
When: Nov. 6, 13, 20, 27 & Dec. 4, 1978
nme: 7:00 to 8:30 p.m. (out In lime lor the 2nd
quarter of the football game)
Where: The Family lite Center • 249 W llgustrum
{3 blocks north ol campus)
leaders: Or. lrv loev, Director, Family life Center
Mrs. Jacqueline Nacewskl, Specialist
Degr. . Student
Cast: $15 per couple for the series.
Enrollment: limited to six couples. Call the Center
at 436-0346.
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Letters to the Editor
I wish to take issue with characterizations made in the recent rendition of
Punto-Contra Punto. In their respective
articles, Messrs. Davis and McColloch
both described the recently passed
natural gas pricing bill as the "gas
deregulation bill" or "gas deregulation
nearing passage." Nothing could be
further from the truth.
First, the new energy act does not in
any way deregulate natural gas until 1985,
and even then, Congress has the option to
re-impose regulatory price controls for 18
months. Second, for the first time, federal
price regulation of natural gas is extended
to the intrastate market. (Deregulation?).
Fund, a 20-tier price schedule for hard to
find, old, not so old and new gas will
become effective. Finally, to re-iterate,
only in 1985 will new, and only new,
natural gas be deregulated with
Congressional ability to re-impose
controls on fairly broad grounds.
It would appear that the two
adversaries have swallowed Carter's
description of the bill, as fostered by the
press, as being a deregulation measure.
Thus, according to the gospel, as taught
by the media, J.C. has Jived up to his
promise of deregulating natural gas, but
the truth is far away.
W.S. Hayes
Dear Ed(itor),
I'm VERY MAD and Mr. Robbins is to
blame. As we all know, he had the
temerity to shamelessly ridicule the
suffering of a noble creature in his little
roverview (sic 'em) of San Antonio, which
appeared in September's Wltan. I quote
verbite 'em (sic 'em) the headline which he
thinks epitomizes what he considers to be
San Antonio's substandard brand of
journalism: "YOUTH SETS DOG ON
FIRE." "Bizarre," he called it. Yes, it was
bizarre, but San Antonio should pat itself
on the stomach for having a pup-lication
(sic 'em) with such a co-mutt-ment (sic
'em) to caninistic (sic 'em) values. As
barks-person (sic 'em) for those who still
cannot contain their outrage and
in-dog-nation (sic 'em) long enough to
articulate a dog-nified (sic 'em) protest, I
hereby de-dogged (sic 'em) a puh-lic (sic
'em) apology from Mr. Robbins for his
grossly offensive, demeaning, and
conde-scent-ing (sic 'em) faux-paw (sic
'em). I'm really ticked off about the whole
incident. Let's see what Mr. Robbins has
to say for himself when that "youth" is
brought to just-ticks (sic 'em) and put
behind bars as a convicted feline (sic 'em).
I guess the leash-on (sic 'em) that's
learned from this unfortunate incident is
that this "best friend" jazz isn't exactly
mutt-ual (sic 'em). Thank you,
Loyally and obediently yours,
VERY MAD Dog Weiner

Advice to the
Law-Lorn
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I am a second year female law student.
Attorneys won't ask me out because I'm
not a third year. Third year males won't
ask me out because I won't pet for an
outline. My second years won't ask me
out because we have classes toiether.
And well, the first years are frrst year
students. What's a woman to do.
Lonesome
Dear Lonesome,
Try Charlie Cantu.
Dear Mr8. Palsgraf,
I would like to know who wrote "For a
good time call 733-7348" by Jana Olson's
picture during student elections. My
correct number is 227-7201.
Furthermore I am not a stuck up female
canine.
Bewildered Dog Catcher
Dear Bewildered,
My survey shows a long list of people
who have had a good time, however, none
admitted misrecording your phone
number.
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
Why is the WITAN being censored.
Thomas Jefferson

Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
You won't believe this but my stomach
makes noises whenever I kiss my
girlfriend. My girlfriend tells me it's all in
my head, but my stomach tells me to write
you instead. Please advise.
Noisemaker
Dear Noisy,
Obviously your jeans are too tight.
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
My fountain pen leaks, my kids are
freaks, and my dog chewed a hole in my
waterbed last night. If funerals weren't so
expensive I'd kill myself. What should I
do.
Lucky

Dear Lucky,
You've got a real problem fella'. I
referred your letter to my colleague Ann
Landers.

WITAN

Leftovers Pt. 1

by Erwin McGee
There appears to be a time-honored
It would pose a major danger to this
assumption within society that lawyers country if the legal profession fell from
possess a higher degree of public grace; maintaining the trust, confidence
consciousness and that community service and respect of the community is of
is a natural duty when required. Indeed, paramount importance. Simply, such
t he office of law is a veritable fiduciary trust, to be preserved, must be
relation-with t rust candor and confidence- reciporcated by attention to the needs of
volunteered when needed to promote the the many, not for short term
welfare of the people.
popularity--the trendy thing--but, rather,
Despite the evidence that such faith is atttention to the long term stability of our
being severely tested,lawyers continue to institutions.
This attention should target on those
hold the overwhelming majority of policy
positions in our native environment. This institutions which are threatened with
should be sustained since lawyers are extinction and the following will focus on
trained in t he dialogue and reasoning of only one of those - the two party system.
public and private conflict.
those--the two party system.
Advancing this presumption of social
Less than half of the country's eli~ble
purpose necessarily entails some degree voting population is registered to vote
of the powerful legal community which and, of that half, less than 50% of them
made Nixon's resignation a fait accompli. identify with a major party-they're
was lawyers who proseeuled; and, there is independents. Worse, of those registered,
a content ion t hat it was the sustained ire only a little over half voted regularly in
of the powerful legal community which the major elections of the past six years.
Worse still, Texans are relatively under
made Nixon's resignation a fait accompli.
Lawyers are trained ideally for such a
registered to vote vis a vis registratio!l
purpoee. By arranging a fact situation in a
levels in other states. And, worst, the age
workable logical construct, selecting the
group (18-24) is significantly underregispossible approaches to deal with those
tered vis a vis other age brackets.
facts as laid out, proposing the recipe of
Perhaps one could conclude that this
general withdrawal from the process is a
possible remedies which would be
significant result of the budding apathy
corrective, and determining that course of
among the young.
act ion which conforms to the highest
There are some identifiable causal
principles of justice practicable. Attorevents. The young turned away from the
ney's develop a reasoning power that
Democratic Party during Johnson's little
supercedes the average lay intelligence,
war. Similarly, the young turned from the
or for that matter, the above average lay
Grand Old Party due to Nixon's
intelligence.
intelligence.
transgressions.
This presentation can be shored
No party, however, should be held
substantially by a selected perusal of the
perpetually accountable and liable for the
second year law ethics test: "it is the
past mistakes of its former leaders.
lawyer's duty to supply intelligent,
Indeed, the strength of the party
system may be tested by its ability to
unselfish leadership to the forming of
public opinion, and the determination of
successfully challenge errant members
important issues. Democracy requires
and otherwise seek remedy. (e.g. Johnson
leaders, not in the authoritatian sense of did not attempt reelection, scores of
having the power to command, but in the
Congressional hawks are now permanent
sense of being able to persuade others to
former congressmen, Congress passed the
follow." The text continues, successfully
War Powers Act and everyone knows
working in DeTocqueville's brilliance in
Tricky Dicky et. al.'s fate. Of course,
point: "that lawyers and the influence
miraculously escaped prison and made an
they exerted were 'the most powerful
additional fortune off his convenient
existing security against the excesses of
memory).
democracy' supplying the sobriety and
While the young retain their
stability which every good society
independence, the fate of both parties is
requires."
in question.
Ronald Reagan is ripping into the GOP
Weckstein's essay, 50 pages later: "If
lawyer s, because of their special training,
with abandon which may not be able to
withstand the attack and even if it does,
observational opportunities, experience,
the potential of a third Conservative
and privileges of franchise can more
Party would appear to be a realistic
effectively perfonn a useful leadership
possibility for 1980 (Grecian Formula 44
function than other citizens, they are
won't help Reagan in '84, so it goes). But
obligated to the society which provided
responsible businessmen think that
them with such opportunity to make
Reagan is dangerous and they are t he true
superior judgments.-
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mainstay of the GOP.
Concurrently, the "Democratic"
Congress has refused to allow the
President the reigns for the Party and
does as it pleases, treating his legislative
package like items drawn out of an
employee suggestion box. A full
discussion on the "ascendency of
Congress" will be reserved for a later
column, but the main point here is to note
its destructive impact on the development
and maintenance of party policy and
leadership.
In time, without any grassroot
organization, the Democratic Party may
just become the great residual party
holding the vast majority of seats but with
no significance attached to which side of
the aisle one sits. The safety of
"independent" Democratic Congressmen
being in the "independent" nature of their
District reelection campaign committees,
with no party line adherants rocking the
pork barrel afloat.
As a result, the Congress has become an
arthritic monster; which can tackle
initiatives of the President but fumbles
frequently when scrambling with slippery
parochial fingers for the loose ball.
The pitiful irony of the situation is that
the "public" thinks (a difficult construction
although the press can print it with
facility) that Congress is doing a worse job
than the President (only 20% of the public
thinks Congress is doing a good job as
opposed of 28% for the President-these
figures are prior to the Summit).
But, 47% of the public thinks their own
Congressman is doing a good job. It
appears, following the polls that Congress
is terrible but that everyone's individual
Congressman must be holding this
country together barehanded. An incon·
sistency so gross that the polls should be
thrown out on their face but instead they
only get higher billing. Or, as an,
explanation, the current national interest
is so weak that parochial interest
outweigh national priorities. Perchance,
the latter is a more reasonable ~onclusion?
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Animal House Roulette
By Kenneth Odeo

We are now passing through that time
of the year which has been set aside for
the fraternities on campus to actively
recruit new members. It seems an
appropriate time to examine the relative
worth of these organizations and to offer a
brief, independent, and hopefully unbiased examination of each of them.
I haven't decided which fraternity I
want to jotn but I have decided, as most
people do, to join one of them. Why? Why
pay $30 to $40 down and installments of
$10 to $15 each semester to be a part of
one of the organizations?
Well, to start with, it looks like there
are some legitimate services which you
may be eligible for as a member. The
benefits range from reduced insurance
rates and financial aid to free directory
services and discounts on
other
merchandise and services.
There are, of course, social benefits. All
of the fraternities on campus sponsor
frequent parties and social events which
afford members ample chance to meet
other students. These social events can be
achance to mix and mingle with members
of the faculty and local bar as well. Now, if
th1s doesn't sound absolutely charming to
you, you must keep it in mind that these
parties also serve the same traditional
purpose as parties always have: You Cl''l
become very drunk and nasty and lou
and aggressive too, if you like.
All of the fraternities emphasize that
these are not simply law school
organizations, these are professional
organizations which may aid and enhance
your career long after law school.
Contacts made through your fraternity, it
15 said, may be of great help to you in
building your pract1ce later on. Perhaps
that's true, I don't know.
It does fill a spot on a resume, and
although it probably wouldn't be a big
factor in one's favor, its conspicious
absence might be thought of as more
meaningful. Admittedly, this final reason
Cor joining a fraternal organizaion is based
on rather neurotic logic. I do feel that
there is a sort of insinuation that you11 be
thought of as more of a regular fellow" or
nice gal" if you belong to one of the
national fraternities.
.. In my mind I'm sitting across the desk
~om the head of the firm. He's
mterviewing me and t{) this point we've
gotten along famously.
"Which frat were you in, son?" (He's
calling me "son" now, eating out of the
palm of my hand.)
"Well, I wasn't in a frat sir."

"You weren't? Why not?" he asks,
raising one eyebrow slightly. "Don't you
like people?"
"Oh yes, I like people, I just never got
around to it, I guess."
He walks to the window and gazes out.
"You young people today seem so
flippant, sometimes downright lazy." He
turns back and moves to his desk. I have
fallen from grace. Feebly I mention that
there were the $15 dues to pay each
semester.
..
"I know that," he snaps, "and with the
added expense of taking your place in one
of these honorable organizations you
might have had to forego the enjoyment of
this "cute" little gold chain I see around
your neck, right?"
.
Damn it, I think, he's getting downright
nasty now. He mumbles a goodbye and I
am shown the door.
Perhaps there is that quality in many
people which makes them distrust anyone

who is not willing to do the same silly
business that everyone else does. There'a
that faint little voice from deep within
that tells them that if you're too cool to
belong to something, you're just too cool
for us. Well, by golly, I'm not that cool and
I'm willing to prove it. I'm going to join
one of the suckers if we don't do anything
but shake hands and roast marshmallows
until my brain collapses. Now, assuming
you're hell-bent on joining one also, the
next step is to decide which one.
You have 2 choices; possibly 3 choices, i!
your grades are high enough. After
wading through numerous brochures and
talking to members and leaders of each of
the fraternities, these are some pertinent
facts I have come up with on each of them.
Delta Theta Phi
Each new member of Delta Theta Phi
receives a $10,000 accidental death
insurance policy and copies of the
(Cont. on page 13)

PLACEMENT NEWS
By Sue M. Hall

The final placement seminar of this
semester will be held November 16 from
7-8 p.m. in room 103..04 of the Law
Library. The topic will be "Alternatives oo
Practice with a Firm." Included will be
both 'legal'" jobs in settings other than
firms, ns wl'll as so-called non-legal jobs,
or as some prefer to call them conjunctive
tegal jobs. Although the panel is not yet
seeured, it is expected to include
representatives from government, from a
title company, from real estate and
perhaps others.
If you missed the seminars on the 19th
of Octobl'r given by Joe Longley and Dan
Price of Austin dealing with job hunting
hints for those not m the top 10% of their
classes, you might want to come and get a
copy of a handout prepared by Mr. Price
for the occasion and/or li~>ten to a tape of
tbe session, available m the Placement
Office. They have some excellent ideas.
Handbook

Well, the placement handbook which
has been in the mill for several weeks now
is nearing completion. It has sections on
interviewing, resume preparation, job
hunting. and much more. And what a
bargain! It's free. We thought about
charging at least a token amount, since
people seem not to appreciate things that
they do not. pay for; but we decided we

wanted the widest distribution possibJe on
this first effort to get all the feedback--we
could for subsequent issues.
Signs will be posted around the law
school when the handbook is ready for
distribution. When you see the sign, or
hear the squeals of excitement from your
classmates, come to the Placement Office
for your very own copy.

On·Campusloterviewi
Don't forget t{) keep checking the
bulletin board for announcements of
sign-up for on-eampus interviews. We
have additional employers contacting us
almost every week. As for this writing, we
have two federal governmental agencies;
one Corpus Christi ftrn1, and one San
Antonio firm who have said they are
corning but have not given us dates. These
will be posted on the board as soon as we
have the information, or you can come t{)
the Placeml'nt Office and check the signup
sheets.
This has been a particularly bad year
for students missing appointments. It is
rarely intentional; the usual story is that
the student did n<Jt write down the date
and forgot about the interview. But
intentional or not, it is still a poor
relfect1on on the mdividual student and
upon the school as a whole. And it does
jeopardize the student's future interviewing through the Placement Office.
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(Continued
1 from page 1)
agriculture, illegal aliens, taxes, and the
economy. Circumstances had caught up
with Texas and Bill Clements saw that the
state must have proper planning to set
goals for the years ahead. Having just left
the Defense Department, where he
oversaw the daily operations of three
million employees and administered an
annual 100 billion dollar plus budget,
Clements wanted. to bring these
management skills to state government in
Austin.
Bill Clements demonstrates the
qualities which Texans need in their
Governor. He's a hard worker with a love
of the out-of-doors. He and his wife, the
former Rita Crocker, raise livestock on
the family property near Forney, in
Kaufman County.
He wants to devote all his time, energy,.
and talents to serve the needs of the
people of Texas.
From the beginning, Hill Clements has
advocated "ironclad limitations on
taxation and the growth of government
spending. It is time for a full~cale holy war
on taxes." He urged Governor Briscoe to
call a special session to enact such
measures. Clements has gone before
committees of the Legislature to testify
for measures 1 (requiring a 2/3 vote of the
Legislature to enact new state taxes; 2)
majority vote of the people voting in the
locality to increase local taxes; and 3) a
constitutional amendment to prohibit a
eorporate or personal income tax.
Hill has never given his full
endorsement to any tax limitation
measure, avoiding the issue by saying we
should wait "until we've had time to
assess all the implications of such
proposals."
Clements favors return of the projected
3 billion surplus to the taxpayers of Texas.
He has advocated 1) an elimination of
state sales tax on utilities; 2) increasing
the inheritance tax exemptiOn to $200,000;
3) increasing the homestead exemption of
people over 65 to $10,000; 4) repeal of
state property tax; and 5) a 25°h reduction
in the state sales tax. Total savings:
almost 3 billion dollars on state tax, plus
hundreds of millions more in local taxes.
Hill only favors the first three tax cuts,
resulting in only minor tax savmgs. Most
of the state surplus would be used to pay
off campaign promises, including more
than a billion dollars to the teacher's
union.
Clements has urged the Legislature to
enact measures limiting the amount by
which state and local government may
increase spending in a given year. Such
limitation could only be exceeded by the
,state by a two-thirds vote of the
Legislature or by the locality by a 2/3 vote
of the governing body. Hill has urged

Clements
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department heads to restrain their
spending, and issued many pre55 releases
on the subject, but has never supported
mandatory spending limitations.
Clements believes that today's farmers
are suffering under the burden of
excessive government regulation and
restrictions. The best way to help farmers
regain profitability is to increase exports,
and Clements has pledged to do
everything possible to knock down
barriers to American exports. In order to
give immediate short-term relief, however, Clements favors the Dole-Bentson
programs which ties payments to the
amount of land set aside. He believes the
government can also aid the farmer with
better information and credit programs.
Hill has strongly advocated a program
of 100% parity. The U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture bas rejected such a program
because it would require a "Soviet-style"
bureaucracy.
Clements believes that the most
important goal of any educational policy is
to restore the quality of education, which
has declined steadily for over a ~~cade. He
would require all students to pass~ a
competency test before being passed on to
the next grade, and all teachers to pass a
competency test before being licensed to
teach. Teacher pay raises should be based
on merit, rather than on an across-theboard, automatic increase. Clements also
favors more equalization aid, and state
funding for all state-mandated programs.

November, 11'11
Clements believes that the voters oJ
Texas are entitled to see a face-to-fate
debate on the issues between the
candidates. Clements bas issued a state.
wide debate challenge to his opponent,
and has received three free offers for free
TV coverage of a statewide debate. HiD
has accepted to debate with coverage on]y
in Dallas and Houston where Clements'
popularity is strong.
Clements has testified before the
Legislature in favor of repealing the state
property tax. He also advocates that a
taxpayer should be told each year on his
tax bill the fair market value of his home
as determined by the appraiser. Clements
is firmly opposed to the Hill-supported
Peveto property tax "reform" bill, which
centralizes all taxing authority in Austin.
Clements believes that taxation should
remain a local matter, and that state
control would probably mean higher
taxes.
Clements believes that the people of
Texas should have the right to initiate
new laws and repeal old ones, as the
citizens of California did with Prop. 13. He
has urged the Legislature to pass a
Constitutional amendment giving the
people the power of initiative and
referendum.
Clements has not only pledged to
oppose any move to repeal Texu'
Right-to-Work law, but advocates making
it part of Texas' Constitution.
(Continued on page 12)

Summer Of Law
by Carter Thompeon
Between the exaltation that comes with
the end of the spring term and the
depressions of the last week of August
comes that welcome repast known as
summer. For most, it means a chance to
pull our b eads out of the casebooks, a
chance to do something different and
productive for awhile - like work, for
instance. To some, it means yet more law
school at St. Mary's, a chance to get a few
hours out of the way, either in hopes of an
early graduation, or to make a part-time
job possible during the regular term.
But for ?:T St. Mary's students, last
summer meant a chanee to get both a
change of scenery and pick up a few
courses, by enrolling in other law schools
for the summer. As set out in the law
school bulletin, any law student in good
standing may receive credit for up to ten
hours of law courses taken at a nationally
approved law school. The only limitation is
that the dean's permission must be
obtained ahead of time for all courses
taken, and all outside work must be
completed within one summer in order to
receive credit. However, the field is by no
means limited to American law schools:

last summer St. Mary's had ten students
studying in England, and two in Italy.
Of those students who chose a summer
law school not in their home town, the
most popular were the University of
Cambridge, in England, and the
University of Texas at Austin. As witb
any other "foreign" law school, both
demand a certain amount of adjustment.
At Cambridge, summer school means
dormitory life, take-home exams, and the
atmosphere of a small English town. AI
U.T-Austin, the adjustments include 110
default points for being unprepared in
class, liberal attendance requirement!,
and a wide selection of courses.
Any student wishing to attend another
law school for the summer should
remember that since only the credits will
transfer, and not the grades, all coursel
taken are automatically on a pass-fall
basis, based on the grading system of the
other law school. Also. since many schooll
pre-register their students for summer
school, it is best to apply in early spring.
But, as any who have done it can testily,
attending another law school, however
briefly, can add much to one's outlook 01
law and law school in general.

Noveaabel-, 1978
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in the Executive Branch of state
f!Vernment.
Born in Breckenridge in 1923 Hill was
reared in the oil boom towns of Northwest
and East Texas. He started to school in
Wink and his parents moved to Kilgore.
His political ~nt first surfaced in high'
school, where h1s debate skills won him a
job stump speaking in East Texas for a
statewide candidate during the summer of
1940.
From Kilgore Junior College, Hill
transferred to the Univ. of Texas where
his studies were interrupted by' Pacific
combat duty as a Navy landing ship
commanding officer. He returned in 1946
and married his college sweetheart
Elizabeth Ann "Bitsy" Graham. Afte;
graduating from law school they moved to
Houston where he began a 25-year career
as a successful trial lawyer.
The Hill Campaign is a family affair,
with Bitsy and their three children all
r&mpaigning separately for a total of eight
campaigners on the road-daughters
Melinda and Martha and their husbands,
Mike Perrin of Houston and State Rep.
Bill Clark of Tyler; and son Graham of
Houston and his wife Tyrrell.
In addition to their children and four
grandchildren, the Hills' activities center
110und their Methodist church, their
interest in historic restoration sparked by
their experience in restoring a 100-yearold home in Austin, and charitable
organizations. Hill is a national vice
president of the Muscular Dystrophy
Association and Mrs. Hill is chairman of
the Central Cancer Crusade.
As Attorney General, Hill gave to top
priority to law enforcement. He

established the first organized crime
divisi?n to assist local grand juries,
espeClally in attacking the border drug
war. He also created a coordinating
council of state, local and federal
prosecutors to encourage information
sharing and other means of cooperation,
and opened new lines of contact with
Mexican state and federal law enforcement officials.
His emphasis on law enforcement is
carried.over to the campaign for governor,
where unproved law enforcement shares
billing with education as his top priorities.
He also emphasizes tax relief and reform,
utility bill relief, development of energy
and water resources, and other
agriculture problems_
John Hill has campaigned on a platform
of "no new taxes" and a pledge to veto any
new tax bill. His campaign platform of
repealing the state sales tax on utility bills
and providing property tax relief to
homeowners, the elderly and farmers was
adopted by the legislature during the
special session this summer_
John Hill's role as lawyer for the state
put him in the forefront of aU the major
legal battles involving education and gave
him valuable insight into steps needed to
improve our educational system. Hill's
main objectives for education include: to
provide teacher compensation equal to the
national average over a four year period;
achieve improved accountability in
teaching by programs of student testing
and teacher certification; create a strong
vocational program; establish programs to
improve classroom discipline; and,
improve the overall curriculum with
rQnewed emphasis on educational basics.
John Hill believes that leadership in

Deltaby Theta
Phi·
Petris
Jim De

Th~ me.m~rs of Delta Theta Phi gave a
most mtrigumg and exciting event at the

James Talbot residence in Olmos Park
Saturday, September 30. The over 250
attending enjoyed savory lasagna baked
by Janet RioJa and her famous team of
Delta Theta Phi chefs. Other members
demonstrated their agilities in tending the
open bar, preparing salads, pan, and
dessert delights.
_Professor Joe Anderson, Dean Harold
Gill Reuschl~in, Dr_ Jack Lee, Tony
Attorno, and Bob Raetzch entertained us
with a genuine performance of old
fashioned German-polka music.
Delta Theta Phi's annual Lone Star
Pavillion Party on Friday, October 20
an open bar and surreal
I IIIIIIUI'ourad by the versatile "Amoretta".

The high point of the evening occurred
when Joe Villarreal, Chief Justice of Delta
Theta Phi's National Supreme Court,
assisted me in presenting Professor and
Mrs. Joe Anderson with a bronze plaque
in appreciation for their dedicated
support. They have faithfully and
consistently participated in nearly every
function of Delta Theta Phi for the past
ten years_
Delta Theta Phi welcomes its host of
new members and will initiate them at the
166th Judicial Court of the Honorable
Peter Curry at the Bexar County
Courthouse this Saturday, November 4.
Members and guests will toast and dine
together afterwards at the Sandpiper
Restaurant and Club on Babcock Road at
Loop410.
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Washington will be crucial to our State's
ability to reverse disasterous federal
energy policies based on taking our
natural gas from us at prices below what
our own citizens and businesses have to
pay- Hill is pledged to lead that fight in
Washington to get a national energy
policy that is fair to Texas and in our
nation's best interest.
The Texas Legislature has already
implemented, during the special session
~his summer, one of John Hill's proposals
to reduce utility bills by repealing the
State sales tax on utility bills. He will
propose the 1979 legislature utility bill
relief to end the current practice of
allowing fuel adjustment costs to be
passed along to the consumers without
review by any state regulatory agency.
agency.
Hill has already begun looking for waste
he can trim from the state budget. He will
implement a zero-based budget program
to stop the practice of stacking new
programs on top of unnecessary old ones,
and he will bring tighter scrutiny to state
management of federal funds. He will
insist on following your "pay-as-you-go"
balanced budget policy, and will push for
adoption of this policy by the federal
government.
Hill plans to work in Washington for
federal farm policies which move
agr!culture prices toward 100 per cent of
panty, and a beef import policy which
severely restricts imports except in
periods of domestic beef shortages. He
also will work to expand agricultural
markets for Texas products, to help Texas
reach a goal of becoming No. 1 in
agriculture in the nation.
John Hill For Governor

The Witan
congratulates the
below-referred
individuals who
have been named
to judicial
clerkships:
Texas Supreme Court:
Ann LIVingston
Mike Davts
Court Of Criminal Appeals:
Paul Raleigh
David Weimer

Federal District Courts:
Curtis Vau!Jhn
Mike Duffy

l
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Clements,

Pardon Me Paco

(Con~:;:~o~om

Clements has pledged to do everything
he can to help defeat Carter's anti-Texaa
energy policies. Clements is considered 1111
expert in energy and has formulated a
by Bill Bayes
step-by-step program for deregulation of
For those who lived the better Once in Mexico, you have all night,
and free market competition in the oil and
part of their San Antonio residence at because the train does not leave to return
gas industry.
Hipp's Bubble Room (1411 McCullough) to San Antonio until 6:00 a.m. Sunday
Clements believes that the most
and have marvelled at the train which, on morning. So, after a full night in Nuevo
important goal is to get the repeat
an irregular basis, rambles about the bar, Laredo, you taxi back to the train station,
offender off the streets. He advocates
and have dreamed of being in the lighted get on the train at whatever time you
legislation to prohibit plea bargaining for
lounge car complete with orchestra, your choose and sleep until 10:00 or 10:30
repeat offenders, and determinant
Sunday morning, when you arrive back in
dream has come true.
sentencing
so that those committing a
Yes, the Federal Government, in San Antonio, fully refreshed.
certain crime must serve a certain length
Since the Laredo run faces extinction
cooperation with the Missouri-Pacific
of time. He would also prohibit probation
Raiiroad, has for several years been each year, one might want to take
for these convicted of violent crimes.
providing thrice-weekly passenger train advantage of the trip while it is here. Note
Clements also favors upgrading our
service to Laredo, Texas, which is a also, the convenience in not having to
probation and restitution programs. Also,
five-minute walk from Nuevo Laredo in drive and not having to pay for a hotel
increased aid should be given to local
Old Mexico. The Amtrak service, which room in Laredo should you need to spend
District Attorneys. He believes that
originates in Chicago makes several stops the night.
Texas must also increase its prison
If you are one who is truly looking to log
in Texas before arriving in the Alamo
capacity, and require all prisons to
trl'm-travel
hours, the Amtrak from San
City. (Ft. Worth, Waco, Austin, San
separate first offenders from hardened
Antonio arrives in Laredo in time for you
Marcos).
criminals.
A round-trip ticket from San Antonio to to catch the "Aztec Eagle," which is run
State and municipal unions and strikes
Laredo is a ridiculously low $18.00. (Who by the Republic of Mexico. Obviously no
are illegal in Texas, and Clements will
said there's no free lunch). So, for $9.00 Silver Streak, the Eagle runs daily from
oppose the formation or activity of public
down, you can ride a train, which has a Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City in 25 hours.
employee labor unions.
coach car, sleeper dining car and The one-way ticket, however, is
Clements is opposed to any attempts,
sometimes a lounge car, to Mexico and for approximately $15.00. And if Monterrey is
by either the state or federal government
more appealing, the train stops there also
$9.00 return to San Antonio.
to infringe upon the citizen's right to keep
Once you arrive in Laredo, Texas, you (about 41/z hours from Nuevo Laredo).
and bear arms. Instead, Clements favon
In sum, the Amtrak to Laredo is a great
are a cab-ride, or a stroll, away from Old
mandatory additional penalties for anyone
Mexico, replete with mercados, ramos way to spend a Saturday afternoon and
who uses a gun in the commission of
gin-fizzes, Tecate's, cabrito and mariachis. night - cruising the South Texas brush
crime. Hill opposes any change in the
Perhaps the best time to make the country in your air conditioned Amtrak,
present gun control Jaws.
$18.00 trip is to catch its southerly-run on watching the sunset from the diner as you
Leadership:As Deputy Secretary of
Sat. The train leaves San Antonio in the feast upon different varities of cold beer
Defense, Bill Clements was responsible
afternoon around 3:00 p.m., depending on and other beverages and food. Clea_rly,
for an over $100 billion a year budget and
tail winds, and arrives in Laredo at 7:00 nothing could be finer than drinking in the
the almost 4 million people on the
p.m., which means by 7:30, you're in diner as you ramble on your way to the
Pentagon payroll. He was also a valued
Mexico in time for shopping, dinner, etc. city of cantinas.
member of the National Security Council.
Management: As founder of the world's
largest
drilling contracting firm, SEDCO,
in God. Kaufman was intrigued by the
dilemma in which this highly respected Bill Clements understands the principals
professor found himself. With his of good business management and sound
characteristic optimism and confidence in business sense.
Energy: Bill Clements is considered an
tlie order of things, Kaufman set about
(Continued from Page 5)
writing a book entitled The Way Of The energy expert. He knows that our
True Believer in which he attempts to precious resources are essential to the
, This emphasis on how to think like a
apply the techniques of legal analysis to economy, jobs, education and very quality
lawyer is not new to contracts students.
justify the existence of God. His argument of life here in Texas.
Some, however, are critical of tne absence
Eduation: As Chairman of the Board of
boils down to an acceptance of the
of a more solid framework of analysis
existence of God by a preponderance of Governors of Southern Methodist
which they can utilize in solving sales
the evidence standard rather than by the University, Bill Clements has been an
problems.
rule that requires that the evidence be innovator in education. He will bring that
Kaufman has recently instituted a
beyond a shadow of a doubt. The book also expertise to the much needed improvesummary review of the prior class
deals with contemporary moral issues ment of our statewide educational system.
session's lecture at the beginning of each
People: Bill Clements has devoted much
involving abortion and contraception.
class. This cursory outline of analysis
Kaufman's legal analysis may supply of his time and resources to the Boy
should provide some relief.
the bridge across the chasm that Scouts of America as well as many other
Kaufman's commitment to the analypublic service and community groups.
separates knowing and believing, over
tical approach of the scientific method is
which atheists and agnostics may travel,
Bill Clements has devoted his whole life
not confined to law. While he was
but even if it does not it may be his
to working and winning - and now he '
attending Harvard he encountered an
supreme tribute to a Kaufman rule of legal
wants to work and win for the people ol
atheist professor who found intellectualrealism.
Texas.
ism and science incompatible with a belief
"Lawyers create the facts!"
CLEMENTS FOR GOVERNOR

COLIN
KAUFMAN
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The Tax Revolt
Punta De Vista

Contra Punta

by Mike McCoUoeh

BY Charles Davis

My initial reaction to the Great Tax
Revolt of '78 can be summed up in three
words: It's about time. Every once in a
while, something happens in America that
shakes up the country and arouses and
energizes the citizenry. Just like the
Great Depression initiated the New Deal
and the rise of Big Government, the Tax
Revolt appears to represent a major new
force that has grown out of a reaction to
spiraling taxes, government overspending, and inflation. This eruption,
which began in California with Proposition
13, reflects an increasing nationwide
anger and dismay not only at local
property taxes, but at rising prices,
reekless spending and taxation in general.
Taxpayers all over the country will
uve a chance to vent this anger at the
~lot box on November 7, as many cities
md counties, and at least 16 states

(including Texas) have tax relief measures
on the ballot. And it seems that every
candidate for Congress or Governor or
any other office this year is running on a
cut-taxes platform, after a primary season
in which many big-spending politicians
were defeated. A big victory for the
anti-tax forces is important, for it would
most likely force Washington, the source
of most of our tax woes, into taking the
Tax Revolt seriously.
This rebellion was inevitable. The tax
burden in this country has been growing
at an astonishing rate. In fiscal year 1977,
the combined take of federal, state and
local governments amounted to 521 billion
dollars, which comes out to $2,403.35 per
person, a massive 620!o more than the
burden in 1972. The biggest villian is, of
course, the federal government, which
(Continued on page 14)

In tnis our third column we have chosen
as a topic a question apparently near and
dear to the hearts of a majority of
Americans, I am speaking of course of the
chic subject of tax relief.
Throughout the summer and into the
fall we have been confronted every night
on the evening news with some reborn tax
champion delivered it seems to lead us
from the purgatory (some say hell) of
rising taxes and lift us into the heavens of
financial security and a full wallet.
From the jowly geriatric Howard Jarvis
in California to the athletic Kennedyesque
Kemp in New York, America's messiahs
offer an invitation for the public to vent
their frustration, burn their tax
appraisals, and flail any politician who
questions their wisdom.
This highly emotional barrage is
(Continued on Page 15)

Animal House,

in a group buying service on purchases
"from office equipment to new automobiles."
Phi Alpha Delta's local chapter is the
John Nance Garner Chapter, named for
the two-time Vice President of the United
States. Phi Alpha Delta boasts of being
the largest law fraternity in the world. Phi
Alpha Delta Justice Bruce Neyland
admits that the membership of women in
the chapter is low (appriximately 8%), he
vows, however, that this is only a
temporary condition.

national honor fraternity. It is a national
fraternity but the decision to restrict
membership on the basis of grades is
made at the elect ion of each individual
chapter. St. Mary's Phi Delta Phi
organization is known as the Tarlton Inn,
named for Benjamin D. Tarlton (who was
Chief Justice of the Texas Court of Civil
Appeals and taught at the Univ. of Texas
School of Law for 15 years.)
Phi Delta Phi is the oldest professional
legal fraternity and claims the largest
total membership. At St. Mary's Phi D.
Phi serves the students by offering an
exam file at the end of each semester and
by conducting classes for 1st semester
students to familiarize these students
with their professors' exams and writing
techniques that have proven effective.

(Cont. from p. 9)

fraternity's quarterly publication free.
The national organization provides
1eholarships and financial assistance
programs and awards scholarship
certificates to all members in the top 15%
or the graduating class.
Delta Theta Phi has the largest
11embership of any professional legal
hternity in Texas. Jimmy De Petris is
•ead of the St. Mary's chapter (known as
the Bickett Senate). He points with pride
lo the fact that last year the Bickett
Senate was chosen a~ the top Delta Theta
Phi in the nation and this year came in
teeond. De Petris says that St. Mary's
Delta Theta Phi is a diverse organization,
lade up of approximately 45% women.
Be also says that the Bickett Senate was
first senate in Delta Theta Phi to
• minorities and women into the
....,... ,.~...• and that Delta Theta Phi was
first St. Mary's fraternity to have a
an president.
Phi AJpha Delta
Alpha Delta offers the students
services at a discount. All Phi
Delta members receive a 25%
on Hertz Rental Cars, and a
discount at most Hilton Hotels.
Alpha Delta also offers participation

Phi Alpha Delta leaders were adamant
in pointing out that P.A.D. was the first
major law fraternity to admit women to
membership and that P.A.D. is the "only
law fraternity which has accomplished a
merger with a major women's law
fratunity."
P.A.D. has scholarship programs and
conducts the book sale each semester, the
proceeds of which go toward a permanent
scholarship fund at St. Mary's.
1
Phi Delta Phi
Phi Delta Phi has a requirement for
mPmbership which the other two St.
Mary's legal fraternities do not have. To
be eligible for membership a student must
be in the top 200fo of the class. David
O'Niel, the leader of St. Mary's chapter,
points out that Phi Delta Phi is not a

Phi Delta Phi also publishes a student
orientation publication every 3 years
called the Rosetta Stone.
It is updated every year and distributed
free of charge. Ph . D. Phi offers student
loan programs and scholarships and group
insurance plans. At St. Mary's, Phi D. Phi
membership has about 22% women.
It should be noted that the dues of all
the fraternities are basically the same and
all point with pride to an abundance of
distinguished members in their respective
organizations.
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Punto de Vista
(Continued from Page 13)
rakes in the most but seems to give back
the least in government services.
This mounting load is in part explained
by Congress' refusal to index the income
tax structure to inflation. This "hidden
tax" of inflation stems from Congress
spending more money than it is taking in,
and results in continually pushing more
people into higher tax brackets. With
personal income barely keeping pace with
the cost of living, increased progressivity
in the tax rate takes an even deeper bite
out of the average working person's
purchasing power.
Take, for example, a family of four with
an income of $10,000 ten years ago.
Consumer prices since then have risen
almost 85%. For that income to keep pace
with inflation, it would today have to be
$18,470. This typical family of four has
now jumped from the 19 percent tax
bracket in 1968 to the 25 percent bracket
this year. The result i~ an income tax levy
up 104% - from $1,055 to $2149 in 1978.
Social security taxes have gone up in the
meantime from $343 to $1,071. Thus, these
basic payroll taxe.; rose from about $1400
to $3220. Taking into account all
adjustments, this family had a reduction
of about 4 percent in its purchasing power!
All this is not to imply that state and
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local governments are not also guilty of
confiscatory tax collections. The intake by
states and localities from sales and income
taxes, license fees, and property taxes
have risen alarmingly in recent years. But
these are the objetts of tax-c:ut measures
currently underway, and it is saf.e to
assume that significant progress will be
made. The real challenge, and the only
viable long-term solution lies in obtaining
a substantial reduction in taxation by the
federal government.
One of the most promising proposals
put forth so far in this regard is the
Kemp-Roth plan, which would entail a
30% across-the-board slash in income
taxes over a three year period. Based on
the Laffer curve principle that tax
revenue obeys the law of diminishing
returns, it would serve to get the tax rates
down to a point where we could get a
better investment and work climate in the
economy. The result would be increased
output and the creation of jobs tht
produce tax revenues instead of
consuming them. The increased revenues
would eliminate the deficit, and inflation
could be brought under control. This type
of approach worked under President
Kennedy in the early '60's, and in
Germany and Japan after World War II.
While there would be some risk involved
with such huge tax cuts today, it is
obvious that the Keynsian stop and go

.-----------------------------·
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0 Mark
Anthony's

Novelllber, ltll
economics are not working; somethint
new must be tried.
Unfortunately, Congress saw fit 1..
month to kill the Kemp-Roth bill for tbla
session, and substitute a superficill,
inconsequential tax cut measure in ita
place. The excessive public works biD,
which passed in September, is further
evidence that our "representat ives" ill
Washington are currently willing to Pl7
no more than mere lip service to t he Tar
Revolt and the obvious desire of the
voters for a cut in goveroment spendinf.
It should be emphasized that scrcalled
essential services need not be significant17
curtailed by most of t he t ax redueti011
plans now under consideration (despite
the desperate cries of the public workers
unions to the contrary), although we
might want to redefine our conception of
what constitutes an "essential" government service. To start out, the prima.rJ
targets should be waste, graft, pork, ud
pilfering. The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, for example,
might be forced to find out how it manages
to lose t rack of almost 7 billion dollars 1
year.
Nevertheless, the taxpayers are fm.U,
making themselves heard. Public opinioa
is, for once, mobilized to the point where
some results can be expected. Let's hope
our elected officials get the message
sometime soon.

~-----------------------------
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Contra Punto
(Continued from Pqe 13)
delivered with an intensity which could
only be born and brought to term in the
beady mix of self·interest, higher
political ambition and the Grand Dame of
desires; greed.
Howard Jarvis was merely a flak for the
Apartment Owners Assn. (read landlords
lfho don't like to pay property taxes)
when he took an idea which was good i.e. a
tax cut for Californians and turned it into
a bombastic media event which in the end
benefited him and those he represented
much more than it benefited the people of
California.
""' p<>Vp!t:
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Howard gave them hell alright but he
forgot to tell how much he stood to gain in
windfall profits if Proposition 13 passed.
He also forgot to tell how short sighted
and irrational his proposition was. But I
suppose when teachers have sixty
ebildren per class and police arrive 30
minutes late and firemen don't have the
personnel or equipment to respond or
California's precious freeways go to seed
It thousands of over-educated State
employee's who pay taxes go on welfare
then we will see what Proposition 13 is
really about.
To me the whole thing reminds me of
the old shell game, you know the one I
llle8D, where the barker cons the shills

into thinking t hey can get something 10f
nothing. The shills really don't believe
that in America you have to pay for
services so the barker smiles and says
"That's right, you don't, just tell those
liberal whining politicans you don't want
to pay." But the problem is that the shills
still want the services and what's worse
they want to increase them. But again the
barker just smiles and says, "it11 all work
out, you can have your cake and eat it too,
if we could just cut some of those lazy
bums off of welfare we11 all be happier and
besides there is plenty of work if people
want to work."
The barker warms again to his subject
and says "if you get rid of welfare, there
won't be any rise in crime, t here won't be
more violence, there won't be an increase
in racial tension. You see we've got
unlimited jobs, everybody could work and
pay less taxes."
If any of the shills get a little rebellious
and ask if a huge tax cut is inflationary the
barker says "no" because everyone knows
if you increase demand and it outstrips
supply the price won't increase, the price
will go down.
So now the show is over and the barker
goes home with his sack of money, the
shills go home with a kewpie doll and some
dreams and soon, very soon, someone will

have to pick up the tab.
.
.
Editors Comment: Mr. DaVIS says he IS
not opposed to a tax cut but is opposed ~
trading on the illusion of the people. His
example has been that he is opposed to
death too but that doesn't mean he can get
rid of it.

Phi Delta Phi
(Continued from page 4)
Most of the afternoon was spent
skiing, drinking, tennis playing, drinking,
interplanetary gazing, drinking, sunning,
drinking and just plain eating and
drinking, all on the shores of beautiful
Diversion, which is a man-made lake on
the Medina River. See Diversion Lake
Club v. Heath, 126 Tex. 129, 86 S.W. 2d
441 (1935); Diversion Lake Club v. Self,
71 S.W. 2d 553 (Tex. Civ. App. - San
Antonio 1934, no writ).
By sundown, all the revelry had died
down. Col. Francisco had finished his
skiing exhibition a Ia Cypress Gardens and
had departed. Jeb Sanford had given up
sailing and Vaughan, et. ux. had begun to
prepare burgers. Meanwhile, Linda Moore
was ravishing, as usual.
At about 8:00 or so, the party gasped its
last and a small contingent headed off to
another party to fmish the keg. Bravado
performance.
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Trial Court Jurisdiction Over its Judgements
couple of months after a default
has been rendered, a defendant
I!Oiltronts the trial judge with the fact that
judgment he has previously signed is
The record reveals that the
l!lll•maant was never served with citation.
defendant asserts that the default
being unquestionably void, it
aside in any recognized legal
-""""uu••K in the nature of a direct attack.
files a motion to vacate the default
....15,....,.... The trial judge agrees that the
l;di~•ent is void and grants the motion
sets aside the default judgment.
, the plaintiff who obtained the
judgment seeks a writ of
IIJIUU<unu~ in the Supreme Court asking
court to order the trial judge to
his order setting aside the
and in effect reinstating the
judgment. The Supreme Court
the writ. How can such a state of
law be justified? Didn't the trial judge
the only thing he should have done in
interest of justice? If you thought the
judge was doing the right thing you
wrong. His act in setting aside the
judgment only compounded the
The trial judge lacked jurisdiction
aside his own void judgment. Rule
·could not be worded in language
clear. It provides: "Judgments...
become final after the expiration of
days after the date of rendition of
or order overruling an
or amended motion for new trial.
the expiration of thirty days from
date of the judgment is rendered or
for new trial is overruled, the
cannot be set aside except by
review for sufficient cause, filed
the time allowed by law."
to the express language of
329b the Supreme Court in McEwen
Harrison. 345 S.W.2d 706 (1961)
a writ of mandamus in precisely

the situation here raised. The court took
occasion to observe that Rule 329b has had
but little attention during its existence.
The court said, "In cases involving the
right to set aside a default judgment
litigants and courts have been prone to
ignore or overlook the provision, whether
of statute or of Rule, and to decide them
under common law rules."
In Deen v. Kirk, 508 S.W.2d 70 (Sup. Ct.
1974) t he trial court rendered a default
judgment for divorce and approved a
property settlement agreement. Some
two months later the defendant received
notice of the judgment. The record
showed that the defendant had executed
t he waiver of process prior to the
institution of suit in violation of Rule 119

and prohibited under Article 2224. It was
clear to the trial judge that the defendant
was not subject to the jurisdiction of t he
court at the time he signed the iudgment.
He set the judgment aside on his own
motion. He had signed a void order
purporting to vacate a void judgment. The
Supreme Court again granted a writ of
mandamus and set the void order aside,
thereby leaving the void judgment in full
force. Do you still find this difficult to
accept?
Under Rule 329b, upon t he t imely filing
of a motion for new trial, the trial court's
jurisdiction over its judgments is
extended for a period of forty-five days
from the time of its filing. In Reese v.
(Continued on Page 6)

The Edwards Aquifer
by Henry Cisneros
The Edwards Aquifer is an underthe recharge zone, water flows into t he
ground water-bearing geological formaaquifer from creeks and streams
tion which provides such large volumes of
(Continued on Page 4)
high quality water that it is the principal
source of water for the City of San
Antonio and eight adjacent counties. Few
cities in the world are blessed with such a
natural resource. Most cities must
undertake extensive treatment and
purification of water that is drawn from
rivers, steams, lakes or man-made
reservoirs. San Antonio's underground
water supply requires only minimal
treatment because it is purified by the
process of filtration through layers of
limestone within the aquifer.
Rainwater enters the aquifer at the
surface through limestone outcrops in
what is commonly termed the "recharge
zone". That zone is about 170 miles long
and from 5 to 10 miles wide, having a total
area of about 1,500 square miles. In
addition to rainwater that actually falls on
HENRY CISNEROS
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WIT AN EDITORIAL:

A Peep Into Antiquity
It is not our intention to make of the
Witan a serialized Butler's, but, really, it
is fitting that during Advent mention be
made of the oldest purely Christian feast
and the patron saint of the season.
From the early fourth century, Christ's
Mass, lhe birth of the Saviour was
commemorated at Rome. It became the
beginning of the liturgical year. Advent is
the preceding period of penance.
The saint of the season is not the portly,
hoary-whiskered and red-clad gentleman
we all grew up with, for Santa is the myth
of an American artist, yet Nicholas of
Palara is truly the most beloved of all the
saints and the patron of school children.
St. Bonaventura once told this story in a
sermon: Nicholas was a-travelling to the
Council of Nicaea. He stopped at an inn
run by a wretch who waylaid wandering
children, and fed their flesh to his guests.
The beast had recently dismemOereif
three young boys and stashed their
remains in his pork barrel, to serve to his
customers. Nicholas came to the inn, then
to the barrel, restored them to life and for

good measure converted the monster to
Christianity, although Bernard Shaw
would have said that, in essence, what he
really did was convert Christianity to the
monster.
There are statues of St. Nicholas all
over France, Germany and the low
countries, standing by a pork-barrel with
three boys climbing out, gore streaming
from their limbs.
Another tale told of Nicholas, involved a
poor man with three daughters, whom he
could not marry off for want of dowries.
Finally despairing of finding a trio of
husbands he made plans to send the
hapless lasses to a brothel. Nicholas,
learning of this came one night and
dropped a purse bulging with gold down
the chimney. With dowries came
husbands and no doubt convention
saddled the girls with men as bad as ever
could be found among the whore-mongers.
Break a leg on your finals and Merry
Christmas.

WIT ANIC NOTES
I. I wonder how many times I've been
asked the definition of the word Witan. I
remember my first day at St. Mary's. It
was wile Claude DuCJeaux was in an
editorial capacity and he happened to be
the freshman tour guide assigned to lead
me, together with several other equally
callow initiates into the Eleusinian
Mysteries of the library. He asked if any
among us knew the word 'Witan'. Wonder
of wonders I knew it as a council of wise
men, advisors to the King of England.
Hence I gravitated to the paper, by
natural inclination along the path of least
resistance.
Murray's Oxford lexicon defmes witan
as the members of the national council in

Anglo-Saxon times. Also known as
Witenagemut, which is definitely not a
suitable substitute for the paper's present
name.
Ii. We received a letter last week from
Mr. Davis Keeler, director of the Institute
for Humane Studies of Menlo Park,
California's Law and Liberty Project. He
deigned to greet us with either the
ubiquitous, "Dear Sir or Madam," or the
snotty, "To whom (no less) it may
concern," but rather invoked the grace of
a time when language was more than a
procurer for commerce. "Gentlefolk" was
the appellation he chose. A lesson is there,
to be learned by us all.
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RED MASS
A standing-room-Qnly crowd filled
historic San Fernando Cathedral to
celebrate the 26th annual Red Mass,
October 26.
Believers of all faiths joined clergy,
members of the Catholic Lawyers Guild of
San Antonio and St. Mary's Law School
faculty in the ancient ritual.
The Red Mass has been a legal and
judicial tradition since the reign of King
Edward I in the early fourteenth century.
A solemn votive Mass of the Holy
Spirit, with the priests in red vestments
and the judges in their scarlet robes, was
held prior to the fall term of the courts on
a date close to Michaelmas to mark the
opening of the parliamentary, judicial, and
academic year.
The tradition was revived in San
Antonio by the St. Mary's University
School of Law and the Catholic Lawyers
Guild to implore the help of God in their
work and to ask the Holy Spirit to keep
them true to the truth of justice even to
the shedding of blood.
Sadly, the Most Reverend Archbishop
Francis Furey, who was to be the
principal celebrant of the Mass, was not
able to join the worshippers due to ill
health.
Witan is published by students of St. Mary's
Law School, monthly except June and July. The
views expressed herein are those of the
individual writers and do not necessarily reflect
those of the WITAN, its editors, the
administrators, or faculty, unless otherwise
stated. The Editor is responsible for the views
expressed in unsigned articles.
Articles in WITAN may be reproduced and
quoled provided that credit is extended to lhe
publication and the author of the article so
used, and notice of such use is given to the
publication.
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PLACEMENT NEWS
by Sue M. Hall
SEMISARS
The seminars are over for this
$emester, but early next semester we will
!begin again with a few repeats and a crop
of new ones. Those of you who have not
yet taken advantage of the expertise that
is being brought on campus in Placement
may want to find some time to do so this
coming term.
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Likewi~ we have pretty well taken
rare of the on campus interviews for the
fall. Although there will be a Jew firms
md businesses on campus in the spring, it
will not come close to the number we have
seen.
A student was in the Placement Office
day bemoaning the fact that she
missed a particular interviewer and
accusingly, "But 1 heard on campus

interviews were only for the top 20%."
My answer was - "not from the
Placement Office you didn't." We had
several interviewers who stated no class
standing requirement, and many students
whose grades are not terribly impressive
interviewed with them. There is no secret
network for spreading the word
concerning who is coming, when they are
coming and what their requirements are
for interviewing. This information is
posted on the Placement Board (outside
the Library Entrance) under "Interviews."
PLACEMENT HANDBOOKS
The handbooks are ready and are being
distributed. You may have seen a fellow
student with one- they have a lime green
cover and are filled with dynamite. They
are so terrific, in fact, that one student

.I

l

RED
MASS

December Graduation Dope
Graduation ceremonies are presently
planned for Thursday, December
at 7:00 p.m. The Honorable Justice
Pope, Associate Justice of the Texas
Court, will bpeak at the
.... ~,rn01ue:s to be held in the Law Center.
champagne reception is planned to
the graduation activities.
The fees paid by each of us at the
of our last semester cover

already had his stolen!
Come by the Placement Office for your
copy.
VACATION (Use it!)
Those of you who have been around for
a while know what song 1 am preparing to
sing. If you. do not have a swnmer job and
are interested in one, or if you are
graduating soon and have not yet secured
a position, spend some time over vacation
making contacts with firms, attorneys, or
anyone else who might be a lead to a job.
Many people will not be available over
the holidays, but those who are may not
be terribly busy and may be willing to
spend some time talking with you about
job prospects, if not hiring you.
If you want to talk about strategy or get
some other ideas for approaching
attorneys and firms, come by the
Placement Office.

CONEHEAD
CORNER
Curtis T. Vaughan III, Editor in Chief of
the Law Journal, says that a limited
number of copies of the summer issue and
140 copies of issue 10:1 may be picked up
by interested persons at the Law Journal
office in the library. Issue 10:2 will be
distributed during the first week in
January. Be sure to read yours.
In other Journal news, the following
students have been tentatively selected
for publication in issue 10:3: Steve White,
Diane Hepford, David V. Jones, Jim
Keenan, Gary Scarzafara, Karen Angelini,
Larry Reed, Taylor Boone, Nev Shaffer,
and Tim Patton. The Witan salutes you.

administrative costs, use of caps and
gowns, and the costs of our diplomas.
Additional costs are incurred in providing
Congratulations also go to James
for a reception which is traditionally
Traweek and Carl Barto, both of whom
planned by the graduates themselves.
successfully competed for an opportunity
Several meetings have been held to arrive
to attain membership on the Journal staff.
at the most economical, yet dignified,
Writers aspiring for such membership
commencement and reception.
All ' must write a publishable quality casenote
graduates are urged to pay their $15.00
and comment, plus fulfill lengthy
fair share.
administrative and editing duties.
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The Edwards Aquifer,
originating in a "drainage area" to the
north.
Both the recharge zone and the
drainage area adjacent to San Antonio
h!Ye been subject to intense development
pressures caused by the northward
expansion of residential subdivisions and
commercial plans. While San Antonio has
been growing steadily in the direction of
the aquifer for 20 years, it has been only in
the last five years that realistic and
commercially feasible projects began to be
built in such large numbers that they pose
physical threats to the recharge zone.
By the early 1970's it had become clear
to San Antonians who were concerned
about potential threats to the aquifer as a
pure water source that some action would
have to be taken.
Threats to the purity of the aquifer
water are defined as any situation or
activities which cause pollutants to enter
the Edwards Aquifer. There are three
basiC'ways by which pollutants may enter
the aquifer. The first is direct inffitration
or the introduction to the underground
water of pollutants deriving from a
specific and identifiable source. For
example, direct application of pesticides,
fertilizers, and herbicides on the recharge
zone could constitute a major source of
pollutants. Another example of direct
infiltration would be leakage of
petrochemicals from pipeline or buried
fuel tanks.
A second way by which pollutants may
enter the aquifer is through overland flow
and infiltration. Basically, it is drainage of
large volumes of water over paved
surfaces or impermeable rock. Water
flows overland until it seeps through
fractures and faults to the water table
below. As it flows overland, the drainage
water accumulates pollutants, as in the
case, for example, of water that drains off
paved parking areas and carries with it
petroleum, lubricants, rubber, and other
automobile deposits.
Still another means by which pollutants
enter the water supply is via streamflow.
Because many streams flow into the
recharge zone, the quality of the stream
water is important. Obviously, the
intrusion of pollutants by disposal of
wastes into critical streams would cause
pollution of the aquifer.
In the early 1970's, Congressman Henry
B. Gonzalez expressed his concern about
the potential danger to the aquifer. He
sponsored amendments to the Safe
Drinking Water Act which would prevent
the use of federal funds in connection with
construction over the aquifer region.
Additionally, he was instrumental in the
long but unsuccessful battle to prevent
the construction of a new town, San

December,
(continued from Paget)

Antonio Ranch, over the aquifer.
The Edwards Aquifer debate was
drawn to vivid public attention in October
of 1975, when the City Council of San
Antonio was asked to change the zoning
on a parcel of land to be used for "the
largest shopping mall in the Southwest."
The developers of the mall intended to use
the land at the intersection of San Pedro
and F.M. 1904 for the construction of a
regional shopping center. They had not
fully developed plans for collection of
runoff water from parking lots or for
drainage. Nevertheless, the City Council
approved the zoning change by a margin
of 5 votes for and 4 votes against. As one
of the Council members who voted against
the "Super Mall", I subsequently worked
with a group of citizens from the
community in mapping a strategy which
would reverse that zoning decision. Most
notable amongst the community organizations concerned about the Council's action
was the Aquifer Protection Agency
(APA). In the month following the
Council's action, APA members were able
to secure the 30,000 plus signatures
needed to place the mall zoning on a public
referendum. A legal debate raged
concerning whether a zoning matter could
be made subject to public referendum, but
the decision of the Council was to place the
matter before the public for a vote.
In January, 1976, the people of San
Antonio voted overwhelmingly to disallow
the zoning of that particular parcel of land
for the "super mall." The Council realized
that it should abide by that overwhelming
manifestation of public opinion and voted
subsequently to reverse its earlier zoning
decision. That resulted in legal action
which is still in process.
As a result of the clear public message
that a priority was to be placed on
protection of the City's water supply, the
City Council began to map out a strategy
of interim protection of the aquifer region.
The realization quickly dawned that a
higher degree of technical expertise was
needed than had been available to date.
The critical question that continued to go
unanswered was the following:
"Will development over the aquifer
pollute the City's water supply and, if so,
what legal powers can be brought to bear
to either limit or prohibit further
development in the aquifer region?"
In order to answer that question with
the best possible hydrological and
engineering information and with the
soundest legal base, the City Council hired
the firm of Metcalf and Eddy of Boston, a
nationally noted engineering firm, to
conduct a comprehensive and thorough
study of the aquifer region. The Metcalf &
Eddy study is still underway and it is

expected that preliminary results will bt
available later this year. When those
results are available, many questio111
about the extent of development that ia
likely to pollute and about the sensitive
areas of the aquifer will be answered.
With the election of a new City Council
under the districting system in April of
1977, proponents of aquifer protecti011
realized that they had a strong majority in
favor of measures to safeguard the water
supply. The debate at that point
developed into a discussion as to whether
a total moratorium on further development could be imposed or whether interim
measures to protect the water supply
were sufficient. The basic questions
revolved around the legal authority of the
City to impose a total moratorium that
would affect development already under
construction to guide the private use o!
property, and to ban the extension o!
utilities mandated by law.ln June of 1977,
a Council majority voted to impose a total
moratorium on any zoning or utilities
extensions over the aquifer. That action
was quickly followed by lawsuits totaling
1.5 billion dollars. The Council realized it
had entered into legal territory that was
treacherous and acquired the services of a
nationally reputed law firm whose
expertise was in land-use and environ·
mental law. That law firm advised the
City Council to remove the total
moratorium and enact piecemeal ordi·
nances designed to give the Cit7
government flexibility in deciding which
development should occur and which
should be delayed by individual
negotiations. The Jaw firm is still at work
and is advising the City Planning
Department in the development of the
Master Plan.
The aquifer issue in San Antonio has
tremendous implications. In legal terms, it
is a classic case that is likely to "make new
environmental Jaw". In environmental
terms, it embodies all the trade-offB
between economic growth and environ·
mental protection that are making news
across the nation. In economic terms, its
resolution will determine San Antonio's
future growth. In governmental terms, it
is a classic case of how a local government
responds with limited tools and
information to an environmental threat
affecting a basic governmental function
such as the provision of safe drinking
water. There is no doubt that future
analysis of the aquifer decisions will
provide fruitful work for scholars. For
those of us involved in the critical
decisions of the last few years, it has been
one of the most challenging dilemmas that
can confront a public official.
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PAD Throws ''Riverball,'' First PAD FEST
Members and guests of Phi Alpha Delta
broke the mid-term blues with their first
annual PADFEST, held in the impressive
surroundings of Camp Rio Vista in the
Texas Hill Country. Disregarding the
numerous deer and aggressive armadillos
that attempted to block the roads, the

adventurous partiers rallied to the
wondrous aroma of "El Lobos" barbecued
sausage, the magical powers of Lone Star
Beer, and the keen competition present in
what has become PAD's national sport,
Riverball.
Riverball, for the uninitiated, originated

Dear Mr a. Palagraf:
It's getting awfully close to finals and
although I've done everything you told me
(including petting), I haven't been able to
come up with any outlines. What can I do?
I don't want to flunk out of school.
DESPERATE
Dear Desperate:
It appears that your case calls for
drastic measures. If petting hasn't gained
you any outlines I suggest you go all the
way. All the way to the library. Even
people who have outlines won't fool with

Dear Worried:
No, but a Texas victory over Maryland
in the Sun Bowl will.
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf:
Is it wise to pull an all-nighter during
finals?
NIGHT OWL
Dear Night Owl:
It's alot smarter than pushing one
because sometimes they'll kick you if you
come up behind them.

I

Advl"ce to the Law-Lorn

Dear Mrs. Palagraf:
Will Christmas put Mr. Walker in a
festive mood when he is grading fmals
over the holidays?

WORRIED

Dear Mrs. Palsgraf:
My husband is in law school and I want
to give him the best Christmas gift I can
this year after he finishes finals. What do
you suggest?
SANTA'SHELPER
Dear Santa:
The best Christmas gift for any Jaw
student after finals is tender loving care.

P----------------------------.

sloping incline leading to a swiftly flowing
river. Such a playing field ultimately
results in an opponent's ill-directed spike
sending the ball into a screaming bounce
towards the river and, without someone's
record 50-yard dash to end its flight,
ultimatelytotheGulfofMexico.Naturally
accompanying such a situation are rousing
yells of, "River Ball," and a general
nomadic progression towards the Star
Kegs until retrieval is accomplished.
Needless to say, a fantastic time was
had by an, and for those that s~nt
the night, partying continued by fire light
into the "Burney hours" of the morning.
Exceptional performances were rendered
in tennis by Franklin "Rabbit" Davis and
Caesar "Speedy" De La Fuente for losing
the most balls. Riverball's most creative
participant was Scott "Cripple" Breen
who somehow seemed to extend his
spiking abilities through the use of his
ever-present crutches (he cheated.)
Additionally, Richard Hayes and Jack
Wolf caught the largest (only) fish (they
say.)
A spring return is planned (after we
find the riverball.)
Wayne Christian

~--------------------------~

~~ Mark
Anthony's
HAIRSTYLES
FOR MEN
& WOMEN

a~ variati~n of volleyball played on a

ORTEGON RECORD SHOP
ENGLISH & SPANISH LP's•T APES• ACCESSORIES

T-SHIRT SHOP
At Discount Prices

WEEKDAYS-10 AM
SATURDAYS-9 AM
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

433-3817
DECEMBER SPECIAL
1
0
2° Off Tues. , Wed., Thurs.
With This Ad.

3101 W. WOODLAWN
(AT BANDERA)

@REDI<EN®

JOSE &LUPE
432-4805

939 BANDERA RD.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78228

-

tile busy attorney doHn't , _ enough ot . and -

"*-ch 8owd <*I gl\le twn lri(Q ol , by ptovldlng

••

tile St. Mlry'e l.egll

Quality Legal Research and Memos
at a low cost within deadlines to fit the need
The memo 1o written by e

carefully selected writer,
whoee wort< II cheeked end
re·checked to enoure •
quality firnahed product. For

tn()(elnlormatlon. coo tact.

St. Mary's Law School
Legal Research Board
Leg•I ReaNrch Bollrd
St. M•ry'a Unlveralty
S.n Antonio, TX 71284
Telephone (512) 438-3408
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Orville C. Walker,

from the date of its filing or of the filing of
an amended motion for new trial. During
this period the trial court may grant the
motion for new trial. However, it is easy
to overlook the express provision of Rule
329b that the trial court also has plenary
power over its judgment until t hirty days
after the original or amended motion is
overruled. Fulton v. Finch, 346 S.W.2d
823 (Sup. Ct. 1961). During this additional
thirty day period the trial court may
correct, amend or set its judgment aside.
In Mercer v. Band, 454 S.W. 2d 833 (Civ.
App.) involved the question of whether or
not the trial court had jurisdiction to grant
a new trial within thirty days after
defendant's motion for new trial had been
overruled by operation of Jaw (45 days).
The court answered the question in the
affirmative based upon Rule 329b.
Suppose within the thirty day peiod
from the date an amended motion for new
trial was overruled by operation of law t he
trial court grants a new trial. This has the
effect of reinstating the case on the
docket. The trial court may not thereafter
set aside his order granting the new trial
and remove the case from the docket. In a
mandamus proceeding against the t rial
judge in Thompson v. Gibbs, 504 S.W. 2d
630 (Civ. App. 1974) the appellate court
ordered the trial judge to reinstate the
case on the trial docket. His order

(Continued from Page 1)
Piperi, 534 S.W. 2d 329 (Sup. Ct. 1976) the
trial judge granted a new trial after the
forty-five days had expired. The order
granting the new trial was set aside on
writ of mandamus.
How can this state of the law be
justified? The Supreme Court is not
holding that such void default judgments
cannot be vacated. The complaining party
is simply utilizing an erroneous means to
obtain a just end. If a defendant does not
Jearn of the judgment within the thirty
day period after its rendition but is made
aware of it within six months of its
rendition and the invalidity of the
judgment is disclosed by the record, he
may obtain relief by prosecuting writ of
error. A void judgment was set aside on
appeal in Flynt v. City of Kingsville, 82
S.W. 2d 934 (Sup. Ct. 1935) and also in
Texaco, Inc. v. McEwen, 356 S.W. 2d 809
(C1v. App. 1962, ref. n.r.e.).
If the invalidity of the judgment is not
revealed by the papers on file in the case,
then a bill of review is the exclusive
remedy under Rule 329b. This is true even
though the defendant may learn of the
default judgment within the six month

period for perfecting an appeal by writ of
error. His remedy by appeal is inadequate
where the record fails to reveal the
voidness of the judgment. Also, if the
judgment is void from the face of t he
record a defendant may institute a bill of
review should he not have notice of the
default judgment until after the time to
appeal has expired. There is also authority
that a plaintiff who has had a judgment set
aside may upon a new trial on the merits
contend upon appeal from that judgment
that the trial court erred in settmg the
default judgment aside in the first place.
Mcintosh v. Barrett, 260 S.W. 907 (Civ.
App. 1924, no writ).
It is well to remember that the trial
court has jurisdiction to grant even a late
filed motion for new trial so long as it does
so within the thirty days the court has
control over the judgment. However, a
late filed motion for new trial does not
operate to extend the trial court's
jurisdiction beyond the thirty day period.
Where the d,e fendant timely files a
motion for new trial, the tr ial court's
jurisdiction over the judgment is
eJCtended for a period of forty-five days

The

Law Book Co.
Of
Texas, Inc.

UNIVERSITY
DRUGS
2250 Cincinnati at Bandera

A DISCOUNT STORE
FOR LAW STUDENTS
S erving You With
All Your N eeds
USED & NEW BOOKS
OUTUNES&SCHOOLSUPPUES

1573 BANDERA RD.

COMPLETE
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
• SCHOOL SUPPLI ES
• PR ESCRIPTIONS
• DRUG N EEDS
• COSMETI CS
• LUNCHES

.

Mon.-Sat./ 8 am- 9pm
Sunday I 10 am-9 pm

Phone: 432-7866 for FREE dorm delivery
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purporting to set aside his order granting
tg a new trial was ineffective.
te
The above cases are not exhaustive of
11 the instances where trial judges have
le exceeded their jurisdiction in a review of
their judgments. They have failed to heed
s the admonition of Rule 329b.
is
In the recent Supreme Court case of
~ Mathes v. Kelton, 569 S.W. 2d 876 (1978)
the trial judge corrected a judicial error in
;, a judgment two days after an amended
motion for new trial had been overruled.
'· This occurred within the trial court's
·r
period of plenary power over its
·: judgment. Accordingly, the Supreme
Court upheld the second judgment.
n
There must come a point in time when a
I.
judgment becomes final in the trial court
e irrespective of the asserted voidness of
the judgment. There may be an adequate
remedy in the appellate court for review
of the judgment but the trial judge may
not perform the function of the appellate
court. Both courts should not have
jurisdiction over the judgment at the
same time. There must come a time when
trial court jurisdiction ends and appellate
jurisdiction begins. If the record fails to
reveal that the judgment is void and
thirty days have elapsed since its
rendition, then a bill of review is the
exclusive remedy in the trial court for
setting the judgment aside.

WALTER(WALLY)
BAUMANN

aumann

'!

~

Auto Repair Inc.
TUNEUP
·~
SPECIALISTS ~:!;~
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~

:
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..
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·
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·-=-f~l
'·
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I
I
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\ ~~~
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SANDWICH, SALAD
& SMAll DRINK

_

~ $periaiid ~
~

OPEN 9:00 A.M. • 9:00 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

!

·""'."l''c.o"

\ TRANlMIS~IDNj ~

fatso's bar-b-q

(-------------1

~··:r-:

1

PLUS TAX I
I

1

·-- -------------------------

THE TASTE.
NATURALLY!
• 70 Cal ones pur I.? oz serVln<J

For Special Keg Prices

call Arthur Herrera

923·7219
St. Mary's Campus Rep.

Falstaff Brewing Co.

222·2111
2019 S. Alamo
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THE LAW, THE MEDIA AND
THE PUBLIC INTEREST •
by WendellE.(Tex) Little

Editor's Note. Wendell E. (Tex) Little
attended the University of Texas (B.A.1932), The American University (M.A.1939) and the George Washington
University Law School. Entering the U.S.
Army in 1941 as a 2nd Lieut., he emerged
in grade of colonel in 1946 after serving
three years in Africa, Italy, France and
Germany. He joined the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency in 1949 and served in
both its headquarters and abroad. Foreign
~signments include Korea, Pakistan and
Germany. During his agency career he
situations where media exposure of
I IA~I"itive secrets damaged the U.S. He
from CIA in 1970 and practiced
triminal law in Washington, D.C. until
1974 when he returned to Texas. He now
tives in San Antonio with his wife who he
met in Germany.
The New York trial of John Peter
Zenger in colonial times established early
roncepts of press freedom in America. A
Droposal to include press freedom in our
constitution was rejected by the
Convention on September 14,
combined with other
rights of religion, speech,
assembly and petitioning the
government, press freedom was included
in the First Amendment. Not one of these
rights was intended to predominate; all
limited by other provisions of the
and the concept of checks
balances. Yet, today's media
ltoniltlOJmeJral4~s undertake to extend press
beyond the concepts of the
u"'''"rt'""' Fathers at the expense of other
RIUI.n.. ,,_.,. , , in the constitution.
What was the meaning of the "press" in
It is clear that the British
1111\1\llt:J--:~m:Jcul newspapers, often a hand
press, individually owned and
intended. These would
a variety of viewpoints constituting
''marketplace of ideas" from which the
could choose courses of action.
freedom served the nation well for
150 years, but two recent

WENDELL E. (TEX.) LIITLE
developments have substantially changed
the situation.
First, the fantastic advance in the
technical methods of electronic communications created forms of media not
contemplated ,in 1789. There were few
objections to Congress "making a Ia w" to
regulate the limited channels for such
communications which, under the Red
Lion case, are still public property. The

r

EXTRA! EXTRA!
"""'
(A Nose for News)
David M.D. Weiner
The law school will have separate
graduation ceremonies this spring.
In its meeting on January 29, the
Executive Council approved a
separate law graduation for May
1979. The decision is part of an
effort to create better Universitywide relations along the university's
different schools. A copy of the
letter from Rev. J. Willis
Langlinais, Academic Vice-Pres1
dent, to Dean Castleberry, announcing this decision, has been posted
on the student bulletin board in the
Law Classroom building. The
complete story on this historic
decision will appear in the next
\.. issue of the WITAN.

limited channels and the high cost of
technical equipment has resulted in a
relatively small number of conglomerates
in control of more than two thirds of all
media outlets, including newspapers.
Today, 95% of cities in the U.S. have only
one newspaper. Local newspapers, TV
and radio stations, even when owned by
outsiders, usually provide good coverage
of local and state news, but the national
and international news from the TV is
pre-s<'reened in Nev. York or Washington
by one of the three TV networks who
insure that their own point of view is
refle.ded. This is the antithesis of the
multiple iqput marketplace of ideas
concept which the First Amendment was
designed to vrotect. What parades today
protected by press freedom is very
different from what was intended to be
preserved by the First Amendment.
One of the great merits of our political
system is that abuses and distortions,
once understood by the public, tend to be
modified by political action. But, the
media has become so powerful and
pervasive that few politicians dare to
challenge it. The media bardns have
replaced the "robber barons" who
dominated the legislatures at the turn of
the century. Controlling, as it does, the
written, visual and audio communications,
the media sells its own concept of press
freedom. Recently, federal court judges
with lifetime tenure-not immune but less
subject to discipline from the press-have
imposed some restraints on unfettered'
press freedom with a predictable outcry
from the media.
The U.S. Supreme Court upheld a court
1ssued warrant to search the files of the
Stanford Daily newspaper for photographs of a violent demonstration, in
order to establish the guilt or innocence of
person charged with crime. Editorials
throughout the country called the decision
"disastrous" or "just plain awful".
The court was charged with a "naive
refusal to recognize the importance of the
(Continued on Page 11)
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WIT AN EDITORIAL...
You may recollect the editorial of September 1978 in which was stated the belief that
St. Mary's was probably the finest sehool of law in the Southwest. Of course, Austin and
SMU would sneer at such a thought and no doubt the general public, being more
familiar with their more lordly endowments and top-hole football teams would tend to
rate us lower, but I am confident that we are worked harder, that we receive a better
praeticaJ education and that this will tell in the future, as more St. Mary's lawyers make
their way in the world. This should be a matter of great pride to all alumni·presu.mptive.
It certainly is to us. I'll acbnit that I've encountered some drivelling buffoons here, but I
do like to hear the old place well-spoken of. And this explains the Witan's policy of not
deliberately kicking up a row with the administration over certain things, e.g., the
retirement of Vince Taylor.
Everyone likes a fight, provided it can be enjoyed from the stands. (It is not the
executioner but rather the martyr who looks upon the face of God.) Ethically, however,
a battle cannot excite interest unless each side has a relatively even chance of victory.
The contestants must be in like manner armed. This would not be the case in Witan v.
Administration. What you would witness instead would be a last stand 'round the Union
Jack. Now I don't advocate shifting and lying for the preservation of The Witan but it
ought to be kept around for at least two reasons. 1. As an organ of expression of the
entire school, and 2. as an outward and visible manifestation of our activities. Being as it
is, a part of the ~chool of law, its function is not to print damn-you-my-lad attacks on the
school to satisfy those who would fob off a fight on us. We should be honored to assist in
the process of evolution, but a rebellion mounted from the Witan's pages would be a
nasty shaker, no error.
So you see that the Witan's lack of violent confrontation with the faculty is not the
result of toadying or some inDer defect I may possess as to controversy but of a sense of
responsibility to both the Witan and St. Mary's.

WIT AN CASE~OTE
United States ex. rei. Gerald Mayo v.
Satan and His Staff
54 F.R.D . 282
Gerald Mayo, beleaguered by manifold
woes, both temporal and spiritual,
brought a civil rights action against he
who he deemed his Nemesis, Satan,
to-wit. The good Mayo prayed for leave to
proceed in forma pauperis and complained
that ttie defendant had placed deliberate
obstacles in his path and thus barred him
from attainment of worldly success.
The judge held that Mr. Mayo failed to
include with his complaint instructions for
the United States Marshall for directions
as to service of process, (we would have
tried service by publication) and that in
personam jurisdiction over the defendant
was questionable.
After denying pJaintiffs prayer the
learned judge made an excursus into the
realm of obiter dicta, discussing the
celebrated Daniel Webster's encounter

with our would-be defendant. Everyone
recollects the New Englander, desirous of
fortune, who in promise therefore pledged
his soul to Satan as consideration. Satan
eventually filed an action of mortgage
foreclosure as plaintiff. Daniel Webster
was retained for the mortgagor and raised
the defense that the plaintiff was a foreign
prince with no standing to sue in an
American court. (He could have also
raised illegal contract.) Having gotten off,
Wester's client doubtless sought his own
unilateral path to damnation.
As an aside, the last example of the
Faustian motif in literature that we know
of was a Broadway play entitled "Those
Damn Y&nkees," in which a baseball
player sold his soul to win the pennant.
Rumour is that one of our moot court
teams attempted such a barter but Old
Scratch, chary after having been burned
once, wanted some other organ as
collateral. The team decided that victory
at such a price was too dear.
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Wayne

Portrait of the Lawyer
as a Mad Dog
Do you remember the ox-eyed young
man who responded to Professor
Leopold's invocation to recite in the fall of
1977 on a property case with a tremulow
voice and brief aquiver. His peers feared
lest the Lionheart's very breath would
blow him out the door & down the hall
Scarce a year from that date
metamorphosed by various forces, botb
outside and from within, he became
popularly known as 'Mad Dog', an
appellative he yet bears proudly
doubtless ever will. Our purpose here
not to discuss the "wherefores
antecedents," to quote W. W.
the change. The change is within,
psychology is still in its infancy
science. We would not presume to
the inner growth of a young
scholar. Perhaps he wrestled
Asmodeus of Tobit~rtainly he
above him. Rather we seek to illumine
outside influences. Certainly the school
law and the whole process of
education greatly figured, as it insl~llllll•
confidence and self-reliance; but what
the responsible individuals, who
aged the phenomenon? ~Y dubbing
(Coati. .M • Pap 3)

Witan is published by students of St. Mary's
Law School, monthly except June and July. The
views expressed herein are those of the
individual writers and do not necessarily reflect
those of the WITAN, its editors, the
administrators, or faculty, unless otherwise
staled. The Editor is responsible for the views
expressed in unsigned articles.
Articles in WITAN may be reproduced and
quoted provided that credit is extended to the
publication and the author of the article so
used, and notice of such use is given to the
publication.
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VIEWPOINTS
CARTER'S CHINA DECISION
PtJnto De Vista
by Charles Davis
Jimmy Carter's New Year's recognition
·China was the culmination of years of
foreign policy in the Far East. It
the passing of 40 years or more of
sighted and destructive relations
over one fourth of the world's
an area where America formerly had
fifty thousa!ld lives and
klr·nvo•l1 a generation of Vietnamese in
to prop up a succession of corrupt
we finally recognized the
and began to deal with the world
and not the world of 1946.
brief history of the area is in order.
Tse-Tung and Chiang Kai-Shek
each other and the Japanese
World War II. Chiang
received American support
not without debate. The famous
der of Far Eastern forces General
Joe" Stillwell was removed from
for advocating that we support
instead of Shek. In his estimation, the
's army" of Mao's was less corrupt,
popular with the Chinese people and
efficient. Mao never forgot the
's support of Chiang.
the 1950's and early 1960's China
a virtual puppet of the Soviet
and of course the island of Ta1wan
Formosa became the hide-out of a
former leader in exile which the
subsidized and kept afloat with the

Mad Dog ...
(Continued from Page 2)

Dog', Jack Wolfe planted the seed.
Witan abetted him. The professors
battled with his cryptically effulgent
had a hand in the development-but
L. Wayne Scott ranks higher than
else and can alone be called as
'. It is Professor Scott to whom he
to seek advice, whether on girls or
ay dogs.
transformation from timorousness
self confidence is a wondrous thing
obviously one of the rewards of
We have faith that when Mad
a.k.a. David is loosed upon the world
bring much honour both to his
and his alma mater.

Contra Punto

fallacy that they were suppor;ting the real
Chinese government and that this "China"
was the real China until Chiang could
return to the Mainland.
Mao with all of his monumental
narcissism which had been in existence
two thousand years before Christ was
born.

• .:> r • "'

He destroyed the warlords and fiefdoms
that still existed in his feudal society; he
organized 800 million people into a
cohesive unbelievable human force which
transformed the backward country into a
power of the 20th century world.
People who had no education, no jobs
and no housing, who had lived in fear of
thPi'" landlords, had scrapped and begged

By Mike McColloch
Carter's sudden decision to embrace
Communist China at the expense of
Nationalist China, one of our closest and
most reliable allies, is nothing less than
dishonorable and disgusting. It is one of
the most reprehensible and embarrassing
acts ever committed by a President in
foreign affairs.
In spite of Carter's weaknesses (and
there are many), he was just beginning to
convince many Americans that he had
grown and matured in the White House
during his first two years, and that the
incredibly stupid foreign policy blunders
of that period were merely the result of
inexperience and ignorant idealism. But
he is now into his third year in power, and
the stale, repeated rationalizations of his
apologists can no longer be accepted.
Carter has demonstrated beyond any
doubt that impatience, political expediency, and his shoot-from-the-hip method of
decision-making are to be the rule and not
the exception in his administration. I had
believed that his "act now-think later"
style was a thing of the past, but he has
forcefully and dramatically proven me
wrong.
I really have few objections to the
diplomatic recognition of Red China,

(Continued on Page 14)

(Continued on Page 14)

ALI-ABA
1. A new course of study for lawyers on
Professional Malpractice will be offered
March 16-17 in Denver. The program will
be sponsored by the American Law
Institute-American Bar Association Committee on
Continuing Professional
Education (ALI-ABA).
2. The second annual Course of Study on
Products Liability: Prevention, Litigation,
and Law Reform will be held March 22-23
in Atlanta. This program will be
co-sponsored by the American Law
Institute-American Bar Association Committee on
Continuing
Professional
Emory
Education
(ALI-ABA)
and
University School of Law.
3. The New Federal Bankruptcy Code
will be the focus of ten courses of study on

videotape to be held simultaneously in
locations across the country on April 5, 6
& 7, 1979. These programs are s ponsored
by The American Law Institute-American
Bar Association Committee on Continuing
ProfessiOnal Education (ALI-ABA) in
cooperation with local CLE organizations
in an effort to make programs of national
interest more at•cessible to practitioners.
These programs will present a videotape
recording of the ALI-ABA course on
bankruptcy to be held in March, 1979, in
Dallas.
For further information, or to r egister
for any of these courses, please contact
the Registrar, ALI-ABA, 4025 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104; or
telephone (215) 387-3000.
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WELFARE -IN A NUTSHELL
By Edward Schr oeder
What doe~ the word welfare mean to
you'? What does it mean to the average
man or woman, to the votary of middle
class America? Actually, it has come to
have a rather bad meaning-people living
for nothing. food stamps, unemployment,
the subsidization of illegitimacy, etretera.
It has come to have a very loaded
meaning. one far from its original concept.
The word came to us from an old
Anglo-Saxon term meaning how is one
faring, or how well one fares. Faring well.
That such a word could evolve shows a
definite trend toward concern for one's
fellow man.
Let us reflect upon primitive,
prehistoric man, Jiving in what Freud
called the "prime horde". To these early
humans everything appeared as a
threat-wild beasts and other group::; of
men who were on the prowl to abduct
their women, steal their food, and murder
them. Nightfall and winter were their
enemies. Virtually all creation must have
seemed a mon!;trous conspiracy to destroy
them. These groups, tribes or families, if
you like, had to be ruthless and efficient.
Any member unable to rontribute had to
be sacrificed. The old and infirm, the
crippled and wounded \\ere of necessity
set aside, much in the way that a pack of
wolves or sharks will turn upon a
wounded fellow and destroy it. But
som~where along the way a sensP. of
caring devt>loped and th!• group as a whole
began to loo'< to the protNtion and care of
the weaker members. We do not know
when this began but it marks a watershed
in the history of life. for it is a rlear
passage from barbarism to civilization,
indeed from animal to man!
The tribes grew in size and powE-r and
kings came into the human family. The
king or ruler became, in part, responsible
for his subjects. Recorded history has no
dearth of examples of social concern.
Hammurabi, King of the Assyrian
Empire, codified (circa 3,000 B.C.) the
laws of his realm. Along with the famous,
"An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth",
concept of revenge were provisions for the
care of the needy. We find Ruth gleaning
in the fields of Boaz. In Athens (circa 500
R.C.) the masses of unemployed were set
to work putting up public buildings,
among them that symbol of classical
civilization, the Parthenon. Contrast
Athen's attitude with that of her rival
Sparta. The Spartans were a military
people. As standard procedure they
practiced the cruel custom of infanticideleaving a set number of female babies and
any male who did not look to be healthy

and capable of either hard work or war.
How many children of genius were
de!;troyed by this brutal custom? Perhaps
another Socrates or Sappho. All we
inherited from Sparta were the words
spartan, meaning austere, and laconic,
meaning terse, while we owe drama,
philosophy, architecture, sculpture and
democratic government to Athens.
During his whirlwind conquest of Asia,
Alexander the Great (b. 356 d. 3Z3 B.C.)
made provisiOns for pensioning his
wounded and retired soldiers and the
widows and families of those who died in
his service. During the Roman Empire's
days of grandeur the unemployed were
set to work constructing public buildings.
The grisly shows in the Coliseum were for
the amusement of the idle. They were
given bread and circuses.
Most of these acts of charity, however,
were with ulterior motives. The Hebrews
wished to allay their consciences and the
Greeks and Romans sought to pacify
potentially dangerous subjects. Charity or
genuine conrern for the individual, not his
positions in or effect on society began with
the Christian Church, the first open
society. The early Christians deeply cared
about their fellow men. Even the horror of
persecution did not alter their feelings.
When Rome fell in the fifth century,
government in the West fell with it. The
organization and structure of the Church
remained as the only stabilizing force to
keep civilization alive during that period
of history known as the Oark Ages. The
times were dark and hard but progres~
wns made. :-lot only was the knowledge of
the ancient world pre::.erved but
eleemosynary institutions were begun.
Hospitals, orphanages, poor houses and
free universities were established, all by
the Church. The abbeys supported great
mas ·es during famine and plague. It is
true that abuse was rife, but we owe a
fearful debt to the medieval Church.
Much of what is American is a legacy
from England, so let us turn briefly to
England. The Church in England was
essentially the same as the Church in the
rest of Europe in both structure and in its
programs of charily. Henry VIII
(1491-1547) w1shed to divorce his lawfully
wedded wife Catherine of Aragon and
marry Ann Boleyn. The Medici pope
refuse to grant him a dispensation to do so
and after long, fruitless wrangling, Henry
derlared that England Y.ould no longer
recognize the pope as the head of her
church . He would be the head of England's
church. And he granted himself the
dispensation. lAnd another after that).
Thus "as born the Anglican Communion.
He also confiscated all the rhurch lands

and properties. There is a popular
rhyme containing the phrase, "four
twenty blackbirds baked in a pie." It
written in the sixteenth century
lampoon against Henry. The .. Dlac~~btftll
baked in a pie" refers to the rw<>n1~v.t~
black-robed abbots executed by the
This was all well and good for Henry
the many people dependent upon
Church for support found themselves
dispossessed. Henry had, apparently,
considered their plight.
Their situation was not
until the reign of Queen
(1558·16031 with the establishment of
Elizabethan poor laws. These laws set
locally taxed workhouses and ..m,.....ntiii.,
ship programs on the parish or •v"''""'..
level. The English program set the
of the American colonies and the
provisions of the English·speaking
could be describerl as adequate
Industrial Revolution in the mid
People crowded into the cities to labor
the factories and live in squalor
the slums. These were the times of
pure capitalism and lassez·faire;
when children were chained to
and forced to work their lives away. It
these abuses that caused Karl Man
write Das Kapital in three
The Fabian Society, The
Movement, the artistic prott•st of
Shaw, Oscar Wilde and Charles
all made great effort to rip away the
on the surface of :.ociety and reveal
festering sores beneath. There waa
definite trend toward socialism and
filled the governments of the West
alarm. In Germany, Bismarck
unemployment insurance and in E
and America, programs of slum
(Continued on Page 10)

Child Abuse
"The Attorney's Role in Child
Cases" will be the subject of a
discussion co·sponsored by
Women's Law Associltion
Criminal Law Association on
day, February 8, at 7:00p.m. in
102. Participants will include
Fred Shannon of the 131st
Court, Mr. Robert Nelson of
Antonio Legal Aid, Ms. Sue
Professor of Law at St. Mary's
of Law, and Mr. John Specia of
Department of Human Resources.
film will follow the discussion.
students are invited to attend.
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PROGRAM
Denny Voigt

Picture the following: It is January 31,
and your rent is due tomorrow. Not
have you paid $1500 plus to St.
and The Law Book Store, you have
incurred the incidental expenses of
and clothing. Your government loan
is "overdue". Panic sets in.
fear not. fellow law student, your
. is here to help you in your time of
Frank Ruttenburg, S.B.A. treaapproached the University adminiand together they created a
Emergency Student Loan
This program is now in

acquire a $100, loan a student in
financial straits need do only
things:
Go to the S.B.A. office and fill out a
application form.
Establish via the form a need for
r•...,~m,nnr:n·v financial assistence.
Give the completed form to Frank.
application will be ruled upon
the next twenty-four hours. The
Loan Committee will use the
criteria in dispensing loans: The
for which the funds will be used,
i',eimJrne~:lia•c:v of the need, and the ability
repay.
loan does require repayment;
. the student has three weeks
midnight of the twenty first day
disbursement of the loan) to repay it.
will be no interest charged but
will be a very small service charge.
are a couple of restrictions in
to the initial phase of the program.
S.B.A. only has the necessary funds
l"'•lutnt:;~•~r ten loans at any given time;
case of competing need, the
theory will prevail. Also the
of any loan requested
three weeks of final exams is
with the Loan Committee.
restrictions are primarily due to
repayment problems.
T: Should one student default
repayment of his loan, the entire
will be terminated permanently.
somewhat harsh penalty should be
effective in assuring repayment.
. ,...,,uua• sanctions against the conscious
for such defeault may include his
of grade reports- a mixed
best-and/or his non-receipt of
• •m•o•••rl J.D.
program should operate smoothly
a minimum of hassle to the student
has a temporary financial problem.
information may be obtained at the
Mfth'~~

" " '. .

- Phi Delta PhiWith rush week, March 5-9, rapidly
approaching, the Tarlton Inn of Phi Delta
Phi has announced its party schedule for
spring rush. All rush functions are open to
the entire student body and faculty of the
law school. For exact times and locations,
consult the bulletin boards in the
classroom building.
This Friday, Feb. 2 at 7 p.m. the
fraternity will hold an all-school beer,
band and food party at the Pearl Brewery.
This party is open to every one.
Two weeks later, February 16, the
fraternity will host an informal smoker
from 4·8 p.m.
Formal rush activities will conclude
March 2 with a "Las Vegas" Party. The
affair will be produced as a joint effort
between the San Antonio chapter and our
sister chapter in Rem-u-lak (a small village
in France). The party is aptly titled
"Coneheads Go to Vegas." Mass quantities
of beer .,.,ilJ be consumed, cones are
optional.
For the convenience of new members , a
booth will be provided in the lobby of the
classroom building March 5-9 for
registration.
In other fraternity activities, Jerry
Atherton is coordinating the revision of
the Rosetta Stone, the fraternity
sponsored handbook for students. The
publication deals with Jaw school policies
and activities and is included in all
registration packets of entering students.
The revised edition is expected in
midsummer.
S.B.A. office, the S.B.A. bulletin board, or
from Frank Ruttenburg.

ALL TOGA-TilER NOW!

LAw
SCHOOL
NEws

Delta Theta Phi Party:
A Togal Success
David M.D. Weiner
(Rover Repoter)
Friday evening January 19 saw a lot of
people get all dressed up and some-wear
to-ga. Delta Theta Phi welcomed to the
Concord Square Apartments a host of
curious and cunosities alike to its version
of the celebrated "Toga Party". The
history-minded revealers included makebelieve warriors, rapacious-looking chariot chasers (someone's forebears?), and a
number of divine wrap-aritions. It took a
while for things to really get going, for
many of the guests were Late-in arriving.
Seems they
got
lost in
their
forum-shopping. Many settled on the
balcony. despite the constant threat of
deluge, until the rains finally forced them
in. They just wouldn't heed their veranda
warnings. Hail, Caesar! No, Caesar, just
rain. No matter, for the festivities only
intensified, thanks to the good planning of
its orgy nizers. We had to unwrap things
up about midnight, but not before
everyone had been reminded t hat in vino
is ver-it's-at.
Editor's Note : We've got to muzzle the
Dog.
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Something For Everyone
Four competitions have been planned
by the Board of Advocates for this Spring
semester. Not only will the second and
third year students demonstrate t~eir
abilities in oral advocacy, but the ftrst
year class will have an opportunity to
argue their case during the freshman
Moot Court-Appellate Advocacy Competition. Held in conjunction with The Legal
Research and Writing Classes, this
freshman competition takes place during
the week of April 2 ~hrough April 6.
A few weeks preceding the Freshman
Competition, March 22, 23 and 26, Norvell
Moot Court will be held. This year second
and third year students will argue a Texas
Criminal Appeals case.
With the problem for the Mock Trial
Competition already distributed, competitors will have some tim~ to prepare for t~e
preliminary rounds. Fmal s1gnup dat~ IS
Friday February 2nd, with the prelims
beginning the week of February 21st. The
weekend before that, February 16, 17 and
18, the regional National Mock Trial
team will be competing in Austin. Fred
Jones, Robert Leas, David O'Neill, and
Robert Valdez will argue the National
Mock Trial question with hopes of

Be Part of a Riot
David M.D. Weiner (Rover Reporter)

March 9 will be a night to
remember, if everyting goes riot.
Find your niche in the law school's 6th
annual Assault and Flattery, a
spectacle which defies all mortal
description. Beastly fun is what it can
be if you can find the time to write a
little, rehearse a little, and/or carry
on a little. Undoubtedly, the comic,
the satirist, the mime, the stagehand
and certainly the fool within us are
crying out for a little liberation. Well,
turn those wormy tears to warmest
cheers (how close they in fact are) by
getting involved. There's certainly
more than enough talent "";thin our
ranks to stage a production that will
once again deflate the stodgy
self-image foisted upon us in
preparation for the trenches awaiting
us when we move on.
Be watching for rehearsal notices,
and if you have any ideas or scripts,
submit them as soon as possible to
Mary Jo Trice, John Alan Blair,
Frank Gerold, Ed Schroeder, Karen
Amos, Kaylene Ray, or David M.D.
Weiner. There will be deadlines, but
not everything can be funny, as you
can see from this dead line.

advancing to The Nationals in New York.
January 24 marks the final day to sign
up for the Client Counseling Competition,
involving the question of Legal
malpractice. This competition takes place
February 2nd and 3rd.

Phi Delta Phi Honors
Professor Dittfurth
Thanks to the direction of Rush
Chairman Bruce Hill and the hard work of
many Phi Delta Phi members, the
fraternity experienced a very successful
rush during October. The highlight of rush
week occurred when Professor David
Dittfurth accepted an honorary member
ship in Phi Delta Phi. The invitation was
extended after the members at a general
meeting unanimously voted to offer the
membership to the two-time recipient of
the Phi Delta Phi Professor of the Year
Award, and it is in keeping with the
·fraternity tradition of honoring those
members of the legal profession
particularly deserving of recognition.
The initiation ceremony for new
members was conducted at the 4th Court
of Civil Appeals, San Antonio, and the
fraternity was honored to have Dean
Castleberry preside as Chancellor and
Professor Orville Walker serve as a
bencher during the ceremony.
Aside from directing their attention at
attracting new members, Phi Delta Phi
has also been busy recognizing the
financial needs and academic accomplish·
ments of their current members. Two
$100.00 scholarships were voted upon a~
an October meeting and $1750.00 in
student loans were awarded by the Phi
Delta Phi Student Loan Committee during
November.
The scholarships are yearly awards
presented to one second year student and
one third year student chosen by a vote of
the fraternity members. Criterion for the
awards are academic excellence; service
to the fraternity; service to the school.
This year's recipients were Linda Jenkins
from the mid-law class and David O'Neil
from the third year class.
The student loan fund provided by the
International Fraternity was increased
substantially this year and as a result the
student loa~ committee was better able to
meet the needs of the applicants. The
increase is part of a drive by the
International to make more loans
available to its student members each
year. All loans were made to Phi Delta Phi
members and were based strictly on
financial need.
Lastly, a note to Phi Delta Phi members

February,
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who plan on practicing in or around
Antonio-the Phi Delta Phi Barrister
of San Antonio has been reactivated
part of a concerted effort by
Castleberry, President of Phi Delta
International, to establish active
Inns across the country. The
-meeting in late October was open tot
year Phi Delta Phi members, and
took advantage of the opportunity to
and socialize with some of the
attorneys. Honored guests at the
were Dean Castleberry and Sam
Crutchfield, the executive director of
Delta Phi International. Elections
also conducted and Ward Blacklock,
December 1976 graduate of St.
Law School, was elected to the post of
president.
PHI DELTA PHI
NEW OFFICERS
Magister
Vice Magister
Exchequer
Clerk
Social Chairman
Rush Chairman
Historian
Parliamentarian
Undergraduate Senate

The Death of
Wystan Grey
By E. SchroedPr
The Death of W ystan Grey
Grey strangeness,
Yellow moon-eyes,
0 Wystan, thy mists feet
No longer will glide throu'
The deep winter flax,
Where thy foe-beast's
Cruel shadow now stalks,
Slips unchallenged, and
Lo, when the spring wakes
Thy lady will flee.
Even yet the last foot-falls
So soft on the terrace
Still echo the passage
Of grey light to black.
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Letters To The Ed itor ...
Mr. Schroeder:
Thank you for the honor of allowing me
write an article for publication in the
AN. I apologize for the delays caused
the press of business at City Hall that
•·~'"'"'"t •• n me from being able to write the
the earlier issue as originally
,..u......,y. And also let me apologize for the
caused in getting the final copy to
for the December issue.
I enjoyed re-thinking and remembering
of the critical turns the aquifer
has taken over the course of the
4 ye'a rs. As you may know, in the last
days the aquifer issue has taken still
turn. The United States Supreme
held that the referendum was not a
means of over-turning a City Council
r.-~mm:nl" decision. In a subsequent issue of
WIT AN you may want to up-date the
aquifer question as additional legal
are clarified. In this particular
the Supreme Court's decision
only that the City Council was not
by the moratorium vote to disallow
of a mall over the Aquifer. It is
that in the same week as the
Court's decision we have
lreceiv·ea word of still another developer
has an interest in developing a major
ng mall in the Edwards Aquifer
If there is any certainty to the Edwards
er problem, it is that it will continue
be controversial over the next few
The Metcalf and Eddy study is
to a close and at that point the
difficult legal work of drafting
•'--•--····"'· controls and acceptable regulabegins.
If I can be of further assistance to you
this subject or on any other subject of
please feel free to call upon
I have had a chance to review the
and find it a most professionally
and informative publication. Best of
and best wishes.
Sincerely,
HENRY G. CISNEROS
Councilman

..,P,.r...~ .. Mrs. Vaneck,
All the students are deeply grateful to
for your singular self-sacrifice in
the doors to our library at the
hour of 7:30a.m., a time when many
have not even begun to dream of
up. This is but another
auH,.,.,...,,u of your genuine dedication
the students of St. Mary's.
With great affection,
Your Children

Dear Editor
The quality of a law school is largely
determined by the quality of its
professors. St. Mary's has been
diminished, not to a shght degree, by the
retirement of Vince Taylor. Vince Taylor
epitomized that to which every teacher of
the law should aspire. He is a man who
taught many of us more than legal
principles. He taught us about the
importance of our continuing awareness of
the deteriorating state of our environment
and how we, as future lawyers, might help
to bring about a better and cleaner world.
He taught us, in very demonstrative
ways, about the value to our legal careers
of our mental and physical health. He
taught us something about "the long run"
in the practice of law and how we as
lawyers might lead more productive and
fulfilling lives. Vince Taylor climbed down

from the ivory tower to talk with us (not
down to us) as one person to another. He
talked to us about the importance of
tolerance of those whose views about life
or the law differed from our own. He
didn't concern himself or others with
absurd trivialities regarding our style of
clothing or whether we had a mustache or
a beard. He is a man who always
welcomed students to his office, who
listened and who genuinely seemed to
care.
Vince Taylor is a man who will succeed
in whatever he chooses to do. The
greatest loss is not his, it is this law
school's, it is those students' who will
never have Vince Taylor as a teacher.
Sincerely,
Derek A. Howard,
Graduate, Dec. 1978

Placement News
by Sue Hall
Welcome back for the spring semester
and a pat on the back for those of you who
used the vacation period to make contacts
for future jobs.
I have already had a student in this
semester who said he didn't bother to
participate in on-campus interviews in the
fall but was ready to get going now since
he was graduating in May. Well for those
of you who haven't heard, fall is the busy
time of the year. Although we have on
campus interviews in the spring, our
numbers are always much smaller than in
the fall.
However, we do have a few interviews
lined up for the spring, including:
January 23-Coastal Bend Legal Services
(Graduates and May graduates)
February 5-Don Mopsik, Dallas (2nd year
students for summer jobs)
March 7-Action-Vista (third year students
for permanent positions)
March 9-State Comptroller's Office (third
year students for permanent employment)
April 16 & 17-Maricopa County D.A.'s
Office, Phoenix, Arizona (third year
students for permanent employment)
We also have a commitment, but not yet
a date, from a Corpus Christi firm
interested in seeing 2nd year students for
permanent employment after graduation.
If you are wondering why this firm and
Groce, Locke and Hebdon would be
coming in the spring for positions to be

filled the following year, it's called
competition.
Some firms who do not have summer
internships, but who wish to compete
with those who do, have found that when
they wait until normal fall interview
season to come on campus many
third year !';tudents have already accepted
positions for permanent employment and
these firms never have a chance to recruit
them. So-they are coming to campus in the
spring interviewing this group as second
year students in order to stay in the
competition. In some instances, however,
job offers are still not made until fall.
Traditionally, those who come in the
spring do so with less notice and
preparation than those who come in the
fall. It is not clear why this is so, but heed
my advice and keep looking at the job
board for notice of other on campus
interviews.

JUDICIAL CLERKSHIPS
There are currently several judicial
clerkship opportunities which are still
outstanding. These include: Judge Robert
Dowd, Missouri Court of Civil Appeals, St.
Louis, Missouri.
5th Court of Civil Appeals-Dallas, Texas
(three additional positions)
12th Court of Civil Appeals-Tyler, Texas
(three positions)
A newly created Federal court in El Paso,
Texas
For further information on application
procedures, contact the placement Office.
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Perverted Xanadus and Goodies...
By Mike "Kiche Ho" Robbins
" 'Olegalla it was who gave away his
kingdom, the great city of Powafuchswow
itchahavagganeabba, with the four and
twenty tributary cities spread along the
valley of Anemoosagoochakakfuela ... '
This unquestionably refers to Chicago."
The above quotation is not from some
perverted "Xanadu", but rather from a
reported case, and from a very special
type of case indeed. It is a demented case.
Ellis v. Newbrough, 27 P. 490, 493 (N.M.
1891).
Demented cases are those which make
you laugh, either because of their facts,
their holdings, their literary styles, or
their dicta. I postulate that there have
been demented cases as long as there have
been appellate judges. The reporters are
full of them.
What a person says can backfire and get
him or her into trouble when it is least
expected. For example, a theft victim
should be able to cast aspersions on the
lowdown thief without having to worry
about invading the privacy of the thief. It
seems logical, but don't believe it for a
minute. See Norris v. King, 355 So. 2d 21
(La. App.), writ denied, 357 So. 2d 1165
(La. 1978). And, you know damn well that
a man may utter the fourth word of this
sentence in the privacy of his own home,

in the presence of only his wife and her
parents, with impunity, right? Wrong!
Jordan v. State, 68 So. 585 (Ala. App.
1915).
There are apparently some judges who
spedalize in writing humorous opinions.
One such was Justice Eugene Siler, who
wrote some classics for the Kentucky
Court of Appeals thirty years ago. Justice
Siler once refused to allow recovery in a
case where the plaintiff found a dead
honeybee in a Coke bottle because "a
honeybee is one of the most ingenious and
scrupulously clean little creatures ever
created by the Almighty Hand." Coca-Cola
Bottling Works v. Curtis, 194 S.W.2d 375,
376 (Ky. 1946). He also composed a
wonderful essay on the joys of conjugal, as
opposed to Platonic, love. It was in a
divorce appeal, and he found the
husband's allegation of twelve years of
sexual abstinence to be "abnormal,
unnatural and improbable." Corrigan v
Corrigan, 205 S.W.2d 495, 497 (Ky. 1947).
For a more complete annotation of Justice
Siler's best work, see Gardner, With
Pen-In-Hand and Tongue-In-Cheek, 38
KY. B.J. (No. 4) 51 (1974).
A judge will occasionally let his
prejudices show through his opinions. A
Utah judge recently made it clear that he
does not like pornography. "A more

Dear Red,
It all relates back to the communist
backed little leagues of America and the
millions of dollars they contributed to
Pres. Carter campaign fund. The little
leagues were sick and tired of getting
their sox blown off by the Tiawanese ball
players. Now they11 have to worry about
the Peking Reds coming to town.
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
For the third straight year I made a
new years resolution to study harder and
I've never been successful in keeping it.
What can I do in order to keep it this time?
RalphMouee
cannot be imagined," he said. What about
the doctrine of redeeming social
importance? He didn't like that either, and
he condemned his fellow judges who had
adopted it. "It would appear ihat such an
(Continued on Pqe 9)

Come Ye Stepchildren
After you're at the law school a while,
you may begin to feel like the stepchildren
of this university. You enter at the rear of
the school and the buildings are positioned
in such a way that you could go to school
here 3 years without ever making it
farther up the hill than the Snake Pit.
Some of you stepchildren are probably
thinking. "Yea, and so what. There's
probably nothing going on up there that
would interest me anyway." Well, lwill
allow that you might not be interested in
most of what goes on outside the law
school. But, this university does have
some events to offer you which are
unrelated to law school and which you
shouldn't pass up.
Just up the hill, on the other side of the
faculty building sits Alumni Gymnasium.
This dingy, ancient structure is the site of
all St. Mary's home basketball games. St.
Mary's University has a very distin·
guished basketball history. St. Mary's is in
the Big State Basketball Confetence and

has won that Conference 14 out of the last
17 years. During four of those years the
St. Mary's team made it to the National
NAIA Tournament.
If you go to see St. Mary's play you
won't see the team of pampered, childgiants that take the court for a Marquette
or Notre Dame. But you will see an exciting brand of competitive basketball. Two
years ago, when I was a freshman here,
St. Mary's had a team of considerable size.
The inside was anchored by none-otherthan Robert Reid, the current star for the
~A's Houston Rockets. Even last year
St. Mary's couldn't have been considered a
small team. This year however, St. Mary's
is coming off a difficult off-season period.
Last year, in a surprising move, the
University Administration decided to
discontinue athletic scholarships. Although they have since reinstated the
scholarship program, the effect was felt
immediately by the basketball team. The
long-time coach of the team resigned and
took a job elsewhere. Of course this

By KENNETH ODEN

created a hardship for recruiting purposes
also, since it was impossible to guarantee
any scholarships for new recruits.
The result has been that this year's
Rattlers, like all of you, are something like
stepchildren themselves. 1t will be
difficult for them to maintain the same
level of competition that has won St.
Mary's twelve straight conference
championships. They have lost the former
coach, several good players, and the
team's financial future seems to still be
rather tenuous. But, this hardship makes
for a very interesting season. The coach·
ing duties were assumed by Buddy Meyer,
a long time student of the game aDd
former assistant coach. He is a very
personable fellow and fully capable. The
team is small (no starter over 6'6") but
they play a good fast game of "run and
gun" basketball with a tenacious man-toman defense. T hey are interesting to
watch, and with your student I.D. Card
you get in for free. Even a stepchild can
afford that.

·----l

r
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THE FIFTH
COLUMN

Dear Mouse,
It's your third year, why worry?

lntro to the Stock Market
EIIITOII'S NOTf: The W11de rule of econo1mcs was
where there is a supply there won't be a demand .

By L. David Levinson
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I'm a first year student and I want to
join a fraternity, which one should I join.
Flounder
Dear Flounder,
Delta house is the best. Only trouble is,
which delta. You have a choice: Phi Delta
Phi, Delta Theta Phi, or Phi Alpha Delta.

Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
I am a first year student and I only have
grades for six of my fifteen hours. Why
won't they give me my grades.
Below Average
Dear Below,
You've flunked out and they want to
keep you in school until the refund
deadline has passed.

Pervert

t'age J
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The term "stock market" is used
generally to refer to the New York and
American Stock Exchanges. Before
entering law school I worked for Trendex,
an advisory service for professional stock
market traders. The major emphasis of
the company is to inform and explain the
character of t he stock market. The firm
uses a varied approach incorporating
mathematical techniques to analyze the
trend and future course of both, individual
stocks and major market indices. When I
began my studies at St. Mary's University
Law School I was surprised to discover
the number of students who are
interested in the stock market. To those
interested students I offer the following
cautions which the market has taught me.
Everyone loses money sometime in the
stock market. If you have not, you simply
have not lived long enoJghl The difference

between professional traders and the
nonprofessional trader is that a
professional loses less frequently and
minimizes his losses. He does this by
having a better understanding of how the
market really operates. There are a
number of myths propagated about the
market that makes success illusive. Let's
briefly look at some of the common myths
and their effect on your success in the
stock market.
MYTH ONE: Purchasing stock is an
investment. This is a true statement only
if you are really interested in owning a
percentage in the corporation. If your aim
is capital appreciation the stock market is
one of the most difficult means of
accomplishing your goal. Over a ten year
period nineteen of twenty investors lose
money. These are worse odds than a Las
Vegas Craps table!
MYTH TWO: Buy low; sell high. You
could not count the number of times this
(Conti nued on Page 10)

(Continued from Pare 8)

ugument ought only to be advanced by
depraved, mentally deficient, mindwarped queers." Salt Lake City v.
Piepenburg, 571 P.2d 1299 (Utah 1977). Be
i!lformed that even the so-called legal
~ants were not immune to the baring of
personal prejudices. Mr. Justice Holmes
once sustained a Virginia statute
providing for the involuntary sterilization
of mental patients with the cryptic
observat1on that "three generations of
imbecils are enough." Buck v. Bell, 274
u.s. 200, 207 (1927).
Have you ever wondered why
!vaudeville died out? I have found two
cases which might provide the key to this
ever-present riddle. Cherry v. Des Moines
Leader, 86 N.W. 323 (Iowa 1901), is one.
Here a performing troupe sued a
Inewspaper for c;lander b£>cau~e of the
defendant's lampooning review of the
plaintiffs' act. The court held for the
;newspaper because it found that the show,
which it summarized in its opinion, was
patently ridiculous, and that the review
was thus not wide of the mark at all. But it
wasn't just the low-class shows that killed
vaudeville.lt might have heen the theatre
owners themselves. In Pantages Theatre
Co. v. Welch, 71 F.2d 68 (9th Cir. 1934),
the court held that the owner of a theater
eannot deduct from his income tax as an
ordinary and necessary business expense
the amount of money he expended in
defending himself against rape charges
brought by an applicant for employment

in his theatres.
Judges will sometimes pull out all the
stops and write opinions which are
completely in verse. The ones I've seen
indicate that fate never intended these
judges to be poets. See Mackensworth v.
American Trading Transportation Co.,
367 F. Supp. 373 (E.D.Pa. 1973), in which
even the headnotes are poetic, and Wheat
v. Fraker, 130 S.E.2d 251 (Ga. 1963).
The fact that some judges do not like
pornography- see paragraph 115, supradoes not prevent the writing of legal
opinions which a reasonable and prudent
person in Waco or Abilene would consider
to be pornographic of themselves. I
believe that pornography per se could be
completely outlawed without depriving
the legal community of the ability to get
their cheap thrills. A close-to-home
example, concerning two teenager<~ and a
park ranger at Woodlawn Lake, is
Hoffman v. State, 514 S.W.2d 248 (Tex.
Crim App. 1974). Even those who are
supposed to prosecute pornography
sometimes enjoy it incognito. See Green v.
State, 566 S.W.2d 578 (Tex. Crim . App.
1978) (involving an east Texas district
attorney).
There are times when a classic legal
case will not reach the appellate level, and
will be printed elsewhere than in a
reporter. Such was the fate of Herman
Oberweiss's will, which was probated in
east Texas in 1934. The full text of the
will, which is published in Million, Wills:

Witty, Witless, and Wicked, 7 WAYNE L.
REV. 335, 347 (1960), is set out below,
to·wit:
I am "'riling of my will mine self that des
lawyir want, he should have to much
money he ask to many answers about the
family. First think i don't want my brother
Osrar lo get a dam thing. I got he is a
mumser and he done me out of four dollars
rourteen years since.
I want it that Hilda my sister she gets
the north sixtie akers of at where i am
hommg at now i bH she don't get that
loafer husband of hers to brake twenty
akers next plowing. She can't have it if she
let~ Oscar live on it i want i should have it
hack if she does.
Te11 mama that six hundret dollars she
has heen looking for ten years is berried
from the bakhouse behind about ten feet
down. She better let little Fredrick do the
digging and count it when he comes up.
P.tstor Ticknitis can have three hundret
if he kisses the book he won't preach no
more dumhead talks about politics. He
should a roof put on the meeting house
with and the elders should the bills look

at.
:'v1o~ma should the rest get, but i want it
<;o that Adolph should tell her what not
she ~hould do so no more slick irishers sell
hPr vaken cleaner they noise like hell and
a broom don't cost so much.
I want it that mine brother Adolph be

(Continued on Pag e 12)
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Leftovers
Leftovers Part I was intended to
promote the role of the legal community in
the two-party system; during this period
of party disintegration. Part II 'Nill
concern itself with demonstrating the
dangers of a democratic system without
an effective two-party system.
Recently a political cartoon depicted the
President driving a taxi with Jerry Brown
and Teddy Kennedy in the back seat each
screaming "turn right" and "turn left,"
respectively. What should he do? Should
he follow the 'mood' of the country or
should he stand firm with both sides of the
Congressional aisle ready to jump on any
Presidential initiative depending on the
weekly Gallup rating?
Kennedy IS wooing the 'old Democratic
collective' by maintaining his F.D.R.
program while Brown pursues the Prop 13
wave. Meanwhile no Jess than sixteen

Stock Market
myth has s uckered investors. The bottom,
or low, cannot be determined until the
stock price begins to rise. Therefore, it is
common sense to wait for the stock to
begin to show strength before making a
commitment. Nevertheless, you will
always be told to buy "XYZ" because it is
"cheap". It may be so, but who says it
cannot go lower. Why invest in a declining
stock? You can always wait and buy a
stock when it shows strength . Often you
will be able to purchase the stock at a
more favorable price after the stock
completes its downward action. Remember, take your time. The market will not
run away. Do not be over anxious to buy
or sell. There are always warning signs of
an approa~hing turn in the market. More
on this point in a future article.
MYTH ''THREE: The stock market
operates on the supply versus demand
principle. The theory is simple. If there
are more buyers than sellers the price
rises until a "'eller gives in and sells. That
is how it should work. The Over-theCounter market is the only major U.S.
c:tock "marY.et'' whil.!h operates on a true
supply/demand principle. The Over-theCounter ex1·hange uses computers and
telephone communication to match buyers
and sellers. There is no actual meeting of
the partie:; like the other major
exchange~;. However, the stocks traded on
the New York Stock Exchange are
regulated by an individual known as the
"specialist". rt is the function of the
specialist to maintain an orderly market in

by EnriD MeGee

G.O.P. members are flexing to run in 1980.
Do any of these men stand for a program?
Democratic Party Chairman, John C.
White says, "The President is now
running against the Lone Ranger (e.g. the
Gallup Poll). Put him against a candidate
in a one on one situation and he'll look
great."
What is the current 'mood' of the
country? Some history. Only 16 months
ago, the public was wholly concerned with
unemployment. One year ago it was
deficit spending. No doubt, during a slow
news week, the nation's papers ran a story
about the vulnerability of Western
Europe to a massive Soviet tank attack
which would overrun the entire continent
in six days or so (this story is dusted off
periodically especially when the defense
budget is on the floor) and defense rose to
the number one spot. 'Inflation' topped the
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued fro• Pqe 9)

the stocks he is assigned. ln effect, it is the
specialist who controls the price of the
stock, not supply and demand. Of course
he usually parallels the path of supply and
demand but he is allowed considerable
leeway. Therefore, if there ..Jlre more
buyers than sellers, he can elect not to
raise the price as expected by the
supply/ demand theory. So, if you feel a
particular stock is not responding
naturally to buying or selling pressure,
you may be right!
MYTH FOUR: Favorable news on a
stock portends future price strength. In
other words, should you buy a stock when
you hear favorable news about the
underlying corporation? As a general rule,
no. In fact, many professional traders
consider it an excelle~t opportunity to sell
on good news! The reasoning is simple.
The major U.S. corporations are, to say
the least, huge. Thousands or more
individuals learn of the good news before
you hear it. As a result, they were purchasing the stock long ago. If the stock
prices rises because of this extraordinary
interest in the stock, the original buyers
would decide to sell. By the time the
public becomes aware of the news the
stock has already reached its peak.
Therefore, the unknowing investor is
really taken to the cleaners!
In a future article I will describe further
defeating myths and explain why these
myths exist. Furthermore, I will clue you
in on specific tips on how to make a killing
in the market!!!

Welfare ...
(Continued from Page 4)
public health, regulatory laws to
workers, anti-child labor laws,
juvenile courts were instituted as a
of the growing concern for the
capitalism.

These programs appeared to
successful until October, 1929 when
stock market fell in New York City. It
in simplistic economic terms, a
of the price mechanism. Almost nv ••,.,;,_
one-third of the population of the
States plummeted below the
level. Fifteen millions were un•~mJpio)riM
From all levels people looked
assistance. At first the federal
ment followed a judicious policy of
money to certain banks in an attempt
stabilize the economy. But by 1933 a
definitive step was taken-a system
unemployment relief was established
the four-thousand counties across
nation.
The Great Depression resulted in
::iocial Security Act of 1935-the
age of welfare. It provides
maintenance of the unemployed on
temporary basis and of the elderly
disabled on a permanent basis. It
steps to insure medical, economic,
educational benefits for children. In
word, it was the most comprehensive
for social insurance in the history of
world.
The public welfare departments of
states are a result of the Social ,,,.,.11r••a•
Act of 1935. They provide
Medicaid, Social Services, protection
abused children and food
throughout the stat(.'.
In The Twelve Caesars by uuc"''"'"'...
mention is made of "free food
and the difficulty Julius Caesar
executing such a program. In
the food stamp program began as
experiment in Rochester, New York
May, 1932 and was such a success that
1941 it had expanded to four
participants. It was discontinued
World War II but resumed as
conclusion and now operates in
county in America.
As with everything fashioned by
there is abuse in our programs-but
is also much good. The poor will a
Jive among us-over that we have
control. We do have control,
over how well they will live and whet
they are afforded human dignity and t
opportunity to improve their lives.
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The Law, the Media •••

in this country.'' The medta claims a
and better treatment than
citizens. Yet, nothing in the
ion sets_the press apart from the
procedures of the Fourth
or the fair trial provisions of
Sixth Amendment.
Massachusetts law which prohibited a
from publicly advocating
the income tax was :nvalidatcd by
Supreme Court which held that it was
.....,,,,.,,,.., to the First Amendment. What
the media here was the dictum
Chief Justice, which noted that the
beneficiaries (Newspapers and TV
were also corporations and he
small distinction in fact or i:t law
media corporations and the
(a bank). This drew a strong
,.:.,11 v,,..,,_ from the press. The Washington
hesitant to grant First Amendment
to non-media corporations, editothat:
arc not minds that
icteas or even voices that freely
them. Rather, in a political
corporations are megaphones for
views of those who own and control

is hardly a valid distinction
a busmess corporation and a
conglomerate. In art ual practice,
media corporation b more likely to use
outlets as megaphones for its political
than other types of business
t.-mn·r,.tions that tend to uvmd political
more recent rase involvt·d a reporter,
Farber, who did time in a New
jail for refusing to permit a judge
criminal case to examme the
notes that had led to
t of the defendant. If the notes
not pertinent to the case, they would
returned to :'wlr. Farher. But, the
and his employer, the :-.I.Y.
claimed that a judge examining the
in camera would vtolatc the
entiality of the reporter's sources.
complicated legal tangle has drawn
rhetoric and ah~olutist
ng. The knee jerk renex of most of
nt media, strongly in .support of Mr.
, has raised him from a
-the-mill reporter to a n•al celebrity
that his short jail time will he worth a
fortune when he capitalizes on it by
writing on the case.
der journalisti<· pressurPs scvPral
including New Jersey, passed
laws prote<"ting notPs of journalists
judicial subpoenas. In addition to a
of definition of who is a journalist,
Jaws seem to ignorP the compulsory

process prov1s10ns of the Sixth
Amendment. The Supreme Court ordered
President Nixon to turn over transcripts
and tapes of confidential conversations for
court review so that a judge could decide
whether they were germane to legal
proceedings. The same media that
cheered this decision later, self-righteous·
ly, claimed that Mr. Farber's journalistic
eonversations cannot be touched.
When Mr. Farber went to jail the San
Antonio Express, almost frantic, editoralized:
"The press has to win if society is to
remain democratic". Since t his dire
warning the New J ersey Supreme Court
upheld the contempt conviction of Mr .
Farber and the U.S. Supreme Court has
refused to consider the case. Our society
seems more-not less-democratic as a
result.}1r. Farber was released when the
defendant in the case was found not
guilty.
Space limits exposition of how the
media-claiming First Amendment protections-damages the pm poses stated in
the Preamble to our constitution.
Ad\'ocacy journalism and slanted report·
ing shape events to the views of the
reporter-it does not only report a nd
explain. The unilateral determination of
what i" "news" u&ually exacerbates our
defects as a nation, with emphasis on t he
sensational rather than the significant
news and with special attention to any
form of protest and violence. (3) The
media continues, in the words of Justice
Brandeis, to overstep "the bounds of
propriety and decency" because to do so is
more profitable. The theft of government
secrets is applauded. We see a constant
barrage of what is wrong with America.
(4) Certainly, this does not "insure
domestic tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the general
welfare".
These same media actions cause a loss
of our national self respect and courage
which are 'ihe best guarantees against
self-destruction- today, probably our
greatest danger. Mr. Alexander Solz
henitsvn in his commencement address at
Harva-rd last spring saw our loss of these
qualities as "the beginning of the end"-a
serious warning.
Having gained such vast power, the
£>1ectronic media has a corresponding
responsibility to correct the distorted and
negative picture of our society, which is
not as depraved as pictured. Media
arrogance is not unnoticed by the public or
a few responsible journalists. With
lt'gislators unwilling, for polit ical reasons,
to curb media excess, the courts are

(Continued from Page 1}

giving the problem more attention. The
convenient mvth of an "adversary
relationship" b~tween the media and the
government may permit the conscience of
journalist to ignore national interests as
they exploit stolen government secrets.
But, they should not forget that
journalists are, if not citizens first, at least
citizens also.

Placement News
(Continued from Page 7)

We will begin our placement seminars
on February 15 with a topic yet to be
announced. On March 1, Gary Munneke,
Placement Director at the University of
Texas Law School will be our speaker
discussing Resumes and Interviewing, but
will be available to answer your questions
generally on placement matters.
The Placement Seminars will be
publicized so listen and watch for further
details, or come to the Placement Office
and ask.
Since several active members of the
Placement Committee have graduated
and are no longer with us, we could use
some new recruits. If you have an interest
in placement, or have any related
experience, plan to join the committee.
Contact Beverly Clay, 2nd year student
and Chairman of the Committee, or
Professor Hall if interested.

Because t h e staff of the Family
Life Center feels no one is immune
to marital or family strife, they- are
committed to help law students
solve those problems.
The FLC plans to make available
at the University Center an
advanced intern trained in marriage
and family counseling.
Marriage enrichment groups
begin meeting soon under the
guidance of a student committee
developing subject matter.
Those interested in joining the
committee should call 436-0346.
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Law School Admissions
Programs Largely
Unchanged By Bakke
CHICAGO, December 20-"So far, the
Bakke ruling seems unlikely to affect
significantly the number of minority
applicants that will be admitted to law
schools," writes author Joel• Seligman in
the current issue of Student Lawyer.
Seligman's conclusion is based on a
telephone survey of a dozen admissions
officials with "highly competitive admissions programs." He found in his survey
that some schools ~ve been required by
the Bakke decision to eliminate fixed
minority admissions quotas or goals and it
has discouraged other schools from
employing separate minority admissions
committees.
Most of the admissions officials seemed
to regard as "the most influential
language" in Bakke Justice Powell's
statement that universities have a First
Amendment 'freedom" to structure
admissions standards and procedures as
long as they do not employ formal quotas,
Seligman found.
"Since law schools were exercising this
discretion before Bakke," he writes, "and
it does not seem particularly difficult to
avoid quotas, no admissions official
anticipated that Bakke would make a
significant differe~e in the number of
minority students enrolled...."
The admissions officials also reported
that Bakke has not spawned related
challenges, as some had predicted,
because of the high cost of litigation. He
notes that Bakke's legal cost before the
United States Supreme Court alone was
$160,000.

XANADUS
(Continued from Page 9)
my executer and i want it that the Judge
should please make Adolph plenty bond
put up and watch him like hell. Adolph is a
good bisness man but only a dumpph
would trust him with a busted pfennig.
I want dam sure the Schlaimial Oscar
don't nothing get. Tell Adolph he can have
a hundret dollars if he prove Judge Oscar
don't get nothing: that dam sure fix Oscar.
What is the most demented case of all
time? I have not been able to answer that
question, but I have been able to narrow
down to four the strangest cases I've
found in my research. One of them is Ellis
v. Newbrough, supra. Another is City of
Canadian v. Guthrie, 87 S.W.2d 316 (Tex.
Civil App.-Amarillo 1932, no writ)("When
Panhandle Pete's pistol popped, she
petered, for which the poundkeeper paid

leftovers,
list in August only to lose out to Prop 13
and the tax revolt in October but its
popularity is rising once again. Whatever.
(An interesting poll would be to see how
often the Public's Major Concern
emulated what the grab bag of editors
across the country thought to put on page
one instead of page seven.) Of course,
Washington is wholly incapable of
changing priorities as fast as the 'nation'
can, (e.g. the major executive departments have just completed their 1982
budgets).
In short, the 'mood' of the country is
ephemeral, headless and misdirected. It is
single issue oriented. It's subject to the
direction of dogmatists. It's shallow.
Take Proposition 13-perhaps the most
regressive stop taken by an American
constituency in theis century in regard to
scale. Dr. J.K. Galbraith remarked that
bureaucratic racism is the only bigotry
which is still socially acceptable. Galbraith
further remarked how fortunate it was
that the California legislature numbered
the proposition in conference with the
author's I.Q. Teaming with Howard Jaris
are those intellectual titans, Kemp and
Roth.
These three men suggest that there
really is a free lunch-a fact miraculously
evading responsible economists fQr 200
years. Ronald Reagan, of the famed
Hollywood School of Economics, thought
the idea was so spiffy that he explained
the "whole thing" in two or three minutes
on his radio talk show. After a mere
Economics I, this free lunch is the Myth of
Sisyphus.
Note: Already California is requesting
· more federal assistance due to some
"swelling" oi the unemployment roles and
Los Angeles is now the first city in the
West to have rent control since the
apartment owners renegged on their
promise to reduce rents. This impact is
incredible in view of the fact that
everyone thought the reduction would
look great for at least one year before the
surplus was spent and the "free lunch"
was discovered to be not so free.
According to the newspapers, though, it
still looks great.
The real fear is, however, a national tax
revolt. Unlike California, very few States
tax as heavily and have any surplus. No
"extra" money to throw in the air from
Washington.
Pete a pair of pesos.") The classic X-rated
case is Lason v. State, 12 So.2d 305 (Fla.
1943), and, finally, a case whose very style
is certain to cause disbelief: United States
ex. rei. Mayo v. Satan and His Staff, 54
F.R.D, 282 (W.D.Pa. 1971).

February, 1919
(ContiDuedfromPageio>
A similarly "developed" issue to the tax
revolt campaign on the West Coast IS
government waste. Candidates discussed
"waste" in their November campaigns as
though they were line items in the budget
which could be vetoed, amended or
abolished. One of the most humorous ads
was the guy who was downright appalled
about $40,000 of our hard earned money
going into some stupid research grant
$40,0001 "This type of waste I would
eliminate," he said authoritatively. Hell,
as a Congressman, he'd never see it.
$40,000 won't buy the windshield wipers
on an F-15.
In yester-decade, clearly, the country
underwent moods. The President would
be popular one week and unpopular the
next. The major difference is that the
President had a party machinery under
him which would weather the storm and
be ready for the next election. The
Democrats had the farmers, labor and
small businessmen. The Republicans had
big business (translates, big bucks!.
Democratic candidates would run on two
or three major themes; rather than the tiO
and 70 page platforms they run on today.
The Republican Party still seems wedded
to the double theme of free enterprise and
being number one in defense (the
Corporate leaders know to keep things
simple). Without the party machinery
there's no responsiveness in Government
except responsiveness to those who can
afford to maintain an office and staff in
Washington to promote and pursue their
special interests.
The trend portends a bleak future with
special interest political action committees
(PACs) propagating like rabbits. The
PACs are driving a wedge between the
President and the Congressional member·
ship of his own party by offering
contributions to Congressmen who opposr
the President. The Congressmen naturally feel, at this time that the PACs are of
more utility to their careers than the
President (maxim: a bird in the hand is
worth two in the bush). Since the
newspapers fail to even cover their own
congressman's floor voting, he gets little
or no flak while he builds the war chest for
his reelection. This intra-party dissension
alienates the local political "machines" U
use the word loosely) from the President
also since they follow their Congressional
incumbent. Meanwhile, the 'mood' of the
country provides the smokescreen and the
local-oriented party structure dies. It is
the intelligent and reasoned precinct level
party activist that is the check this
country has against the popular dogmatist
or DeTocqueville's majority oppression o!
the weak.
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SBA Back In Business
ByBillHayea
Note. Opinion and aaalysi.a by tbe
are not included in this artide.
The SBA greeted the new year and new
&••m•~suer with its first meeting January
It was all too apparent that the
ators had not lost their proclivity for
IMn·vPr!lll.t.inn over the 3 week break, as
3 hour marathon conclave was the
of record.
The meeting set another record in the
of crowd attendance. While most
meetings are ordinarily woefully
ded, {Senators excluded, of
, this meeting broke all records as
40 bodies-politic packed the
..,,..r,,.,._ It was an SRO crowd reminiof the cheerful Watergate hearings.
first year students jammed the
for a somewhat tepid discussion of
disparity in the disparaging first year
exam results. (see accompanying story

•IY••Irllh nr

25).

per usual, after the first year crowd
with all the problems of the
resting safely with a committee, the
dilatory matters were dealt with.
Frank Ruttenbuy announced
January SBA account balance. Coin·
the following morning, the U.S.
ll!uJmm.etE~d to new lows on foreign
anges while gold soared to all time
Rutlenbuy denied the connection
date was set for the
SBA meeting and it was
every other Wednesday, except
there's a leap week. Fear soon
the SBA as they realized that the
senate on the Hill met at the same
This conflict, however, was dealt
summarily by the SBA. It was
'IIYIJ'JU~u. and no permanent date was set.
persons are therefore on notice to
of SBA meetings which will be
every other week. One Senator
the body invent their own
...... m,•r and the SBA could meet every
Wolfday-but after serious consid·
this was laughed out of the
It was then noted that the mid-law class
under-represented by 2 senators. At
a possee-comitatus was named to
out and bring in 2 able-bodied
s to fill the large shoes left by those
one of whom resigned, the
having been beamed-up sometime
November. Rather than rely on divine
........... . n~•nn, however, democracy preand an election will be held

A.S.A.P. {a.k.a.: P.D.Q.) to fill the voids
and to elect. two new Honor Court justices
who resigned because of conflict of
interest. In addition, Dan Monaghan, 3rd
yr., Elect.ion Committee chair-human,
noted that the upcoming election would
correspond with final voter ratificaton of
the SBA Constitution, the long-awaited
and much-heralded document written last
April. It is the last of the Guttenberg
constitutions in San Antonio.
At this juncture, the SBA Jester
departed, bemoaning the disparity of
grades within his section. The dog was
whining that all of the grades within his
section were higher than his.
Scott Spears, {no relation) then gave
the anxious Senators a peek at his 4-star
speaker revue for the law school. Spears'
ability to net the big name politicos and
crooks bas been hampered by their 11th
hour cancellations, the jovial 2nd year
noted. Also, Spears reminded the dozing
crowd that he is also in charge of lassoing
speakers for the Criminal Law Association
and that criminal defense lawyer Warren
Burnett and Bexar Co. D.A. Bill White
had inked for an appearance. Spears !aid
the SBA could count on such leftovers as
former Texas Supreme Court justice and
Governor Price DanieL For the record,
Howard Jarvis, middle-class messiah,
John Connally, back in the saddle, and Bob
Bullock, beleaguered State Comptroller
were the cancellations.
Ken Oden, 3rd yr., made a motion that
the SBA not swallow its pride and invite
Racehorse Haynes again since he has
stood us up twice. This failed, however,
and Racehorse got a reprieve. {So, it
appears did Cullen).
Finally, in order not to repeat the
financial buffoonery of last year's SBA
spending way too much to haul in Sen.
Sam, a motion was made not to spend over
$1,000 per speaker. {The good ones start
at about $2,500). This motion failed,
however, and it was suggested that Dom
Perignon and caviar be served instead of
cookies and cold coffee after the speaker.
On a repititous note, the usual post·
registration mourning was heard decrying
the absurd registration process. A few
Senators, weary from the topic
altogether, chimed in their disgust and .
once again, a perfunctory protest was
approved to be sent to the ivory tower.
What's sad is that this topic rears its ugly
head every semester. What ever became
of the pre-registration we all here thought
we once knew?
Pres. Jack Wolfe then took outright

command of the meeting and informed the
the dwindling crowd of 18 of upcoming
Law Day Activities to be held March
30-31. The two day festivities will this
year include a golf tournament, an alumni
banquet, along with the usual awards
presentation-attended only by the
recipientsofthe awards. Wolfe noted that
with the tidy sum in the SBA coffer, the
SBA could provide the school with a bit of
largess and throw a nice party on Law
Day. Instead of beer and tamales, the
leftover champagne and caviar from the
speaker's receptions could be served.
Next, Wolfe moved on to the proposed
tuition increase, above the annual $6 per
hour increase built in, which would raise
tuition to approx. $100 per hour. Wolfe
said Dean Castleberry was talking with
the leaders on the hill in an effort to take
less money from the law school, in an
attempt to at least postpone the increase.
In a frightening display similar to that
of Jimmy Carter, Wolfe apologetically
announced that he had broken a campaign
promise. The SBA President broke his
promise of not accepting employment, by
heaven forbid, getting a job. Wolfe was
relined at no rebellion by the SBA and
his confession "I hate work", put the
Senators back in his camp. Thus, no coup
and business continued.
Last, Wolfe brought up the situation of
two new pass/fail courses. Trial Advocacy
and Legal Research and Writing. Wolfe
explained his votes on these two issues.
Apparently, a group of fall trial advocacy
students have petitioned the Dean for the
return of grades, at least for the fall
semester. Deaf ears don't hears pleas{e).

SUMMER
LAW STUDY

'"
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London
Oxford
Paris
San Diego
For information: Prof. H. lazerow
U. of San Diego Sthool of law
Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110
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Pun to <Continued from Page 3)
for survival, who had been decimated by
disease and poverty now began to regain
the greatness of their forefathers.
A people unused to freedom as the
Chinese did not find political freedom with
Mao but they did not find freedom from
hunger, freedom from ignorance and
freedom from disease.
America continued to ignore the no
longer sleeping giant and to support t he
aging island leaders who absurdly spoke
of regaining the Mainland. For decades we
turned our backs on the Mainland making
no attempt to deal with the obvious
changes that were occurring. Our Allies
such as Japan, Britain and France did no
such thing and recognized China,
established relations and began to deal
with the world as it is.
Mao became increasingly resistive to
the Russians and forged his own
communism destroying in the process the
myth of one world monolithic communism.
The Russians and Chinese fought a short
border war and became two giant warring
neighbors and still America refused to see
that China was serving our interests too
by keeping the Russians pre-occupied and
by destroying some of their credibility in
the emerging Third World.

Chiang Kai-Shek and his son who
followed him kept a well-oiled and heeled
lobby in America who, with the support of
the right-wing fringe, sold Americans a
bill of goods. The line was that to realign
or to stop spending billions in aid to
Taiwan was unpatriotic and somehow not
American. Even though we recognized
almost every communist government
in the world it was heresy and subversion
to suggest recognition of the most
populous nation on earth.
The islanders kept on insisting that
they were the Chinese government even
though that day had long since passed,
they fooled and misled their people into
believing that they would soon return to
the Mainland in triumph, that the Chinese
classes would help t hem and that the
Americans would continue forever to prop
up the tiny bastion of the past until such a
day might come. This is at the heart of our
current problems, the leaders of Taiwan in
their dream world actually thought that
the U.S. could remain oblivious forever,
immune from the realities of the world,
sadly for the Taiwanese people this could
not be case.
Beginning in 1972 under a President
eager to be reelected and needing a
dramatic foreign policy stroke America
began to tilt toward the giant of the East.

Contra

<Continued from Pare I)

although I can think of several
arguments against it. What I
disgraceful is the wholesale ab:anclonlllli..
of the people of Taiwan and the ,.h,·no"•t""lll
of our mutual-defense treaty,
represented a moral as well as
obligation. The most shocking aspect
the decision lies in the fact that there IS
justifiable reason for this stab in the
t o have occurred at all, since the u.s.
all the political bargaining chips
Peking; yet Carter gave in to 100% of
China's demands, while they acquiesced
none of ours.
To say that this will diminish
credibility around the world is to
mildly. It is quite distressing to l'nn'"'"••J
the implications, in light of
international realities. Our dellen,dal~ili~ll
and integrity are crucial to the su<:ceJ!sfdU
resolution of conflicts in such places as
Middle East and Rhodesia, but now
role as mediator in these areas Will
severely damaged.
The hypocritical human rights policy
sham from the start, is now
international laughingstock. The
Chinese, whose genocide has resulted in
least 50 million killings, make Hitler
Stalin look like humanitarians
romparison. This apparently

(Continued on Page 16)
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the President. (It obviously doesn't
Mr. Davis). Carter has callously
China down the river to placate
Communist murderers, without
..._.... , ... 6 from them any type of promise
"liberate" Taiwan by force. The
House speaks of a "tacit"
-.~em1ent to this effect by Peking, but
communique issued on Dec. 15
absolutely no reference to it.
do they think they are fooling? It's a
""ttmen1dot1S insult to the intelligence of
the American and Taiwanese people.
what is the U.S. supposed to get
all this? A big bonanza for American
-·nN,., Not really. Contrary to what t he
would have us believe, the
d Chinese have neither the hard
nor the earning capacity to pay for
the things American companies
like to sell.
those who are still bewildered as to
's motives, it is interesting to note
the dramatic announcement came
two days before the Egyptian-Israeli
treaty was to have been signed,
conveniently diverting attention
Carter's failure to achieve the
••t he had promised.
every aspect of the China
from the betrayal of Free China
(Continued on Pace 16)
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Porno Lawyer Makes Good
"I believe that obscenity has become the
scapegoat of t he Seventies, t he way
t hat young people around t he country
were in t he Sixties, communists ui 'tne
Fifties, socialism in t he Thirties." says
Herald Price F ahringer. Fahringer. an
expert in First Amendment Jaw generally
and obscenity issues specifically, is
counsel for such notorious clients as
publisher s AI Goldstein and Larry Flynt.

Fahringer responded that some of the
material he finds "dismally unpleasant." It

After surveying New York's r undown
F ourteenth Street and interviewing
Fahringer client AI Goldstein (who is
quoted as saying "lawyers are th e
scavengers of philosophy"), author
Howard A. Rodman went to the Madison
Avenue law office of Fahringer. It
provided for him a study in contrasts.

He believes that the right to make that
choice is once again in danger. "I had
thought that with the sociological changes
in the last decade regarding sexual
expression, that we were reaching a stage
in this country where explicitness was no
longer feared. What I didn't contemplate
was the rise of that element of the
community which is religiously oriented,
and which sees all this as bringing an end
to Western Civilization.

Rodman writes, "Fahringer's desk was
dark wood, the good stuff, shielded by a
full-weight plate of glass... Fahringer's suit
was dark, exquisitely tailored, seemed to
be fashioned from that wonderful
wrinkle-free fabric to which only the very
rich ...have access."
When Rodman asked Fahringer what
he thought of the materials he defended,

UNIVERSITY
DRUGS
2250 Cincinnati at Bandera

is, he says, "The type ot material that I
would never buy, nor enjoy looking at. But
the obvious answer to that dilemma is that
in a free society you subscribe to the
proposition that every individual should
make his own choice as to what is amusing
to him, or satisfying, or arousing. My
judgment is irrelevant."

"There was a lull there, during the late
Western era, in which prosecutors said
one, there are higher priorities, and two,
we l'an't get convictions anyway,"
Fahringer says. "But now we're becoming
very busy again."
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Punto (Continued from Page 14)
Richard Nixon went to China, an
admittedly wise move, and unfroze
relations. The same right-wingers who
attack Carter now attacked Nixon then,
although with less fury since most of them
are members of his party.
These conservative patriarchs who in
truth oppose the 20th century and all of
it's changes had been well fed and
well-treated by the China lobby for years.
Their campaigns have benefited and a
political debt is owed to their Far Eastern
benefactors.
-AU of their shrill cries about patriotism
and honor don't wash when viewed in light
of their associates and their past. As for
this erstwhile leader, Barry Goldwater, he
has been thoroughly repudiated at the
polls in a manner only matched by George
McGovern. He himself is a hangover from
the McCarthy era and John Foster Dulles'
Cold War. Here we have a man so
shamelessly backward he has voted
against every piece of enlightened
legislation introduced in his long tenure, a
man whom his form•'r presidential
campaign speechwriter ··ails "misguided"
and "reactionary". A Vietnam war hawk, a
campaigner against civil rights who is held
n high regard only by those who want the
U.S. out of the l .N ., flouride out of water
and blacks out of public facilities.

I think that President Carter was done
a courageous and forwarded looking thing,
a measure which will help is in our
negotiations with the Russians, will
drastically help our American businessmen and will somewhat mend our torn and
tattered image in the Third World. He has
done an act supported by members of
both parties including former President
Nixon, former President Ford and former
Secrectary of State Henry Kissinger. He
has encouraged the moderate progmatic
leaders of China and entrenched them
rather than the radical anti-American
cultural revolutionaries.
But what about Taiwan, what is to
become of them now that we have
deserted them to the tyranny of the Reds
on the Mainland? This question bothers
me but it is a problem of Taiwan's own
making they were the one's who insisted
that they were the Republic of China and
that recognition of the real government of
China could never be tolerated. In essense
they told the United States there could
never be a Taiwan and a China because
this would destroy their only vestige of
legitimacy.
The Taiwanese also could not have
believed that the U.S. intended to forever
keep them afloat, to pay their bills, to
defend them and to prop up their fantasy
world indefinitely. Sooner or later they
must have known they would have to
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to the refusal of the President to
with Congress or the
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ship. America has let down a good
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become self-sufficient, but I suppose
thought they would worry about
later: this thinking was in error.
President Carter has merely
the mutual termination clause
the treaty to be ended with one
notice which is in fact what
communicated on January 1st.
I have some misgivings about
aspect of the problem but I fll'mly
that the United States will not
forcefull take-over of Taiwan.
Hsiao-Ping has stated that Taiwan
negotiations could be an autonomous
with it's own economics and
whether this is true or not only
tell. For now America has made the
choice which reason supports.
complicated world full of hard
have made a choice that sooner or
would have had to make anyway.
To put off the inevitable is not h
but more cruel, Taiwan's time comes
more mercifully than later.
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Brainwashing Defined: Exclusive from J. Westbrook
EDITOR'S NOTE·
Joel W. Westbrook was born in San Angelo, Texas,
1n 1916. He stud1ed allhe Un1versity of Virginia and
1ook the Bachelor of Arts (1937) and Doctor of
Jurisprudence (1940) degrees from the University of
Texas. He passed immediately from law school to
military service, spending the years 1940·1946 in the
!43rd Infantry, 36th Division (Private to Major), in
North Africa, Italy, and France.
His decorations include the Silver Star, Bronze
Star, Purple Heart, and Combat Infantryman's Badge.
Following his discharge in 1946, Mr. Westbrook
served as Assistant and then as First Assistant u.S.
Attorney for the Western District of Texas and District
Attorney of Bexar County from 1951-1952 and Bexar
County District Attorney Pro Tern in 1956.
He has tau&ht Criminal Law, Legal EthiCS and
Evidence at St. Mary's School of Law and has been
often published including Collier's, Baylor Law
Review, Dic;•inson (Pa.) law Review, Voice for the
Defense, Infantry Journal, and Combat Forces
Journal. He was President of the San Antonio Bar
Assoc1ation (1957) and a director of the Slate Bar of
Texas from 1965-1968.
In 1954 he defended a Korean War POW
non-repatriate in U.S. v. Batchelor, the internationally
noticed bramwashing court martial case, and was one
of the pioneers in exploring the legal aspects of
brainwashing.
In the mid sixties, at White House request, he
;erved as consultant lo the Rand Corporation in its
formulation of plans for debriefing American POWs of
llle Vietnam War.

WITAN : F. Lee Bailey has been quoted
recently as saying that, if the Jonestown
disaster had occurred before the Patty
Hearst trial, people would have
understood more about Brainwashing, and
he could have certainly secured her
acquittal. Please comment.
: That may well be true. However, I
am not familiar enough with the fact
situation of the Patty Hearst trial to have
a deliberate opinion about this. I am not
really sure that the Miss Hearst and
Jonestown experiences constituted
Brainwashing m the true sense of the
word.
WITAN: What do you mean by the "true
sense of the word"?
: I believe that the term
"Brainwashing" first entered the lexicon

JOEL\-'\'. WESTBROOK

with Edward R. Hunter's book,
Brainwashing in Red China. Incidentally,
Hunter and I conferred back and forth in
writing and personally. Then the term
"Brainwashing" acquired wide international currency as a result of the
Batehelor court martial, where the
principal defense on the merits was
Brainwashing. There have been other
terms used for the phenomenon; for

example, Dr. Joost Meerloo, a great
Dutch psychiatrist, who for a number of
years reviewed books on psychiatry for
the New York Times, and with whom I
consulted in preparation for the
bramwashing court martial, in his book
"The Rape of the Mind" called the
technique "Menticide" - or death of the
mind. The Brainwashing of my client
Claude Batchelor, and many other
American soldiers who were Korean War
prisoners of the Chinese Communists
involved fundamental value changes. This
was not like television indoctrination,
seeking a predilection for certain
toothpastes, or dog foods. Brainwashing is
actual changing of super ego values, so to
speak. I do not presently have enough
information to evaluate the Miss Hearst
and Jonestown experiences in this
connection.
WIT AN: What causes you to have any
doubts about whether the Patty Hearst
experience amounted to Brainwashing?
JWW: My impression is that the Hearst
defense, as expressed in opening
(See Brainwashing Page 7)

National Mock Trial Reps Home
Dave O'Neal and Bob Leas, the first St.
Mary's pair to get past regional
quartedinals, returned from the National
Mock Trial CompetitiOn Friday.
The team met the lJniversit) of Odaho,
Washington and Lee, Southern Methodist
University and the University of the
Pacific-~lcGeorge law schools in competition at the Houston, Texas, Federal
Building.
Syracuse University School of Law and
Washington and Lee teams faced each
other in finals competition March 2.
"We were particularly impressed with
student support at St. Mary's," said
O'Neal, "and with the direction of

faculty·advisor Judge Jack Miller."
"The caliber (of students participating)
overall was good," added partner Leas,
"but we met our strongest adversaries in
the regionals."
O'Neal and Leas argued the same
problems used in the fall Mock Trial
Competition at St. Mary's. For the
Nationals, Richard "Racehorse" Haynes'
office wrote the jury charge and Leon
Jaworski heard the finals competition.
"The techniques we used in reaching
the national level were learned through
the Board of Advocates program," said
O'Neal.
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WIT AN COMMENTS
According to the Constitution of the Witan, April is election month for the Editor-in-Chief. Nomi·
nations will be held on the first Monday in April (2 April1979 to-wit) or thirty (30) days therefrom.
Any student enrolled In the School of Law may eriter the lists. Each member of the editorial board
and of the staH is entitled to a vote. The somewhat limiting effect of this provision on the electoral
base Is completely mitigated by the unequivocal equalitarian right of any 11tudent enrolled in the
law school to become a member of the staft. All that a staff aspirant need do is make two contributions within the preceding year, including but not limited to proof-reading, laying out copy, writing,
selling an advertisement or photographing an event. No work is refu11ed, although it is within the
discretion of the Witan, whether to print it. Even unprinted contributions inure toward the memberllhip requirement. Thus membership on the staff is not difficult to obtain and two edition's labours
will surely convince even an acereecomic that the task of the editor is not a einec:ure or even a plum.
There is, of late, a aovement afoot to 'enfranchise' the entire student body and have the editorial
candidates run at large. Now while the abstract demoeratic beauty of such a proposal is patent, its
Inherent impracticality and the subversive efteet that politics has on journalism forces us to unfurl
our banner in opposition. And why only the Witan editor! Surely, sauce for the Witan is sauce for
the Law Journal, Board of Advocates, Chili Team, Legal Research Board etc., etc.
An election at large would reduce the election of editor to a popularity contest and a political
game. It would be abundantly possible for one entirely unfamiliar with journalism and publishing,
or one desirous of storming the school to become Editor-in-Chief. As it now stands there is a built-in
check and balance- although anyone can run for editor, only those actively engaged in producing
the paper can vote. As these are the people who will be working with the editor they will be certain
that whoever is elected is willing and able to do the work. And all that i11 required to enfranchise one
Ia two contributions. Anyone can contribute. It is really no different than our government
requiring citizens to register to vote in a county of residence. Being a citizen, in itself. is not
sufficient.
The Witan is yours, we encourage and welcome contributions.

The Hobbs To Be
Citizen Ambassadors
Professor Hobbs and his wife Virginia
are packing again. This time they're
bound for England, Russia, Sweden, East
Germany, West Berlin and France.
Together with twenty-four other exemplary American lawyers, he will represent
a joint venture of the American College of
Probate Counsel and the People-to-People
International Citizen Ambassador Program, in a junket to promote goodwill and
understanding and to exchange ideas with
professionals from other countries. He will
attend formal meetings and seminars as
weU as one-to-one encounters with
European lawyers, university professors,
economists, finance representatives and
Swedish accountants. Mrs. Hobbs will
tour and shop and charm the cities of
Europe.
They depart on 27 May and return
some three weeks later with a broader

understanding of legal practices and their
impact on property law in Europe and
Russia. The success of the project will
depend upon the willingness and ability of
the American delegates to cross the
chasm that separates us from foreigners.•
We don't know about the other delegates,
but Bob and Virginia Hobbs will cross it.
Do you remember. as so many of us do,
how he crossed it with us, when we sat,
callow youths, in his class? We were
treated as gentlefolk by a gentleman of
the fi.J'st order and given an ideal to
emulate.
Wayne Scott remarked that the
Russians had probably conspired to get
him over there and keep him to make up
for aU their defectors, past and future. We
decided, after a few moments reflection,
that there is no one in Russia who could
possibly be an even trade.
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Tacos AI Pastor
Are you looking for a good time? If
why not? If so, follow these
1. Proceed to Colonel Francisco's office.
Make sure he is in occupancy. 3. Close
door. 4. Sign up to work in the
Pastor booth on the back of the door
really a brick. The Colonel and
Francisco have been operating the
popular booth in Fiesta now since
They serve an old Mexican
taco--cooked vertically in kilns
slow charcoal fire and garnished
impaled pineapples, all under
Shepherd's watchful eye. The
deviation from the Mexican traditioD
that Tacos AI Pastor employs beef and
venison or pork. It's really lots of fun
you get into Fiesta free. It's also the
booth in Fiesta stuffed by students
faculty of St. Mary's Law School.
profits inure to the benefit of The
Antonio Conservation Society and
Fiesta Association.
Just be careful, that the Colonel
falsely accuse you. He
assumed I had applied too much l'hll:l 'l'lllli•
to the kiln and said, "Ed, I hope
stoking the fires in hell when I get
Me too!
But really, don't miss a chance to
man the booth and savour Fiesta, one
the many reasons why San Antonio
unique metf9polis. I've done it for the
two years and am already
Wouldn't miss it.

Witan is published by students of St. Mary's
Law School, monthly except June and July. The
views expressed herein are those of the
mdividual wrl\ers and do not necessanly reflect
those of the WITAN, 1ts echtors, the
admmistrators, or faculty, unless otherwise
stated. The Editor IS responsible for the views
expressed in unsigned articles.
Articles in WITAN may be reproduced and
quoted provided that credit is edended to the
publication and the author of the article so
used, and notice of such use is aiven to the
publication.
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Submission of Partial Incapacity in
Worker's Compensation Cases
Second year students are currently in
the midst of a quandary over the
submission of special issues. The basic
problem in mastering a working
knowledge of special issue practice is twofold. First, students are presented with
issimilation of procedural and substantive
taw. Secondly, major alterations to the
special issue provisions of the Texas Code
of Civil Procedure occurred in 1973. Of
these alterations, two are distinguished as
significant overhauls of pre·l973 special
issue law. Rule 277 now provides for
several methods for submitting issues
in negligence cases; negligence can be
submitted in one general affirmative
issue, in several issues encompassing each
element of the alleged negligent act, or by
listing in one issue all acts or omissions
alleged and proved. Similarly of
consequential importance, Rule 277
expressly prohibits the submission of
inferential rebuttal issues. Analysis of
general submission of negligence is fairly
straight forward because most students
are familiar with negligence law, and for
this reason, I refer the reader to Professor
Wayne Scott's law review bibliography
for assistence. Understanding inferential
rebuttal issues, however, is extremely
difficult especially when analyzing them in
context of workers' compensation
Workers' compensation law
lnr,~sP.nt.s many concepts unfamiliar to the
second year student. The balance of this
article attempts to discuss relevant
of workers' compensation law
analyze such law in light of Rule
prohibition of inferential rebuttal
ISSUes. Particular emphasis will be
directed toward the submission of partial
mcapacity.
The Workers' Compensation Act was
designed to provide a person adequate
compensation for injuries he sustained in
lite course of employment. Compensation
awards are based on the loss of wage
capacity, and not on the loss of
earnings. Thus, compensation is
•m•~~:a::su,·eu by how much money the injured
•'"'""11r..,. could have earned had he not been
at a wage rate determined by
8309 of the Act.
an injury to be compensable, it
incapacitate the worker by
him from earning full wage
ICJ1pac~1ty after the occurence of the injury.
requmng compensation are
•m1vu•<>n into two broad categories, general
specific. Specific injuries affect
. .....n :u :uu..- members of the body and are
uniformly by an ~xpress

By Eric D. Jensen
statutory schedule. General injuries, on
the other hand, result in either total or
partial incapacity. Each of the general
incapacities are further classif1ed according to the duration of the incapacity, as
being either permanent or temporary.
Thus, in a legal and factual perspective,
just as an injured employcP. can not be
temporarily and permanently incapacitated simultaneously, neither can he be
partially and totally incapacitated
simultaneously.
An inferential rebuttal issue has been
defined as a special issue that sets forth
and is affirmatively proven by a factual
theory that attempts to disprove the
factual basis supporting the opponent's
prima facie case. Stated in other terms, an
inferential rebuttal defense is evidentiary
to a large degree because it attempts to
establish a mutually exclusive factual
theory of an occurrence or condition which
is inconsistent with the opponent's theory
of recovery. For example, in a workers'
compensation case, the defendant-insurer
may attempt to prove claimant's injury
merely resulted in partial incapacity, as
opposed to the claimant's assertion of total
incapacity. Smce partial incapacity is
factually and legally inconsistent with
total incapacity, in this example partial
incapacity would be an inferential rebuttal
defense. Revised Rule 277 prohibits
submission of a special issut' on partial
incapacity.
An inferential rebuttal defense does not
directly oppose or negative elements of
opponent's theory of recovery. A simple
example of opposite issues are: "whether
the defendant was speeding" and
"whether the defendant was not
speeding." In a workers' compensation
case, for example, a refusal to submit
defendant's issue inquiring whether the
claimant's incapacity is not temporary
would be proper when it directly opposes
claimant's requested issue inqmrmg
whether his incapacity is temporary.
Prior to the 1973 amendment to Rule
277, a party raising an inferential rebuttal
defense was permitted to submit it in a
separate and distinct special issue,
provided that the evidence sufficiently
proved the non-existence of some element
or elements of the theory of recovery
submitted in the plaintiffs issues. The
plaintiff was imposed with the burden of
proving the factual and legal allegations
supporting his theory of recovery prior to
submission of his special issues. Further
imposed upon the plaintiff was the burden
of disproving the existence of defendant's

inferential rebuttal defense. For example,
in a workers' compensation case, a
claimant relying on total incapacity as his
sole theory of recovery was obligated to
prove he was totally incapacitated and
disprove partial incapacity. This situation
provided little problem for the plaintiff
because proof of total incapacity
automatically disproved partial incapacity
because they are mutually exclusive
events. Problems of proof confronted the
claimant is situations where he pled total
and partial incapacity alternatively and
the defendaJlLpled partial incapacity. If
the claimant was unsuccessful in proving
total incapacity but successfully disproved
partial incapacity, he lost his case. A
defendant, sensing plaintiffs difficulties in
proving total incapacity, would merely
forego proving partial incapacity in
defense to total incapacity. This,
however, was risky for the defendant
because if the trial judge thought the
claimant proved total incapacity, a special
issue would have to be submitted and
defendant would be left without his
inferential rebuttal issue on partial
incapacity. While the law today demands
the same burden of proof, the defendant is
not permitted to submit inferential
rebuttal defenses as separate special
issues.
Prior to the case of Yarborough v.
Rerner inferential rebuttal issues could be
submitted unconditionally. The jury was
generally instructed to answer these
issues even though it previously answered
in the negative the plaintiffs issue to
which the inferential rebuttal issue was
directed. No presumption existed that an
unanswered rebuttal issue would have
been answered consistent with the jury's
determination of the plaintiffs issues. The
law today does not require the judge to
admonish the jury to answer issues which
become moot as a result of the jury's
determination of a previous issue.
Submission of explanatory instructions
is now substituted for the submission of
inferential rebuttal issues. Explanatory
instructions advise the jury that an
inferential rebuttal defense possibly
extsts and that the special issues should be
answer~d in
the context of that
possibility. A party desiring to submit
instructions must plead and submit them
in substantially correct form. Failure to
request and tender instructions results in
the waiver of the instructions. Similarly,
failure to object to the submission of an
inferential rebuttal issue waives that
(Continued on Pqe 4)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
A Dean's List for the Fall 1978 Term
will be posted on the official bulletin on
approximately March 15, 1979, and will
contain an alphabetical list of all students
who have completed at least one full
semester at this law school and who rank
within the top lOOk of the student body.
On April 8, 1979, the University will
honor all of the students of the University
who have received academic honors for
the Fall Term 1978; the program will be
held in the Law Center Classroom
Building commencing at 8:00 p.m. and all
such persons are invited to attend.
In compliance with the requirements of
t he Federal Privacy Act, any student who
desires that his or her name not be
published on the Dean's List or the
Honors Day Program, may make such
request in writing to the Dean no later
than March 9, 1979.
Dean James N. Castleberry. Jr.

Workmen's Compensation
(Continued from Pare 3)

error for purposes of appeal.
In analyzing the following cases, it is
important that particular attention be
paid to the facts and pleadings. As will b£>
seen, the formulation and submission of
special issues in workers' compensation
cases depends to a very large extent on
how the injured claimant pleads his case.
Whether a special issue on partial
incapacity will be submitted also depends
somewhat on whether the responsive
pleadings of the defendant raise an
inferential rebuttal defense.
In Select Insurance Company v.
Boucher the claimant pled permanent and
total incapacity as his sole theory of
recovery under workers' compensation
law. The defendant affirmatively pled that
claimant's incapacity, if any, was merely
temporary and partial. The trial court
submitted special issues inquiring
whether dle incapacity was total, and
whether it was permanent or temporary,
but refused to submit defendant's
requested issue on partial incapacit y.
Claimant ~was found by the jury to be
temporarily and totally ineapacitated. The
supreme court affirmed the lower courts,
reasoning that since the claimant's plea of
total incapacity was inconsistent with t he
defendant's plea of partial incapacity, t he
requested issue was an inferential
rebuttal and was properly refuaed.
The court in Boucher did not hold that
partial incapacity was always an
inferential rebuttal defense to a claimant's
plea of total incapacity. To t he contrary,
the court stated that under other

Dear Editor.
Election season is here again. Time for
the law school to rally'round the ballot box
to protect our rights. Remember that the
law students are one-fifth of the students
at this university, which gives us a
substantial interest.
If there are law students running, vote
for them. In my year of work with the
Student Government, I've see the need
among the undergrads for an impartial
referee. When we participate our level of
professionalism carries over the rest of
the student body. It may not be an
overwhelming influence, but tht little part
of the Senat£> which is effective, we often
provide.
We have only a few areas of interest
which can not be handled by the S.B.A.
These areas must at least be minimally
protected. We have to have some
guardian of our interest within the
Senate, if only to keep the university-wide
Senate from blocking the progreses of

Dear Mr. Schroeder:
The Witan.'s article "Portrait of
Lawyer as a Mad Dog" WB§
entertaining, but not terribly factual.
article gives me credit as the mentor
advisor of Mad Dog. I fear the truth
come out. It is the other way. Mad
and a handful of other gallant
"brought me out". When Mad ~og
by my office it is not to seek advice, but
continue to aid me in my de,le!c)prrleat.JI
"whether on girls or run·away dogs".'
Sincerely,
L. Wayne Scott
Professor of Law

circumstances a plea of partial incapacity
is not an inferential rebuttal defense.
When recovery is predicated alternatively
9!1 theories of total and partial incapacity,
for example, a single disjunctive issue
inquiring whether the incapacity is either
total or partial would be the proper
method of submission.
Though the court in Boucher reaffirmed
the disjunctive method of submission, it
did not consider the factual situation
g~vmg
rise to the separate and
unconditional submission of partial
incapacity in the case of Wright v.
Trader's & General Insurance Co. In
Wright the claimant pled total incapacity
as his primary ground of recovery, and in
the alternative, pled partial incapacity.
The defendant entered a general denial,
which at this time was sufficient to raise
partial incapacity as a defense to total
incapacity. As a result of the pleadings,
the claimant's alternative ground of
recovery constituted defendant's inferential rebuttal defense to claimant's
primary ground of recovery. The trial
court in Wright affirmatively submitted
claimant's issue on total incapacity and
defendant's affirmative issue on partial
incapacity. Consideration by the jury of
defendant's issue was conditioned on a
negative finding to the claimant's issue on
total incapacity. Having found that
claimant's injuries resulted in his total
incapacity, the jury did not answer
defendant's issue on partial incapacity.
The issue before the commission of
appeals was whether partial incapacity
should have been submitted in one

Dear Editor_
On Tuesday, Nov. 21, I went to
Financial Aid Office (F AOJ to pick up
FISL check. While there. I asked
the status of my TEG and was told
check would probably be in "next
I then went to the Business Office to
my tuition and process my FISL
asked the gentleman helping me if I
pay all but $600 as my TEG was due
After some discussion, he called the
and was told I would not get a TEG. I
my bill and returned to the F AO to
what the mixup was.
I was referred to Mr. Art Tyler
informed me that I would never get a
as my application had never
processed. He knew immediately
application was in a file for mec>mJIII
applications, as there were two
forms required which I had not con~ple•
Mr. Tyler also advised that there
very little chance of my getting a
now as all funds have been
especially as I will take only four
the spring.
I asked Mr. Tyler what respo~ISlDIII
his office has in assisting students in
for financial aid. His response was
they process applications and
students were "responsible for their
applications". He stated that
information is in the University
however, you will please note
information is not in the Law
Bulletin. I then asked him whose job
was to supply students with the n84::ellllllll
forms, and he replied that his
"provided t he forms." My next

(Continued on Page 5)

the SBA.
Regardless of how petty an
student government may seem it
nothing compared to how petty
student government will become if all
us don't at least vote.
Mark A. T h,trnt• •

(Continued on Pace 5)
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~OW THAT

YOU ME~TIO~ IT•...

may recollect the editorial of
1979 in which was reinterated
f that St. Mary"s was probably

en's Comp.(Conl from Pg.4)
""~''""n'"'"'"

affirmative issue, or in one
ative and in one negative issue as
trial court had done. The commission
that the latter method of submission
a duplicitous submission of
ua 1wu:>~~t: issues which was prohibited. The
remanded with instructions that
incapacity be submitted as ari
al affirmative special issue.
holding in Boucher raises the
whether the supreme court
to overrule Wright's uncondsubmission of partial incapacity in
in which partial incapacity is pled as
alternative theory of recovery
total incapacity. Although the Boucher
ion does not address the question, the
was very careful in limiting to its
the abolition of submission of
incapacity as an inferential
l"lltDUILtaJ issue. This limitation implies that
result could be different under other
circumstances. The court recogn·
instance in which partial
~llea!Dar~itv would require submission. For

FAO

culminated in a collective wish to "bear
the old place well-spoken of." It does not
follow, however, that this fact explains, or
in anywise elucidates the Witan's poliey of
"not deliberately kicking up a row (?) with
the administration".
(Continued on
12)

example, if the claimant pled partial and
total incapacity alternatively, a disjunctive issue can be submitted as permitted
by Rule 277. The fact that the court in
Boucher distinguished the disjunctive
form of submission from its present
inquiry may foreshadow the limited role
the partial incapacity defense will play in
future special issue law concerning
workers's compensation cases.
On the other hand, the court's failure to
expressly overrule Wright may imply that
Wright's allowance of a separate and
unconditional submission of partial
incapacity is still a viable special issue.
Since the two cases are easily
distinguished on the basis of the
claimant's pleadings, the defendant may
be permitted to submit partial incapacity
separately and unconditionally in cases in
which the claimant relies alternatively on
total and partial incapacity, and the
defendant raises the defense of partial
incapacity.
A special situation exists when partial
incapat•ity is separately and conditionally

submissible. This method of submission of
partial incapacity apparently contradicts
Boucher's disallowance of inferential
rebuttal issues and Wright's prohibition
against conditional submission. In Stone v.
TEIA, the defendant pled partial and
temporary incapacity, but at trial, the
parties stipulated that the claimant
suffered total incapacity. Thus, the only
issue before the court was whether the
total incapacity was permanent or
temporary. The jury found the claimant's
total incapacity to be permanent.
The trial court in Stone also submitted a
separate special issue on partial
incapacity, the jury's answer to which was
conditioned on the jury first having found
the claimant to be suffering from
temporary total incapacity, as opposed to
a finding of permanent total incapacity.
Since total incapacity was stipulated at
the time of trial, which distinguishes this
case from Boucher and Wright, a second
separate special issue inquiring whether
the claimant was partially incapacitated
would have been superfluous. The issue
submitted on partial incapacity was not an
inferential rebuttal of total incapacity
because the mutually exclusive nature of
partial and total incapacity operates only
simultaneously. Further distinguished
from Wright, the issue on partial
incapacity was submitted conditionally.
But the jury's answer to the special issue
was not conditioned on a negative answer
to the issue on total incapacity.
Conditional submission was condemned in
Wright. In Stone, however, there was no
issue on total incapacity. The jury was
instructed to answer the issue on partial
incapacity only if it found the claimant to
be l~l!IJ>Afarily and totally incapaci~ated.
The court reasoned that for a pertod of
time subsequent to the lapse of claimant's
temporary total incapacity partial
incapacity may exist. Though the method
of submitting partial incapacity in Stone is
distinguished from the methods used in
Wright and Boucher, subsequent partial
incapacity could be found to exist
following a jury finding of temporary total
incapacity under either of these factual
situations. Thus, in compliance with the
dictum in Stone, a special issue on
subsequent partial incapacity may be
submissible separate and apart from the
issue of whether claimant suffered any
total incapacity.

(Continued from Page 4)

whether his office was in any way
lesioon,sib>le for insuring that an applicant
the required forms. He repeated his
about "providing" the forms
again referred me to the bulletin.
It is hard for me to imagine any office
w••v•.,h••""'• especially one as important to
students as the FAO, not insuring that
applicant had all the forms he was
uired to complete. It is also hard to
ve that an incomplete form is
.._.nv1•rt off in a dead file without any effort
notify the applicant of whatever
may exist. Mr. Tyler stated that
office was responsible only for
~;,.,.nA:,~:s:smg applications and students alone
to insure compliance with all
irements. He must assume that I and
like me know as much about these
as he does. His attitude :;hows
no concern for the students he
there to assist, and I question why there
such an office. I would have been better
picking up the forms out of a centrally"
•-•au;u box as somebody probably would
insured that I got a complete
the time I applied, Aug. 16, I was
I was possibly late in applying, but

the finest school of law in the Southwest.
Certainly one finds no quarrel with the
reasoning upon which this conclusion is
premised. Indeed, the faculty and
administrators here at St. Mary's have
sown seeds of pride and camaraderie
whose three-year germination has

there was still a chance. I called the FAO
in mid September to see what the status
of my request was. The young lady that
answered asked me to hold while she
checked. She advised me my application
had been processed but that no word had
been received. Some two weeks later I
called again and was told essentially the
same thing except that I was led to believe
I would get something. How this was
ascertained I do not know. In midOctober, I went by the F AO and was told
simply that the grants were not in yet.
In short, I feel like I have done
everything I could be expected to do
without having to know as much or more
about applying for a TEG as the F AO
knows. I may have been late in applying,
but I should ha' e had a shot at a grant
anyway.
Most importantly, something must be
done about the Financial Aid Office, like
establishing some fairly simple procedures to insure this situation does not
happen again. I imagine this University is
more concerned about the welfare of its
students than this episode has demons·
trated.
Robert B. Mason
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Approaching the Stock Market Realistically
L. David Levinson
Whenever you purchase a stock you are
betting the price of that stock will
advance. Yet others are selling in
anticipation of a price decline. Each trade.
in the market is a small confrontation of
battle between buyer and seller. Next
time you make a trade think about why
you expect your analysis to be better than
the other guy's. Like any battle, a winning
strategy must be employed. Every
possible consideration should be used in
determining your trading strategy. Let's
look at two factors which are often
overlooked in determining market
strategy.
First, know your enemy! If you apply
the right strategy against the wrong
opponent you will lose. To win it is helpful
to understand how the market operates.
Too many investors have only a hazy
notion on the actual mechanics of how
stocks are exchanged. Good introductory
books to help you at this point are, The
Wall Street Gang, by Richard Ney and
Fleecing the Lambs, by Christopher Elias.
A solid foundation of how the market
functions will, if nothing else, give you
added confidence.

Secondly, it is very important to
understand your fellow trader. Bull
markets (advancing prices) and bear
markets (declining prices) swing in
ill-defined cycles. Excessive swings in
either direction are caused by emotional
public reactions. Psychology is important
in both the market and law. In law the
emphasis is on a one-to-one basis, while in
the stock market the crowd or mass
behavior is emphasized. Recommended
books in the area of Mass Psychology
include, The Crowd by Gustave le Bon,
Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the
Madness of Crowds by Charles Mackay,
and The Art of Contrary Thinking by
Humphrey Neill. Note: I know few
students have the spare time needed to
read all these recommended books, but
the benefit will be seen in your bank
statements!
I was always told by professional
traders that an even bet is a suckers bet.
If you do not have the odds in your favor,
you have no business placing the bet.
When trading in the stock market you can
increase your winning odds by reducing
risk. A start at risk reduction is by making
effective and efficient trades. William C.

Moore, one of the most successful old time
traders published his trading guidelines
in the classic stock market book, WaD
Street, its Mysteries Revealed, its Secret!
Exposed in 1921. Below are ten rules
adopted from that work. 1. Divide your
capital among a number of different
stocks. The old adage about never keeping
all your eggs in one basket applies to the
stock market. 2. Never overtrade. Try to
make commitments for at least six
months. Excessive trading only benefits
your broker. 3. Never let a profit run into
a loss. 4. When in doubt, get out. 5. Never
limit your orders or fix a buying or selling
price. Conduct your trades at current
market prices. 6. Do not close your trades
without good reason. For example, just
because the stock has doubled is no reason
to sell. 7. Never buy a stock just to receive
a dividend. The return on a common stock
rarely can match the effects of inflation,
dollar devaluation, taxes and commission
expenses. 8. Never trade because of a loss
of patience. The less emotion and human
factors involved the more successful will
your trades become. 9. A void taking smaU
profits and big losses. 10. Avoid increasing
your trades after a long period of success.

Advice to the Law-Lorn

Readmission Policy
L. Wayne Scott
For a short while, there has been
something known as the "69 Rule". Under
this rule, a first year student whose
cumulative average falls below 70% but is
69% or above is automatically readmitted
on probation for one semester. Much myth
and misunderstanding surround this
rule. It was intended that this simplified
approach replace most of the discretion
lodged in the Readmissions Committee. It
was not to provide an interim semester
before a student would have to apply to
the Readmissions Committee. Probationary readmission under the "69 Rule" is
no different than readmission on a
probationary basis by the Readmissions
Committee. Except in the most
catastrophic of circumstances, it is the
only readmission which will be allowed.
The assumption that "I almost made a
69%" is deadly. A 70% overall grade
average is required to remain "in good
standing" and for graduation at this

school. The probationary period, if
granted at all, for those who fail to achieve
that grade is customarily one semester,
i.e., the probationary semester after
attaining a grade average of 69%-70%.
One last thought on readmission for
those who find themselves in academic
difficulty: Consider the "mathematics" of
your situation. If you have a 69% grade
average on the basis of 30 hours, and you
take 10 hours in the summer, you must
make a semester average of 73%. But, if
you wait until the fall and take 15 hours,
you will need an average of 72 to bring
your overall average to 70%, etc. If you
have a 67 on 30 hours and take 15 hours,
you must make 76%-in this situation,
readmission may not be your best hope.
Caveat for those in academic difficulty,
or anyone else desiring to improve the1r
grades; read that "oldie but goodie" The
Bramble Bush by K.N. Llewellyn.

By Mrs. Palsgraf
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf: I made it through
finals and grades satisfactorily Mrs.
Palsgraf and I sure want to thank you for
all the good advice you gave me last
semester in acquiring outlines. However, I
have a new problem. My new problem is
Legal Research and Writing. It is so hard
and takes up so much time. Also, I heard a
rumor that I'll have to pet for a pass.
CONCERNED FIRST-YEAR
Dear Concerned: Not all Legal
Research and Writing Instructors are like
that; the one to watch out for, however, is
Ann Livingston.
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf: I have heard that
an addition to our b'brary is under
consideration. I'm happy to hear this but
won't it destroy the aesthetic beauty of
our round library? I like it round.
Dear Round: Of course the addition will
change the appearance of our library but
the new appearance will be quite
appealing. A slender cylindrical building
will extend from the base of our present
round building. This will give the
appearance of a giant lollipop to our
library. Plans are now under consider~s·
tion concerning whether to repaint the
present library orange or raspberry red
upon completion of the new addition.
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Brainwashing . • •
••u"'·"'"'"• evidence, and

final argument,
the concept of coercion
torture, and also the Brainconcept. These two concepts are
my opinion incompatible. Indeed a Time
article shortly after the trial
members of the jury as being quite
apparently because of this
IJIC1[)m,p<uibility. The legal concept of
._•rriinn is very strict in its requirements,
typically involve the conscious
..,,rrPtlnF•r of the will in order to avoid
or prospective pain of one sort or
Typically this would be a
where a beating with a rubber
by a deputy sheriff would produce
result "I did it" by a subject who was
he had not done it.
ashing, on the other hand,
•uiUu''"'" the confession of "I did it'' with
subject's very strong conscious belief
the truth of the assertion, which in fact
not true. True Brainwashing techniques
not involve overt torture. To simplify
perhaps over simplify -let us compare
confessions secured by the North
ai!JreaLnS of their American prisoners, and
obtained by the Chinese of their
ll!.men•can prisoners. Perhaps I should say
this point "confessions" were more
the objective of the North Koreans,
"affirmations" in the "Peace
(and
therefore,
Chinese
munists concepts) were the objecof the Chinese. Typically, the North
Ro1rP~m"' utilized conventional - if that is
that can really be applied in any
discourse about this sort of thing
conventional torture, akin to the tough
sheriffs rubber hose beating, in
their confessions. The Chinese,
other hand, abjured overt
torture in securing "affirma• and indeed overt conventional
ure would not have resulted in
washing "affirmations".
: What techniques did the
Communists use in producing
Brainwashing "affirmations"?
: This is a very long and compbcated
. I think I can start off best by using
illustration employed by one of my
at the court martial, a San
psychiatrist. Dr. David M.
He testified that you need to
J1Umir1e the ways by which people seek to
from great emotional miseries. Dr.
testified that some people escape
great emotional misery through
understanding of their problems.
through religions, alcohol, or
However, when none of these

(Continued from Page 1)

escapes have worked, or been tried, the
escape can be into a psychosis, that is to
say, into the world of unreality. I recall
Dr. Keedy gave a some what comic
emphasis to this explanation when he said
that the real difference - leaving aside
technical psychiatric terms - between a
neurotic and a psychotic is that a
psychotic believes that two and two are
five, whereas the neurotic knows that two
and two are four, but i!' very unhappy
about it. The evidence showed that the
Chinese Communists achieved Brainwashing results by producing enormous
emotional miseries and then monopolizing
the only escape possible, the psychotic
"Peace Crusade'' syndrome.
WITAN: Don't you thmk that the depths
to which Patty Hearst was flung induced
enormous emotional misery in her?
JWW: Undoubtedly. Very possibly her
captors used some of the same techniques
that the Chinese Communists employed.
Probably the most emotional misery was
created by the Chinese Communists, and
possibly by Miss Hearst's captors,
through inducing a feeling of helplessness.
As I have said, I am not by any means
fully informed of the evidence. I do recall
that a news story reported that, found
among the personal effects left in one
dwelling place by Miss Heart's captors,
was a book on Brainwashing techniques.
WffAN: You have said that conventional
coercion and Brainwashing are inconsis·
tent techniques. Why is this'/
JWW: It appears to be essential to
Brainwashing that the subject not blame
his emotional misery upon his captors.
The Chinese stressed that they were the
friends of the American prisoners, that
starvation conditions were due to
American bombing, and so on. The
Brainwashing processing seems to me to
bear some resemblance to a deliberate
production of paranoia, and a key delusion
in this delusional system was that the
Chinese Communist captors were friends
of the American prisoners. This delusion,
and the related idea that the Chinese
Communists were the guardians of a noble
"Peace Crusade", with purity of heart etc.
etc., became suspect when the Chinese did
on orcasion use force. Upon such occasions
my client Batchelor would backslide, and
the Communists would then isolate him
until they would get him back into the
psychotic "peace crusade" escape.
WITAN: Do you think that Patty Hearst
looked on her captors as friends?
JWW: Probably not at first, but I would

not be surprised if she decided later to
accept them as such. Not too long ago I
read an article entitled "A New
Interpretation of the IQ Controversy".
The author of this article points out that
Miss Hearst apparently had fairly high
IQ before her capture, but, when
measured after her arrest, her IQ had
declined by around twenty points. It
appears that after "deprograming" had
taken place, her IQ began to rise again .
Now, Brigitte Berger, author of this IQ
essay, argues rather persuasively that IQ
measurements are "socio-cultural constructions." In the light of this concept, I
should think the variances in Miss
Hearst's IQ rating~ under the circumstances may very well indicate that she
was Brainwashed.
WITAN: What about the Jonestown
colonists?
JWW: Well, they certainly appear to have
been out of touch with reality, and
therefore arguably psychotic. Certainly
their leader appeared to control the only
escape from their great emotional
miseries. I have saved an article on
Jonestown from the February 1979 issue
of The Americao Spectator. The article
recites details about Jonestown: "The
refusal to allow people to leave; the use of
signed confessions to control deviant
behavior; the lengthy meetings during
which ideological error (i.e., the capacity
for individual opinion) is eliminated; the
repeated harangues over loud speakers;
the presence of informers, leading to a
break down of mutual trust; the censoring
of mail..." Each of these phenomena were
present in the Chinese communist POW
camps of the Korean War.
WIT AN: Did you happen to watch the
McNeil-Lehrer Report Monday night, 5
February 1979? I am especially interested
in your reaction to suggestions made
during that program that some- or many
- of the current religious cults employ
Brainwashing techniques.
JWW: Yes, I did watch it. Investigation of
this possibility may yield interesting
results. I recall that the American Civil
Liberties Union lawyer on the program
(whose constitutional views I believe are
entitled to a good deal of credit) stated
that he did not understand Brainwashing,
and at the same time distinguished it from
"compulsion." I suggest that he should
give first priority to understanding that
Brainwashing is "compulsion," covert
"compulsion," and that the captivity of the
mind is the most forlorn slavery of all.
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LAW SCHOO L NEWS
David D. Weiner (Rover Reporter)
The 6th annual Assault and Flattery is
less than one week away. This year's show
will be staged at the main auditorium of
Incarnate Word College, located at the
corner of Broadway (where else for such a
spectacle?) and Hildebrand on Friday
evening, March 9, at 7:30P.M. There's no
excuse for missing this event; it's the one
time that we, the students can let
ourselves go and still be in possession of
all our faculty. For the past few weeks the
cast has been busily engaged in
underground operations (downstairs in
the C.E.C.) in an effort to distill the lighter
side of the phenomenon loosely referred to
as "law school." Of course, the story you
will see on stage is true-only the faces
have been changed to expose the
villainous.
CRIMINAL LAW NEWS
Chriltine Thorp-Waks Martha Warren
On Friday, February 2nd, the Criminal
Law Association hosted its annual Austin
luncheon for the justices of the Court of
Criminal Appeals. Each justice sat with
six students, advising them of job
opportunities and of certain aspects in the
criminal law field. After lunch and drinks
at Latour, the justices held a tour of the
courts and their offices, explaining the
procedure followed by attorneys arguing
before the court. It was an exciting and
beneficial exper ience for all who attended.
Tuesday, February 20th, two Assistant
District Attorneys spoke to a group of
interested students about several aspects
of the DA's office. Mike Peden, head of the
juvenile section, spoke of that sections
strengths and weaknesses. Keith Burris, a
Chief Prosecutor in a felony District Court
detailed the procedures which are taken
prior to a case actually reaching trial in a
felony District Court. Both talks were
very interesting and those who came were
impressed with how candidly Mr. Peden
spoke of his section and the need for
improvement in the juvenile area.
The ftrst year criminal law classes as
well as a few second and third year
students heard Leroy Jahn speak on
Friday, February 23rd. Ms. Jahn, who is
an Assistant U.S. Attorney spoke on
search and seizure, more specifically on
the Chadwick decision and the "abdominable" Johnaon case, 588 F2d142. Ms. Jahn
prefaced her remarks with a disclaimer as
to any conflicts in her interpretations of
t he law between the interpretations given
by Mrs. Butts and J udge Brown. Several
first year students mentioned how her

lecture cleared up several hazy areas for
them. For any of you that slept in, you
needn't have, Ms. Jahn is one speaker that
can keep a class wide awake and
interested.
Upcoming Events:
Monday, March 5: 7:30
General Meeting - Election of New
Officers.
Friday, March 16, 2:00-4:00
Warren Burnett, well respected
criminal defense attorney will speak on
either jury argument or voir dire. To be
co-sponsored with the SBA- We'll have
several kegs of beer after his speech.
Reserve a spot on your calendar - he's
much better than Racehorse Hayneslll!
Thursday, March 22, 1:00
Luncheon with Mary Elizabeth Ladd,
night magistrate - Pizza Inn.

St. Patrick's Day Extravaganza
Denny \'oight
If you think you have seen everything.
think again. On Sunday, March 18. at 2:00,
the W.L.A. Women will take on the
Faculty in a softball game to end all
games. The Women, who have a losing
streak of several years duration, vow to
turn the tables this year. Included in their
official challenge to the faculty members
was the following: "The W.L.A., having
naively relied on skill and dexterity in
years past, are this year invoking the luck
of St. Patrick to intercede in our behalf."
Obviously these women have a precise
strategy for winning this all important
test of bravery and endurance: but who
knows what tricks the faculty has in store
for them!
This same day, you, the not so average
law student, will have the chance to
participate in the annual "Faculty
Auction." Sandee Ryan and Christine
Tharp have acquired some very
interesting donations from
faculty
members which will go to the highest
bidders. Some examples inrlude: a private
handball lesson from Prof. Anderson: a
gourmet dinner for two "anytime and
anywhere" (ladies only) with Prof.
Walker; a free golf game with Prof.
Herbert: and an as-yet undisclosed but
sure to be wild and crazy something or
other courtesy of Prof. Francisco (who will
no doubt don his 'mudas for the softball
games.)
This W .L.A. fundraiser is always much
fun: so make your plans to attend the
game, drink some beer, and "buy" your
favorite professor.

*
**

W.L.A. and tbe Confer ence
Denny Voigbt
Many W.L.A. members are hard at
work on the Tenth National Conference on
Won.en and the Law which they are
co-sponsoring with the U.T. Women's Law
Caucus. The bulk of activity will be prior
to the conference since W.L.A.'s primary
responsibility is to coordinate housing
arrangements for the two thousand
participants who are expected to attend.
The conference is scheduled for March
29~April 1 and will be held at the
Convention Center in downtown San
Antonio.
Financially the W.L.A. is doing fairly
well. Paula Williamson has compiled a list
of all W.L.A. alumni, some of whon1 have
decided to contribute to the conference
(which is totally dependent upon private
contributions for its funding.) The W.L.A.
also sought and received a $500
appropriation fron• the S.B.A. which will
be used to help defray individual expenses
via partial and total fee waivers for anJ
student who works 15-30 hours oo
conference "chores". Any remainmg
n.oney will help finance a hospitality suite
where St. Mary's students can meet and
others can obtain information about the
law school. Hopefully these contacts wm
result in job offers for some students.

GRADUATION NEWS
David D. Weiner (Rover Reporter)
Dean Castleberry reports that many of
the details involved in the law school'•
first separate graduation are being
out daily. Commencement exercises
the law school are now scheduled
Saturday, May 12, at 8 P.M., and will
held at the University of Texas He•
Science Center Auditorium. At a
February planning meeting attended b7
Dean Castleberry, Fr.
Langlinlil,
Academic Vice President, Profesa
Reuschlein, and representatives of tbt
graduating law class, it was th~ll'n'Vf!r'I!IIIL I
that the University's
Service would conflict with the time
proposed for the law school's ceremoniel.
Fr. Langlinais, however , succeeded il
changing the time for the Baccalaureak
Service to the earlier hour of 4:30 P.M.
Dean Castleberry also noted that Fr.
Langlinais has assured Frank Hutte,nbel'f,
law school dynamo, t hat the E
Council has allocated $1,500 to cover
(Continued ea P.p 9)
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law school graduation program.
at least two very significant
of the graduation program have
yet been firmed up. First, the speaker
the program has not been determined.
the approval of the University
an'mt!•~nlLum, however, a letter of
has been extended to Vice
ws1:ae1n Walter Mondale, whose reply is
shortly. Further meetings of the
••v•~rs11.v-wide planning committee will
soon as Mondale's response is
. The second unresolved matter
regard to this spring's graduation is

•••nwl~lle,

Martha Warren
The S.B.A. and the Criminal Law
Association are pleased to announce that

PLACEMENT NEWS
Tnterviews
As promised in the last column, the on
interviews have picked up some
but still do not approach the number
fall. There is a clear possibility that
may be others, so keep checking the
board as well as The Witan. The
..... ..,,.,,""' yet remaining include:
March 5, Arthur Anderson Company,
Dec. 79 grads), Perm. positions.
March 6, CIA - Non legal jobs. Will be
meeting first, followed by
interviews, if intere:>ted.
anent.
h 7,Action' (Vista), 3d yr. (perm.).
h 9, State Comptroll£'r's Office
3d yr. (perm.).
16, Shell Oil Company (Legal
), (New Orleans), 3d yr. (perm.) (top
27, Branscomb & Miller (Corpus
, 2d yr. (perm.), (top 25%).
16/17, Maricopa County D.A.'s
(Phoenix, Arizona), 3d yr. (perm.).
Seminars
are about to begin the spring
schedule in earnest. Those who
the clerking seminar on Feb. 8
to come away with some ideas to
to good use, and it was quite well
Future seminars include:
March 1 - Resumes and Interviewing,
Munneke (UT Law Placement
. Although we have given Gary a
topic, he is willing to address
any issue you wish. He is one of the
might say the) foremost authorities
Law Placement, plus he is young,
usiastic and interesting. COME.
6 - Small Town Practice and
. Hunter Schuehle and Robert Lee.
of these attorneys are graduates of
school, politicians and they practice in
towns. Should be fun. We have
done this seminar before and
...,"'""'"" will help determine whether we
do again.
March 15- Judicial Clerkships. Second
students will be most interested in

Warren Burnett, a highly respected
Defense Attorney from Odessa, has
agreed to speak on Friday, March 16th.
Since Friday nights are unpopular for law
related activities we felt it would be
better for Mr. Burnett to speak in the
afternoon. As an added attraction, both to
:Mr. Burnett and the students, there will
be several kegs of beer in the Pecan Grove
immediately following his speech. The
lecture will be either on jury arguments or
voir dire. Watch for signs and make
arrangements so you can be there. This is
one speaker you should make every effort
to hear!!

the site of the reception to be held
following the graduation exercises. The
only things that may be said right now are
that Frank Ruttenberg is hoping to find a
place in the vicinity of the Health Sciences
Center Auditorium, and that the costs of
this reception will be borne by the
graduating class itself. It's our party, we'll
have rye if we want to, rye if we want
to... ) Above all, don't forget that it's just
72 days away.

by Sue M. Hall

this although first year students might
wish to come also. April 15 is the date by
which second year students begin
applying for federal clerkships to be taken
after graduation. We'll have current
clerks as speakers.
~1arch 27 - Graduate Programs in Tax.
Second and third year students might be
interested in this. Speakers will be
attorneys who attended different schools.
April 9 -How to Start and Build Your
Own Practice. This will be jointly
sponsored by the ABA-LSD and the
Placement Office. Included will be a film
and books, as well as possibly a speaker or
two.
Starting Salaries
We are finishing some preliminary
statistics on the class of August,
1977 'May. 1978. We give them time for
ba1 results to comP in from the July bar,
then canvas them for job status and
salari(•S, if they will provide the latter.
Although final figures are not available
since we still have somt• questionnaires
outstanding, the following is the picture
presented at this pomt.
The mean starting salary for our
graduate<: was $16,455, up from $14,338
last year. Whereas the highest reported
salary last year was about $22,000, the
highest this year was over $30,000. In
fact, we had 3 graduates receiving $30,000
or over. However, I would caution you
that all three of these had strong family
connections that may have helped in both
the job and the starting salary. Still, the
trend is definitely up.
The National Association for Law

LOCATION
Austin
Corpus Christi
Dallas
El Paso
Ft. Worth
Houston
R1o Grande Valley
San Antonio

Placement Annual Salary Survey is out
and offers the following data for positions
for May, 1979 graduates.
The statistics appear to say that large
San Antonio firms pay the highest salaries
in the State. Actually some firms in other
cities pay as much as these San Antonio
firms, but across the board these firms are
more consistent in their salaries than are
comparable firms elsewhere.
The trend seems to be for large firms in
whatever city to attempt to compete with
the large Houston firms. This accounts for
the rather large disparity between large
and medium firms in places such as
Corpus Christi and El Paso.
Keep in mind that the statistics do not
show the rock bottom salaries that still
exist in many areas. Where the market is
glutted with attorneys, there will be some
painfully low salaries.
Although not addressed in what you
have seen so far, some of the highest
:;alaries reported by our graduates are in
cities so small they are not even canvassed
on the National Association for Law
Placement Survey. Lawyers in some of
these not-so-populated areas are cleaning
up and working themselves, literally, to
death. Sometimes they do not mind
sharing a good hunk of the wealth with the
right young new lawyer. Don't forget the
seminar on small town practice.
Generally, if you come from an area
outside Texas, or wish to locate outside
the state, you might want to take a look at
the National Association for Law
Placement Salary Survey for that
particular area. It's available in the
Placement Office.

MEDIAN STARTING SALARY
Large Firm
$16,300
19,100

17.000
17,500
16,250
20,700
16,000
21,500

Medium Firm Small Firm
$16,300
$15,200
15,600
14,000
13,500
17,400
14,500
14,800
15,400
14,150
20,200
18,800
15,000
18.500
16,000
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REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
by Au Selnrartz
Those of you reading this letter who do
not believe in abortions for women under
any circumstances - stop reading right
here. Those of you who believe that
abortion should be available to women
only in the most extreme situations, i.e.,
when a woman lies dying on the operating
table, or when an eleven year-old child is
raped, or even perhaps for a severely
mentally retarded woman from the Austin
State Hospital who got jumped in the
clothes closet by an orderly - you also
should stop reading this article right
here....Whatever your reasons, be it
religion, morals, a deep-seated feeling that
sex is dirty, genocide, infanticide, plain
'ole vanilla murder- please, go on to the
next page, see the article on basketball,
the chili team cook-off, or the ad for the
midnight showing at the Aztec
Theatre... all three screens. But those
men and women who believe in the
affirmative right of a woman to choose for
herself whether or not she wants to carry
a baby to term - read on. There is not the
time nor space for education, for the "let
us come reason together" approach, or for
explanations. Because abortion is the most
hotly~ontested issue now going, we
assume that everyone already knows all
t he arguments, both pro and con, and has
long since made up his mind.
For those of you still left reading; time
has come for us to bestir ourselves once
again. There were some who thought that
with Roe v. Wade women had secured the
constitutional right to a choice - we could
now gratefully move on to other concerns,
like our careers ( remember equal work
for equal pay?), the environment
(remember mass transit and nuclear
energy?), and generally take up our day to
day lives. We were wrong. It just goes to
show that the old maxim about equity
aiding the vigilant (not those who slumber
on their rights), still applies.
The Texas Legislature, "in its infmite
wisdom" (to borro~ a phrase), has struck
again. This time it is the per sonage of
Senator Walter Mengden of Houston.
(Why don't those Houston folks do
something about him?) He has proposed
three bills for t he 1979 session:
Senate Bill 117, sent to t he Senate
Committee on Jurispr udence. This bill
would amend the Family Code by adding
section 12.05 entitled: Rights of Living
Fetus. It provides that "a living human
fetus removed from the body of a woman
is entitled to the same rights, powers and
privileges as are granted by the laws of
this state to any child born alive after
normal gestation." The Bill would also
terminate upon request and petition, the

parent-child relationship, if the child was
born alive as the result of an abortion.
(Representative Gene Green, also from
Houston, has sponsored the identical bill
in the House - House Bill 125. Rep.
Green's telephone number is A/ C
512-475-2813 in case you'd like to tell him
what you think about his .biJ.~J..
Senate Bill 118, in the Senate Human
Resources Committee, would prohibit any
medical facility supported "in any way by
funds raised by taxation" from using its
facilities for "the performance of abortion,
except to save the life of a mother or when
t he pregnancy resulted from sexual
assault or incest." The second section of
this bill would allow "a resident of the
county in which the hospital or facility is
located to sue to enjoin any violation of
this Act."
Please note, just in case anyone is
overlooking the obvious, that all hospitals
and most clinics receive some form of tax
money - even those that are privately
owned and operated. This bill would
effectively eliminate abortions for poor
women. It includes Bexar County
Hospital in San Antonio, Brackenridge
Hospital' in Austin. and Parkland Hospital
in Dallas, to name a few that come
immediately to mind.
..... ~
Senate Bill 119, in the Senate
Committee on Economic Development,
would amend the Insurance Code by
adding Article 3.50·4 entitled: Limitation
on Abortion Benefits. "The state or any
city or town, county, special district, or
other political subdivision may not enter
into any health insurance agreement that
provides benefits for an abortion except
an abortion performed to save the life of
the mother or an abortion performed
when the pregnancy resulted from sexual
assault or incest."
Here it is, the bill of our dreams - at
last the pink ladies meet the insurance
lobby in smoke-filled back rooms, just to
iron out a few kinks in the bill, trade
recipes, and save all our souls for Jesus.
The bill specifically includes school
districts as well. It should be remembered
that the insurance companies are also not
overly enthusiastic about this bill; they
did not ask for it, but they got it. Just like
the rest of us.
The important work in stopping these
bills begins now, to insure that these bills
never get out of the committee they have
been assigned to. The name of the game is
to make certain that these bills die right
there, never to see the light of day by
either getting to the calendar committee,
or worse still, by getting to the floor of the
Senate for consideration. Should any of
these bills come to the floor, the pro-choice
forces will have to launch a major floor

fight, one that will demonstrate
phyrric victory in modern times
looks like. The way to avoid all this is
pick up a pen, pencil, telephone
mailgram and talk .with. your
Senator. Listed below are t he conuoi&ll
members who serve on the
committees to which these bills
routed. They all have the same
funny since they all work in the
office building. Send letters to: P.O.
12068, Austin, Texas 78711.
Juris Prudence
Ray Farabee, (Chair). 475-4446;
Meier, (Vice Chair), 475-3496;
Braecklein, 475-3764; Uoyd
475-3731; Gene Jones, (Harris
475-2751; Raul Longoria, 475-3471;
Mauzy, 475-2528; •••Walter
475-3408 (our beloved sponsor want to give him an extra little
Carl Parker, 475-2809; H. Tati
teban, 475-3641; A.R. (Babe)
475-5881.
Human Resources Committee
Chet Brooks, (Chair, 475-2901;
Braecklein, (good for two - Vice '"'"'un.:m
475-3764; Betty Andu~. 4'"·"'-"""''
Blake, 475-2671; Ron Clower,
Lloyd Doggett, (also good for
475-3731; Gene Jones, (also good for
475-2751; Bill Patman, 475-2753;
Price, 475-3222; E.L. Short,
Carlos Truan, 475-4279.
Economic Development
Tom Creighton, (Chair), 475-3452;
(Ike) Harris, (Vice Chair), 475-4171;
Howard, 475-0140; Grant Jones, 4
Peyton McKnight, 475-4175; Bill
475 4371: Bob Price, (also good for
4753222.
There they are- the line-up of stars
the
1979 Legislative session
reproductive rights. Keep in mind
right at this very moment hundreds
ladies dressed in pink, are
about.
There they are - the line-up of stars
the 1979 Legislative session
reproductive rights. Keep in mind
right at this very moment hundreds
ladies dressed in pink. are scurrying
the antiseptic floors of the
Huilding spreading antiseptical
baked bread, half-baked moral solicitude,
and alot of well-done brochures
with instructions on "how to talk to
representative." They are organized
they are busy making their position
and heard. We owe it to ourselves to
the same. It is no longer possible
deceive ourselves or allow ourselves to
lulled into complacency. After all,
good is the constitutional right to
abortion without the ability to get
abortion if you need one.
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A REPLY TO MR. LITTLE

by Win Byers
The media as 'robber barons' who have
-~~o..,.nm<> so powerful and pervasive that
politicians dare to challenge it?"
have mercy on those poor,
politicians{ Simply no match for
biased, muckraking horde of ink
·-•'""'~p" of the American press. Quick,
• pack the kiddoes into the bomb
telling what sort of
gibberish uncle Walt is
push tonight.
For a moment there I thought Mr. Little
actually serious about presenting an
· analysis of the American press
February edition of The Witan.
mhvinn~lv_, at least I hope, not. But, just in
The opening review of the development
the press and its constitutional rights
accurate except for the last sentence
the first paragraph. But any accusation
the press has further augmented its
protected rights by the
of other guarantees requires
his statement of the effects of
newspapers and network television
radio evidence a lack of familiarity
the nuts and bolts of the media
Granted that conglomeration of finances
equipment has diminished the number
small independent publications, it does
automatically follow that all
~b!Jtcat;wrts are slanted toward one view.
perusal of the editorial and guest
of any paper will verify that.
is true that national news is
by the big three and is
I beg to differ that such
by the networks is "to
that their own point of view is
" More realistically, I would
such pre-screening is employed to
irrelevant footage and mistakes
nothing more.
, pooling of resources into a
of newspapers, television or radio
doesn't equate to pooling of
,. ,..,n n,nr.c: or slants on news. Each writer
•lhi·oa,rtc~tStf~r is an individual affected by
biases and perspectives which he
or subconsciously filters every
through. But any suggestion that
editorial section of these coninject their viewpoints into
articles of their individual reporters or
it can be done is suspect at best.
earned a Bachelor of Journalism
the University of Texas at Austin
wor ked on a newspaper for a year and
half, as well as teletyping for the
Chronicle another two years, I
I can safely say that I've never
a reporter who undertook an

assignment strictly to present one side of
a story. The meat of any story is the
presentation of a subject and the several
and varied opinions of the persons
involved.
As for any discrepancy in the space
allotted for conflicting viewpoints, the real
problems of quantity of advertisers,
corresponding availability of space, and in
many instances, the refusal of those
interviewed to express their sentiments,
play a major factor in the final slant of a
story. In this respect, major chain
newspapers enjoy an advantage in being
able to dedicate more space and effort
toward stories which small independent
papers cannot feasibly handle; i.e. the
Associated Press and United Press
International.
As for the contention that the press has
prospered at the expense of other
constitutional rights, the assumption,
since Mr. Little didn't specify any
particular rights, is that he meant the
right of privacy and the right of t he
government to withhold national secrets.
First, right of privacy is nothing more
than the right to be left alone in one's own
personal affairs. It is not a sanctuary for

concealing what might hurt one's private
life if it involves a matter of public
concern . Thus, where public figures or
officials cry invasion of privacy, in many
instances it has been just the opposite.
On point is the allusion to the Nixon
tapes and transcripts which was labelled
as "tapes of confidential conversations."
No doubt Mr. Nixon never intended the
tapes for public testimony. But, the reason
for the Supreme Court order to r elinquish
the tapes was that, confidential or not, the
subject matter of said tapes was a matter
of great public concern.
And it wasn't political action, as earlier
suggested, that informed the citizenry of
Watergate. It was good, honest
investigative reporting by two reporters
at first who sensed a good news story and
who had the drive to inform the public
despite various attempts by men holding
high government offices to hide, destroy
or alter the information.
In the Myron Farber case the real issue
was exploitation of the Sixth Amendment
which guarantees a defendant access to all
evidence which is gtrmane to his case. As
pointed out in Esquire and Columbia
Journalism Review, the trial judge of Dr.
(Continued on Page 12)
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St. Mary's Wins
Regional Mock Trial
o... O'N.

Tw•mty-one teams representing eleven
law schools
Tau, Oklahoma. and
Louisiana met in Austin the 16th-18th of
February to do battle for the right to
represent this region at the National Mock
Trial competition in Houston. When the
dust had settled, St. Mary's stood center
stage-the victOrs.
The setting began back in November of
last year when Bonnie Lynch was
arraigned in Federal Court on charges of
conspiring to harbor a fugitive, conspiring
to travel in interstate commerce to bribe a
(Conti•• oa Nt 16)

rrc..

Letters

(Coatiaaecl tn. Pllp 5)

The February piece initially runs afoul
of sound reasoniDg by its curious
persistence in couehing the issue in terms
of anticipated, no, even welcomed
confrontation. Even were it conceded that
everyone likes a filbt (itlelf a dubious
assumption), no one-least of all a
significant number of atudents-has ever
advocated use of the Witaa as an arena in
which to stage a gladiated attaek on the
administration. Accordingly, established
percepts of responsible journalism forbid
an eager though miaguided Dare for the
dramatic to inflate what is otherwise a
mere quest for the truth to the status of a
vindictive assault. There is a distinction to
be made between pursuit of information
and that of confrontation, and by imputing
a Jess than noble motive to those who
would have the truth, the Witan does a
disservice to ita readers, itaelf, and St.
Mary's law school.
The reasons espoused for "keeping the
Witan around", ie, as an organ of
e ;:>ression of U. eat.ire .c:hool and as an
utward and visible 111anifestation of our
activities, by their very terms suggest
something more than their proponent is
willing to acknowlecllre. The province of a
newspaper, of the Witan, is something
beyond mere function as a social bulletin
or entertainment guide. Certainly the
phrase "our activities" necessarily
embrace such topics u who's winning and
who's losing, who's speaking and
who s listening, who's barking and who's
biting, who's coming and who's
going-and why. One reminisces of the
generous coverage concomitant with the
arrival of Judge Beauford Herbert and the
departure of Prof. Tom Black. It follows
that the prospective reader's expectation
that circumstances surrounding aU similar
news events be treated in like manner is,
i£ nothing else, natural and not to be
brushed off as the abrasive response of

Rectoaal Mock Trial Co•petition tea• me•ben are Robert Valdez, Freel Jonea, Jadp Jaek
Bob Leu, and Dave O'Neal.

dissidence. Of most interest, however, is
the puzzling defensiveness with which its
editor meets suggestions that the Witan
act in accordance with the paper's
admitted purpose and established practice
concerning a particular news item. These
ponderings are not to be interpreted as
disguised assertions of the right to pass
judgement on certain individuals, the
administration, or the school, nor of the
right to challenge administration perogative to hire and retire at will. Rather, any
right claimed is one of access, and thf'
response expected is one of consistency.
Beyond its express policy considerations, the recent article by innuendo
suggests that the administration has
something to hide, and that should the
Witan seek its uncovering the newspaper
will not "be kept around". Such inferences
are more poignant attacks on the
administration's integrity and sense of fair
play than any objective inquiry on the
part of the students concerning a
particular issue. Thus, in the awkward
attempt to rationalize ita policy
compromise, the Witan ironically slights
the character of the very group it seeks to
placate. In all fairness to Ed Schroeder,
however, it should be kept in mind that
silence ~ haunting, and when thrust
amidst such a void the imagination
wanders.....
To conclude what has by now become at
Francilcos Host Women

Col. Bill Francisco and wife Nancy once
again entertained Prof. Francisco's
women law students Feb. 9.
The wine-and~heese gathering at the
Francis,.os' home brough together
first-year classmates from the Torts-A
section.
"We do this traditionally to give the
women a chance to get to know each other
better," said Francisco.
"Mostly, though, Nancy and I do it
because we enjoy entertaining the
students."

best a tiresome discussion, then, it
again be emphasized that no one
crooning for violent confrontation,
insinuating that anyone possesses
defects for not so crooning. & ..,.,...,.,u,
out of the very sense of pride in St. "".,.....-,_
that precipitated our wish to hear the
place well-spoken of, which emerges
aspiration to settle for nothiDg short of
truth.

(Coatiauecl from P.,e 11)

Jascalwiek's case, William J.
issued orders permitting the defenee
subpoena Farber's note which had led
Dr. Jascalwich's indictment. The
did not hold a separate
required by the New Jersey
statute, to determine if the notes
germane to defendant's case.
reason for Farber and The New
Times refusing delivery.
Further it appears rather clear
counsel for def~nse never really
Farber to relinquish the notes. If
he would have been asking for nnt:hi111ao
damaging evidence which would
have convicted his client.
Instead, by forcing Farber to take
stand, defendant's 1 counsel was able
move for acquittal for violation of
client's constitutional right to all
evidence. Who exploited his COilstl.tutlOIII
rights at the expense
constitutional rights?
Finally, it is correct that the media
an obligation to the American public.
it is not a duty to serve as public .....,.,....
for government agencies or
hacks. Nor is it a duty to ac:t:om1modlf4
military and intelligence coverups
illegal and unauthorized activities. Nor
it a duty to "correct the distorted
negative picture for our society."
The duty of the press is to inform
public. Nothing more.Nothing less.
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March 30: Special Issues Seminar on Campus
By Martha Warren
The

Student Bar Association is
a Special Issues Seminar on
March 30th in conjunction with
State Bar. Other than the
Law Association's seminar on
Psychiatrist anrl the Legal Profession,
is the first such undertaking of any
11,.... ,w ... ~ for St. ~ary's. The Texas Bar

.,:::.e1•~u:•~o:

_

has sent brochures state-wide so that
attorneys may register for a mere tax
deductible fee of $35.00. All law students
will be admitted free of charge. Experts
from across Texas will discuss the current
status and application of the law
surrounding Special Issue Submission.
Attorneys attending will be given credit
for various certification requirements and
second and third year students will be

SPECIAL ISSUES SEMINAR
SCHEDULE
8:30 Registration Hon. Jack Miller, Moderator Professor of Law
9:00 Welcoming Remarks Hon. Jack Miller
9:10 Preparation of Special Issues and Pre;ervation of Error
10:00 Break
10:15 Problems of Broad vs. Narrow Special Issue Submission

Professor Orville C. Walker

Hon. Jack Pope, Austin
Justtre. Supreme Court of Texas
Hon, WalU!r E..Jordan Ft. Worth 48th District Court

s

11:15 Pattern .Jury Changes Revtsit.ed
12:00 Lunch Break (on your own)
I:30 Problems of Defensive Submission-Induding
Royal H. Brin, Jr.
lnferntia1 Rebuttal Charge;
Dallas, Strasburger & Price
2:30Break
2:45 Speciallssuffi under the Deceptive Trade PracticeConsumer Protection Act
Phillip K. Maxwell, Austin
3:45 The General Charge, Why Special Issues Two Views
Hon. Finis Cowan, Galvestion
U.S. D1strict Judge James L. Branton, San Antonio, Branton & Mendelsohn
Panel Dil;CUSSion
QuestiOn and Answer PPnod
5:00.7:00 Cocktail Party

given the honor of hearing more about
Fox and Seett. Professor Walker will be
speaking so maybe it will even help our
Procedure ll grades. Students may
purchase the written material to be
distributed for half priee ($20). If all goes
as planned, this program should benefit a
large number of attorneys, the students
and St. Mary's.
For all of those who don't care about the
seminar, you have a walk that day, a gift
from t he S.B.A. and Dean Castleberry. If
you don't come to t he seminar, however,
you'll miss a cocktail party immediately
following the -;eminar. Tickets for drinks
will be given to those who register during
the day. There should be plenty of liquor
to start the weekend right for you.
A special t hanks goes to Professor Scott
who has spent many hours with the
committee creating an outline, convincing
the Texas Bar to eo-sponsor the seminar
and cajoling this elite group of attorneys
into San Antonio to speak.
If you would be interested in helping,
either during the day, registering guests
or later at the cocktail party please
contact Mary Jo Trice, Tom Donahue,
Sara Dysart or me. The following is an
outline of the speakers and the topics
which will be covered.

WALTER(WALLY)
BAUMANN
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Book Reviews:

Vol. 579 Pacific Reporter
by Mike "Kiche Ho" Robins
The Book: "Vol. 579 Pacific Reporter,
Second Series - No. 2" (paperback
edition), by Various Authors. 601 pp. St.
Paul: West Publishing Co. $5.50.
"Many ways of inducing sleep in a
person have been taught and are being
employed to-day," wrote Edmund
Shaftesbury in 1924. Fifty-five years later,
Mr. Shaftesbury would likely agree that a
reading of this new paperback published
by West is an examplary way of inducing
sleep. This is the most boring book I've
ever read.
One reason why the book is so boring
stems from the amateurish overall
arrangement of the volume. Blame
belongs to the West Publishing Company,
a mid-western outfit which has never, to
my knowledge, published any book which
made the New York Times Best Seller list.
West's editors would do their readers
(and, of course, their company) a big favor
if they would simply go to a bookstore and
purchase a couple of real live best sellers
so they can see how a book is supposed to
be printed. A cynic might even say that
West intentionally designed this book so
as to discourage people from purchasing
it. The name itself is a turn-off: "Vol. 579
Pacific Reporter, Second Series- No.2."
Who in his right mind would go into a
bookstore to buy something with a name
like that, especially since the same store
would carry books with such appealing
titles as "The Joy of Sex" or "Mommie
Dearest?" The question, however, is moot,
because no bookstore I've found sells
"Pacific Reporter." If you want a copy of
it, you have to order directly from the
publisher or from one of the publisher's
salespersons whose names are listed on
the front cover.
Speaking of the front cover, it is
singularly unattractive. It has been said
that cover art is a key to the success of a
paperback. In the case of "Pacific
Reporter," the publisher has all but
foreclosed the possibility of a successful
book. The cover is blue ink on green
paper. The only attempt at art is a poor
representation of an open book with a
superimposed drawing of a key. Such is
not the cover of a blockbuster hit book. I
also find it tacky that West chose to list
the names of its s undry salespersons on
the bottom half of the front cover of this
volume. The company would have done
better to name these people inside the
book and put an attractive illustration of
some sort on the cover. And there's more.

While all other paperbacks use glossy
slick paper for their covers, West's books
use ugly rough paper. It's almost as if
West wants purchasers of the book to
throw it away rather than keep it on their
shelves. The back cover is awful too,
containing an advertisement for another
West publication, something called
"Usca," rather than a blurb about "Pacific
Reporter."
Another possible reason why West
books aren't hits may be that West breaks
all the rules of the paperback branch of
the publishing industry. The company
actually releases its paperback editions
several weeks before it releases the
hardback editions. Can you believe that'/
And don't expect to get a whole hardback
in a single paperback volume: you have to
buy three or four paperbacks to get a
complete hardback. The book being
reviewed here begins on page 441. The
first 440 pages are in another paperback.
After the poor reader has come to terms
with the pathetic arrangement of this
book, he or she will be disappointed yet
again with the ridiculous contents of
"Pacific Reporter." Essentially, this is an
anthology of vignettes, each unrelated to
the others, and each very dull. Reading
the book from cover to cover was not easy.
While I generally believe that one's
leisure time is better spent reading a book
than watching T\', I am prepared to make
an exception in the case of "Pacific
Reporter." I never thought I'd have to say
this about any book, but this one is so bad
that I'd rather spend my time watching
"Beverly Hillbillies" reruns than reading
it.
West wastes much space with needless
repetitions. At the beginning of the book
is a strange sixty-page summary of the
vignettes which follow. Instead of being
logically arranged in the order in which
the vignettes appear, the summary is
instead arranged according to subjectmatter. Therefore where two different
stories at different parts of "Pacific
Reporter" are both about a husband and
wife,they both will be summarized at the
Husband and Wife section of the
summary. Considering that the reader
may read about the same husband and
wife at the appropriate vignette in the
body of the book, I feel that there is
absolutely no need to waste paper with
this redundant summary. Additionally, a
condensed summary of each story is
printed at the beginning of the stories
themselves. In sum, at least a quarter of
"Pacific Reporter" is not necessary.

The vignettes themselves are exalllllll
of bad writing. Consider for "''""'"''1'11
one beginning at page 532. The story
in Alaska, which is a great setting for
writing. But the author fails to seize
opportunity to create good prose.
rould have written a fine story about
natural beauty of the 49th state, or
could have written a dramatic piece
the race to fintsh the Alaska PiJleli~l
order to avoid the financial ruin of
nation, or he could have written a
thriller about Russian infiltration of
country from Alaska. He could
written these things, but no! No!
what the author wrote about? He
about a paving company whose road
out after one year of use rather th111
expected ten or fifteen. Who wants
read drivel like that? If this story is
indication, West Publishing will
anything submitted, even if it's :ou••UUI.-..
by a vidalia who is incapable of on:MIIIIIiAI
good fiction.
'fhen there is the story beginning
page 683. This is a real loser. It's
Telephone Company employee whose
hits an elderly pedestrian in Lava
Springs, Idaho. I'm not kidding. Lava
Springs, Idaho! What could
motivate an author to set a story in
an obscure little town? The story
have attracted more readers had it
set in a more interesting place, such
San Francisco or Boston. Had the
been relevant to the story,
Springs would have been un11er:st.aJnaa•1
but this story could have been
anywhere. The author leaves a lot
questions unresolved in the reader's
Why, for instance, was the
pedestrian walking in t he path of
antagonist's van in the first place? AD
all, very bad writing.
These two examples were chosen
random. They typify the quality of
in "Pacific Reporter." The writing
be found throughout the book
uninspired and stilted. It is ,u,·un'"'"
an anothology which contains m,.,_..r ,,lll
so many writers could be so uni1forl•l
dull. All of the writers here have the
mundane style. As I said before, West
yet to publish a best seller. I had
even heard of the company until I
assigned to write this review. West
obviously a young company struggling
make a place for itself among
publishing giants. I wish it well,
must improve the quality of its
Otherwise, it will fade into obscurity
rapidly as it arose.
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Frankie, Baby

by Mary Jo Trice
Every organization has a handful of
o..U.rnrkhorses that make it run smoothly,
if that organization is lucky one or two
people not only do their own
but make sure everyone else does
also. The Student Bar A:;socialion
such a person in Frank Ruttenberg.
mong other projects, Frank has
through a student emergency loan
has made the use of lockers for
students fully operative, and initiated
Dean Raba Writing Competition. This
not to mention all of the dirty work
no one else seems to want to do,
making arrangements for the Law
dinner to arguing with the physical
about where the bulletin boards are
were to be installed 3 months ago.
short article cannot come close to
of all of the time and energy Frank
expended for the students. And
frilll:tholllgll he keeps the Student Bar Office
wreck (he's a vety messy
it is more than worthwhile to
us who have to pick up after him,
11tnnsu11erut~~: how often he has picked up
projects when we haven't come

Phi Alpha Delta

Tribute to Jan White
Students sharpening skills in legal
research and bibliography now have a new
tool available at St. Mary's Law library
reserve desk.
A series of books on legal writing was
donated in memory of Jan P. White by the
Student Bar Association and the law
school's three legal fraternities.
"There was nothing printed that he
could not find," explained Louisa Vaneck,
library supervisor, of Mr. White.
"And legal research was his principal
interest."
White, former associate director of the
law library, died last September of heart
failure.

UNIVERSITY
DRUGS
2250 Cincinnati at Bandera

by WiayDe Christian n
Members and friends of Phi Alpha Delta
gathered at Cooter Browns on ~ebru~y
9th for an informal free-for-all mvolvmg
copious quantities of grog and a varied
sprinkling of game machines, pool tables,
and the always entertaining Wolfe wit. In
keeping with the finest traditions of PAD,
the partying continued past the c ut off
hour and spread to various watering holes
about town, duly ending yet another
exciting week of our legal upbringing.
A more formal affair took place on
February 24 as PAD invited its rushees to
an evening of dancing and comradarie at
Ft. Sam Houston's Health Services
Command Club. This event featured a live
band.
The highlight of the spring semester
will occur on March 31 as PAD initiates its
new members in the scenic splendor of
Camp Rio Vista near Hunt, Texas. So
grab up your bedroll and make room for
some memories because NOBODY throws
a party like THIS party. (And if anybody
has found the Riverball let us know)
Meanwhile PAD is proud to announce
its new faculty sponsor, Shirley Butts.

0Mark
Anthony's
HAIRSTYLES

FOR MEN
& WOMEN
COMPLETE
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•PRESCRIPTIONS
eDRUG NEEDS
•COSMETICS
•LUN CHES

WEEKDAYS-10 AM
SATURDAYS-9 AM
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

433-3817
Mon.-Sat./ 8 am- 9pm
Sunday I 10 am-9 pm

Phone:432-7866 for FREE dorm delivery

3101 W. WOODLAWN
(AT BANDERA)
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St. Mary's Wins Regional Mock Trial
(Continued from page 12)

Texas public official, and traveling in
interstate commerce to promote bribery
of a Texas public official. The St. Mary's
Board of Advocates coordinated the fall
competition from which two teams were
selected to represent St. Mary's at the
regional competition in Austin.
The two teams, composed of Fred Jones
& Robert Valdez and Robert Leas &
David O'Neil, prepared for weeks under
the expert t utelage of Judge Jack B.
Miller who accompanied the teams to

-

.,. busy - . . y

~

c10ee1n ' - enouQ11 o1
ao.d cen g~~~e twn more ol. by PfQVidong

Austin. In the first round on Friday
evening, both teams won unanimous
victories with J ones & Valdez defeating
LSU and Leas and O'Neil defeating South
Texas. Saturday morning in the octofinals,
however, Jones & Valdez lost a close
decision to S~U. Fortunately, Leas &
O'Neil defeated Oklahoma and advanced
to defeat Baylor in the quarterfinals and
the University of Texas in the semifinals
which ended at about 1 a.m. on Sunday
morning.

•••

and .met the St

Mery·s Lege!

ORTEGON RECORD SHOP

Quality Legal Research and Memos
at a low cost within deadlines to fit the need

ENGLISH & SPANISH LP's• T APES• ACCESSORIES
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St. Mary's Law School
Legal Research Board

Thememoll-bya
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Legal A-rch lollrd
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QU1Mv ftnllhad product For

Sen Antonio, TX 71214

more information. coni8Ct

939 BANDERA RD.
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PABST
EXTRAILIGHT
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fatso's bar-b-q
173-j Bandera Road
.j32-m 2t
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The final round Sunday morning
Leas & O'Neil pitted against the
SMU team that Jones & Valdez had
the octofinals. This time, ho~v~v••
Mary's proved to be too much for
Leas & O'Neil went on to win the
regional championship in t he Law
history and thus earn their way
national competition in Houston,
28-March 2 where they compet ed
representatives from t he other
regions of the country.
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Stude nt Publica tion Of St. Mary's University School Of Law San Anto nio, Texa s

exas Prison System:

FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL
end Money, Not Justice
'tor's Note. "Reprinted with permisn from the January 1979 issue of

5 XAS MONTHLY. Copyright 1979 by
XAS MONTHLY."
The trial of the Texas prison system,
own as the case of Ruiz v. EsteUe,
tinues to wind its way through federal
rt in Houston. Some of the specific
ges against the Texas Department of
rrections that have been unfolding in
ge William Justice's courtroom seem
id: prisons should not be overcrowded,
ners should receive proper medical
e, and so on. But such well-intentioned
cerns are being obscured by what is
eloping into a zealous attack on the
~ic philosophy of the Texas Department
Corrections. At the core of the federal
ernment's case is the sort of
osophy that gave the world Attica and
Quentin, that allows gangs to run
nois prisons, that stands powerless
inst the endemic violence in
itentiaries throughout the nation. No,
as prisons are not like that, but, unless
reforms that Judge Justice seems sure
mandate • aren't limited to specific
tters like health care and overcrowding
y will be.
A. fundamental responsibility of a prison
tern is to insure that the prisoners
usted to it can serve their sentences
safety. As Charles Silberman writes in
new book, Criminal Violence, Criminal
tice: "There can be no hope of reform,
chance of making prisons more decent
humane, unless order is restored.
jugal visits, work-release programs,
furloughs, recreation
fields,

vocational t r aining, psychological
counseling-all are useless if inmates live in
constant fear of being raped or 'piped.
Court guarantees of due process are
irrelevant if inmates ask to be placed in
segregation regation for their own protection. In short, prison officials' ability to
maintain order affects inmates' well-being
more directly and far more profoundly
than does any other aspect of prison life."
What Silberman says is so badly needed
in prisons throughout the nation already
exists in Texas. Between 1973 and 1975, 4
inmates were killed in the Texas prison

system, the nation's most populous. In
comparison, 66 inmates were killed in
California prisons during the same period;
in San Quentin alone, 12 inmates were
murdered in 1974. In Louisiana's Angola
prison, 350 stabbings were reported
between 1973 and 1975, 29 fatal. In
roughly the same period, 15 inmates were
murdered at Walpole by prison gangs that
roamed the 500-man facility. Among
Rhode Island's 200 prisoners, 40 to 50
sexual assaults are reported each year. In
Illinois, some cellblocks are so completely
(continued on Page 11)

Title Insurance Explained
Editor's Note: JAMES R. HECOX
graduated with a B.A. from t he
University of Arkansas in 1970. Upon
completion of a term of service in the U.S.
Army, he attended St. Mary's University
Law School and received the J.D. degree
in May. 1977. After experience with title
companies in Victoria and Goliad
Counties, he is currently employed as an
Examining Attorney for Alamo Title
Company in San Antonio. We publish this
article in hope that the mysteries of title
insurance be made visible to all.
by James R. Hecox
Title Insurance came about as a result
of a changing rural America into a
complex urbanized society. Formerly,
when land was more plentiful than people
and all persons in a typical rural locality
knew everyone else's business, it had been
common practice to take a seller's word
that he owned his land free and clear. Few

people could read and write in those days
and if the seller put the sale of his land in
writing, that was considered sufficient to
make it "official."
Recording statutes by public authority

came into being when it became evident
from a growing number of title claims and
disputes that there were either a lot of
liars or grossly mistaken people involved
in real estate transactions. Only twenty
years after the Pilgrims landed, the
(Continued on Pa!fe 9)
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WIT AN EDITORIALS
This is t he last issue of the Witan to be published by the present Editorial Board, and
hence the last editorial. As strange as it may seem, I experienced a bit of difficulty in
deciding what to write - I have always been timorous of the swan song as a vehicle for
prose.
It has been a good year for the Witan. Our office, as well as t hose of Dr. Reuschlein
and Dean Castleberry have been flooded with letter s from alumni and from local, state
and national readers, praising the paper's qualitative evolution. It is not always the
vulgar who flourish. We have entered into a working relationship with Dean
Castleberry and have gained t he r espect of a large clot of the alumni, for what seems to
be the first time. And the administration even stood by us in the wake of criticism
following the article on reproductive right s. The trend is definitively of signal
ascendancy. The succeeding E ditor and his staH are illulninated with a sense of duty and
competent responsibility to both the Witan and St. Mary's University.
I can speak for the entire staff when I say we enjoyed it. Most of us are in limine of the
so-called "real world." We in tandem with our fellows in the graduating class have given
and received much from our alma mater , as the Scholastics used to call their school their foster mother. There will be some who take their leave with bitterness of heart.
Hopefully, time will endow them with a more objective view. P erhaps grace will visit
their ears with the realization that their singing far surpassed their song. H ow very sad
that in the final hours so much unpleasantness cast its shadow over our class. I shall
always remember Bishop Leven's words of advice, never to speak ill of one's parents for it robes one in a cloak of shame. The same goes for one's school - t he parent of the
mind. When Swinburne cried, "0 Mother Month , where have t hev hidden thee?", he.
also lamented the loss of the well-springs of creativity. The cardinal sin of relationships
is to take more than you give. We have all invested heavily here. When we reap the
harvest let us remember kindly the old school that taught us to think and fostered us.
There is a lovely old Spanish saying, "Vaya con Dios," which is more easily wielded by
the tongue in its abridged form: Adios.

In Defense of The Voiceless
There has been considerable criticism,
pro and contra of the Reproductive Rights
article which appeared in the March
WITAN. Most of it springs from the
assumption that Ms. Schwartz's article
reflected the official views of the WIT AN
or of SL. Mary's University. It did not. It
merely evinced our belief in its author's
right to express her beliefs. This is, after
all, a law school and a forum for debate.
However, it is only sporting and fair
that the position of the Church be given
voice:
We all, and admirably, tend to feel
protective toward the weak and helpless.
Hence the noble attraction for the kitten
stranded up !n a tree or the bird tnrpped
in a snare. Such is the essential quality of
humanity, which sets us apart from the

brutes. Strength without the tempering
grace of compassion is bestial.
Attorneys especially have a mission to
defend those incapable of defending
themselves.
The Church has embraced this mission
for two thousand years, championing the
meek and the helpless. Of all the creatures
in this world, the most helplessly
defenseless are those m the bodies of
others - the fetuses. And the only
unfaltering spokesman they have ever had
has been the Christian Community. She
will never forsake them. The only issue, as
she sees it, is not one of freedom to decide
the destiny of one's body but rather that
the most helpless of all human things have
an advocate in the great trial for their
lives.
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APOLOGIA AB INITIO

It has long been the tradition that
newspapers of the American law
publish a lampoon issue for the mo nth
April to come out on <;>r about the £irst
of the month. We had a
amount of serious stuff to print yet
unwilling to break a tradition, for
are few left, so we decided to produce
issues in one. If you remove the
twelve pages you will find a
lampoon issue. As our serious papers,
trust , rank with the best, our lampoon
as outrageous as the worst.
In THE DEVIL'S ~·,.·~"n"',',,,,.•u ..
Ambrose Bierce defined apology as
foundation for future wrong. That
well be but our apology is not
sincerity. In our lampoon we roasted
of people and groups. We truly hope
they will accept it as it was meant
humor. No malice was intended.
We especially hit the Women's
Association. May you never dream
were serious. You were just
lampoonable. Let me explain hy
analogy. When anyone, say PLAYBOY,
the NATIONAL LAMPOON or
wish to lampoon Christianity, they hit
Roman Church, for it is the one they
most seriously. And we take the W
most seriously.
When I look about on the sad and
state of the world, the first thought
comes to mind is that it is all the
management by men. It is time
were given a chance to run it.
their innate grace and feminine
could sa\'e us all. At any rate, they
not possibly rival the ineptitude of
male fellows.

Witan is published by students of St. Mary',
Law School, monthly except June and July. The
views expressed herein are those ol l~e
individual writers and do not necessarily relle~l
those of the WIT AN, its ed1tors, the
administrators, or facu lty, unless otherw1se
stated. The Editor is responsible for the v1ews
expressed in unsigned articles.
Articles in WITAN may be reproduced and
quoted provided that credit is extended to the
publication and the author of the article so
used, and notice of such use is given to the
publication.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ar Ed:
I thank you very much for forwarding
e a copy of your well edited publication
aturing the interview with Joel · E.
estbrook with many references to"my
ece, Patty, in it.
I will always find it difficult to believe
at an American jury would not have
alized the effect of Patty's kidnapping
d incarceration upon her mind and
bsequent actions.
I'm not a lawyer, but I have always
i ard that considerable weight in any case
law was given to "extenuating
cumstances." I'm afraid, though, that
whole sordid episode of her being
ped out of her apartment, kidnapped
d brainwashed seemed to be overlooked
finding her guilty of playing a part in
bank robbery, which she indeed did.
However, under the "extenuating
'I cumstances" - I repeat, it will always
rprise me that an American jury
n parently ignored these circumstances
dconvicted her only on the fact that she
R d indeed participated only in a bank
t bbery.
I don't care what you call it, she was not
same person after her kidnapping and
I til she was home and back where she
uld see her family again. She never
mitted any kind of a crime before, nor
she so inclined to do so today. There
-. however, a period when she
sidered herself an "urban guerrilla"
a "fugitive from the fascists" of the
R.I. and during which time she
· ressed on the radio a hatred for her

ily.
It was during this lime that she was not
any legal way
intellectually,
· osophically, mentally (call it what you
) - the young girl she was before she
o s kidnapped, and she is again today.
Unquestionably her name and the fact
1 t she was a wealthy young lady had
ething to do with the way the two
ges handled the case. This could even
said of the way in which she has regain·
her freedom through an act of the Prent on recommendation of the Attorney
era!.
y most standards Patty should have
eived a full pardon. According to the
rds of the two people most familiar
h her case in the Department of
tire, one would think that Patty should
e received a full pardon. Here again, if
name had not been Hearst, I think
hably she would have.
didn't mean to carry on like this, but
urally it is close to my heart. Thank
again for calling to my attention the
e by Joel E. Westbrook.
Sincerely,
W.R. Hearst, Jr.

Dear Editor,
Ask someone around you what (s)he
plans to do when (s)he gets that first
alumni letter requesting a contribution to
the school. You may get the same
response I have- consistently. And if you
think a few years of detachment in
nurtured nostalgia is all that's needed to
evoke a heartfelt generosity, just ask
some long-time graduates of this school
what they do with their letters.
Maybe it's because they weren't treated
very professionally while at school. Or
maybe they resented having to hesitate to
make challenges for fear of retribution. Or
maybe they were repeatedly promised
loan money which never materialized or
was exacted only after dogged persistence. Or maybe they had a professor who
refused to acknowledge their request for
consultation.
But whatever the reasons for passing
up the collection plate or however
justified, one thing seems undeniably
clear: this school needs a few lessons in
making friends with its prospective
alumni. Someday, perhaps, one of them
may be looking to shelter a six-figure
income.
Randy Keltner
Dear Editor,
The graduation report which appeared
in last month's Witan noted that Frank
Ruttenberg has been working closely with
the law school faculty and university
administ rat10n in the planning of the law
school's May graduation ceremonies. The
report, however, was misleading insofar
as it failed to mention the other law
students who have given their time to
insuring that our first separate graduation
proves to be an enjoyable and memorable
occasion for everyone concerned. I hope
that these others, foremost among whom
are Frank Rivas, Larry ~calf, Ann
Livingston,
Julia Heinrichs,
Mark
Thornton, and Scott Breen, wiltaccept my
apo).ogy for failing to recognize their
valuable efforts on behalf of this spring's
gralt'uating class and the entire law school.
Sincerely,
David Weiner

The Cast of Assault and Flattery
dedicated their Sixth Annual Performance to The Memory of Jan White.

WILD & WINDY
NIGHT (S.B.A.)
David Weiner (R. Reporter)
On verge of spring,
In middle of March,
The S.B.A. met
Till all throats would parch.
The highlight of that difficult night
Since only the truth may be written,
Was choosing the method to govern us
In selecting the chief of our WITAN.
On popular election
Opinions were abounding,
But when the time for voting came
Defeat was quite resounding.
The assembly moved on in due order
To consider the Law Day awards,
Deserving students and teachers alike
Were nominated (in what seemed
hordes).
The S.B.A.'s outstanding student
Was none other than Treasurer Frank,
A man in whose hands every job
Is better than money in the bank.
Then searching for answers
To stop further rape,
They cried, "More Security!"
(It's now in sad shape.)
The funds for an ABA regional conference
Were discussed by a tired House,
Though pro's and con's were neck and
nt>ck.
We'll have a man to speak in Taos.
Then came, no doubt, the most bitter
news:
When summer arrives and tuition is
paid,
There'll be no relief
At $110 (in the shade).

John McCloud mans Francisco's Taco
Booth.

Then came a rep. from intramurals
To complain about paying for umps,
But nothing was done to right this wrong:
It just goes to show how an easy one
stumps.

P • .,... lf>
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N.O.W. BOYCOTT
by Thomas A. Clarke

Recently, the National Organization for
Women sent out letter~ soliciting financial
support to help defray the expense of
having to defend two anti-trust lawsuits
filed against them by the states of Nevada
and Mi~souri. The anti-trust suits seek to
<>njoin N.O.W. from waging a campaign to
induce other organizations not to hold
meetings, conferences, and conventions in
states which have not ratified the Equal
Rights Amendment to the Constitution.
N.O.W.'s strategy is to put economic pressure on influential groups in the business
community, who will, in turn, put pressure upon their legislatures to vote for
ratification of E.R.A.
N.O.W. contends thattht>ir activity falls
under the umbrella of political expression
and is therefore protected by the First
Amendment. Nevada and Missouri, two
non -ratifying states. l'Ontend that this
campaign constitutes a serondary boycott
in restraint of trade.
Enclosed with the solicitation letter is a
March 26, 1978, New York Times article
written by Leonard Orland, a professor of
law at the University of Connecticut. The
artirle vigorously defended the campaign.
The artirle asserts the belief that the
N.O.W. campaign is protected by the First
Au·endment right o.; of freedom of speech
freerlom of association, and right to
pettt ion the government for redress of
grievances, because the purpose of the
N.O.W. campaign is to influence the public
policy of non-ratifying states as regards
E .R.A.
Professor Orland believes that the
~.0..!:1! case conclusively supports his
argument that the N.O.W. campaign is
sheltered from Sherman Act regulation by
the First Amendment. 81 S. Ct. 523, (1961)
Eastern Rail. Pres. Conf. v. ~oerr Mtr.
Fr.rt.• Inc.
Quoting excerpts from the Noerr
opinion. Professor Orland wrote, "Justice
Black, writing for a unanimous Supreme
Court, considered it conclusively settled
that the Sherman Act does n~t 'forbid
associations for the purpose of influencing
the passage or enforcement of law.'
Justice Rlack was eloquent in explaining
the theory behind the conclusion. In a
'representative democracy: he declared,
'the whole concept of representation
depends upon the ability of the people to
make their wishes known to their
representatives. To rule that government
retains the power in this representative
capacity and yet hold, at the same time,
that the people cannot freely inform the
government of their wishes would impute
to the Sherman Act a purpose to regulate

not business activity, but political
activity.'"
Were these the only pronouncements of
Justice Black on this subject, Professor
Orland might have been justified in his
position.
In Noerr, the Supreme Court held that
no violation of the Sherman Act could be
predicated upon a mere propagation of
views directed toward influencing the
passage and enforcement of law'l, even
though the underlying intent was
anti-competitive. In reaching the Court's
decision, Justice Black drew the crucial
distinction that a campaign t.o influence
legislation is not the type of conduct or
association prohibtted by the Sherman
Act, because, "They bear little if any
resemblance to the combinations normally
held violative of the Sherman Act,
combinations ordinarily chararterized by
an express or implied agreement or
understanding that the participants w!ll
jointly give up their trade freedom, or
help one another take away the trade
freedom of others through the use of such
devices as price fixing agreements,
boycotts. market division agreements.
and other similar arrangements."
It would be interesting to explore
briefly how the argument that the N.O.W
campaign is sheltered from the Sherman
Act by the First Amendment would hold
up under similar fact situations.
Suppose a labor union tried to induce a
supplier of a product not to sell to
non-union groups in order to gain new
members for their union. Furthermore,
suppose that this labor union argued that
this secondary boycott, because it was
intertwined with speech. writing, and
placard-carrying, was protected by the
First Amendment. And, further, that the
purpose of the boycott was not to restrain
trade but was to improve working
conditions. How, then, would Professor
Orland respond to such a situation, and,
for that matter, how would Justice Black
respond?
Presumably, Professor Orland would
exonerate the union on the basis of the
excerpt that he quotes from Noerr.
As for Justice Rlack, we know his
response. as given in the Giboney case 69
S.Ct. 684 (19491 Gibont•y, et al
Empire
Storage & Ice Co. The Court, speaking
through Justice lllack in a unanimous
opinion, sustained the applicability of the
Missouri anti-trust law to this secondary
boycott practiced by the la_bor union. The
Court reasoned that it has never been
deemed an abridgemt>nt of freedom of
press or speech to make a course of
conduct illegal merely because language is

v:

involved. The Court noted that
Missouri law under review was v
identical to the Federal law.
Court approved the doctrine that
or laudable purposes or good intent
not provide a ground for exemption
anti-trust regulation.
Let us suppose further, that one
of truckers decided to inflict
anti-competitive injury on a fellow
of truckers. In furtherance of this
result, such usually lawful and
tionally protected means as filing
or claims in various courts
governmental agencies were used.
How would Professor Orland
How would the United States
Court respond?
Again, the presumption would be
Professor Orland would countenance
conduct because of Noerr.
In the California Motor
opinion written by Justice Douglas (in
stead of the then recently
Justice Black whom he almost in
agreed with in First Amendment
the Supreme Court decided in 1972,
such a state of facts, that the
Amendment could not be used
pretext or as a means for achie
illegal result. 92 S.Ct. 609 (1972) "'"'uv11n
Motor Transport Co. et al v.
llnli.mitPrl et al. Noting Giboney,
Court stated that it is well settled
First Amendment rights are
immunized from regulation when they
used as a part of conduct which voro~n-•
valid statute. Furthermore, Lhe
Amendment could not be used to
others of their constitutional right
Because of a Missouri Federal
Court's recent decision that N.O
boycott is legal since it "involves
opponents, not commercial ,.u''""'' ""and political objectives, not m,.ro, ..n_
goals," it would appear that
Orland's view has been vindicated.
however, the N.O.W. campaign is
dered in the full context of the Noen
and related opinions, it appears likely
grounds for reversal of this decision
and that the Sherman Act would
applicable on the following bases.
First, the means employed by
constitute a secondary boycott thus
ing the distinguishing features of an
trust violation as adverted to in the
distinction. Second, the purpose that
means serve does not create a defense
the Sherman Act because of the
illegal effect which issues from
means. Third, just because the N
(Continued on Page 5)
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W. PAGE KEETON

W. Page Keeton-Ruminations Of The
u Law And Our Changing Times
ll
by Erie JeDSeD
II
One
of
the
most
enjoyable events of any
s
year in law school is the St. Mary's Law
Journal Banquet. This year, on the
evening of March 16th at the San Antonio
Country. Club, a number of distinguished
Texas jurists, our eminent faculty, and
11ember's of the journal conjoined in a
irited celebration honoring outstanding
mdividuals on the journal staff and the
editorial board. Highlighting the banquet
was the keynote speaker, Page Keeton,
ofessor of Law of Torts and former
Dean of the University of Texas School of
Law.
Dean Ernest A. Raba introduc~d Mr.
Keeton, as he has done twice before, by
djrecting our attention to several
ustrious facts of Mr. Keeton's life of
holarship and achievement in law since
· career began in 1931. As a pioneering
eorist, Mr. Keeton has written several
atises on torts, products liability, and
ceptive trade practices. As a respected
ader among notable members of our
fession, he has served on many
mmittees, such as the Board of
·
rs of the American Bar Found&·
· ; President of the Advisory Comm'n
Labor-Management Policy; and as a
mber of the Advisory Comm'n for
vision of the Restatement of the Law of
orts, A.L.I. Fortunately, Mr. Keeton
visits St. Mary's School of Law during
e forthcoming first summer session to
ch products liability.
The following passages are excerpts of
. Keeton's address:
For a number of years, I have
roduced my Torts course with the
sition that Jaw in any kind of society
rves two primary functions: that of
serving order or getting things done in
orderly way or, and that of fostering
d preserving the particular society's
alue system. Notwithstanding the
'storical unpopularity of law and
wyers, no society could function without
w and lawyers. As soon as humankind
'mbed down out of a tree and became
· ilized-if indeed that has happened w came into existence if for no other
n than to preserve peace and order.
servation of a free society has never
fore been so complex and so challenging
it is now. It is an exciting time to he
volved in the process of making, using
d applying the law or aiding in its
velopment.
There are three revolutionary changes
the world which we have any

knowledge, to which I direct your
attention to those having enormous
importance on law. The first is
technological change. Scientific and
technological achievements of the past 50
years have probably exceeded in many
ways all that which has taken place from
the dawn of history until that period
started. It has made it possible for us to do
many things that could never have been
done; it allows us greater personal
freedom. Modern technology has resulted
in a proliferation of new consumer
products, but in the wake thereof we have
witnessed an accident problem, the
magnitude of which has never before even
remotely existed. The law must attend
modern consequences of technological
change in view of its historical duty to
preserve peace and order.
But there have been significant changes
in ideas and aspirations and the Jaw must
feel the circulation of the communal blood.
Ours has been an epoch of rising
expectations on the part of people all over
the world. New dimensions have been
given to the notion of individual freedom
and the rights .of man as set forth in the
J;:>eclaration of Independence that can best
be expressed in the notion of individual
human dignity. So-called freedom without
a measure of security is not freedom at all.
But the point is that all over the world,
here as wen as in the le"s developed
nations, the ignorant, the impoverished,
the underprivileged. and the minorities
seek "equality" in a variety of ways where
it has not heretofore been extended. So
that now equality before the law and
equality of opportunity have become
legally recognizable and enforceable
concepts in a way never before realized.
Then, in the third place, the number of
people who inhabit the world has
increased enormously and for one reason
or another they have gravitated more and
more to the city. So that the complexities
of living together have increased at an
inordinate pace. This has outmoded .some
of our governmental structures and
institutions.
The lawyer today is engaged in the
exciting business of guaranteeing justice
and freedom for people in a complex
world. If I had to find the essential
characteristic of the human being, I should
not find it in the likes of Karl Marx's
economic animal, or in the psychologist
Freud in his sex-ridden phantom. I should
rather find it in a "being" who was
straining to catch sight of a better world
and to incorporate what he could see in
the life of himself and society. This is the
responsibility of the lawyer-it would be

yours . I hope you people find it to be
enormously satisfying.
W. Page Keeton

BoycoH
(Continuf'd from Page 4)

campaign involves First Amendment
area". it does not follow that the campaign
would be immune from Sherman Act
regulation since a boycott is admixed with
these rights. Fourth, it is not necessarily
true that N.O.W.'s First Amendment
rights would be abridged if N.O.W. is
enjoined from exercising this boycott
since other traditional avenues of advocacy would still be open to them. Fifth,
one of the efects, it could be argued, of the
campaign would be an infringement upon
the constitutional rights of the voting
ronst ituencies of non-ratifying states by
coercing them and their elected representatives to accede to N.O.W.'s political
views. Sixth, there is some case authority
that the Sherman Act is not limited in
application to only commerical activity.
Seventh, just as the anti-trust laws could
apply where acress to courts and agencies
was denied in Calif. Mt. Tr., so could they
also apply where the N.O.W. activity
denies trade freedom and where it inter·
feres with the right of citizens to express
their views under the First Amendment
without being coerced with economic
reprisals created and calculated to punish
the expression of their views.
Finally, there is the vulnerability of the
Missouri Court's holding that the
Sherman Act was inapplicable because
N.O.W. had no "anti-competitive pur·
pose." N.O.W.'s campaign has an
immediate anti-competitive purpose distinct from their ultimate political purpose.
In the Giboney case, the Supreme Court
focused on the immediate purpose of the
secondary boycott only and considered the
ultimate purpose to be irrelevant. In the
Noerr case, the Supreme Court again
thought that the ultimate purpose was
irrelevant. The decision in Noerr rested
upon the fact that the immediate purpose
of the truckers was to influence legisla·
tion. This is the essential dissimilarity
!)(>tween the N.O.W. campaign and the
~oerr situation. N.O.W.'s campaign is
more than a mere attempt to influence
legislation : it is a deliberate attempt to
coerce it through the immediate purpose
or restraining trade. Furthermore, the
N.O.W. campaign fits under Justice
Black's key distinction in Noerr because it
is a combination "normally held violative
of the Sherman Ad."

p .... 16
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Advice To The Law Lorn
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf:
Since this is the last issue Mrs. P, I just
wanted to thank you for all the help you
have given me in my first year of law
school. I'm troubled, however, because of
all the running around with different guys
to get outlines that you have
recommended I do. I feel like I've been
through every guy in law school. It's just
not fair Mrs. P. because I've got two years
left to go and I'm out of guys. What can I
do. DESPERATE.
Dear Desperate:
Don't worry, I have some good news for
you. Next fall is a new year with a new
freshmen class who I'm sure will have
memb~rs anxious to fool around with you
just to get their hands on your outlines.
Don't be overly hopeful, however,
because I know of two third year students
who found the only person worth fooling
with in law school was their little buddy
from first year.
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf,
This year I had scholarships, loans and
worked. I earned barely enough money to
make ends meet. Now they are raising
tuition to $110/hr. What am I going to do?
Broke
Dear Broke,
Boy am I surprised at you. Do you
realize that the tuition has increased from
$80/hr. in 1975-76 to $110/hr. for 1979-80.
This is only $30 over a five year period. If
you figure a seven percent (7%) increase
per year for each of those five years you
would realize that the school is $2.21
behind President Carter's voluntary•
inflation guidelines. Why this past year
you got a break because tuition remained
at $96/hr. for two years. (Note: realizing
this failure to increase in the 1978-79
school year the Administration will be
sending out bills to collect the 7% increase
they forgot to add. This will mean each
student who took thirty (30) hours still
owes about $200.)
Not only that, it has become necessary
to compete with S.M.U. Law 'School. How
can you expect your diploma to be worth
much if you don't pay for it. My sources
tell me that S.M.U. students pay $135/hr.
and St. Mary's goal is to catch up with
them by 1982, therefore adding more
prestige to our school.
Maybe you're saying, why must we pay
$110/hr. while the undergraduates pay
only $76/hr.? Once again you must realize
that their enrollment is slipping and they
don't want to scare off those students they
do have; however, the law school can take

as many students as they want, and stick
them for what they want, and they'll get
it. In order to save the undergraduate
school they look to the law school for
funds. So by increasing tuition and
enrollment in the law school they can raise
enough revenue. Of course this means you
shouldn't expect any more for your money
next year like more professors or books.
Now that you know the reasons for the
increase I hope you'll be more comfortable
paying it. With the knowledge of more
prestige and the fact that you're doing
you little bit to bail out the undergraduates you should complain no more. (If
you're still wondering how to raise the
money I've heard some talk about first
born children.
The Administration on the hill felt
confident that by granting the law school
separate graduation this too would soften
the blow of tuition increases in the future.
Dear Mrs. Palsgr:~f,
I came to law school in Texas because of
the warmer climate. I f~lt the weather
would be much more conducive to
cultivating a good tan. Keeping this in
mind I want to go to the coast during
Spring break to get a real jump on the
bronzing process. Could you tell me where
the best beach in Texas is for getting the
best results.
Sun Worshipper
Dear Sun,
What Spring break?
Dear Mrs. Palsgraf:
I'm graduating in May and will be
taking the bar exam in July. Do you have
any suggestions on which bar review
course to take? NEED TO STUDY.
Dear Needy:
Of course the better known bar reviews
are BRI and Finkelstein's. However,
there is a new bar review course offered
for the first time this year. I am pleased to
announce the opening of Mrs. P.'s Bar
Review. While it will not cover all the
courses on the exam, it will have all live
lectures including: Professor Cantu on
Debutant Law; Professor Francisco on
Blond Haired Little Girl Law; Professor
Walker on Women in the Law; Professor
Hobbs on Water Law (he may even tell
about the contents of his pitcher);
Professor Scott on C.B. Law; and Dean
Castleberry on Luncheon Law.
You may wonder if these lectures will
prepare you for the bar. The answer is
yes, at least as well as your previous three
years at St. Mary's has.

April, 1979

FREE
Free News Services
from The
Family Life Center
Have a touch of spring fever, or feeling
pushed and bushed, or ignored and bored,
or do you just want to ask someone what
makes a two-year-old tick? Law School
Outreach is for you! Outreach has been in
the works all winter and now has
Life Center Representatives ready
meet with you and discuss how the Family
Life Center can best meet your needs.
Jacquie, Rose, or Ethel will be av
to consult with you privately
March 28, 1979, from 10:00 to 2:00,
Wednesday in the Travis room at
University Center. These are the
who have been meeting with Delta
Delta (law wives), buttonholing you
campus, and passing out questionnaires
your bake sales. In case we missed you,
word about the questionnaires and
we hope to accomplish. The
u'uuJIJcu•~••
were our effort to get to know you,
best place to meet with you, times you
available, family life topics you would
to know more about, in other words,
how we at the Family Life Center can
serve you. The Travis Room is your
to rap and maybe pick up a map to
Family Life Center.
The Family Life Center has a
staff headed by Dr. Irv Loev
serve you. The services offered in
husband-wife, parent-child, divorce,
vidual, and total family counseling.
services are provided in accordance
strict code of confidentiality. We
programs designed to strengthen
and family relationships. These en
ment programs help couples learn
communicate more effectively, deal
stress, and parenting. Fees are rm•ru••n
the basis of ability to pay; no one is
service because they are unable to
The Center is located at 249
Ligustrum Drive, just three blocks
of St. Mary's campus. It is open
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
p.m., telephone 436-0346. You can get
information and more every W
throughout the semester at the
Room. Jacquie, Rose, and Ethel
forward to meeting with youl

- ..\pril, 1979
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Wolves In The Hen House
1 The Texas Legislature is back in
session...somehow a little poetil' relief
seems appropriate...
e Biennial squires to market brought:
. ,\'ho sell their souls, and votes for naught.
Jhe nation str1pped, go )oyful back,
To rob the church, their tenants rack,
! Go snacks with rogues and rapparees;
\nd keep the peace to pick up fees;
ln every job to have a share,
A. jail or barrack to repair;
.\nd turn the tax for public roads,
'ommodious to their own abodes.

From Verses on the Death of Dr. Swift
by Jonathan Swift
A comparison of the Texas Legislature
1th Swift's corrupt Irish Parliament is
obably not fair- the lrtsh couldn't have
en that bad. Resides, as ya'll know, in
exas we do ever:rthing better. So, lock
e door Virgmia, your legislators are at
ork again. But will they work for you?
he answer, unfortunately, depends on
ho you are.
With corporate political contributions at
all time high, Billy Clayton's appointees
airing House committe<'s, and an oilman
the governor's mansion; big business,
usual, seems to have a firm grip on
eir share of the representation. In fact,
ese guys are so confident that they have
gun to go about the task of dismantling
me of the reforms passed by previous
islatures.
Now if you are a typical law student out
king for a · ypical soft, secure job as a
ptcal corporate lawyer this all probably
unds very reassuring. After all, il's just
l' natural state of things. As Silent Cal
d so aptly, "the business of America is
siness". II however, like me, you are
lish enough to want to work the poorer
e of the street -these events are cause
alarm. The wolves are indeed in the
n house. So if you agree, then, to quote
rl Malden: "What will you do'? What
II you do?"
The problem is to force (threaten?) our
presentativcs into "remembering" our
st interests. How to accomplish this
ficult task'? I must admit I have no
'ze-winmng answers. Experience has
ught me that even the most noble of
1blic causes and needs often fail to
emind" forgetful legislators. But, hark,
~~ is not a good reason to surrender,
ause sometimes truth, justice and the
mcrican way prevail (He said. With
ld·like innocence.) Not very often, but
ettmes.
In order to have a chance at wiuning
o things are necessary: learning the
ues and "advertising' . Learmng the

t

issues is not too hard. Advertising your
opinion - to friends, political representatives, and the general public takes a little
work. Personally, I never know exactly
what to do or where to start. Law school
doesn't help. But it's not a good excuse. It
doesn't take that much time to write a
letter or sign a petit10n. There are lots of
legislative proposals begging for your
attention. So get to work!
Herein, I would like to mention a few of
this session's proposals that I find
particularly frightening ...
1) Deceptive Trade Practices- (a) H.B.
311 (By Rep. Luther Jones of El Paso)
removes mandatory treble damages in
consumer actions in which actual damages
exceed $500 (b) S.B. 357 (By Sen. Bill
Meier of Euless) which would require
proof of consumer reliance on intentional
or knowing false, misleading, or deceptive
acts or practices (essentially a return to
the standard of proof required under
common law fraud). (c) H.B. 345 (By Rep.
Dan Kubiak of Rockdale) would probably
limit the number of consumer actions
brought under the Deceptive Trade
Practices Act by allowing punitive
damages against unsuccessful consumers.
2) Usury Increase - (a) S.B. 134 (By
Sen. Bill Meier of Euless) which would set
the maximum mortgage interest rate at
12% (up from the current maximum of
10%). (B) S.B. 10 (By Sen. Ike Harris of
Dallas) which raises the usury limit from
10% to 18%.
3) Warranty of Habitability -though I
have no informatiOn at this time on
specific legislation, the Texas Apartment
Association is expected to try to erode the
recent Supreme Court opinion on implied
warranties of habitability. However, Rep.
Ron Waters, Houston, has introduced a
"tenant·oriented" bill on warranty of
habitability (H.B. 215),
4) Products Liability - (a) S.B. 135 (By
Sen. Ray Farabee of Wichita Falls) would
introduce a system of comparative fault
into product liability suits. (b) H.B. 377
(By Rep. Doug McLeod of Galveston)
would limit the lime for filing lawsuits
against manufacturers to two years.
If any of these proposals "shock" you,
please lake th~ time to write your
senators and representatives and make
your feehngs known. You never know
what might make a difference.
Address for House Members:
P.O. Box 2910
Austm, Texas 78767
For extra information contact:
Texas Consumer Association
711 San Antonio
Austin, Texas 78701

by David E. Jones

Address for Senators:
Senate Chambers
Austin, Texas 78712
For state-wide
information call:
1-800-252-9693

toll·free

legislative

40% Solution
by Bill Hayes
One thing more certain perhaps than
death and taxes is the monthly statement
from Ma Bell. Each and every month,
monolithic Ma sends us a curt notice to
remind of us of her continued existence
and well-being. The greeting also invites
us to contribute a meagre sum to prolong
the life of the finest telecommunication
system on planet earth. As this periodic
debt grows with age, many of us seek
ways to reduce its debilitating and
malnourishing effect.
There happens to be a 40% solution to
the problem of expending one's
endowment. A i&••g distance phone
service (LDS, Inc.) (clever) operates
between the major cities in Texas (San
Antonio, Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth,
Corpus Christi, Austin) which guarantees
its subscribing customers 40% off of
Southwest Bell's long distance rate.
The next question is what hath man
wrought? Well, all one does to receive a
residential connection is pay a one-time
$10.00 initial fee. LDS will then send you a
card with your billing code. When you are
in any one of the major cities, you simply
dial the LDS office in that city, tell t hem
the number you wish to call in the other
major Texas city served by LDS and they
will make the call for you, all at 40% off
the Ma Bell rate. LDS will then bill you
monthly with an itemization of the cities
and numbers called and the number of
mmutes. (There is no minimum monthly
billing). Note however that the service is
only available on intra-state calls to the
cities served. For residential service, the
hours are from 5-10 p.m. Mon-Fri and 8
a.m.-12 p.m. on Sat., and 12-5 p.m. on
Sunday.
For one making any number of calls
within Texas to any of the major Texas
cities, it is a great way to save a quick
40%, especially during 5·10 p.m. After 11
p.m., Ma Bell goes to 60°to off. Lest we
forget, it costs more to call to Dallas t han
it does to call New York City.
The number to dial in San Antonio for
further information is 828-8311.

o.-.. .
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Salaries
Compare
Editor's note: The following article
reprinted with permission from the
of Valpariso's Law School paper.
10~

by Charles Weiner

t.hisl The cut-off gradu
cat.egor1es change .Wer)'

class. You cannot take

......

a particular semester

the class standing from

,.~

W itan
Congratulations
The Witan congratulates the following
individuals who have been selected to
judicial clerkships: Court of Criminal
Appeals - Cathy Randall Reidal; 3rd
Court of Civil Appeals. Austin- Frank
Davis; 4th Court of Civil Appeals, San
Antonio-Rand Riklin and Ed Kurth; 5th
Court of Civil appeals, Dallas Keith
Davis and Richard Sames; 7th Court of
Civil Appeals, Amarillo- Linda Moore.
12th Court of Civil Appeals, Tyler Scott
Breen; 13th Court of Civil Appeals,
Corpus Christi-Frank Burney. In the
Federal courts, Northern District of
Texas (Judge Halbert Woodard)- Charles
Beckham; Western District of Texas
(Judge Adrian Spears) Richard Hayes
and Fred ,Jones.
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It was one time thought that all peo~rl
were created equal. Apparently Harv ~
Law School Graduates were n s
considered.
e1
The Chicago Sun-Times Newspapf
recently obtained a confidential survey Fl
Harvard Law's 1963 Graduating ci
Although one survey answerer maintai
~
ed the survey reflects a "Fanatical
preposterous preoccupation" with mone a'
the bottom line demands a second loo
The current average salary of the 1
Harvard Grad is $77,154.
The confidential questionnaires w
sent to the 568 class members. Ret
were noted from 282.
The salary range of full-time lawyers
$12,000 to $352,000. The average salary
full-time lawyers is $80,175, with the c
average (including non-lawyers) $77,1
Members working full time in indust
average $125•.000.
A general information section asked
variety of questions such as "Do you ha ss
a will?"(242 said yes, 43 no) and "At wh
hourly rate do you bill?" (Only six billie ~
than $50 an hour, while 60 bill more th il
$100 an hour.)
s~
The survey reported 56 lawyers Y
firms without women lawyers and e
ft
'irms with no women partners.
majority, 156, said they did some work p
bono last year, but 61 did none.
e
Most members forwarded only reque 11
ed financial and biographical data. Y
some included less-than-joyous commen °
directed at both Harvard and t
profession. New York lawyer Stephen
Singer simply asked, "Aren't we,
members of our profession, of our Jar
society, destroying ourselves?"
Those comments are compliment
when compared to those offered
Oregon law Prof. Elliot M. Abramson.
felt the confidential survey's "fanati
and preposterous pre-occupation wi
financial minutiae sadly reflects t
lamentable fact that the mean mentali
which suffused the Law School when
attended still flourishes, unreconstru
ed." He further held that his old Harv
chums were relating to each other only
"alienated agglomerations of wealth."
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Title Insurance
(Continued from Page 1)
olony of Massachusetts enacted the
gistry Act of 1640 which provided a
stem of giving Notice of Title and
ncumbrances to the potential land
~~rchaser. With the enactment of these
tcording statutes, land buyers began
ing to the local courthouse and having
e Public Recorder look at the status of
ltte for assurance that the title would be
~od. However, when public records in a
jrowing America became too voluminous,
rofessional title researchers and abstracrs appeared as business services on
hlaf of purchasers of real estate. They
searched land titles and issued
ertificates of Title which were accepted
sufficient protection by the potentia]
uyers.
With the advent of urbanizatlon and
. e great expansion of mortgage
mebuying, the kind and complexity of
aims against realty that could affect a
d title were increased by new statutes
d legal precedents. As a result,
ofessional title attorneys and abstracts inevitably made errors in title
arches and many hidden title defects
ere missed. The idea of title insurance
gan approximately 100 years ago when,
March 28, 1876, the charter of The Real
slate Title Insurance Company, in
hiladelphia, Pennsylvania was granted.
Broadly speaking, title insurance is a
pe of indemnity insurance to the owner
lender who suffers a policy covered
s. However, it has several special
aracteristics.
1) The title msurance policy is actually
isk Elimination Insurance", issued after
search of public records to determine if
y conflicting interests or adverse claims
e outstanding on the realty in question.
er this determination is made, a
e-time premium is charged at the time
e policy is issued. This policy coverage
· protect. the interest of the insured
ner as long as he has an interest in the
operty, and also protects his heirs or

devisees, for as long as they hold title to
the insured property. In addition, the
Texas Owner's Insurance Policy provides
further protection to the insured
purchaser. In the event the insured
purchaser, his heirs, or devisees, ever sell
the insured_realty t~rOU[h a Warranty
Deed, the owner's title insurance policy
automatically becomes a Warrantor's
Policy. This means that the insured
purchaser, together with his heirs, or
devisees, shall, for a twenty five year
period after the date of sale, remain fully
protected under the terms of the policy if
any title de~ should afterwards arise.
2) Title insurance is directed at "Loss
Prevention", as distinguished from most
property and casualty insurance which is
concerned with risk a;sumption and
distribution from future acts and
omissions. Title insurance coverage is
coverage for a loss resulting from past
occurances.
3) Title insurance is not written for a
ftxed term. The coverage up to the face
amount of the policy cgntinues as long as
the insured has an insurable interest in
the insu~~d property.
Title insurance, as it exists in all states,
is subject to _.that particular jurisdiction's'
Jaw and administrative regulations in
effect under those Jaws for protection of
the pollcyholders. In Texas, Article 9.01 et
seq. of the Texas Insurance Code controls
the creation and functions of all title
insurance companies doing business in
fexas. The 'Texas Insurance Code further
provides that the operations of all title
insurance companies and their agents
must be conducted in accordance with the
State Board of Insurance of the State of
Texas as to all regulations enacted by the
said Board.
In Texas, title insurance, like all of the
insurance industry, is closely regulated.
The exact form of Title Insurance Policies
authorized to be issued in Texas are
prescribed by the State Insurance Board
as are the insurance rates for insurance
premiums. Neither may be deviated from
at the penalty of a title company having

r~~------~~------------------------,

its lit•ense to issue title insurance revoked.
Other states provide rules and regulations
which are not always so stringent. The
justification for this strict regulation in
Texas is public policy. "'Title Insurance is
a bu'iiness affected by public interest and
is subject to legislative control for the
protection of the people and the promotion
of the general welfare"
Board of
Insurance Commissioners v. Title
Insurance Association, 272 SW2d 95,
Rehearing Denied, and Board of Insurance
Commissioners v. Kansas City Title
Insurance Company, 217 SW2d 695, (CA),
error refused, N.R.E.
To examine more fully how title
insurance can benefit the attorpey, and
more directly his clients as seller and
buyer in the real estate transaction, a
working definition of title insurance must
be clearly understood. The Texas
Insurance Code, Article 9.02, defines Title
Insurance as "insuring, guarantying, or
indemnifying, owners of real property, or
others interested therein against loss or
damage suffered by reason of liens,
encumbrances, or defects in the title to
said property, and the invalidity of liens
thereon, or doing any business in
substance equivalent to any of the
foregoing in a manner designed to evade
the provisions of this act."
In basic term~ .• title insurance is simply
the application of insurance principles to
hazards inherent in real estate titles. It is
a contract with a title in~urance company
by which the company undertakes to
defend a title as insured which has been
attacked by the claims of another party,
and to compensate the insured against
loss on account of title defects or falure of
title.
A title defect is anything in the entire
history of ownership of a piece of realty
wlrich may impair or encumber the
owner's right to peaceful enjoyment of his
property or cause him to lose any portion
of the property or any rights attached to
it. Many potential title defects are covered
in theory by the general warranty deed,
(Continued on P~ge 10)
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TITLE IN SURANeE
(Continued from Pare 9)

an abstract of title. or by an attorney's
certificate of title that a particular title is
valid. But, each is limited in force by law
and much more importantly, by the crucial
question of financial responsibility. It
aids a client very little to have a valid
:ause of action for defect of land title and
>btain a judgement in his favor for money
damages and yet be unable to satisfy his
injury due to seller's insolvency or
protection under the Texas Homeste11d
and Exemption statutes. A t itle
insurance policy provides the "deeper
pocket" from which hidden title defects
may be satisfied if these defects come
under the insurance policy coverage. As a
pr1ctical matter. neither an abstractor nor;.
examining attorney can be held liable for
t itle losses caused by hidden defect s not
recorded in Public Records. And defects in
title missed by errors and omissions of an
abstractor or attorney would require
proof of negligence, always difficult to
prove, and any ability to recover in any
case would depend upon 1) the examiner's
solvency, and 2) the applicable Statute of
Limitations. As can be seen, title
insurance fills the gap.
It is important to note tha• in the event
a claim is made against a title insurance
company, for recovery on a title defect

covered by the policy issued, that the title
insurance company is liable to the insured
in two ways:
1) Duty to indemnify the loss, up to the
amount of the policy coverage; and
2) Duty to defend the insured's title to
the extent that such litigation by the
opponent is founded upon an alleged
defect, lien, encumbrance, or other matter
insured against by the policy.
This second point is an important one
and often misunderstood. It should serve
to/ emph_asize a fundamental fact about
title company willingness to insure a
·particular title. If a possibility of future\
litigation exists as to a claim against a
title, even if the claim appears to be likely
to be overcome in such litigation, the title
company will have been required to pay
the cost of such litigation. Hence, title
companies tend to avoid "buying a
-lawsuit" when insuring titles and require
potential litigation over rights and claims
in real property to be cleared up prior to
issuance of 1:1 title policy.
As an attorney representing the
purchaser in real estate transaction. title
insurance is a benefit which protects the
purchaser from the most common pitfalls.
For example1) Many title risks which cannot be
revealed by even the most thorough title
search (ie - forged deed) and for which no
abstractor or attorney examiner will be

~-------------------------.

~~Mark
Anthony's

liable.
2) Even if negligence on t he part of
attorney examiner can be proved,
may be no solvent party by which
injured purchaser can recover
damages through defective title.
For all attorneys who repr.esent
in real estate transactions, title •u"'IJ""'"'
not only protects his client in the event
Joss t hrough hidden defects in land
but protects the attorney from u"'r""'..
liability and malpractice
negligence. It is only in the best mL,.,,..,__.
of the client to secure title insurance
in the best interests of the practicing
estate attorney to so advise his
title insurance policy will cover
claims arising from title problems.
could have been discovered in
records and from hidden defects
could not have been discovered even
the most complete title search.
On the other side of the coin, if a
search by the title ui'surance l'l·,m,um
reveals that the title is uninsurable,
due to cost involved likely to remain
the prudent buyer is effectively on
that the purchase of such risky nrcmertv
unwise. Again the best interests of
potential purchasing client have
served.
In the event the attorney practicing
real estate transactions represents
L- ·

(Continued on Page 11)
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~der the control of gangs that guards and
t ison officials won't enter them, and

isoners are afraid to leave their cells.
This sort of violence makes a mockery
[e1 the well-intentioned proposals for
habilitation and prisoners' rights that lie
hind the attempts to dismantle the
t xas system, which unlike virtually
ery other, works. When Federal Judge
t
rank
Johnson took on the Alabama prir
system in cases similar to Ruiz v.

Estelle, he pointed out that "robbery,
rape, extortion, theft, and assault are
everyday occurrences among the inmate
population." "His remedies- segregating
criminals prone to violence and aggression, frequent searches for weapons, and
an insistence on tough enforcement of
rules to preserve order- read like a description of what already exists in Texas
prisons.
Most state prison systems have
launched aggressive public relations
campaigns that portray their prisons as

TITLE INSURANCE <Continued trom Page to>
• Her, title insurability by a title
surance company assures the seller
at his titfe to realty will be marketable.
· will further provide that if any title
estion arises as to the realty conveyed
the buyer, that the title insurance
'cy will protect the former owner froriJ.
ancial damage for title defects up to
e face amount of the policy. It also
ilitates a real estate transaction and
, abies the seller to get his money quickly
1. d permits the parties to a real estate
ansaction to identify and correct title
fects before the actual consummation of
e real estate transaction.
. In a more general way, title insurance
ilitates real estate transactions by
h oviding security to lending institutions
r their investments. Prior . to the

widespread availability of title msurance
for loans, lending institutions acting as
.fiduciaries for depositor's money were
often reluctant to invest in long term
mortgages with attendant greater risk.
Both sellers and buyers benefited by
having money more readily available to
consummate real estate transactions.
In conclusion, title insurance provides
the attorney's client with substantially
greater protection than would be
afforded by the attorney's opinion alone.
It indirectly benefits the attorney by
reducing his potential liability for title
defects. For additional security to all
affected parties in a real estate
transaction, title insurance has proved to
be effective in meeting the needs of all
concerned.

Of

Texas, Inc.

(Conlinued on Page 12)
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group therapy sessions and downplay the
bars that surround them. Texas prison
officials have done just the opposite. They
seem proud that their prisons keep order
and seldom point out, for example, that
Texas has such a positive attitude toward
rehabilitation, that it pays the way for
prisoners attending college, while in
supposedly liberal Eastern states the
prisoners themselves-more of whom are
poor-have to pay. As a result, Texas has
more prisoners attending college than all
other state prisons combined. Every
study of recidivism shows that about the
same percentage of criminals return to
crime no matter what the method of penal
philosophy. Group therapy, communitybased programs, work release, all the
most advanced progressive ideas, are no
more successful than solitary confinement, warehousing, and other nineteenthcentury methods. About one in three
criminals returns to crime regardless. The
key to running prisons, then, is to
protect the two out of three who want to
rehabiliate themselves and to offer them,
based on good behavior, a wide range of
opportunities for self-improvement. The
Texas system does.
Why, then, has the federal government
dispatched to Texas dozens of FBI agents,
a half-dozen federal prosecutors, and a
large support staff to spend months
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Texas Prisons
fighting the Texas system? The federal
government took over the running of
Arkansas prisons in 1970, effectively
ending their brutality and anarchy. The
Arkansas system was generally considered the nation's worst. In many quarters,
the Texas system is considered one of the
nation's best. Some cynics believe that the
U.S. Justice Department-which has been
virtually impotent in other prisons suits,
which has won no suits against police
departments, and which has won no suits
against policy departments, and which
was embarrassed in the Joe Campos
Torres rase-is counting on winning in
Judge Justire's court to restore their civil
rights reputation . The cynics also believe
that by devoting such massive resources
to the Ruiz case the Justice Department
will convince Judge Justice to impose on
the Texas system a set of standards for
correctional institutions the Justice
Department drew up last year. These
standards are quite different from the
American Correctional Association stand-

ards and as yet have no force of law
behind them. The Texas case could
establish them, in one stroke, as the
acceptable penal philosophy.
A New York prisoners' rights lawyer
bluntly described this strategy to Bruce
Jackson, a penologist and the authvr vf
"Har d Times," a story on the Ellis Unit of
the Texas prison system tlhat appeared in
this magazine last month. "As a prison
system, TDC probably is the best around.
The government isn't arguing that.
There's no dope in there, there's hardly
ever any violence, and there's no
corr uption at all. You can't even fault
them on rehabilitation anymore. That's
not what Ruiz is about. It's this: if they
can get Texas, then all the others 'are
dominoes. They can go into every other
state and take over those prisons without
a trial. We can say hello and they'll sign a
consent-decree. New York, California,
everybody."
It is natural to feel sympathy for
prisoners and to demand they be treated

~
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(Continued fro m Page 11)

humanely. Prisons, however, ar e
ed to deprive their inmates of many
that the rest of us enjoy. Justice is
elusive concept, but implicit in it is
idea that people should get their
deserts. No prisoner deserves Attica,
Angola, or Stateville, or San Quentin, no
matter what his crime. A true defender of
prisoners' rights would be a strong
supporter of the Texas philosophy, since it
protects the prisoners' most fundamental
right, the right to live. The challenge for
our court will be to mandate needed
reforms and, if necessary, additional
prisons, without mandating the loss of
authority, confidence, and determination
that has turned prisons elsewhere into
living hells. Whether zealous federal
attorneys or Judge Justice can see this
distinction is an open question. Many TDC
officials have been making the same
specific criticisms of their system. It is
overcrowded; it does need money. But"it
does not need a new philosophy.
William Broyle1
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LAW EXCESS-NEWS
"Blood
Guts
And
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St. Mary's Most Disgusting Newspaper
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That Fits"

DRUG CRAZED W.L.A.
TERRORIZES CITY
In This Issue:
Women Raid Family Life
Center - Force Nuns To
Read Playgirl

on

at
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W .L.A. Force Abortions At
Gunpoint
Burt Mason Among Victims

.he

W .L.A. Defector Jeff
Deason Reveals Donkey
:ilush Fund
New Dean Names "Good
Riddance Holiday." Castleberry declares ''We'll never
forget ole what's his name.
Reuschlein Feted At Feast
Of St. Adolph In Buenos

Chili Team Charged With
Cannibalism
Lloyds of London Cancels
eopold's Voice Polley.
pokesman said, "He has
een talking too much.''

As the entire world waited for his decision as to who would rule Iran after be retired to
the holy dty, the Ayatollah l'tfahmoud Khomeini announced his choice today. He called to the
throne of Iran, .James Castleberry, Dean of St. Mary's Law School. Said the Ayatollah,
"l had a vision in which Allah revealed to me our temporal leader.'' Castleberry, after
being informed of his appointment commented, " It's absurd! I can' t run Iran and St. Mary's
simultaneously. Besides, I don't want t o be Sh a-Na-Na of Iran.'' (Sophie did not comment.)
Photo of Khomeini thanx to Bill Crow, President of S.A. Ayatollah Fan Club.

Neutron Bomb Devastates
New York City

SPECIAL- STATEN ISLAND- The
entire population of the city of New York
was devastated by a sudden and unprovoked neutron bomb attack by the
Ugandan Air Force Virtually all of the big
apples' residents, tourists and winos were
killed.
All or the buildings remained intact,
however, and boddies littered the street.
Idi Amin, ruler of Uganda, joyously
accepted responsibility for the holocaust,
('alling it his first step in "urbane renewal
of the northwest U.S."
(Continued on Page 7)

Jimmy Carter Resigns
(BFD)-WASH.-James Earl (Jimmy)
Carter, the 39th President of the United
States, resigned today amid reports his
term as governor of Georgia was a hoax.
Walter Mondale, the Vice-President,
was said to be in a nervous state of shock
and aides said he was suffering from
hemorrhoids.
Reporters in Georgia uncovered
evidence last week that the former
President was not and never had had been
governor of Georgia. Apparently, Bert
Lance, ex-director of t he OMB had paid
(Continued on Page 7)
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Excess-Views
Editorial
Void for Vagueness
This will be my final opportunity to
address you as a whole and I shall employ
it to offer sound advice, tempered with
hindsight, to those who are toiling up from
the ranks.
The most important thing I've learned
here is the virtue of laying low.
Regrettably, I've not done it, but rather
have suffered the consequences of flaming
and all'! in position to tell you, from first
hand experience, to hide, preferably in a
place with similar objects.
Refrain from volunteering to recite trust to chance. Never make wiseacre
comments. If a professor ever learns your
name either transfer out or drop the
course. It is the first step on the road to
ruin.
Try to look like everyone else. Wear a
necktie or gad a~ut in artfully wear-worn
drugstore cowboy raiment.
Avoid obyJgus things such as poetry,
guitars, Assault and Flattery and running
around with-Mad Dog.
Above all avoid the WITAN. It is only a
heartbreak - producing Nobel Pri~e
quality rags, such as this one, with a
skeletal crew, limited budget and a
perpetual hassle with the radical elements
of the S.B.A. I've even had to attend three
S.B.A. meetings lately. 'fhree! no less. I
am assured a place in Heaven. I did miss,
however, its President's response to a
question from the floor from Faye Bracey.
Wordlessly, he turned about, bent over
and exhibited his expansive bum to her,
followed by a double gesture of obscenity
t.dministered by the middle fingers of the
hand. Eloquent, huh?
;... Anyway- to sumup - lay low! Shine
your shoes, get your haircut and write for
the Law Journal. I didn't; I did everything
wrong and as the twig is bent so grows the
tree.
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" TRIN ITY OR BUST "

Law School Moving
By a narrow margin, the Law School
faculty at St. Mary's University has voted
to move the Law School and become
a~sociated with Trinity University.
Dean James Castleberry (Jimmy Dean)
announced the decision today and also
some of the factors behind the move.
"Let's face it," Castleberry said,
"Trinity is a helluva lot closer to Alamo
Heights." "Hobbs' and my cars are taking
a terrible beating on Woodlawn and
Culebra," he said.
"Also," the Dean continued, "the move
will mean less drive time to see alumni
members." "And off the record, they've
got a great tennis facility," he said.
Charles Cantu, faculty member,
concurred in the decision noting that the

move to Trinity would put the law school
"much closer to the country club and La
Louisianne." "And both of those beat the
hell out of the Snake Pit," he said.
Castleberry discounted the task of
moving the 3 buildings across town. "It's
simply a matter of logistics," he said,
adding, "after all, Rome wasn't built in a
day, and I wasn't the contractor."
Other faculty members favoring the
move were Orville Walker, who said he
had seen some "awfully pretty girls
running around over t here," an d
Professors Ferguson, Francisco and
dean-emeritus Raba all of whom liked the
idea of close proximity to Hipp's Bubble
Room.

Additions To S.M.
NEW PROFESSORS
Robert "Bubba" Johnson, Associate
ofessor of Law. Subjects: Pakistan Tax
w, Professional Prostitution, Real and
ersonal Pimping. B.S. (Air-Conditioning
and Refrigeration), 1958, Waco Trade and
Technical School; B.A. (Truth and
auty), 1959, Fort Worth School of
ilosophy; 1959, Private Practice; 1960,
isbarred, State Bar of Texas.
Kermit The Frog, Visiting Amphibian.
bjects: Federal Flatulence, Legal
search and Tooth Decay! · Cases on
dmiralty and Cap'n Crunch (1972 with
· Piggy); author of Insurance Law:
o (jjves a Shit? (1976, with Bert and
nie).
Monty Hall, Professor of Door 1#3.
bjects: Oil and Vinegar, Pathos, Trade
hool, and Copycat Law; 1928, B.A.,
liege of Hard Knocks; M.S., 1943,
pperware University; Director, Instite for Pubic Hair Research.

COURSES

out" as it applies to "out of order"; survey
in depth of: Coke adds life, I'm a Pepper,
Big Red.

9085 FEDERAL FLATULENCE
Historical development; discharge and
tonal phonetics; effective defenses to "he
who smelt it, dealt it"; flatulence as a
common law nuisance; attention will be
given to Flatulence Act of Rude Texans
(F ART). Not open to students who have
had Pungent Pollution 8856.
7157 XEROX LAW
Considers problem of income depletion at
5c a shot; selected problems of "call key
operator" and the common law "out of
paper" theory; correct procedures for
deciding between legal and letter size
paper and the ramifications thereof;
techniques of waiting in line with some
substantive law on "I only have a few to
do!" Not open to students wishing to cogy
law review articles.

St. Mary's School of Law announced
today the implementation of .a new
affirmative action program to facilitate
admission of mass murderers. "These
people have been discriminated against
long enough, a spokesman said, "it's time
we gave them a chance." The plan calls for
full tuition grants along with the waiving
of the LSAT and the undergraduate
degree. The competition among law
schools trying to lure mass murderers to
their campuses has become keen with the
announcem£>nt by the federal government
of providing matci.ing funds based on the
number of mass murderers per school.
High on the list of desirables was Juan
Corona (25, by machete) who would count
as both a mass murderer and a minority.
A representative from St. Mary's La\\
School would be flying out to California
next week to try and persuade Charles
"Chucky" Manson (9, by stabbing,
shooting, and bludgeoning) to come to St.
Mary's. It was learned last week that
Stanford Law School had visited "Chucky"
and offered him an associate professor
position in the hope~ of influencing that
wild and crazy guy. The St. Mary's
spokesman did feel confident that native
son murders, Elmer Wayne Henley and
David Brooks (27, by beach blanket bingo
party), would choose a Texas school.
Rumor has it that the real tough
competition has been focused on David "45
Magnum" Berkowitz (8, by shooting).
"Boy. if we could get "Son of Sam" it
would be a real feather in our cap," the
spokesman said.
St. Mary's has been under pressure
ever since the University of Texas Law
School announced the admission of
William "just following orders" Calley
(109 civilians, by machine gun) who was
lured there by the promise of good seats
at all UT football games.

Witan Gets Nobull Prize
It's official. The Witan has received the

9 VENDING MACHINES
study of basic vending machines and
'r inoperation; effect of the "correct
ge only" doctrine; application of "sold

Affirmative Action
For Mass Murderers

Nobull. Prize for Literature (a popular
abbreviation for Litter-at-your law
school). Shortly after receiving the

coveted award, the Witan staff began
working diligently to prepare its defense
lo charges brought under section 31.03 of
the Texas Pen all Code, which makes it an
offense to knowingly receive stolen goods.

p ..... lf;
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WOMEN DOMINATE

Students Suggest Courses
In March, a questionnaire was
distributed with a variety of courses to be
offered at St. Mary's Law School provided
student response warranted the course.
Due to the incompetence of the scrivener,
several courses were accidentally deleted
from the questionnnaire. Below are the
courses recommended by various individuals. lf you have an interest in any of the
courses, circle the name of the course, but
only do so if you actually intend to enroll
in the course should it be offered.
1.) Women, Girls and the Crimes They
Commit. Dealing with the law, procedure
and defense strategies of keeping sister
out of the slammer. Also included are
famous legal battles to fight the sexist
characterization of prostitution as
criminal. After all, its older than
lawyering.
2.) The Law of Orgasm. Freudian
overview of the orgasm and its effect on
women. Included will be the effect on
homestead rights, dowery rights and
other marital property interests. Also, if
time permits, the Constitutional right of
do it if it feels good.
3.) Sex Abuse, Law and Consenting
Adults. Dealing with some of the major
sex crimes of the century, and covers the
recent prono proliferation. Course begins
with a Marquis de Sade approach to the
law and incest at its best. Buggery,
beastiality are Part II of the course. No
textbooks. Class meets five nights a week
at the San Antonio Inn.
4) Legal Realims: So What! A detailed
and precise look at the great legal realists
in the history of jurisprudence. Emphasis

on modern scholars of realism: Traynor,
Mussmanno, Kaufman. Class will meet
Aprillst for 30 minutes with a 15 minute
intermission. Open-note exam.
5.) Decapitation As A Special Issue.
The only question this four-hour course
will answer is whether decapitation is
total or partial incapacity. Or can it be
submitted as a defense that the
decapitation is temporary? Finally, the
semester winds up with readings and
discussion on whether the trial court can
comment on this heady issue. Meets 3
times a week; research paper required
and strong stomach. Green textbooks.
6.) Overview of Women and the Law.
This course will meet daily (except
Sunday) for 6 hours and will study the
specific issues effecting women and the
law. Only one Saturday class. Issues will
be from abortion and appeal and error to
xeroxing by secretaries in pantsuits and
zoning restrictions. Housework will be
included if interest requires its inclusion.
241 textbooks required. 3 final exams.
7.) Headnotes and Their Influence on
the U.S. Supreme Court. Chief Justice
Burger will teach this seminar class
(limited to 350 students) via satellite from
his chambers in the Supreme Court
building (thus a camera en camera). Class
will meet for the televised lecture in the
new library's auditorium. The C.J. will
reveal some startling instances in which
the full text of landmark decisions are in
reality head notes copied verbatim from
the "Federal Practice Digest." (Notably
the Bakke decision). There will also be an
optional field trip to San Paul, Minn.,

Mysteries-Distrusts
(Editor: Lecture which could have been
presented by Mr. Sue In Rem, professor of
Mysteries and Distrusts.)
We start with the case on page
six-hundred and thirty-seven. The general
rule we can get out of this case can be
found on page
six-hundred and
thirty-nine, column two, paragraph four,
seven lines from the bottom. You follow
me?! Do-you-follow-me? Doo yoou follow
me?
I give an example from a Texas case.
Every day before class I pinch your
bottom. Think of it! Think of it! I pinch
your bottom! Do you have a remedy? Put
in other words, can you ask court for an
injunction to stop me from pinching you?
The court said yes. Every day before class
I now have to keep my hands to myself.

Isn't that nice?! Would this rule apply if I
slap your face? I think so, I may be wrong,
I don't have a Texas case directly on point.
Tell me if I am wrong. Ask your lawyer
friends or relatives. I want a Texas case!
Therefore, the remedy for life you can
trust is that an injunction can be employed
against the most persistent slappers and
the quickest pinchers, whichever you may
meet!!
For tomorrow read the next three
cases. Do I make that clear? Read the next
three cases. Do I make that clear?

Hints From Helotes
Paddy O'Ferguson has revealed to the
WIT AN_ his secret recipe for a seven (7)
course Irish feast: 1. a six-pack of beer; 2.
one boiled potato.

home of West Publishing Co. The
will meet the chief legal framers of
legal opinions - the West h.........~·•u•
keynote staff.
8.) Freedrom of Choice. Dealing
the Constitutional, sociological
endocrinological aspects of the
3-word phase and its origins. The
will entail a study of abortion,
consumption, public education and
chicken. Class will meet daily at
Jersey Lilly Room.
9.) Women and Water. Course '""'nhl••••
a historical approach combined
modern view of women and water,
hopefully enough time for
build up. The course will begin with
mermaid myth, Cleopatra's
Homer's "Sirens," mayan maiden's
contests, Isabella armanda, E. W
famous water coreography and will
with the sexist phrase "steady as
goes." Also in conjunction, the course
explore the rationale behind naming
and hurricanes after women · an
paradox. If time allows · the course
cover swimwear also. Class will meet
Casa Rio and Port Aransas twice

Hubert: Get
Rich In Law
With Professor Burford Hubert.
Professor Hubert will reveal his
technique on every facet of the law
will need. Including freeing of a client.
Learn how to bill; how to seduce
female clients; how to pad your
expense account; how to make it
young female lawyers; how to select
most lucrative; Swiss bank account
your launderef's fees; how to
young female law students; much
In a word, Hubert's course, "The Gr""'"'""L.J
of a Lawyer," will teach you everyt
you didn't Jearn in law school.
A companion cou;-se for female :.H•u~::m:a
will be offered by Mrs. Hubert.
For further information, see your
representative.
The Texas Bar and Grill Institute
1600 Overbill
S.A. Tex 78284
Make checks payable to Burford

:A:pr:il:':19:7:9::::::::=================---------WIT~~
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More Law News
Diary of A First Year
by Mark M. Miller
14 September - Confusion again today.
n hy don't I understand the cases? I now
ru rmly believe it goes back to my basic
oblem: I didn't want to go to any law
hool_that would accept me as a student.
espa1r.
25 September · I keep hearing rumors
· ut a dangerous condition that exists on
mpus. As far as I can tell, it is some sort
n r wild untamed beast, a Mad Dog. Why
h on't they capture it, or better yet, shoot
h '! Where did this Mad Dog come from?
g 1ll it ever go away?
4 October · Went to a party tonight. Met
incredibly beautiful girl. "I've never
en to bed with a guy in law school
fore!" she said. Careful now, don't blow
like the last time - quickly I responded
i ith, "Gee, never have I!!" Well, at least I
t back to my apartment in time to see
ill e end of Tom Snyder. Despair.
epression.
I October Got called on in Leopold's
.tss today-did a pretty good job. NOTE:
:emember next time to have zipper UP.
8 October · Went to a party in Austin.
an into my old girlfriend. Ah, my chance
r revenge after all these years! In my
Javest manner I gave her the old,
'rn-gonna-bc a-rich-lawyer." Had it made
lil she returned with, "That's-OK-jerk' marned-a-plumber-who·makes more. oney-than-you'll-ever-see." Tom Snyder
0
d I are becoming very close.
· : October - Couldn't sleep tonight. The
orld is in such trouble: the wars, the
, mine, the pollution, the appalling human
ndition, and worst of all, I think I lost
~ y property cans. Will it never end?
~ovember Maybe I shouldn't have gone
0
law school after all. I remember when I
c aduated from college my rich uncle said
e would pay for law school or a sex
ange operation. The reason I finally did

~

RUTTENBERG FOUND
For most of this semester, we have been
tressed by the mysterious disappeare of Frank Ruttenberg, S.B.A.
asurer. After we had practically given
all hope, he was discovered by maids
.aning up the S.B.A. office. Frank was a
torious slob and had apparently lost
self beneath a heaping pile of his
ndry, books, uneaten dinners, etc., etc.
ter being rescued, Frankie commented,
hat happened, where am I?"

go to law school was because I never could
decide which sex I wanted to change to.
Depression and indifference.
25 January · Some grades in the other
section came out today. I don't
understand. They claim the grades are
unfair and something ought to be done.
30 January · Got my first grade today. It is
unfair and something ought to be done.
You'd think with all the money we pay
they'd give us higher grades. Idea: Tie the
grades to tuition as the tuition goes up so
do the grades.
3 February - Tomorrow I'm dropping
out. There was nothing I could do, law
school was beginning to interfere with the
only thing that I could relate to, the only
thing that told the ultimate truthTELEVISION. Now that I won't have to
study, I can indulge in those shows on my
intellectual level: The Newlywed Game,
Gilligan's Island, Leave It To Beaver, The
Flintstones, and best of all, The Family
Feud. Ecstasy.
(Continued on Page 7)

SEX, CONTRACTS
AND YOU

~

STATE OF
COUNTY OF
As hereinafter stipulated, we, ____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ and
,
the undersigned, do promise and consent
to become engaged in intimate activities
of a sexual nature on the
day of

-----------------· 19_.

We do both agree that all actions
involved in said activities shall be deemed
just, proper and pleasurable to both
parties. Any consummation of this
agreement in a position other than that
known and commonly referred to as "male
superior" or "Missionary" is subject to the
mutual consent of both parties; provided,
however, that under no circumstances
shall the position be of a kind not depicted
in the text known as the Kama Sutra.
The means of foreplay shall not, when
taken as a whole, violate contemporary
community standards as to what
commonly transpires between two
healthy, normal heterosexuals. This bar
shall include, but is not limited to, the
following: use of whips, chains, etc., etc.
We do both agree that some means of
contraception shall be used by either one
or both of the parties participating.
We do both hereby promise, each to the
other, that our body is clean and free of all
venereal and contagious diseases; and do
hereby promise to henceforth and
forevermore hold the other harmless from
any physical and emotional after effeets
that may result from performance. Parties
will agree to reach climax simultaneously
or the female partner will fake it.
We do both hereby further promise to
refrain from becoming involved in
discussion of said activities with anyone
other than the other party involved to
prevent any possibility of slander or
misrepresentation of the activities and
facts connected with such an intimate
occasion.
Signed this __;jay of _ _ _ _ _ __

19_
St. Marys Law School is pleasea to
announce that Prince Saud Ibin-Tulun,
Master of Koranic Law, U. of Mecca, visits
St. Mary's next year to teach oil and gas.
The Prince's students shall be prepared or
else have their hands lopped off, but no
paper will be assigned. As part of an
innovative foreign instructor-exchange
program, Prince Saud was exchanged for
Sheik Orville Walker, who will teach
Prince Saud's harem Texas Civil Procedure. Said Sheik Walker, "I am very
proud."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I have nothing to say.
Dear M.D.,
You can say that again!

M.D.
Editor

Dear Editor,
Who's responsible for
tuition?

raising the
The Students

Dear Students,
It's who's irresponsible ...

..__ ....
..__
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People of Uganda v. Am in
The PEOPLE of Uganda,
Plaintiffs-Appellees

v.

Alfred "Schmendrick" AMIN,
Defendant-Appellant
No. 79-350
(Supreme Court of Uganda)
April1, 1979
Defendant was indicted for cursing an
old lady, in violation of 7 Ug. C.A. § 309.
The trial court, Rodney McGumbo, J.,
convicted, and defendant appeals. The
Supreme Court, Irving Am in, C.J ., held
lhat, while the statute under which
defendant was convicted is valid, it does
not apply to members of the Holy Family.
Elmer McGumbo, J., (deceased) dissented.
Reversed.

•••••

Syllabus by the Court.
1. Statutes containing fascist baloney
are inherently suspect.
2. 7 Ug. C.A. § 309 is not so offensive as
to require its being overruled.
3. 7 Ug. C.A. § 309 does not apply to the
Holy Family.
4. Under its equity power, the Supreme
Court may render judgment against
members of grand and petit juries, the
prosecutor, and the trial judge.

•••••

Sam Amin of Arnin, Amin, Amin and
Arafal, Kampala, for Defendant-Appellant.
Rix McGumbo, Attorney General,
Kampala, for the Government.
Before Irving Amin, C.J ., and Bettyboop
Amin and Elmer McGumbo (deceased),
J.J.

•••••

Irving Amin, Chief Justice, delivered the
opinion of the Court.
Defendant Alfred Amin was convicted
in the Kampala District Court, Rodney
MeG umbo, J ., of the crime of cursing an
old lady, in violation of7 Ug. C.A.§ 309. (1),
Pu1·suant to his conviction, he was ordered
to Entebbe Airport to await passage to
Tripoli. He appeals on the ground that, as
a member of the Holy Family and as an
Army officer, he is exempt from the law.
We sustain his contention and reverse.
We further adjudge the grand jury which
inJicted him, the petit jury which
convicted him, the prosecutor. and the
trial judge guilty of the charge for which
the defendant was convicted.
Alfred "Schmendrick" Amin is a man of
high repute in our country. He is a
member of the Holy Family. He is a
six-star general in the Army. His
accomplishments as a world traveler are
well known. (2) He is also the Grand Poo-

bah of the Kampala Society of Cannibals
and President of the Ugandachapterofthe
International Society of Billy Carter Fan
Clubs. On the evening of February 26,
1977, "Schmendrick" Amin attended a
meeting of another one of the many social
clubs to which he belongs, the Sons of the
Juniper Berry. He was in such a good
mood when the meeting ended that he
decided to drive home himself in his
Russian-built limousine rather than being
chauffeured. Thus, he dismissed his usual
chauffeur, by shooting him in the foot, and
took the wheel of the car himself. As he
drove down Qadafi Boulevard in Kampala,
he noticed an old lady lying in the path of
his auto. Being a gentleman, he decided
not to run her over. Instead, he stopped
the car and got out to investigate. The old
lady told him that she had eaten nothing in
three days. She was so weak that she had
collapsed on the street. She begged for
money to buy food, but the defendant
(being a prudent man) refused to be
swayed by her request. It was at this
point that the disputed curse was uttered.
In response to the pesky woman's
whining, defendant called her a "foetid
windbag who is too skinny to be of use to
anyone." {3) A passerby heard this remark
and swore 'out a complaint. Defendant was
later indicted .
We think defendant's language was
reasonable under the circumstances. He
was tired and wanted to go home. It is not
unreasonable that a man in such condition
would curse someone lying in his path,
much as a driver would curse a pothole in
the road. It is obvious that reasonable
cursing is permissible. Arnin v. Begin, 94
Ug. 2d 197 {1978); Entebbe Acres Country
Club v. Israeli Air Force, 81 Ug.2d 1130
{1976). If this were all there were to the
case, we would summarily reverse, but
there remains the question of the statute
prohibiting the cursing of old ladies. This
statute, 7 Ug. C.A. § 309, was enacted
back when our country was part of the
imperialistic British Empire. It sought to
impose Western tyranny on the Third
World. It is a matter of common
knowledge that such statutes are
inherently suspect. Uganda v. Queen
Elizabeth II, 53 Ug. 2d 90 (1970). Such a
statute will be sustained only if the party
defending it produces clear and convincing
evidence that it is not merely fascist
baloney. Uganda Dogburgers, Inc. v.
MacDonald's, Inc., 70 Ug. 2d 126 (1974). If
such a statute is overruled, the party
attempting to defend it will be put to
public ridicule. (4) In this case, the statute
is not so offending as to require such a
harsh result. We find, however, that the

statute in question does not apply to
members of the Holy Family. Accordingly,
we reverse the conviction.
We further believe that the grand and
petit juries, the prosecutor, and the trial
judge in this case were very naughty
people. They should have known better
than to prosecute such an important man
for something which
they could
reasonably have foreseen would not have
been upheld by this Court. They cost the
government money, embarrassed a great
Ugandan, and took up much of this
Honorable Court's valuable tim'e. (5)
There is not statutory or caselaw authority for what we are about to do, but it doe
not matter, because we have the protec.
tion of the Army. We feel that equity
requires the punishment of those who
commit a wrong against the state. Accord
ingly, we impose the sentence previous!
imposed on the defendent, as against th
grand and petit juries, prosecutor, an
trial judge in this case.
Reversed.
Elmer McGumbo, J., (deceased)
in g.
I dissent. Does this psychotic Co
realize what it has just done? It h
acquitted an unthinking and horrible m
{6) who was rude to a poor old lady. At tb
same time, it has added insult to injury b
convicting several persons whose onl
crime was to enforce an admittedly-vali
statute. This is dictatorship in its wors
form. The government of this countr
slinks, and furthermore

FOOTNOTES
I Title 7, § 309, of the Uganda Code Annotated
provides in pertinent part: "Whoever shall knowingly or mtentionally curse...an old lady shall be
guilty of an offense, and shalll:x> punished by being sent to Lybia for ot less than 5 nor more
than 99 years"
2 The defendant spent 1972 in the United States
He toured the country as a "Side Show Attra
tion" for Barnum and Bailey. We do not kno
what a "Side Show Attraction" is. or who Messers. Barnum and Bailey are, but we presum
that the defendant's activitifll were of high valor.
He tstified that he received great acclaim in th
city of Alexandria, Louisiana. We have neve
heard ofthis place. but presume that it is the Jar
gest and finest city in the United Stales.
3 Defendant weighs -175 pounds and realizes
obvious utility of not l:x>ing skinny.
·I 19 lJg. C.A. § 13 provides: "Anyone who defen
a fa.<eist statute will be required to walk
strt>ets of Kampala for thrt>e days earring a p1
E't si(<ll declaring"[ Like Howard Cossell."
,')If it were not for this case. WE' would have bee
on holiday in the Central Africa I<;mpire visitin
our p;reat friend Emperor Bokassa I.
6 The extent of the man's depravity can be see
from the fact that he doesn't even like Far
Fawcett-~fajors.
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Diary
(Continued from Page 5)
11 October · Got called on in Leopold's

to

ly,

18 October - Went to a party in Austin.

31 October · Couldn't sleep tonight. The
9 November - May be I shouldn't have
gone to law school after all. I remember
when I graduated from college my rich
uncle said he would play for law school or
a sex change operation. The reason I finally did go to law school was because I never
could decide which sex I wanted to change
to. Depression and indifference.
Editor's Note: We found t he entire ·diary
of this hapless one L, but severely edited
it.

Amin

The Law wives, D.A.D. will staff a
booth in Fiesta this year. They will sell

Kisses for $1.00 each. They invite
inquiries about their other bargains.

HOW TO AVOID BEING CALLED ON
WHEN YOU H AVfN'T READ THE CASE
11
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(Continued from Page 1)
In a radio broadcast over radio
Kampala, Amin said, 'Tm sick and tired of
the Wall Street- Park Ave. types whose
suave and polish dominate the northeast
corridor." Continuing, the mad man (and
now mass murderer) said, "We must
return the farmland of Manhattan and
Brooklyn to its rightful owners - the
w~rking agrarians."
Amin called on all the \jllagers, farm
peasants and migrant Agrarians of upper
Long Island, Southampton, Connecticut
and Westchester County, New York to
return to and reclaim their land. "Land
and Liberty" were Amin's last words of
his address.

Carter
(Continued from Page 1)
for advertising depicting Carter as
governor and the hoax was also attributed
to an incredible loss of memory by the 5
million residents of Georgia.
Sources in Atlanta say Carter was a
circus clown who moonlighted as a
used-car salesman. His adopted brother
Billy really is in the peanut business.
Speaker of the House Thomas (Tip)
O'Neill, (D·Mass.), said he knew all along
Carter was a phony, but hated to spoil a
good thing and let the republicans get the
last laugh. "I used to vacation at Sea
Island, and I knew I'd never heard of a
Governor Carter," O'Neill said.
Carter is said to have been influenced
by George C. Scotfs portrayal of a
southern slight-of·hand artist in the
motion-picture "Fiim·Flam Man."
Amy Carter, whose real name is
Catarina Espinosa, will be returned to
Paraguay where she was purchased by
the "Committee to Elect Carter" for $3.75.

...__
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FUTURE NEWS

Items From Outer Space
Editors Note. In an unexplained
manner, news items from the 21st century
were decoded by Voyager I as it entered
Saturn's ring belt. The news items are
from the Associated Press wire services
for January 25, 2020. Scientists believe
the stories to be accurate and attribute
the event to some phenomenal time warp.
One scientist in California lamented,
"Where's Einstein when you need him
most."
ITEM: AUSTIN-Scott Spears, former
high school B.M.O.C., law school
ABA-LSD representative, dog catcher,
county clerk, state representative, state
senator, state district judge, civil court of
appeals judge, federal district judge, chief
justice of the Texas Supreme Court,
associate justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court, and former U.S. Senator from
Texas announced today that he will not
seek, nor will he accept the nomination of
his party for President of the United
States. Spears said in a news conference
that he is sick of politicos who only use the
office for personal gain or for feelings of
power. "Basically," he said 'Tm tired of
promising, lying and shaking hands."
ITEM: NEW YORK-Ms. Denny Voigt,
first red-head on the United States
Supreme Court released her memoirs
today which will be published in her
forthcoming autobiography, entitled "I
Owe It All to St. Mary's." Later at an
Address: to the Yale Law School
graduating class, Ms. Voigt revealed to
her audience which jurist had the most
profound influence on her life. "My
favorite judge was Horney," she
remarked in response to a question.
Horney was a judge on the U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
ITEM: SAN ANTONIO-Dean James N.
Castleberry of St. Mary's University Law
School, the longest-reigning law school
dean in the country (exceeding his
predecessor's record) announced today he
will resign at the end of the school year.
Castleberry cited health and the fact
that he had never been to Europe as
reasons for his stepping down. "Plus," he
said, "It's getting harder each year to
corral the faculty and students into
working for Night In Old San Antonio."
Castleberry's successor, Ed Lavin, will
assume his duties on July 1st, which is the
2nd full moon after Good Friday. Lavin, a
graduate of St. Mary's in 1993, was chosen
over 2 other candidates for the Dean's
chair: Sophie and Chas. Cantu.
Lavin will continue to teach as well as
take on his responsibilities as D n of the

Law School. Lavin is currently a professor
of Women and Water; Legal Realism, So
What? and Housework and the Law.
ITEM: HELOTES-Charles Davis,
candidate for county judge 12 times and
candidate for Governor of Texas 6 times
said today he will not run for President on
the Trotsky Party ticket. Davis, a prolific
author (."Lust for Power," "Try again" and
"Kick a Dog While He's Down"), said he
finally realized his noticeable failure at the
voting booth was due to himself.
"You know," he said in a telephone
interview, "You can fool some of the'
people some of the time, all of the people
some of the time, but I never fooled
anybody."
Davis said he will retire to his Bandera
County cave and begin writing his newest
book and finish this year's supply of
weekly columns syndicated in the "Daily
Worker."
The new book will be entitled "Why Not
Something Better?" he said.
ITEM: POCATELLO, IDAHO-Curtis
Vaughan III, the country's longest court
clerk revealed yesterday that he will
accept his sixty-third clerking position'
with the Idaho civil appeals court.
The sallow Vaughn, who had his reading
glasses surgically attached to his head,
noted his tennis game had suffered, but
said he would accept the position as it was
offered.
In responding to various questions,
Vaughn simply replied, "Excuse me, I've
got somt: reading to do."
Vaughn did slide a message under his
office door which read: "Some people love

parades, I love to read."
ITEM: NEW YORK-Jack Wolfe
resigned today from his position as U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations.
Sources indicate President Cisneros had
contemplated sacking the
Wolfe within the week.
The President made public his anger
with Wolfe after the now famous mooning
incident in front of the General Assembly.
Tne ex-ambassador also raised both his
fists, leaving his middle finger raised,
much to the dismay of the General
Assembly.
President Cisneros ca11ed it an
"embarassing incident, equivalent to none
other in the history of our nations foreign
affairs."
Wolfe, who had prided himself as being
America's liason to the world; had
experienced a troublesome time ever
since he assumed his post at the U.N.
Britain, France, West Germany and
Japan all called on the President to fire
the former ambassador after his actions
on Monday during an Assembly debate on
the 35th Egypt-Israeli peace accord signed
in Havana last month.
Wolfe's aide-de-camp, Billy Carter,
brother of late President Jimmy Carter,
said the ambassador was unavailable for
comment, and had returned to his log
cabin near Kerrville, Texas.
But the controversial Carter said, "I
wished I coulda seen ole Jack give it to
them slime-ball ape heads from Asia."
And, "I bet that'll change the tune of those
toad-faced orange-bottomed baboons from
Africa."
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NEWS BRIEFS ~

TEXAS

MAYOR'S RACE
It appears from the final recount of the
al city-wide mayorial election that ~ayor
Lila Cockrell has tied her opponent
Charles Becker. The vote was 69 to 69.
g Becker said he was disappointed with the
· low turn out, but attributed the voter
apathy to the weather and Glenn
• Hartman, who Becker claims "puts people
al to sleep".
Cockrell, glad to still be in the mayor's
seat, said it "was a close one" and is
e optimistic she can "run the city without a
andate." K.
Becker's key issue in the race was free
g swimming ..at the city's pools (not
d huckholes) and the unnecessary volumius study of the Edwards Aquifer.
"I guess we'll just flip a coin and see
ho gets to sit in tl}e chair at meetings,"
cker said, adding, ''I'm not gonna let her
ave it all."
Cockrell suggested a compromise and
id "I'm willing to be mayor on Mondays,
ednesdays and Saturdays, but !:_ve got
• bridge on Tuesday and grocery ·day is
riday."
In response Becker suggested doing
way with Monday. "Nothing happens
onday anyway and I can't stand to ..et
early after an entire day of tt •
said.
.he
With unemployment above '
ty appeared to be in good hli 1.
ST. MARY'S SBA
The SBA held its 2d to last me~i.mg last
eek and once again, fighting broke out
d quickly spread to nearby buildings.
The powderkeg issue was bookshelves
the bathroom. Several senators were
jured by the verbal barrage, but the
hting raged on into the late evening.
As usual, little was accomplished - and
ce again, the problems of the world rest
fely with a committee.
The fighting was halted by a plea for
journment, which received a resound·
"second."
Analysts predict shirmishes and
hting could erupt at the next conclave,
eduled for early April.

handed out to the student body in
alphabetical order on Aug. 21, 1979 from
7:45 to 11:45.
"If one person is missing, we will start
all over again," Schmidt said, "you know
how computers are.'·

BEATLES 'COME TOGETHER'
The Administration of St. Mary's has
been able to get the Beatles together
again for one last concert for an end of
school dance. It was also announced that
there would be a change in location from
the cafeteria to the Alumni Gym due to
possible large crowds. The warm up band
for the 'fab-!our' will be the Rolling Stones
and Bob Dylan with Stevie Wonder,
Simon and Garfunkel, Billy Joel, Willie
Nelson, Linda Ronstadt, and Eric
C!apton joining the 'mop tops' in a grand
finale. Tickets are $3.00 and $4.00 at the
door.

KENNEDY ASSASSL'lATION SOLVED
In a surprise move today, the joint
Congressional Committee on Assassination announced today that after running
the famous Zapruder film of the shooting
upside down and backwards, It was
discovered that Jacqueline Kennedy fired
the fatal shot. "It's true, its true!!"
Jackie Onassis said when contacted, "Why
do you think I tried to leave the limo after
it happened?"

GUYANA
The late Rev. Jim Jones has received
the bad advertising award for 1978 for his
role in the mass murder-suicide in
Guyana.

i!tc:

BUSTAMANTE OUT
In a courthouse shocker, County Judge
Albert Bustamante admitted today that
he was not of Mexican-American descent,
but was in fact Dutch-Irish.
nno you think the voters in this town
would elect a chocolate-mint?", he asked
reporters. "Not on vour life," he SJtid.
The sudden confession and resignation
came after several weeks of growing
rumors about Bustamante's lineal history.
''I'm sorry I lied about my heritage, but
it was the only way I could get elected," he
said.
Bustamante, whose real name is
Rembrandt O'Reilly said he enjoyed being
county judge, but was tired of eating
mexican food for lunch.
"As soon as I get out of here," O'Reilly
said, "fm gonna get me some potatoes and
apple pie."
Rembrandt O'Reilly said he planned to
apply for the position of jail guard as !lOOn
as he got his G.E.D. fixed.

FEDERAL JUDGES
U.S. Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D.-Tex.,
denied that the recent appointees to the
federal bench were a result of political
patronage. "Just because every single
person I nominated was named to a bench
and just because Pres. Carter received no
~other nominations and considered none
other from Texas is not patronage,"
Bentsen said.
"Look at the President's record on
appointees, it'll show he fills vacancies on
the basis of merit," the junior senator
from Texas said.
"He appointed Bell, one of his best
fri~ds as attorney general; Bert Lance,
his banker, as director of the OMB and
those are but a few of the meritorious
appointees," Bentsen said.

BOX 13 REVISITED

PRF.·REGISTRATION
Asst. Dear Schmidt announced that this
t<'ents will register for the
I sem~; , 1979.
Students must come to s~l).ool May 5th
d pre-register, however, and the usual
will apply.
hedule of 3d year ftrst,
Also, rather than mail the completed
hedule, ail course schedules will be

Jones was credited with destroying the
entire ad campaign as well as image and
sales of the product Kooi·Aid.
In a just released tape wherein Jones is
pleading his followers to drink the arsenic
laced Kool-Aid, Jones apparently said,
"Come on
everybody
drink
it."
"Remember," he said, ''You loved it as a
kid and you can trust it as a mother."

I

Sue Hall star• Ia new ahow..."Wonder

Woman Meets the Iacredible

Wa~~~."

Further evidence surfaced today in the
South Texas Co. of Duval which tends to
prove that former Pres. Lyndon Johnson's
U.S. Senate race in 1948 was won through
tampering with the ballot box.
An anonymous laborer in San Diego,
the county seat, told reporters by phone
(Contlaaecl oa Pace 10)

*
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Ode From
Sec. A
'Tis a time for a word from the Muse
'Tis a place for divergent viewsOf Leopold and Cantus
Both apropos of April Fools.
Ann Living Stone, who has faithfully haunted the Conehead Library for the past
calendar year, refuses to vacate in favor of the newly-appointed staff. She claims here
den by adver~>e pos~.>ession.

NEWS BRIEFS
(Continued from Page 9)
t hat he voted 75 times that day, and was
never questioned about voting more than
once_
The man. who fears for his life, said he
even look a Santa Gcrtrudis heifer in to
vote and claimed it \\as his wife. without
questions from the election jud_8'e.
This story along with concrete evidence
of a precinct polling place in the county
cemetery would give LHJ's opponent,
then-Governor Coke Stevenson, the edge
by 135 votes ar1d a U.S. Senate seat.
Stevenson
was
unavailable
for
comment.

'Z..

•
•

z.

Property is the class to make
For every word that Leopold spake
We know to take down verbatim,
oughter,
Or drown our sorrows in navigable

l'IIE 5TVOEWI"S

JIM JONES
SCHOOL OF LAW
•
•

And then there's Remedies and Dr.
"I chop dow n your tlees [six]" he
with a bow,
"Is lemedy [sic] in conversion or
Not to worry - We have Texas case!"

tH )\.I 0 ~~ \ . ~o\ll
~ \),•,'-\. \• ~0.
C..l~SS

Where teaching law becomes a cultAnnouncing Summer Program 1979!
Located in exotic Jonestown, Guayna!
Large farming commune already
Plenty of openings!
Free Kool-Aid!
Kids welcome!

Here is the law school you've been looking
for! Get away from it all. No worries because
we tell you what to think! After a summer at
Jonestown, you'll never be the same! Apply
today!

" Ill never forget the time I spent at
Jonestown. " -Senator Leo Ryan
For more information write:
Rev. Jim J o nes c/o California Cults Unltd.
P .O. Box 8777
San Francisco, California 09088

First there's Legal Resear ch and
As in the Library our nails we're
Researching and finding an on point
AS over our shoulders 40 people look.

And Contracts class is so enlightening,
Upon occasion it can be heightening.
Just when we're in those law school
Professor Cantu will just feel nuts.
(Continued on Page 12)

~

'~

Patronize
San Antonio's
only
Professional
team:
The
San Antonio
Sperms
i CoME Etr(( lHE.M
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Return
Of
Renvoi

Students of Conflicts will be happy to
arn that a distinguished panel of
In uropean and American legal scholars
~~11 be arriving upon the St. Mary's
~ mpus to explore that most intriguing
~d worthle.~ of doctrines, the lost
pence of Renvoi. This summit, which has
~~0 ~en entitit,(l'"Renvoi-Where Do We Go
'ec rom Here?", will feature many back to
. ~ck to back to back again mini-seminars
~l ~ such stimulating topics as "What Do I
kl When They Tell Me To Go Back Where
Came From?" and "Catch 22 and
~nvoi-Kissin' Cousins?" All will be
pn!lucted personally by experts whose
ior~madic shifting about might never end if
~ey continue to practice what they
r lrea~~· St. Mary's own Professor David
ittfurth, chairman of the Renvoists
' ~ltuf\1 committee, will close the
~~ ~nference on a musical note when he
!weetly croons his interpretation of that
~loved classic, "Errr, Get Back."

l

.
l
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Miss Ads.

There's a foxy lady with red hair in the
freshman class that always ignores me.
Goddamnit, that makes me mad: Henry,
at the bottom of the stairs.

VERN'S HOUSE OF VIBRATORS Shake, rattle, roll. Great for parties,
politicians and cooking. A wonderful
hand-me-down!!! 993-7741 348-3417.
Communists for Rent!!! If you need
pinkos, homosexuals with a Trosky touch
or perhaps a few weird longhairs who
smoke the devil weed, we supply them for
all functions. All our people are
degenerate as you could want-a few of
them even vote republican! Call 341-2091.
Needed: We need Gigs. 4 professional
jews- harpists. We do clubs, dances,
weddings, wakes, Barmitzvahs. Call Hank
388-7922 No Gig too large or small.
Wanted: All available sets of Southwestern reporter for improvement of the
library. W. Ferguson.
To C.C.-Why don't we shuffle off to
Mexico? E.G.

Maggots for sale-We offer a unique
selection of genuine Texas Size maggots.
Never before have such a cute selection
been available. Send no stamps. If you
have taken Secured Transactions or
Water Law you are entitled to 2 extra
maggots. Send for brochure. Box 2721
Curero, Texas.
OLDER MEN are better! Learn how to be
the best. Appeal to younger women after
fifty. Send $1.98 to PBS, Box 117,
Waxahachie, Tex., 81226.
Found anything yet, Dean?
Wanted-Editors, staff secretaries and
assorted peons-must be willing to give
125% effort for no reward, except be a
snob & learn to get blood from a turnip.
Call Ed.
LA MAMA de Rosita, mujer de antes se
encontraba remendando los calcetines y
calcones del viejo que era muy lumbre
para ropa .. .le decia un pendejo porque
tiene oro en su boca, plata en su boca, y
plomo en sus patas. Asi me gusta Con
Sapho.

JOIN THE FEW.
JOIN THE
ST. MARY'S
POLICE SQUAD

The $ & M Brothers
of Eternal Torment
School of law

We need a few good people.

On scenic Culebra
Within walking distance
of numerous ice houses

G.I.s Welcome

* No high school diploma required

*

*
*
*

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!

(GED accepted gleefully) .
No walking , thinking required.
Must be able to drive a Chevy
Nova 10 hours a day.
Knowledge of domestic beers
desirable.
Learn how to not be there when
needed.
" Gjrls" Encouraged To Apply
j
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Who Cares in Law School
Witan "Who Cares in American Law
Schools"

Charles Davis · St. Mary's Disco King.

Mad Dog Weiner - Worst poet in St.
Mary's Law School, bar none.

Lonesome Ernie · Hest lecturer using
'stream-of-consciousness' style of delivery.

Frank Ruttenberg · Scrupulous pennypincher. Studied religion in a bank.
Winner of Randy Grasso Fashion Award.

Wayne Scott · Florifer
Mary Jo Trice· A wolf in Veep's clothing.

Jack Wolfe · For pulling the wool over the
eyes of "Who's Who". A list of his accomplishments follows ....
Ed Schroeder Best poet in St. Mary's
Law School. Lives in Olmos Park.
Rand Riklin · Worst dressed male law
student. Not even allowed in Olmos.

Graffitti
Editor's Note: We have braved the
terrors of the University water closets, ol
both genders, to bring to our readers the
finest graffitti:

and

A little coitus
Wouldn't hoit us.

AI Leopold · Best dressed man. Invited to
Olmos Park, often.

Leda does swans.

Mike Robbins
perverse.

·

Polymorphous

Martha Warren · Has a curious relationship with Mrs. Palsgraf. Has a cute nose.

(A Convicted Corporation)
* Sentences Fixed
* Bribes Accepted
* Money Is No Object
* How to run for a Statewide
Post and Win
* Honesty
* Integrity
* Ethical
Give Us A Call - 2 Office Locations
Huntsville
Houston
Ex. Judge Garth Bates

Ex. Justice Donald Yarbrough

Ode from Section A
(Continued from Page 10)

Then, of course, there's Law so Criminal
That we must learn through methods
subliminal,
So we carry our Code from place to place
Then with open book we can win our case.
With Cisco we study our little girls
Whose tortfeasors love those golden curls!
With great affection we call him the
Colonel
His exams will keep us off the Journal.
As we close this quasi-rhyme
(You may be thinking just in time!)
We raise our glasses high and say
Here's to Law from Section A!
Doggerel Poets of Section A

FILLHER

I like grils.
It's G-I-R-Ls, stupid.
What about us grils?

BATES&
YARBROUGH

Ode from S.A.

B.S....

what the busy attorney doesn't have
enough of and what the St. Mary's
Legal Research board can give him
more of, by providing:

Qualit Plagiarized Legal
Research And Memos
AtALowCost
Within
Deadlines Assuring
A Rushed Sloppy Job.
The memo is written by anyone we
can force into doing it whose work is
checked and re-checked to ensure you
can't discover what we plagiarized! For
more information contact:

Legal Research Board
St. Mary's University
San Antonio, Texas 7 8284
"What We Can't Steal, We Make Up!"

............................-J~oooOooooooooooooooooo~~~~

